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If I could do it, I'd do no writing
at all here. It would be photographs; the
rest would be fragments of cloth, bits of
cotton, lumps of earth, records of speech,

pieces of wood and earth, plates of food ...
(Let Us Now Praise Famous Mien, James
Agee and Walker Evans, p.12) ...



PREFACE

La Rochefoucauld once remarked that if hard work was not the same as
genius, it was certainly a good substitute. Both these elements are reflected
in the chapters that comprise this volume. The papers by Gloria Caddell,
Cyril Baxter Mann, Jr., Mary Lucas Powell, Susan Scott, and Ann Woodrick are
the products of months of very hard work, during which time they each pushed
beyond the confines of their formal training, taught themselves new skills,
and tested the limits of their abilities as scholars and scientists. I am
proud to have had a small role in the development of each of these chapters:

as editor, as keeper of the data banks, and as translator of statistical and

other numerical techniques.

Whereas Volume I carries the burden of presentation of the fieldwork,
features, culture history, and the notion of temporally bounded,
archaeologically defined communities, Volume II presents the analyses of the
material remains recovered in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
Volume I establishes the context; Volume II establishes the content. Volume
III presents the raw data that lie behind both.

Tuscaloosa,
Alabama

March 1981

...........................................- -...'.
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b I age.

d Rim

A folded rim is formed when the c-lay of the upper area of the vessel wall

ck is bent 180 degrees and pressed flat against the supporting wall.

action results in a wall thickness which is double the thickness of the
nal wajll. It is possible to achieve t h is thickened rim by the
cation of an additional coil on the exterior vessel wall at the lip, but

cross-section examied showed this was not the case. instead, the

r technique was used in ail cases of folded rims. The cross-sections of

herds Showed that the rims were actual ly folded. At the point where the

nal li joi1ned the vessel1 wa ilI, i t was usuallIy smoothed so that there was
y a gradual thickening. The earlier, Woodland period, folded rims of the
were not smoothed, and there was an abrupt change in thickness between

olded rim and the vessel wall on these vessels.

d Flattened Rim

In the case of the folded and flattened rims, the thickening effect in

rim area is ichieved by either of the two methods described under "folded
The difference between folded flattened rims and folded rims is a

!ologica; One . Where the lip of the folded rim remains round, the lip on

oldeo fKattened rim (Figure 47C) is e ither modified by removal of the

td area of tn~e lip bv cuttinQ (S.E. van aier Leeuw, personal communication)
s flatened by hand while the clay was stillI in a very plastic state. In

r Ior insLance the curved l ip actually is removed, leaving a flIat or
led surface. When the lip is flattened by hand, the surface is not as

)ed as qht-n cu: . The lip is more rounded when formed by hand, but the cut

ices fain near right-angles which are defined clearly.

es

Handles were noted as being present or absent for general numerical

)ulatiois without regard to specific handle attributes. The handle

butes are dealt with later in the analysis under "handle metrics."

gue Neck Fillets

Neck fillets found in the assemblage were thin coils of clay used to form
!r raise handles (F igure 4a-f) or designs around the upper surface areas
ar forms. These designs were confined to the area between the upper
~snoulder and the I(p. in the 'false handle" form the strips were round

oss-section but the ends of the strips were flattened to allow a larger

nig area. When the strips were applied for decoration, the entire length

lie strips were pressed to be triangular in cross-section. This shaping
ably occurred as the strips were applied. The strips were oriented both

cally (Figure 4e-f) and diagonally.

BeC3USC Of the few sherds which had neck fillets, a seriation of these
I not be attempted. As more data become available, however, a

)oocgi -al ordier Ing of tnese attr ibutes shculd be possible, and t hey should
late in the Mssissippian petiod.

.. ..
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Bottles

The bottle category describes a globular or subglobular vessel body which
is embellished with a vertical neck, the height of which is usually equal tc
one-quarter of the vessel's overall height. The only bottle fo-, which was
not included within the standard, subglobular bottle form was the slender
ovoid bottle. Because of this vessels's elongated shape, it was determined
that if sherds from this form were present, it could be identified.

Most of the bottles from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were
subg!obular (Figure 1D-F). As defined by Steponaitis (1980:119), "A sub-
globular bottle is characterized by a globular, ellipsoidal, or wide ovoid
body, with the point of vertical tangency situated no higher than midway up
the body's height." Bottles with simple bases were most common in the Lubbub
Creek collection, but there were also occurrences of the pedestal base (Figure -'

ID) and the slab base (Figure 1E).

The slender ovoid bottle (Figure IC) is described by Steponaitis as "a
bottle which has an ovoid 'teardrop' body..." (Steponaitis 1980:119). The
difference between neck diameter and maximum body diameter is usually not
great. This gives the vessel form an appearance very similar to the jar form
found in the coarse shell tempered types. The slender ovoid bottle form
usually has a pedesta! base which is common only on bottle forms in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality.

When a sherd exhibited enough attributes to establish it as being a
bottle fragment, but not enough to distinguish the particular bottle shape,
the sherd was classified as a miscellaneous bottle.

SECONDARY SHAPE FEATURES

In the realms of ceramic modification, secondary features elaborate on
the basic vessel forms rather than change tnem. Variation ranges from the
single occurrence "village idiot ware" to standardized decorative elements.
The seventeen secondary shape features chosen for this attribute analysis were
chosen in the hope of producing a finer chronological seriation and
classification of the Mississippian assemblages in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. These attributes fall both in the realms of
utilitarian modifications, such as downturned lugs, and decorative
modifications, such as body indentations, which appear to add only to the
vessel's aesthetic appeal.

Downturned Lugs

A downturned lug is a handle formed by a projection of clay which extends
downward from the vessel's rim area. This projection does not intersect the
vessel wall at its maximum point of extension. Examples of this handle-form
found at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were of two kinds: very
thick lugs (Figure 3A-B) which are formed structurally for ut litarian -..-n
purposes, and small thin Ilat downturned lugs which probably served as a
decorative addition to the vessel. The latte' appeared too thin to have been
used independently as handles. it is possible, however, for a thin lug to be
used as a handle when additnn handles of l;ke construction are used as
we I, but n: eviden-c for mu!tipIe th in ugs was noted in the Lubbub Creek

' '" '" " • ' " " -- "" " " " . - " " *' ."

$." '. -' "- . L -- L _ .tZ " " " " - ,
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Flaring rim bowls are distinguished by their outward spreading rims
ure 1H-I) . Usually they have a subglobular body, whose curvature from

to point of inflection may or may not reach vertical tangency. The

lor agrees with Steponaitis (1980) that a distinction should be made

Peen those vessels which do (Figure 1H) and those which do not (Figure i1)

-h vertical tangency. Steponaitis (1980:121) stated that: "Bowls which

a point of vertical tangency on their body are referred to as 'deep' and

,e which lack a point of vertical tangency are designated as 'shallow'."

Outslanting bowls (Figure 1J) have walls "which slant outward at an angle

iter than 20 degrees from vertical tangency" (Steponaitis 1980:121). it

jid be stressed that the walls of the vessel should be straight ratner t.han

,ed in the movement from the base to the lip.

Pedestalled bowls usually have a subglobular to globular body shape

lure 1K) resting on a -ound hollow support. The support. or pedestalled

, could have been formed by pressing clay into a small cup or small

Olanting bowl. The shape of this mold would determine the shape of the

ished support or, as named, the "pedestalled base" (S.E. van der Leeuw,

ndix to this chapter).

Short neck bowls (Figure lM) are hard to distinguish from those of

kless jars when only the upper body sherds are present. The difference

,een the two forms is that short neck bowls reach vertical tangency before

actual modification of the end point which becomes the "short neck" for

:h this form is named. This vessel form is described as having "a

globular body, a restricted orifice, and a short vertical neck"

eponaitis 1980:121-122). When dealing with ceramic samples which consist %
nly of sherds rather than complete vessels, the short neck bowls and the

kless jar forms will always be confused unless a standard of vessel

vatures is established for all basic vessel shapes. Such a measure would

e to deal with height versus width of a vessel, degree of rim modification,
ght of rim above shoulder, and points of differentiation between a rim
ification and a prepared neck.

Simple bowls (Figure IN) are characterized by Steponaitis (1980:122) as:

A bowl which has an approximately hemispherical profile, without
inflection or corner points. The lip diameter must be greater than

three-fourths the maximum diameter; on simple bowls which lack a

point of vertical tangency, the lip diameter is equivalent to the

maximum diameter.

pie bowls can be slightly incurvate or excurvate at the rim and still be

ssified as simple bowls. Vessels such as the simple "pinch pots" that are
11 vessels formed from one lump of clay worked into a small simple vessel

E. van der Leeuw, Appendix to this chapter) without the use of coiling will

found under this heading.

When profile seqments allowed the identification of a sherd as part of a

I, but determination of its specific shape was not possible, the sherd waF

ted as a Miscellaneous Bowl.

.................................................................
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L 1

0 cm5

Figure 2. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, standard jar form.
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F;gure 1. Basic shapes-: A, cylindrical bottle; B, narrow neck bottle; C,
s Iunder nooI d bot tIe; D . sub-lobular bottle with pedestal base; E,
sibgloDuiar bottle ith slab bast; F, subglobular bottle with simple
basc; G, cyl ndr'lcal bowl; H, f laring rim oowl (deep profile);,

ar: rg t. !hj1ow pr of Ilel ; J, outslanting bowl: K,
f cta I ed b L2 rst ri;c ted bowl: M, short neck bowl; N, simple

bowlJ: 0, ook1: a,; P, slandard or- (fr orn Steponaitis 1980:Figure
22:

..

I
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exampies of the basic shapes used by Steponaitis (1980) for the Warrior basin
Mississippian ceramics. and his classification is used in this report. The
only v'essel shape not included in Figure 1 is the terraced rectangular vessel,
an example of which can be seen in Figure 41.

jars

This category, as described by Steponaitis (1980:122), is composed of

..vessels which have a more or less globular body, and a wide neck
that is constricted in profile. The neck is typically less than one-
third the height of the body, and the minimum diameter of the neck is
no less than three quarters the maximum diameter of the body.

The jars in the collection studied from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality usually had two handles, rounded bases, and a paste composition of
coarse shell.

Standard jars (Figure IP) are recognized by structural modification of
the upper half of the vessel wall. From the vertical point of tangency on the
vessel shoulder, the upper body constricts to a second point of inflection at
the central area of the neck. From this point the neck curves outward away
from the interior of the vessel to the end point referred to as the lip..
Variation in neck to lip curvature may possibly be broken down for seriation
within this vessel shape.

Neckless jars (Figure 10) are vessels in which the "neck never reaches a
point of vertical tangency..." (Steponaitis 1980:123). In the ceramic -

collection from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, only one example of
a neckless jar was recovered. The rarity of this shape is due to the fact
that, when dealing with sherds, it would be combined with the restricted bowls
unless the entire profile was present. This category is suited better to
analysis where entire vessels are being observed.

Jar (Miscellaneous) is a category that was created to classify vessel
f ragments wh ich could be i dent if ied as j ar f ragments, but whose exact j ar f orm
could not be determined.

Bowls

Within this class are vessels whose heights are not more than twice their
own maximum diameter. These vessels range from large round f lat "sal t pan"I
bowls to restricted casuella vessels forms. The bowl category was divided
into eight vessel forms (Figure IG-N).

Cylindrical bowls (Figure 1G) are vessels whose height is equal to one
and one-half times their own diameter or greater. To be included in this
category the vessel walls must be vertically parallel from the right-angle
formed where the vessel wall intersects the vessel base. The vessel wall
should reach vertical tangency at this inflection with only slight, if any,
variation in its vertical movement upward to the end point at the lip. Bases
of this vessel form were both flat and rounded, and the rims were either
modified to give a flat appearance or left in the rounded form.

. ... -



During this segment of the analysis, examples of each ceramic type and
variety and examples of all anomalies were pulled for further study. These
sherds included those large enough to show vessel profiles, interior or
exterior decoration or surface treatment, ar . sherds which were
incompatible with the established types and varieties. All other sherds were
bagged by type and variety, then recombined with other material from the same
provenience.

The sherds which were reserved for further analysis were used as a type
collection. The collection was used to familiarize field crew members with
the material encountered in the field and to have the material easily
accessible for discussion with visiting ceramic experts.

After completion of the fieldwork, the type collection was examined to
determine which attributes would provide further information when manipulated
as independent variables. Three consultants were called in during this
period: S. E. van der Leeuw of the Institute for Pre- and Protohistory,
University of Amsterdam, Margaret Ann Hardin of the University of Maine at
Orono, and Vincas Steponaitis of New York State University at Binghamton. Van
der Leeuw aided the author by pointing out important technological traditions
represented in the Lubbub Creek assemblage. Hardin viewed the ceramics with P
interest in distinguishing stylistic correlates of the types and varieties,
and in recognizing individual styles and possible standardization of craft
production. The last consultant, Steponaitis, viewed the ceramics in regard
to the temporal framework he established for the Moundville phase. Vincas
Steponaitis and the author then decided which attributes of the post-Woodland -

ceramics should be measured and devised procedures for the attribute analysis.

Attribute Analysis of the Mississippian and Protohistoric Ceramics

A series of attributes was formulated to study the Mississippian ceramics
found at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Because the Woodland
ceramics from the site represented such a small percentage of the ceramics
recovered, and because Jenkins (1979a) had recently completed an analysis of a
much larger Woodland and pre-Woodland ceramic collection from the central
Tombigbee River valley (which included material from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality), this analysis has focused exclusively on the
Mississippian ceramics.

I
After the field laboratory analysis was completed, all sherds were

assigned to types and varieties if possible. Twenty-two major classes of
attributes were then chosen which the author and consultants believed would
give a better understanding of the Mississippian ceramic chronology and a - .

refinement of the several types and varieties. These attributes will now be
discussed in detail. The chronological seriation itself is presented in
Chapter 3. Volume I; the basic counts and weights for all ceramics and the
attributes for each measL,' ible Mississippian sherd are presented in Volume

BASIC SHAPES

W'hen possible, vesse: shap, dcterm 'icid for each Miss'ssippian sherd
n the sample chosen for attribute analysis. Three b;oad categories -- jars,

bo.,,s, and bottles -- were subdivided into l; basic shaipes. Figure 1 shows

• I -..
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attributes. Sherds were assigned to types on the basis of their temper,

surface treatment, and decoration. Within the types, varieties were

established on the basis of patterned secondary attributes whose variation did

not affect the type descriptions.

The classification of the pre-Mississippian ceramics from the Lubbub

-Creek Archaeological Locality are based on Jenkins' (1979a) classification of
pre-Mississippian ceramics from the central Tombigbee drainage. However,
there was not a comparable study of the Mississippian and Protohistoric
ceramics from the central Tombigbee area. Therefore, the author has
concentrated his research on the shell tempered Mississippian and
Protohistoric assemblages from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

The shell tempered ceramics of central Alabama are one segment of the
ceramic puzzle which has been interpreted in numerous fashions in the last
forty years. Dejarnette and Wimberly (1941) laid the foundation for the
interpretation of the Mississippian ceramics, and their classification was
reorganized subsequently by McKenzie (1964, 1965, 1966). However, as pointed
out by Jenkins (1979a:54), the early typology "has proven a useful analytical
framework by researchers but more recent analytical models are being adopted
as archaeologists seek more precise means of documenting ceramic change and
variability."

For example, the need for a chronological seriation of the Mississippian
ceramic assemblages at Moundville had long been noted, and in the late 197Os
such research was accomplished by Steponaitis (1980). In an effort to
continue within the type-variety classification being used throughout the
Southeast (e.g., Jenkins 1979a; Schnell 1979), Steponaitis used existing types
when possible and, when appropriate, defined new varieties. The author
organized the research on the Lubbub Creek ceramics to be compatible with the -

work of Steponaitis (1980), while hoping, through attribute analysis, to

extend the utility of his classification.

RECOVERY AND LABORATORY PROCEDURES

The ceramics from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were recovered

by hand, by waterscreening, by dry screening, and by flotation. Most were
recovered in the waterscreen, from feature fill and levels and zones of
excavation units. All material was checked into the field laboratory, and
field records for each analytical unit were checked. If mistakes or
discrepancies were encountered in the written record, the material was not
processed further until corrections were made by the field supervisor. When

all standards for processing by the field laboratory were met, the material
from the quarter-inch waterscreen and dry screen was washed and sorted prior
to analysis. Material from the one-sixteenth inch waterscreen was bagged and
stored.

The ceramics were screened through a one-half inch mesh. Sherds which

dropped through this screen were called "sherdlets" and were separated by
temper type, counted, and weighed. Sherds which remained in the one-half inch
screen were sorted into previously established types and varieties. Sherds
were counted and weighed by type and variety. Each sherd was given a field
specimen number which allowed recall of data for each sherd from the permanent
records.



CHAPTER 1. CLASSIFICATION OF CERAMICS FROM THE

LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Cyril B. Mann, Jr. .

To say that the choice of methods of classification is governed by

the nature of the material to be classified is a truism. But it is
no less governed by the predilection and general attitudes of the
classifier, and particularly by the ends which the classifier has in
view. The extent to which classification may be a creative activity

is perhaps not sufficiently recognized (Phillips, Ford, and Griffin
1951:61). .

To the extent that archaeology has become a many faceted science in
recent years, ceramic data recovery and analysis has become more segmented and

specialized in an effort to gain the maximum amount of knowledge from the
material recovered. Because in fact ceramic classification is a dynamic,
creative scholarly task, it has proven to be an extremely useful tool in
archaeology. As early as 1930, Vafllant (1930:9) acknowledged "that the
backbone of most of the New World chronologies is variation in pottery
types..." This statement has proven true over the years, no more so than for -

the post-Archaic chronologies created for Alabama (Webb 1939; Griffin 1939;
Haag 1939, 1942a, 1942b; DeJarnette and Wimberly 1941; Wimberly and Tourtelot
1941; Webb and DeJarnette 1942; Willey and Woodbury 1942; Willey 1948;

Heimlich 1952; McKenzie 1964, 1965, 1966; Chase 1969; Cottier 1970; Sheldon
1974; Jenkins 1979a; Steponaitis 1980). The earlier of these authors laid the

foundation for the later works. The present work once again represents a
continuation of research based on these earlier works. Phillips, Ford, and
Griffin's (1951) volume dealing with ceramic classification in the Mississippi
valley, and Willey and Phillips' (1958) have proven invaluable during the

course of this research.

The type-variety concept, which is used in the present study, is based

mainly on the work of two authors: Phillips (1970) and Jenkins (1979a).
Phillips (1970) first applied the type-variety concept to southeastern
ceramics when dealing with the ceramics of the Yazoo Basin in the Mississippi
valley. It is this typological system which Jenkins (1979a) adopted to L
achieve a compatible chronology for the central Tombigbee drainage. The type-
variety concept has allowed types which are found both in the Tombigbee valley

and the Mississippi valley to be compared and contrasted and has brought about
a better understandinq of the interaction of these diverse areas.

The three major objectives of the .type-variety classification stressed by
Phillips (1970:26-28) -- sortability, utility, and continuity -- are adhered

to in this study. The type-variety classification is based on a hierarchy of

2
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Beaded Rim

Beaded rims were found as a decorative element, usually around the rims S
of bottles and bowls. First, the area around the rim was thickened. This
thickening was accomplished either by the application of a band of clay on the
exterior surface at or just below the lip of the vessel or the lip itself was
compacted. This area was then notched with a tool to create the beaded
effect. Technological differences in beaded rims should be noted in future -

studies in which the data base is larger and observations can be made on a 0

larger number of sherds.

Beaded Shoulder

All examples of beaded shoulders in the Lubbub Creek assemblage were
formed by the application of clay strips which then were notched to produce a S
beaded appearance. The clay strip was probably added while the clay of the
vessel wall was very plastic to ensure maximum bonding.

Horizontal Lug

A horizontal lug (Figure 3c-d) was a utilitarian addition to most vessel S
forms and was also used as a decorative element on effigy bowls. Horizontal
lugs were incorporated into effigy forms as the tails of waterfowl, beavers,
and fish. The lugs were attached directly to the rim of the vessel. The
handles and the vessel wall were more often joined by riveting than by luting.

Scalloped Rim

Scalloped rims usually were found on outslanting and flaring rim bowls.
In the Lubbub Creek collection, the "scallops" were rounded (Figure 5a-f)

Deep Profile (Flaring Rim Bowl)

This attribute was established to differentiate between flaring rim bowls
whose profiles did and did not reach vertical tangency before flaring. If the
vessel profile reached vertical tangency before the point of inflection, it
was designated as a "deep profile" flaring rim bowl (Figure IH). If vertical
tangency was not achieved, it was termed a "shallow profile" flaring rim bowl
(Figure 11). 0

Pedestal Base

Pedestal bases are found only on the base area of certain bowls and
bottles (Figure 28). Pedestal bases are usually hollow and are formed by
pressing clay into a cup or small bowl. Their interior surfaces sometimes
have latent impressions which reflect this procedure. When the pedestal had
been constructed to the desired height, the remainder of the vessel body was
built atop the pedestal.

Slab Base

A slab base consists of a thickened slab of clay upon which the remainder
of the vessel was built (Figure 1E). The point at which the slab ends and the
coiling for the wall begins is evident on the exterior of the vessel by the

_S
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abrupt decrease in thickness from the base to the lower body wall. The slab

base is solid, unlike the pedestal base which is hollow.

Indentations

Indentations are defined as concave surface deformations produced by the

displacement of clay by pressure to the outer surface of a vessel while the

vessel paste is still plastic. This practice was used to decorate some

bottles and rectangular vessels.

Narrow Mouth

A vessel was recorded as having a narrow mouth if its orifice diameter

measured less than one-third the diameter of the vessel at its widest point.

Nodes

This category includes any nodes not found on handles. Nodes in this

instance refer to small round applique nodules of clay which were applied to

the exteriors of bowls, bottles, and jars (Figure 27 and 45).

Notched LL2

A notched lip results when an incision is made across the top of the

vessel lip, from the interior surface to the exterior of the vessel (Figure

t-.- 12).

EFFIGY FEATURES

As noted by Steponaitis (1980), effigies may be considered secondary

features, although the shapes of some effigy vessels are significantly altered

to suggest the likeness of the creature depicted (Figure 6). These effigy

vessels differ from simple bowls with rim effigies which are placed on the

vessel rim (Figure 7), causing little or no structural change of the vessel.

Frog Bowl

This effigy form has distinguishable attributes even at the sherd level

of analysis. The frog head was formed or applied on one side of the vessel

just below or even with the rim. Angular legs were applied to the sides of

the vessel as one moves away from the head toward the opposite side of the

vessel. A node or indentation appears on the side of the bowl opposite the

head.

Fish Bowl

This effigy bowl is not as distinguishable as the frog bowl, because the

features used on this bowl are also found on other effigy bowls or as single

occurrences. The ,ieau kFigure 7a) and the tail (Figure 7b) are the two

diagnostic parts of this vessel. They were modelled, then applied to the 7

vessel wall on opposite sides of the vessel. The dorsal fin was usually - .,

represented by a beaded rim or shoulder on one side of the vessel, and the

ventral fins are either nodes or beaded strips on the rim or shoulder opposite

the dorsal fin. When viewed from above, the entire fit.h is observed.

. ," .'-" .]
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Figure 7. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior anc var. Hale, effigi _!;; a, ...,:
~~var. Hale, fish bowl effigy fragment (fish head); b, var. W/arn'or,

". fish bowl effigy fragment (fish tail); c, var. H~je. Bird effigy II;
d, var. Warrior. Bird effigy I; e, var. Hale, otne:" effigy (probably
avian); f, var. Hale, other effigy (squirrel/owl effigy); g. var -.,.."
Warrior, other effigy (bear/bat effigy); h, var. Warrior. other effigy"''-'
(snake/turtle effigy); i. var. Warrior. other effigy; j, var. Hale, .'.['.

human head medallion; k, var. Warrior, Bird effigy I.•
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Bird I

When the preliminary analysis was completed, a number of different avian
effigies were recognized. A flat "cookie cutter" form (Figure 7d) was noted.
This form was different than the "cookie cutter" forms described by
Steponaitis (1980:135) for Moundville. The form found in the Lubbub Creek
collection had a distinct neck, a small node for an eye, and a pointed bill.
The direction this effigy was facing on the vessel could not be determined.

Bird II

This effigy form encompasses all avian effigies which were modelled and
formed rather than cut out of a flat piece of clay. At no point during the
excavations were any vessels found with avian effigy forms attached to the
vessel wall. Thus orientation of these effigies cannot be determined.

Human Head Medallion

This modeled effigy depicted the human head (Figure 7j). The head was
oval with features such as mouth, nose, ears, eyes, fore-lock, and top-knot
portrayed by small nodes of clay. The neck of the head medallion was riveted
directly to the exterior vessel wall just below the lip of the vessel instead
of being supported by a thickened wall, as were other effigy forms.

Other Effigy

An "other" category was established to note all occurrences of effigy
forms which did not conform to the divisions noted above. Within this
category one finds the mass of effigies which exhibited characteristics which L.
allowed recognition to the mammal, reptile, or amphibian level. This group
was represented by a bear/bat effigy (Figure 7g), a snake/turtle effigy
(Figure 7h), a squirrel/owl effigy (Figure 7f), and a small modeled effigy of
a mammal which could be a canine form.

Supports

To gain a better understanding of the vessel forms on which effigies
occur, all instances of wall thickening were noted under this section dealing
with effigies.

DELIBERATE SURFACE COLORING

Surface treatment for the purpose of vessel coloration was noted. This
observation was made in the hope of describing differences in coloration among
post-Woodland ceramics. Other than one burial urn cover which was painted on
the interior, however, most of the data came from vessel fragments and sherds
too small to determine vessel forms. Because of this fact, the distribution
of painted wares on the site was plotted to see if there was a co-occurrence
'f specific painted wares with certain middens. The occupation pattern on the
Dend complicated this approach. The painted wares were found to occur across ..

rh- site on the areas with the hi iiest elevations. These locations were also
the most densely occupied areas of the site. Heavy occupation of these areas
caused a great deal of mixing of archaeological materials, so that the .R- L__
:hrunological position of the painted wares could not be determined.

. .. . . . .. . . . . .
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Smudgqnq (Black Filming)

Although the ceramics which have been called black filmed were not
vairted, the sh iny black surface color still represents a deliberate
technoiogical modification. A number of different methods may have been used
to achieve this surface condition, but the techniques used could not be
recognized from the end products. Steponaitis (1980) suggested that black
filming on ceramics at Moundvil1le may have been produced by smudging -

techniques as described by Shepard (1956:88) as a "means of blackening pottery
by causing carbon and tarry products of combustion to be deposited on it."
Steponaitis (1980:45) stated that "As long as the reduction and smudging were
of relatively short duration, their effects would be confined to the surface."
Reduction in combination with smudging is thus proposed by Steponaitis as the
possible method of attaining the black filmed appearance.

An analogous method of applying a lustrous black surface to ceramics made
from local clay sources was demonstrated by Ned Jenkins and Robert Lafferty
(personal communication). The preparato y treatment of the vessel to be fired
was a major factor of this technique of "black filming." When the vessel had
dried and was ready for firing, the surface of the vessel was dampened and
smoothed with a small smooth rock. The action floated the small clay
particles and aligned them on the surface. After the entire vessel was~
prepared in this manner, the vessel was fired in a reducing atmosphere. The
end result was a surface which appeared to be black filmed. The preparation
of the vessel surface in a pre-fired state was shown to produce the desired
effect when combined with a reducing atmosphere during firing. A non-reducing
atmosphere was found to produce a white surface when the same local clay was
f ired.

One other method of black filming has been described to the author but
not observed. In this method (Gerald Smith, personal communication), surface
color modification takes place after the vessel has been fired. The vessel is
taken immediately from the fire and placed in boiling grease. The results
depend on vessel temperature and the combustion of greases when the vessel is
removed from the boiling pot. The end coloration reportedly can vary from
glossy black to mottled reddish brown.

The author could perceive no method to distinguish techniques of smudging
or black filming in the Lubbub Creek collection.

Red Painted

The most common painted wares at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality -

were red painted. This paint was a prepared slip of hematite and clay applied
to the vessel surface. When fired in a non-reducing atmosphere, the iron-rich
slip became bright red.

White Painted

To achieve a white slip on the ceramics, materials were not added to the
clay to be used as a slip, but rather an iron-free clay slip was applied to

- . the surface of the vessel, allowed to dry, then burnished. The vessel was
then fired under oxidizing conditions, bringing out a lustrous white finish.
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d and White Painted

Red and white painted ware was uncommon at the Lubbub Creek I

chaeological Locality. Steponaitis (1980:47) de cr''-,f the process used to.. -

hieve this painted ware as follows:

The red and white effect usually was achieved by first slipping the

vessel with a white-firing (iron-deficient) clay, and then covering

certain areas of the slip with red-firing (iron-rich) clay. I

en the red and white painted wares from this collection were examined, this
ocess appeared to have been used. After the slips were applied, the vessels
re fired in an oxidizing atmosphere. The iron-rich (red) slip became
idized, but the iron-deficient (white) slip was not affected and retained
s natural color. I

ssing

When a sherd was identified to type and variety but deliberate surface
1cring was too weathered or eroded to determine the original state, the
!liberate surface coloration category was left blank to note this condition. I

ACEMENT OF COLORING

To ensure a clear understanding of color placement on the vessel, the
itegories interior, exterior, anO both interior and exterior were noted when -

)ey could be determined. When a sherd was too small to be placed in these 0
itegories, this section was left blank.

JRFACE FINISH: EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

Each sherd was examined for exterior and interior surface finish. Each
irface had three possible finishes: burnished, unburnished and smoothed, and ,
iburnished and scraped.

irni shed

A burnished surface, also called polished by Shepard (1956:66), was . . -

eated when the surface of the vessel was dampened and rubbed with a smooth p
)ck or fine piece of leather. The surface must be smooth before burnishing
ikes place to avoid having unburnished areas on the surface of the vessel.
)e end result of burnishing the surface is the alignment of the plates of
ne clay on the burnished area to achieve a lustrous finish. When a vessel
referred to as having been highly polished, the vessel has a reflective

jality achieved by continued burnishing for an extended period of time.
irnishing could be viewed as a preliminary step to polishing, as the
eparation of the vessel surface without producing the reflective qualities
a hgh polish. Burnishing could also be viewed as a non-high gloss polish. -

ter examining the collection under study, the author deemed the difference
!tween burnished and polished insignificant for this study, and all sherds
ich exhibited surface treatment as described above were placed in the

irnished category.

• . . --

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .:l'
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Unburnished and Smoothed

This category includes sherds whose surfaces had been smoothed but not
burnished. The surface which was smoothed was the natural clay of the body
wall, to which no slip had beer. added. This process was used to help join the
coils by surface compaction, to remove coiling marks created by the building .-

of the vessel Wall, and to help ensure an even wall thickness to reduce the
probability of firing loss due to uneven heating and cooling.

Unburnished and Scraped

Sherds which exhibited wall thinning by removal of clay by scraping were
put into this category. Because scraping occurred after the vessel was .-

formed, but before any other surface treatment, evidence for scraping was.
usually obscured by smoothing and burnishing. Attention was focused on which
vessel forms this technological modification occurred, at which point in the
developmental sequence of ceramics the modification occurred, and at what
point in time it ceased to be exhibited in the assemblage.

TEMPERING MATERIAL

Shell Temper

The single most important criterion for recognition of the Mississippian
period in the central Tombigbee drainage was the introduction of shell
tempered ceramics. The shell tempering varied in size from microscopic to
over four millimeters. Temper size usually varied within a single sherd, but
a temper size apparently was selected for by the potter, because most of the
shell within a single sherd is fairly consistent in size. Greater variation
was found in the groups with larger average temper size than in those with
smaller average temper size. In this study, if the size of the third largest
temper particle fell below two millimeters, the paste was considered fine.
Plain shell tempered ceramics were classified into varieties on the basis of
temper size.

Grog Temper

In the collection of ceramics from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological 0
Locality, no Mississippian wares were found to exhibit grog tempering as a
sole tempering agent. When grog tempering was noted, it was always in
combination with shell temper in the paste.

Shell and Gro Temper

The only other temper type noted for the Mississippian ceramics from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was mixed shell and grog. Study of this
specific attribute is importaiit because mixed shell and grog tempering was
possibly a result of intra-regional interaction during the Mississippian
period rather than a development from the earlier, Late Woodland, ceramic
assemblage. The author observed that mixed grog and shell tempering almost
always occurred in the fine tempered, usually highly burnished wares, composed -

of vessel shapes which are only found in the Mississippian ceramic assemblage
in this area. In the entire collection, less than one percent of the mixed
shell and grog tempered wares had grog temper particles larger than two

4;
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'imeters. Even when noted, the larger grog inclusions did not occur
;istently throughout the paste. It is possible that they were natural
fusions combined within the paste because of their common occurrence in a
imic workshop area.

Temper

During the Mississippian period at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
3lity, sand was not the sole tempering agent of any ceramic wares.

ER SIZE

Temper size, as well as wall thickness and shape of the vessel, is a
Lor which may increase or decrease the probability of the vessel remaining
3ct through the firing process. As vessel shape was determined by the
Ler, so too were the elements which constituted the ceramic paste. Certain
)er sizes were sought and selected, and they may have been chosen with
:ific functions decided for the vessels. Steponaitis (1980) has
)nstrated the effect of thermal shock on different paste compositions.
)rding to the result. of his experiments, the coarse shell tempered wares
a lower breaking threshold at first firing than did the fine shell

Dered wares. After first firing, the cracking threshold dropped by nearly
F for the fine tempered wares, but the coarse tempered wares retained
-ly their original breaking threshold. In continued firing the coarse
Il tempered wares retained their ability to withstand repeated thermal
:k, but the ability of the finer tempered wares to withstand thermal shock
reduced so radically that continued exposure to fire was likely to cause S

vessel to crack (Steponaitis 1980:66-83). Because of the limited amount
data presented by Steponaitis, firm conclusions must await further
arimentation.

For this study, the third largest temper particle was measured. In the
ssification of shell tempered sherds, if the temper size fell below two
limeters, the ware was considered fine. If the temper size was larger than
millimeters. the ware was considered coarse. To test the validity of this
itrary distinction, the temper size of all shell tempered sherds was
tted on a histogram. The result was a bidmodal distribution. One peak
mpassed sherds which contained shell particles between 0.7 and 1.3 mm in -.

e, the other peak encompassed sherds with shell particles between 2.1 and
mm in size. For information on temper size of individual types and
ieties, the reader should refer to descriptions of these in the next
tion.

FILE SEGMENT

Most of the material recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
ality was sherds rather than whole vessels. In an effort to ensure as
plete a description of the material as possible, the author tried to
ermine which section of the vessel profile each sherd represented. When
s determination was not possible, the category was left blank, and the
file segment was deemed indeterminate.

The vessel form iwas first divided Into six possible profile segments.
er long deliberation, these were reduced to three possible segments. They

I

...................... . .
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are: the neck, the shoulder (Figure 8), and the lower body, which is the
segment between Lhe shoulder and the ouse, t was decided that the three
profile segments named would allow as raYimum a differentiation in the
analysis as possible.

END POINT

The distinction was made whether or not the end points were present on
the profile segment being studied. An end point was present on a sherd if
either the rim or base section of a vessel was represented (Figure 8). When a
complete prof le was present, the category "complete" was checked.

LINE TYPE

The most common decoration elements on Mississippian ceramics were
incised or engraved motifs. These elements have a large range of variation
because of the large number of variables which affected the end product.
These variables include the paste composition, the degree of dryness of the
vessel wal, the type of tool used, and the amount of pressure exerted by the
potter. The author attempted to describe how wet or dry the vessel surface
was at the time the decoration was applied. The three categories used were: S
wet paste, leather hard paste, and bone dry or fired paste.

Wet Paste

An incision on a wet paste causes displacement of clay along the path of
the incision. The displacement affects not only the clay directly along the
line of incision, but also along the areas adjacent to the cut on either side.
The displaced clay is forced out of the trough of the incision and compressed
onto the areas of the vessel wall adjacent to the incision, causing a slight
increase in sherd thickness on each side of the wet paste incision. Often the .-

displaced clay appears to have been smeared along the edge of the cut.
p

Leather Hard Paste

When the paste of the vessel had dried so that movement of a tool usually
compacted the clay at the bottom of the cut and the excess clay from the
trough was removed from the body of the vessel, the paste was described as
leather hard. This type incision is often called broadline trailed incised
(Steponaitis 1980; Jenkins 1979a). The broadline trailed incisions (Figure
16) are wide, and there is often evidence of tool cut in the bottom of the
incised trough.

Bone DrL or Fired Paste

Because of the difficulty in differentiating between vessels which were
sun-dried, burnished, engraved, and ther, fired, and those which were sun-
dried, burnished, fired, and then engraved, the author deemed it appropriate
to study the two gr, j.ther rather than try to find some elusive point of
differentiation. The material in this class was usually very, dry and hard so
'hat any movement of a tool through the paste actu,il removed the material

r om the trougr of the engraved line, e -'~g ,- snoot h,> d trough. When a
bone -Jv or f'red paste was *ncised, the edges of the .,-' ns crumLIed and
broke.

- .. ... .• .i . ... _ -. : ..... ..
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The most common applique fillet decoration at the Lubbub Creek

Archaeological Locality %,as vertical neck fillets (Figure 4e-f) applied to thc

neck area of standard jars and snort neck bowls. Also found on the site were

applique oesigns formed by the placement of diagonal fillet strips from the

neck area of the vessel to the upper area of the vessel's shoulder. These

decorations were always found on vessels with excurvate rims, wth a range in

temper size from 0.9 mm to 3.2 mm. The mean temper slze was 1.85 mm (n=65;
s=O.;) . One sherd contained mixed shell and grog, but the remainder were

shell tempered.

ALABAMA RIVER INCISED

Documentation: Cottier 1970; Sheldon 1974.

General Description

The type name Alabama River Incised has tentatively been used to describe
three burial urn covers, three carinated vessel fragments with incisions
between the point of inflection on the vessels' shoulders and their rims, and
three sheras which were similar to wares from Mississippi described by
Atk nsor (1979:62-63) as possibly historic Chakchiuma. These latter sherds
had a miAed sand and shell tempered paste and had curvilinear incisions on
their exterior surfaces. One sherd was a short neck bowl fragment (Figure 11)
which hao curvilinear incisions on its shoulder. The most distinctive
likeness between this vessel fragment and those described by Atkinson (979) i:
was the attached broad strap handle with vertical incisions on the exterior -

surface.

Two different styles of incised designs were noted on the interior
surfaces of the flaring rim bowls used for burial urn covers. Two of the -. -'

three incised burial urn covers were incised with a repeated design of four to
eight concentric arches on the interior rim of the vessels (Figure 12, 13).
The only addition to this design was the incision of three small lines or rays
below the arches. On the vessel shown in Figure 12, the rays were incised
below each design, but on the vessel shown in Figure 13, the rays were incised
only below selected arches. One of these burial urn covers (Figure 12) had a
notched rim. The second incised design on the interior of a burial urn cover
was a stylized hand motif as shown in Figure 14. This design was composed of
hands comprised of four to five fingers and thumbs, with a triangle which
represented either the palm of the hand or the wrist. Short lines or dashes
were incised on the base of the triangle and along the lengths of the fingers.
The three burial urn covers were all flaring rim bowls. The designs incised
0v- the upper bodies of the three carinated vessel fragments are shown in
igure ia-b.

-he inc'sions on these late Alabama River phase vessels showed a great

deal of variation in line width, from 1.6 mm to 3.7 mm. The mean line width
was 2.63 mm (n=6; s=O.75 mm) . One sherd was incised on a wet paste, and the
other five were incised on a leather hard paste. Temper size ranged from 0.5
mm to 3.1 mm. The mean temper size was 1.58 mm (n=6; s=O.92 mm).

Two of the six examples were smudged or blackfilmed on the -interior,
although the effect was not as lustrous as noted for the earlier Mississippian
wares. The exterior surfaces of three had been burnished, and three were
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application from functional to applique was noted for the Middle Mississippi
valley, where Chapman and Anderson (1955:42-44) described vessels with
applique handles as Campbell Applique. Jenkins (19790) chose to deal with
this material on the type-variety level, but left open the possibility that it

could be simply a rim mode as categorized by Phil11ips (1970:61).

After close observation of the Alabama River Applique sherds from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Local ity, the author agrees with the type-variety -

level of classification for this material.

Multiple handles play an important role within this type. By terminal
Summerville IlI, handles increased to as many as 10 or more on a single
vessel. The Alabama River Applique is probably Late Mississippian. The
earliest dated Alabama River material is from a structure at the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality which was excavated by Jenkins during his 1977-78
field season. The structure was radiocarbon dated A.D. 1410 + 45. Jenkins
(1979a) assigned this structure to the Moundvil1le ill subphase.

The Alabama River assemblage appears to have reached its major degree of

complexity sometime between 1500 and 1650 A.D. Radiocarbon dates have been
obtained by Curren (Curren and Little 1981) which date an undisturbed Alabama
River component in the Black Warrior drainage at A.D. 1545 + 60..

Probable Relationships

The most closely related ceramics are probably Mississippi Plain
var. Warrior. from which this type probably developed (Jenkins 1979a;
Steponaitis 1980). It is also similar to Campbell Applique of the central
Mi ss iss ippi valley (Chapman and Anderson 1955) and to the Alabama River phase
material described by Sheldon (1974) for the Alabama River area of south
Al abama.

Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River (Figure 4)

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Only one variety, var. Alabama River, has been established for the
Alabama River Applique material found at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. Material was classified as var. Alabama River if it had applique
handles or applique neck and shoulder decorations. All Alabama River Applique
vessels were globular jars which appeared to have been manufactured by coiling
and which had smoothed, but not burnished, surfaces. No instances of
deliberate surface coloration were observed on vessels of this type.

Often the clearance of the individual handles varied on a single vessel.
Some handles had a clearance of 1-2 mm, while other handles made contact with
the vessel wall for their entire length. Handles varied from simple coils
which were round in cross-section and applied to the neck area of standard
jars (Figure 4b-d) and simple bowls, to triangular shaped handles found on
burial urns and some standard jars (Figure 4a) . On wha~t appeared to be early
Alabama River Applique vessels, occasionally the handles were decorated with a
single node in the upper middle area of the handle. The sample statistics for
these handles are presented in Table 2.

%~
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BEAD LOCATION

The location of beaded strips around vessel rims and shoulders was
thought to be possibly temporally sensitive. The distance of the beaded
str,ps beiow the lip was measured. Because of the limited number found on the
site, more data must be accumulated before further analysis is deemed
appropriate for this attribute.

DECORATION LOCATION

The location of all decorations, whether interior or exterior, was noted.
This category was particularly useful for description of the unclassified
snerds. Both interior and exterior incising and painting were noted for
unclassified sherds.

NUMBER OF INCISIONS

This attribute was described only for the primary design element of the
oundville Incised varieties. The primary design element consisted of lines

wrich made up the arch motifs incised on the shoulders of the vessel.

The Mississippian and Protohistoric Types and Varieties

The ceramic descriptions which follow encompass the shell tempered and
mixed shell and grog tempered ceramic assemblages found at the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Ceramic types will be described in alphabetical
order, and unclassified material will be discussed at the end of this section. .'"

The shell and shell and grog tempered ceramics comprised over 90 percent
of the ceramics from the site by count and over 80 percent of the collection
by weight. Counts and weights by type and variety and counts of diagnostic
sherds by type and variety for the Phase I through III collections are given
in Table 1. The diagnostic sherds are those used in the analysis of the
attributes reported here. As a result of the attribute analysis of these
Mississippian and Protohistoric ceramics, the author has been able to refine
their descriptions and describe variation within these types and varieties.

The whole of these data are presented in Appendix G, Volume III.

ALABAMA RIVER APPLIQUE

Documentation: Cottier 1970; Sheldon 1974; Jenkins 1979a.

Background

When sherds of Alabama River Applique have been found on major
Mississippian sites, they have often been combined with sherds of plain coarse
shell tempered Mississippian types. Alabama River Applique vessels exhibit
applique strips or false handles, but may also exhibit functional triangular
iuted handles in conjunction with the applique handles. In this study, if
sherds of the Alabam3 River Applique type did not have attached applique
strirps or fause handles, the) cu'jld not be distinguished from sherds of
M:W £,ssippi Plain var. Warrior. The applite strips on Alaban,a River vessels
- e been considered deccralive rather than functional. Change in handle

.""...... . ...... -- '
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added strength.

Bottom Handle Attachment

The attachment of the bottom of the handle to the vessel wall was also
noted as either riveted or luted as described above. In cases where the
attachment area was missing, this category was left blank and was thus
indeterminate.

Handle Nodes

The placement and number of nodes found on Mississippian handles were
thought to vary through time. To gather data to support or negate this
theory, nodes were described for the upper, middle, and lower areas of
handles.

Four possible node arrangements were noted for the upper area of the
handle. These were: 1) a single horizontal bar node (Figure 9g), 2) a single
node (Figure 9f), 3) double nodes (Figure 9h), and 4) triple nodes. For the
middle area of the handle, only two node decorations were noted: 1) a single

node (Figure 9j) and 2) a single vertical node (Figure 9k). Nodes on the
bottom area included two forms on the lower area of the handle: 1) a single
node (Figure 91), and 2) a single horizontal node (Figure 9m), and also
included were single nodes placed immediately below the handle on the vessel
wall (Figure 91-n).

LUG HANDLE METRICS

Width (Horizontal)

The measure of width referred to the maximum width of the lug handle at

the point of wall intersection (Figure lOh).

Thickness (Vertical)

The thickness of the lug was measured at the point halfway between the
lug's attachment to the vessel wall and the point of maximum extension (Figure
10j).

Extension (Horizontal)

The measure of lug extension was taken from the vessel wall to the lug's

maximum point of extension away from the vessel wall (Figure 10).

RIM SHAPE

This term refers only to the modification of the end point or lip of the
vessel. Some rims were flattened (Figure 15a) by cutting away the uppermost
portion of the rim; this left a flat surface rather than the round to angular
lip usually found on Mississippian vessels. All rims were noted as either
round or flat.
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F igure 9. Punctate types found on the ceramics from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality: a-c on body of vessel; f-n on handles.
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Total Number on Vessel

When enough of the vessel was present to establish the total count of
handles on it, this count was recorded. If more than 10 handles were present
on a single vessel, the number 10 was u'sed to mean "10 or more."

Top Width

At the point where the top of the handle intersected the vessel wall "'-
(Figure la), a measurement was taken of the maximum width of the handle.

Middle Width

The width of the handle was measured at a point midway between the top of

the handle and the bottom of the handle (Figure lOb).

Bottom Width

At the point where the bottom of the handle intersected the vessel wall
(Figure lOc), a measurement of handle width was taken.

Middle Thickness "

At the same point on the handle profile at which the middle width was
taken, the thickness of the handle was measured (Figure 1Of).

Clearance

Clearance was the distance between the vessel wall and the interior
surface of the handle (Figure l~e), measured at the same point used for middle
thickness and middle width.

Height

The distance between the intersection of the handle with the neck or rim
at the top and the shoulder at the bottom (Figure lOg) was measured as the
handle's height.

Distance Below the Lip

This measured the distance between the end point and the point at which
the top of the handle intersected the vessel wall (Figure lOd).

T Handle Attachment

Handles were attached to the vessel walls by two methods in this
.,Y ectlon: iveting or luting. In this study, riveted means the handle was

att3ched through the vessel wall. Evidence on the interior of some vessels
', r-wd that a hole was cut in the vessel wall, then the handle was placed

C , r.- - and the surrounding area was refi led and smcothed so that
.... ' t re' n, uua lv evider.t . Lut ing as used r this study

j oi- '. S ) V pre si -q thr attachment areas o' the handlIer•
the m.e i' thit instance, the handle did not penetr Ie

., ay was mc nded around he points of attachment to g '"C
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PUNCTATE TYPE

Five types of punctations were noted on Miss issiDpian wares in the Lubbub
Creek collection. Two varieties of Mcundville Incised were distinguished on
the basis of type of punctation. In addition, "pinching" or curved
punctations made with a crescent-shaped tool were present on Parkin Punctated
vessels.

Round

A round punctation was a circular punctation with a flat interior surface

area (Figure 9a).

Round with Raised Center ("Annular")

This punctation was circular with its ceitral area remaining at the same
level as the surface of the sherd (Figure 9b). Probably a hollow piece of

cane was pressed into the vessel wall to form this impression. Many vessels
of Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend have punctations of this type.

Straight

This was a punctation caused by pressing a straight-edged tool into the
clay to form a straight line (Figure 9c) . The tool which was used could have
been a thin rectangular object less than one millimeter thick. This technique
was sometimes used to produce the secondary design element usually referred to
as the rays radiating from the arch motif on the Moundville Incised
var. Moundville ceramics.

Pinched

Occasionally the rays decribed above appeared to have been applied with
a fingernail or a crescent-shaped tool (Figure 9d). Also common in the
Mississippian assemblage was a decorative design formed by completely covering
the vessel's surface with this type of punctation. The latter decoration will
be discussed further under the type Parkin Punctated.

Hemiconical

This type of punctation was made by pressing a round too) into the vessel
wall at an angle rather than straight into the surface. This resulted in a

semi-circular punctation which increased in depth as the tool moved away from
the original point of contact with the vessel wall (Figure 9e).

* PUNCTATE SIZE.

This was a simple measurement of the longest dimension of the punctation.

HANDLE METRICS

0 When analysis was first begun on the ceramics from the Lubbub Crcek

ArchaeologIial Local it y, a numb r of attr ibutos wqct- noted 3s be ing Dossi LK
chronolog i l a1 y sen, ;'..e Near the top of the , 7st was ,a Iat on n handlC
metrics. Eleven attri 'utes of handles were e ther noted or measured.

7 *
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unburnished and smoothed. The interior surfaces of three were also burnished,
and three were unburnisned and smoothed.

Comment

Because of the small amount of incised burial urn covers and other late
incised wares, these ceramics were grouped in one category in this study.
With a larger data base, these would almost certainly be assigned to different .
types or varieties. Both Carthage Incised var. Foster (Steponaitis 0
1980:95-97) and Foster Filmed Incised (Sheldon 1974:208-210) should be
considered as elements in this loosely defined group.

BARTON INCISED

Documentation: Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a; Steponaitis 1980. S

Background

Barton Incised ceramics, as described by Phillips (1970:44) have
'carelessly executed linear patterns" incised on their exterior surfaces.
These ceramics were infrequent at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. 0
Only a few very eroded sherds which could be classified as Barton Incised -"

var. Demopolis were found. This variety was described by Jenkins (1978:58-59)
as having "a series of parallel lines... incised vertically from the lip." All
possible examples were tempered with coarse shell. Because of the poor
quality and small sample, further elaboration was not deemed advisable.

BELL PLAIN

Documentation: Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a; Steponaitis 1980.

Background "

When Phillips (1970) established Bell Plain as a type, he stated "it
would appear that uncertainty as to the exact nature of the paste is one of
the characteristics of Bell Piain" (Phillips 1970:60). These shell tempered
wares contained sufficient grog in the paste that some authors "gave it up and
threw it into Baytown Plain" (Phillips 1970:60) rather than place this shell
and grog tempered material into the shell tempered types. S

In the Mississippian ceramic assemblage at the Lubbub Creek -. "-
Archaeological Locality, a fine mixed shell and grog tempered ware was "
recognized. These materials conformed to the type description for Bell Plain
rather than to descriptions of other Mississippian types for this area. The
mixed shell and grog tempered wares whose temper particles were smaller than 2 0

mm were placed in Bell Plain var. Big Sandy (Jenkins 1979a).

Probable Relationships

Bell Plain var. Big Sandy is probably most closely related to Mississippi
Plain var. Hale (see below) because it is only the addition of fine grog to S
the shell tempered Daste which separates the two varieties. This variety is
also very similar to Bell Plain var. New Madrid described by Phillips .

(1970:60).

. . - - . . . .. . . . . .. "

. - . - . . o . .
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* Bell Plain var. Bi Sandy

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Bell Plain var. Big~ Sandy is distinguished from Mississippi Plain
var. Hale by the addition of fine grog to a shell tempered paste. Mean temper
size was 0.88 mm (n=71, s=O.81 mm). When Jenkins 01979a) set up the
provisional var. Figj Sandy, burnishing was included in the criteria for
inclusion in this variety. In the present study, sherds were placed in this
variety on the basis of temper and temper size, and burnishing was studied as
a secondary attribute. Of the sherds studied (n=71) , 82.9 percent were
burnished on their exterior surfaces, 15.7 percent were unburnished and

* smoothed, and 1.3 percent were unburnished and scraped. Of the interior
surfaces, 72.9 percent were burnished, 22.9 percent were unburnished and
smoothed, and 4.3 percent were unburnished and scraped.

Of the 42 sherds for which vessel shape could be determined, 23.8 percent
were from simple bowls, 21.4 percent from flaring rim bowls (4 of 9 were "deep
profile"), 14.3 percent from bottles, 9.5 percent from restricted bowls, 9.5
percent from short neck bowls, 7.1 percent from miscellaneous bowls, 4.8
percent from outslanting bowls, 2.4 percent from miscellaneous jars, 2.4
percent from standard jars, 2.4 percent from cylindrical bowls, and 2.4
percent from terraced rectangular bowls.

* Types which include simple bowls as a major vessel shape often have a
high occurrence of rim effigies. Three sherds. which were parts of effigy
supports and a bird effigy (Bird 1) were tempered with mixed fine shell and
grog and were thus included in this variety.

Of the 71 var. Bi Sandy sherds studied, 52.1 percent were smudged or
blackfilmed on their exterior surfaces, and the surface condition of 47.9
percent could not be determined. Because there was a large number of bowl
forms in this variety, it was not surprising that 75.7 percent of the sherds
which were smudged or blackfilmed exhibited this treatment on both the
interior and exterior surfaces.

Of the six bottle fragments identified, four were smudged on both their
interior and exterior surfaces. This observation is interesting because
bottles are generally thought not to be smudged on their interior surfaces.

This could lead one to believe that the firing atmosphere played a more
important part in the appearance of these vessels than has previously been
believed.

Of the 41 rim sherds present, 19.5 percent were beaded, 7.3 percent were
notched, and 2.4 percent were folded. Four horizontal lugs were noted for
this variety. Of the six bases present, two were slab bases, two were
Pedestal bases, and two were simple bases.

Comments

In this study, the distinction was made between fine shell tempered wares
and fine mixed shell and grog tempered wares in an effort to gain a betterAt
understanding of the Mississippian ceramics. The large number of mixed fine

sel and grog tempered wares in this collection should promote the
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establishment of Bell Plain var. B Sand as a legitimate variety; one which
deserves further study.

CARTHAGE INCISED

Documentation: Steponaitis 1978, 1980; Jenkins 19793.

Background

In earlier studies (DeJarnette and Wimberly 1941; McKenzie 1964, 1965,
1966), sherds of the type Carthage Incised were included in the type
Moundville Filmed incised. However, because of recent insight into the
confusing realms of deliberate surface coloration and the numerous possible
methods of application, the term "filmed" was deemed inappropriate, and
Steponaitis (1978; 1980) classified these sherds as a new type, Carthage
Incised.

Carthage Incised, as defined in this study, refers to a number of shel)
tempered *ncised wares which commonly have a burnished surface. The
assignment of sherds to this type followed the criteria established for the
Carthage ircised design configurations by Steponaitis (1980) with the
exception of Steponaitis' Carthage Incised var. Akron. In this study, sherds
which were classified by Steponaitis (1980) as var. Akron have been classified
as Mound Place Incised, which was defined by Phillips, Fo-d, and Griffin
(1951:147-148) and retained in Mississippian ceramic descriptions by Phillips
(1970:135) and Jenkins (1979a:85). Discussion of this type wi:I be found
later in this section. The five other varieties of Carthage Incised
-- var. Carthage, var. Fosters, var. Moon Lake, var. Poole, and
var. Summerville -- defined by Steponaitis (1980:96) were used in this study.

The most important attribute of the Carthage Incised type is the broad
trailed incision which constitutes the primary design elements of each variety
configuration. When viewed in cross-section, the incised line had the shape
of a wide "U". This broad U-shaped incision was applied to the vessel before
burnishing or firing, because the trough of the line showed the same surface
treatment as the non-incised surface areas of the vessels.

Probable Relationships

In the local Mississippian assemblages, Carthage Incised most closely
resembles Mississippi Plain var. Hale in its paste which has a very low
occurrence of mixed fine shell and grog as occurred in Bell Plain ,.ar. Bi
Sandy paste. In regard to the different design elements, Jenkins points to
the pcssible relation of Carthage Incised to other material in the Southeast:
"The different varieties of Carthage Incised are probably most closely related
to Pensacola Incised (Willey 1949) which is centered in the Mobile Bay-Delta
area (Willey 1949), and to Leland Incised and possibly Rhodes Incised of the
Lower Mississippi Valley (Phillips 1970)" (Jenkins 1979a:66).

Carthage Incised var. Carthage: Figure 16; Moore 1907:Figure 68; Nance
1976:Figure 32e; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 3a-d; Steponaitis 1980:Figure 17b.

. . . . . . .. . .
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Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Carthage Incised var. Carthage is separated from the other Carthage
:ncised varieties by its two to five-line running , ind on the eterior
body surfaces of bowls (Figure 16) and bottles and the interior rim areas of
flaring rim bowls. The lines varied in width from a minimum of 1.3 mm to a
maximum of 3.7 mm. The mean line width for Ca-thage Incised var. Carthage was
2.36 mm (n=14; s=O.76 mm).

In the Lubbub Creek collection, most sherds of this variety were too
smali to identify the vessel form. The design configuration ot this variety
did appear on the exterior surfaces of simple and miscellaneous bowls.

The tempering material was shell in 92.9 percent of the i4 sherds studied
and was mixed shell and grog in 7.1 percent. The temper size of the
var. Carthage ceramics ranged from 0.5 mm to 2.0 mm. The mean temper size was
1.23 mm (n=14; s=0.5 6  mm). Of the 14 sherds studied, 85.7 percent were
smudged or blackfilmed -- 58.3 percent of these on the exterior only and 41.7
percent on both the interior and exterior surfaces. Within this variety, only
a small percent were too eroded for identification of deliberate surface
coloration. All exterior surfaces were burnished, but only 42.9 percent of
the interior surfaces were burnished; the remaining 57.1 percent of the
interior surfaces were smoothed but not burnished.

The only secondary shape feature noted for this variety was horizonta.
It1gs. In the sample only one lug was found attached to the vessel wall of a
Carthage Incised var. Carthage sherd. But the number of lugs found unattached
in the total collection and the occurrence of rim area breaks on the
var. Carthage sherds strongly suggests that the horizontal lug was a common
attribute of this variety.

Comments

Carthage Incised var. Carthage represents one small fragment of the
complex ceramic assemblages associated with the Mississippian centers in
Alabama. This variety appears to have first occurred in the early Summerville
II period at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Because it exhibited a
new technique of decoration application, it may reflect an early increase in
ceramic complexity in the Mississippian ceramic assemblage. The design motif
was simple, but more complex motifs are evident in related varieties which
occurred later in the chronological seriation of the ceramics.

Carthage Incised var. Fosters: Jenkins 1979a:Figure 31j; Steponait.;-.

1980:Figure 17c.

Sortng Criteria and Attributes

Carthaqe ',r . sed var Fcsrers wa: diF i igt, h V, r , the coW >ctI n r -D
tr' 'ubtvb Creek trchae-I- ra 1 r, I , .j .a .nc sed

va Cit . by its fret-: aid C rr~er c., . ,.t 'Jr,' ;sted
skulls, or dea r i a' , r. , Cecr,r ' ',, :;ot; 5

Ced t~r- dom 'iittIj ,. ': , 72 ii .. ; :... ' ,t

... a , l v '.' oc' ,J rer~c r Lov ] r ~ ' : , t , . .. , e <d .l , :- -
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Figure 16. Carthage Incised var. Carthage, simple bowl form with horizontal
lug handle. -
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c- the material measured was 2.36 mm (n=8; s=0.68 mm). The tempering of the

)aste of this variety was composed entirely of fine shell; there were no

:currences of mixed fine shell and grog noted. The fine shell tempering

,red f-or 0.4 mm to .6 mm in size; the mean temper size was 0.94 mm (n=8;

s= .39 mm .

Smudg;ng or blackfilming was the bnly deliberate surface coloration noted

tne eignt sherds of this variety. Both the interior and exterior surfaces

8)3.3 percent of the sherds were smudged or blackfilmed, and 16.7 percent

,,r, smudged or blackfilmed on the exterior surface only. The exterior

aes cf 87.5 percent were burnished, and one sherd, from a flaring rim

hibted the cualities of being unburnished and scraped on the

! cr or. 'f the inter Irr surfaces examined. 62.4 percent were burnished and

pe cernt were unburn;shed and scraped.

0-1 one reconda-y shape feature of Carthage Incised var. Fosters was
"ed -- a folaed rim on a flaring rim bowl. Because of the limited amount of

:,j -nc-rning this attribute at the present time, it is not known whether

attribate 'ell e-ly or late in the seriation. The author firmly

eves that cort inuec hsearcr wi I Isnow that this attribute falls late.

'rnments: . '

Carthage Incised var. Fosters is a complex broadline incised ware which

suesumed in earlier works under the type Moundville Filmed Incised

E.,arret'e .rd Wimberly 1941; McKenzie 1964, 1965, 1966). This variety

.hed .t, iargest numerical significance during Late Summerville Ill. The

i17-c-iE thti' this va iety rad a temporal span which continued through
I le a rd possibly was the proto-type for the later Alabama River

o<;sed l,.aes. These wares differ only in surface treatment, state of the

vessel pastie when incised, and shape of the tool used for the incision.

Ca-thage Incised var. Moon Lake: Figure 17; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 3e-h;

S'oponaitis 1980:Figure 17d.

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

The design motif of var. Moon Lake is described by Jenkins (1979a:68) as

,:n1es of parallel oblique lines, which usually occur on the interior of
> .jr;ng rim bowls or on the exterior shoulder of short necked bottles."

In the collection cf 54 rim sherds recovered from the Lubbub Creek

Archaeologica! Locality, 87.0 percent of the Carthage incised var. Moon Lake

m- mtfs otkired on flari g rim bowls. OuLslanting bowl forms accounted for
3.7 percent of the sherds of this variety, and 9-3 percent were identified as
fror, a bowq! for. whose !vjct shape could not be determined.

C"e r' r-. . , e :niri n -,T 0. 6 :m and I ,,F m ,)imum line
'r ., .. , wri 1t Fo , M.,r Lakv , 3:- i . mm (n z. '

h torpere C and -

SC) .r' - ,4 mr, t 2.7 mm. h"
., . Tre it-an tempur size of this
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CM 10

F igure 17. Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake, deep profile flaring rim bowl.
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ty was the largest of any variety of the type Carthage Incised found at
ubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

The sixteen sherds (29 percent) which exhibited deliberate surface
ation were deemed smudged or blackfilmed. Of the sherds which were
led or blackfilmed, 70.6 percent exhibited treatment on both the interior .-.

!xterior surfaces, 23.5 percent were smudged or blackfilmed on the
ior surface only, and 5.9 percent exhibited smudging or blackfilm;ng on
!xterior surface only. Of 54 sherds with uneroded exterior surfaces, 57.4
mt of the sherds were burnished, and 42.6 percent were unburnish-d and
.hed. Of 55 complete interior surfaces of this variety, 69.1 percent wer"
shed, 29.1 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 1.8 percent wrre
•nished and scraped.

Secondary shape attributes which occurred in this variety were all

'ications of the rim area or body wall. One rim sherd had a simple folded

which was a method for thickening the rim area. Another rim sherd of
variety had a folded flattened rim. In this instance, the end point of
Folded rim was modified to give a flat or bevelled appearance. Six of the
laring rim bowls of this variety had a "deep profile." It should be noted
these secondary attributes were observed on only a smal percent of the

nics of this 'ariety. but their occurrence should be noted for further
ies as more data are recovered.

ets

When the var. Moor) Lake sherds were grouped with other flaring rim bowl
Js which were incised on their interior surfaces, the Unclassified
-ior Incised sheros with simple rectilinear designs were found to greatly
rible the Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake sherds because they had oblique
lIel lines on their interior rims. These materials were placed in the
assified category because the incisions were not performed on a leather-
surface as required for inclusion in the Carthage Incised type. Six

pies of this unclassified material were incised on a wet paste. This gave
4ares a rather sloppy appearance rather than the uniform appearance of
Moon Lake. The line width of the incisions performed on a wet paste

ed from 1.2 mm to 2.8 mm, with a mean of 1.73 mm (n=6; s=0.64 mm). The
ining 12 examples of the simple rectilinear unclassified wares were
sed on a bone dry paste. These incisions were usually very ragged in
arance with the sides of the incisions broken and irregular because the
of incision was forced through a clay surface which was too dry to allow
movement of the tool. The bone dry simple rectilinear incisions had a

rum line w;dth of 0.4 mm and a maxirrum line width of 1.6 mm. The mean
h was 0.83 mm (n-12; s=0.36 mm).

Because of the extreme simi larities between Carthage Incised var. Moon
desigr e er, ts jrd thIe deTIgn e'ements of the Unclassitied Interio

'ed materia, 1: t, simp)e recti linear design, the authior be)leves lha"-
gc " ;sed "aj . rrr e m.ght possib)y be giv.rn type sta!u: outside ..-.

v,' --3, ha.e nc ec - rdcr to aI low the groiu ,g of a Iariat.iqns (-f " "
- c' d fic L -, n's under a sing'- tVpe I " stud,. the -

iss rd irter s ( .- el wares wi tt rinplI re C ; ar Ir- ," "! ; -o*-
ht , e dry tr 4e' comt n- , !h the ra-tha; I' ed xa. -3 ,"

• o h t ' a, '' " he d--c r could re cxam nrc.

-.-............."...- ....'..-............................................ ... ..-
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Carthage Incised var. Summerville: Jenkins 1979a:Figure 63; Steponaitis
198 0:Figure 17f.

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Carthage incised var. Summerville was distinguished by its incised lines
which formed arches around the exterior shoulders of bottles and restricted
bowls. Steponaitis (1980:97) stated that "at Moundville, this variety usually
occurs on restricted bowls." Jenkins recovered one pedestalled bottle of this S
variety during excavations at Site lPi33, a site within the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Only one example of Carthage Incised
var. Summerville was recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
during the University of Michigan excavations. This fragment was identified
as the shoulder fragment of a restricted bowl. The line width measured 1.4 mri
and was applied to a shell tempered vessel. The third largest temper size S
measured 1.0 mm.

The eroded condition of the sherd made observations of deliberate surface
coloration and surface treatment unfruitful. The incision seemed to have been
performed on a wetter paste than would be expected. But because this
observation was made on a single sherd and because of the condition of the S
sherd, further comment should be withheld until observation of a larger
collection is possible.

Only a single secondary shape attribute was noted for this variety -- a
beaded rim. The beaded rim is most often associated with types which are
smudged or blackfilmed and which have a burnished surface. The occurrence of S
a beaded rim on this eroded sherd increased the possibility that the sherd was
either burnished, smudged or blackfilmed, or both.

Comment

The very limited sample size precludes further comment on this variety at
this time.

Carthage Incised var. Poole: Steponaitis 1980:Figure 17c

No examples of this variety as described by Steponaitis (1980:97) were
recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

KIMSWICK FABRIC IMPRESSED

Documentation: Walker and Adams 1946; Heimlich 1952; Jenkins 1979a: Trickey
1958.

Background

The two examples of shell tempered fabric impressed ceramics recovered
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality during the 1979 excavations did
not fall easily within the definition of Kimswick Fabric Impressed first
presented by Walker and Adams (1946). The ceramics from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality were impressed with what appeared to be woven cane
(Figure 30k-I) rather than a fabric of twined or twisted cordage. Ceramics
impressed with fabric in the Tennessee Valley were described as Langston ..
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Impressed by Helmlich (1952:26). Jenkins (1979a:71) found one sherd of
impressed pottery from Site lPi33 in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological

during the 1977 excavations and classified it as Kimswick Fabric

d var. Langston. This sherd was impressed with fabric of twined or

cordage, in contrast to the cane impressed sherds under study for this

Cane impressed wares have been noted in the Mobile Bay-Delta area and

d as Mobile Cane Impressed by Trickey (1958).

e author believes the cane impressed wares should be noted, but not

variety status until more examples and a better understanding of these

s is established. Given this rationale, the woven cane impressed

s shall be referred to in this manuscript as Kimswick Fabric Impressed

specified. This is in keeping with the proposal by Phillips (1970:95)

all salt pan fabric impressed pottery in the Southeast be classified in

e type category." Fabric impressed bowls have been referred to as

pan" wares because they are commonly found at prehistoric salt

ing sites (Jenkins 1979a:71).

Criteria and Attributes

at bowls were the only vessel shape with this decoration. The sherds

swick Fabric Impressed var. Unspecified were unburnished on both their

r and exterior surfaces, and the cane impressions were on the exterior

of each example. The paste was tempered with coarse shell, with a

size of 2.5 mm and a maximum size of 2.7 mm.

single secondary shape attribute was noted for this variety. The rim

f one sherd was thickened at the end point. Thickening in this fashion 0

t pan" wares is a common attribute in the Mobile Delta (Trickey

2)

,

cause of the small sample and the context from which the material was

ed, inclusion of this type in the chronological seriation was not

e. Kimswick Fabric Impressed is thought to be most important during

ndville IIl period. The woven cane impressed variety, which appears to

ted to downriver coastal area wares (Coblentz, personal communication),

twisted cordage open weave impressed wares, which are commonly found

Tennessee Valley of northern Alabama, were possibly a result of trade. R

rther research will yield a clearer understanding of this material.

IPPi PLAIN

ta:ion: Phillips 1970; Steponaitis 1978; Jenkins 1979a.

und

S SL- ooi P r a cerarn' type oh.ich Is destined tc play ai,
0 'ip Lh r -c s urqin of the cc;-ip e:( M i sss s ippIan :ceIeopmeo ts
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the so-called "super type" Mississippi Plain, noted it as "the name of a type
of vast dimension that will not let itself be contained even within the areas

of the Central and Lower Mississippi Valley" (Phillips 1970:131). The S
ceramics formerly called Warrior Plain in the Moundville area of central
Alabama fall well within the type Mississippi Plain. Following the lead of
Steponaitis (1978; 1980) and Jenkins (1979a), the coarse, shell tempered,
undecorated ceramics from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality have been

classified as Mississippi Plain var. Warrior.

There are differences between this study and prior studies with regard to
the type Mississippi Plain. Because of new data (Steponaitis 1980; van der
Leeuw, appendix) which indicate the importance of temper size to the function
of the vessel, the author felt that a distinction should be made, without
regard to surface coloration and treatment, between coarse and fine shell
tempered undecorated wares. In this study, Mississippi Plain var. Warrior S

includes all coarse shell tempered ceramics, whether burnished or unburnished.
Steponaitis (1980) and Jenkins (1979a) included all unburnished shell tempered

wares in var. Warrior. Burnished fine shell tempered wares were classified as
Bell Plain var. Hale by Jenkins (1979a) and Steponaitis (1980). Steponaitis
also included fine shell and grog tempered wares in Bell Plain var. Hale, but

Jenkins classified these wares as Bell Plain var. g Sandy. in this study,
f;ne shell tempered wares, burnished or unburnished, were classified as a new
variety, Mississippi Plain var. Hale, and fine shell and grog temnpered wares
wer-e placed In Bell Piain var. Big Sandy. Classification of the: coarse shell

and grog tempered ceramicc as Mississippi Plain var. HuiH Lake follows
Stepona;tis (1980) and Jenkins (1979a) . Analysis in this manner ailoweo for
variation to be deszrfbed for the coarse and fine shell tempered and shel and
grog LEerered wares independent of the categories in which they had previously
been placed.

Surface coloration anrc treatment had a high correat;orn with the fin ..
t-mpered warm, tu,. 58 percent of the ?37 var. Hale sherds subjected to
at ribute anaiysis were not smudged on their exterior surfaces, and L9.2
pe-cent o4 "he 71 va-. Big Sanjy. sherds were not. These sherds Iou I
p-c:,..ousIy h 3ve been olaced in varieties whose terhnologica: trad tions cf
mjrufaw-ture differed greatly from their owr. The analysis format use-d in this
Study r. regard to these types and varieties has proven useful and nformative
and has ;ilowed comparison of this data with nrior research.

In tie material recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological LocaIIty,
'he .ar. Hul Lake was not especially usefui as a ceram c categorv. The only

" ed i r',,: c scis ir, shefds of th s var;eIy we'-e smaI chel tempered clog
r-, whirh crc ncot in a crushed a ta.c but -ce r -,eI he smjl I rund "

'of clay 1,hv would have bee- nnmon in .3i, c t - cor shop ),ea.

c :Lt't;o of t L mater , n ,,, ,". rro; temeu ed
t r.ar wa_ -eco',,ered.

P-on ib e Fe it ionshis

The ?iss'poi Plain ceramics recove-ed _in'm the c Lubbub Qeek"
A-2haeclogicai ;oca it are most c!osely r elaed to !he p'a hint tempered
:ea Irn s f und to the east at. MoundI I'c and to tPe west at Th, he! logg St Ie.
Ar the present "me, itere no way tc d I t irgu U h Pa'" 13 1 tempered

J s ron cent-6 Iabami from th-,c r' ,. -Po f rc.,r thc -enne-..e Va' c.

o S
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,ern Alabama or those referred to as Penascola Plain by Willey (1949)
* Mobile Bay-Delta area of southern Alabama.

ppi Plain var. Warrior: Figures 18-27; b .frnette and Peebles
105, 11l, 113-114; Jenkins 1979a:59-61, 65; Steponaitis 1980:291.

Criteria and Attributes

sissippi Plain var. Warrior was sorted on the basis of lack of
on on both the inter ior and exterior surfaces and shell tempering
is 2 mm or larger. Of the 14 possible vessel shapes, 11 of these
were noted from sherds or vessels classified as var. Warrior. Of 358
ly complete sherds, the vessel shapes comprised 2A.8 percent

ineous jars, 19.3 percent simple bowls (Figure 18, 19, 20, 25), 16.2
standard jars, lC.1 percent miscellaneous bowls, 8.1 percent
ing bowls, 7.5 percent short necked bowls (Figure 21, 22, 23, 24), 7.3
flaring rim bowls, 3.1 percent restricted bowls, 2.8 percent bottles

26), C.8 percent cylindrical bowls, and 0.3 percent neckless jars. It
n been noted that most of the Mississippi Plain var. Warrior material
bowl and jar forms. In this study, 97 percent of the total sample
J fell within these categories. The remainder of the material was from
Forms which were common in types and varieties composed of the finer
J material. Such variation within a type must be expected, because
being observed is the end product of a human activity which is as

e as the tasks for which the vessel would be used and the individual
ing the act. Most attributes which determine a type can and must be
variability. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior has long been viewed as 0

in, possibly sm-othed, but never burnished or blackfilmed or smudged
(Steponaitis 1980:97). When the ceramics were classified by temper

per size and not by what this author deems secondary attributes, the
lity of the coarse shell tempered wares became evident. The ceramics
ied as Mississippi Plain var. Warrior were by and large just as they
een described by Steponaitis (1980). But 7 percent had a smudged or
limed surface on a coarse shell tempered paste. The variable factors
types should be noted, so that as refined seriations become available

ese sites which exhibit extended occupations, changes within the
assemblages may be better understood.

e exterior surfaces of 84.6 percent of the 604 var. Warrior sherds
were unburnished and smoothed, 14.2 percent were burnished, and 1.2
were unburnished and scraped. Of the 595 interior surfaces studied,

rcent were unburnished and smoothed, 13.9 percent were burnished, and
rcent were unburnished and scraped. Thirteen effigies made from
rrior paste were recovered; these are illustrated in Figure 7bd,g-k.

ssissippi Piain var. Warrior exhibited the largest number of secondary
features 'our d with:n any variety except Mississippi Plain var. Hale,
xhibited an equal number. The most common secondary attributes were
3tions or additions to the upper body or rim area of the vessel.
ations of the 439 rims studied were folded rims on 2.3 percent of the
erds examined, folded fiatteneu rims on 1.4 percent, beaded rim-., on 3.2
scalloped rims on 1.4 percent, and notched riM on 1.8 percert.

ifferent h3ndle forms were noted: downturned lugs on 0.8 percent of thr
s analyzed, horlzontal lugs on 2.6 percent, and loop or strap handles
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.he author's knowledge, the application of deliberate surface
to a vessel neither increases nor decreases the vessel's ability to
thermal shock or other stress a vessel must survive before the

*ing process is complete. Because such factors which do help ensure
val of the vessel must be viewed as primary factors, coloration was
secondary attribute, though a very important attribute in

ling the way in which the pelters themselves viewed the different
:eramics they made. In the Mississippi Plain var. Hale ceramics, . -
surface coloration in the form of smudging or blackfilming did play

Lant role. Over 44 percent of the ceramics studied as Mississippi
Hale were smudged or blackfilmed. Of these, 73.3 percent were

)r blackfilmed on both the interior and exterior surfaces, 21.0
i the exterior surface only, and 5.7 percent on the interior only.

33 sherds with uneroded surfaces, the exterior surfaces of 72.]
-jere burnished, 27.5 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 0.4
are unburnished and scraped. Of the interior surfaces, 64.4 percent
-ished, 31.6 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 4.0 percent
-nished and scraped.

issippi Plain var. Hale exhibited a large number of secondary shape
s, equaled only by var. Warrior. Rim modifications in this variety
folded rims on 2.6 percent of the 158 rim sherds studied, folded

rims on 3.2 percent, beaded rims on 17.4 percent, scalloped rims on
nt, and notched rims on 3.9 percent.

nOary features found on the shoulder or upper body included beaded
or, .7 percent of the 158 sherds studied, indentations on 0.4

ard .idely spaced applique nodes on 2.5 percent. Of the flaring rim
el form, one of the two examples was of the "deep profile" type.

zoctai lug handles were present on 2.5 percent of the sherds, but
re noted on many sherds, which may indicate a higher frequency than
r of attached lug handles indicates.

gies (Figure 7a, c, e, f, j) included frog, fish, bird, human, and
uirrel representations.

only variation from the simple bases noted for most of the var. Hale
recovered was the occurrence of two pedestal bases in the collection

8). The slab bases from the total collection were so eroded and
at their classification as to type and variety could not be
d. Of all possible varieties, they probably occurred in var. Hale.

iewing the material recovered from the aspect of attributes, a better
ding of the ceramics can be gained. The occurrence within this
f the miscellaneous jar and standard jar forms served to point to the

in established varieties which can only be measured by studies of
Mississippi Plain var. Hale is one of the most important

pian varieties which need to be understood. The approaches tc
ding the varlation in the fine tempered wares which have been used i"-
have been useful, but for progress to continue. more analysis on the
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4.1 percent. The loop or strap handles were found to be the most
itive to temporal change. In Summervilie I context, the predominant
le form was a loop handle which was round in cross-section and which was
ted to the vessel wall at both the top and bottom. By Summerville II, the
le became more flattened or strap-like and often one handle attachment was
J and the other was riveted. By Summerville Ill the handle was
igular, wide at the top, narrow at the bottom, and very flat in cross-
ion. The number of handles per vessel increased towards terminal
arville ili and continued to be a dominant factor in Protohistoric times.
e 3 presents the sample statistics for all the var. Warrior handles
spective of period.

Beaded shoulders were noted for only 0.3 percent of the 607 sherds of
variety selected for attribute analysis. Of the flaring rim bowls which

rised 7.3 percent of the sample, 19.2 percent exhibited a "deep profile."
last secondary shape attribute noted for this variety was the placement of
s on the shoulder or rim area of the vessels (Figure 27). These nodes
present on 4.8 percent of the sample selected for attribute analysis.

ent

Although Mississippi Plain var. Warrior has always been the major ceramic
ety associated with any Mississippian occupation, variations within the
ety have been viewed as too minor to warrant further study. Today, with
understanding of the technological processes related to complex ceramic
itions evident in the Mississippian assemblages, every attribute must be .
rved and recorded. To gain a further understanding of such complex
eties as Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, new approaches must be pursued.
ibute analysis appears to be one step in that direction.

issippi Plain var. Hale: Figure 28.

in(] Criteria and Attributes

Mississippi Plain var. Hale was separated from Mississippi Plain
Warrior on the basis of temper size. Sherds whose third largest temper

icles were less than 2 mm in size were classified as var. Hale. Of the 14
ible vessel forms, 10 forms were represented by 153 sherds of this
ety; 32.0 percent of the sherds were from simple bowls, 15.0 percent were
flaring rim bowls, 13.7 percent were from miscellaneous bowls, 11.1

ent were from bottles, 9.8 percent were from restricted bowls, 6.5 percent
from outslanting bowls, 5.9 percent were from miscellaneous jars, 3.3

ent were from short neck bowls, 1.3 percent were from cylindrical bowls,
1.3 percent were f-rom standard jars. In this variety, bowl forms were the
common, comprising almost 82 percent of the ves-el shapes represented.

forms .ere rjch less common than in Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, and
e was gnrer --JrreCnce of bottle fragments in var. Hale than in

Wkirr Te sp' )r rJ f ne shell tempered paste for bottle forms as
.' t em-p -d paste for the jar forms of var. Warrior

, maK 2 dur inc vesrel corstruction, which implies
trac f r jvpcse or range cf uses compatible with the

Zt, 1" . . e temr e- size anG paste composition -- the
e
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Figure 23. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, short neck bowl.
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attribute level must be completed.

Mississippi Plain var. Hull Lake: Steponaitis 1980:Figure 4lp-q.

Comment

No examples of Mississippi Plain var. Hull Lake as described by Jenkins
(1979a:74) or Steponaitis (1980:98) were recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. There wure some sherds which contained coarse shell
temper with inclusions of occasional nodules of shell tempered clay, but these
nodules would have been common in a ceramic workshop area because of vessel
modification and decoration, and their addition to the paste of these sherds
was probably not deliberate.

MOUND PLACE INCISED

Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Phillips 1970; Jenkins
1979a.

Background

Since this type's conception (Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951:147) to
the present day, there has been much comment and discussion as to whether or
not it should be considered a type. Although Phillips (1970:135) described
this type as "too rare and scattered to serve any useful purpose" in the
Mississippi Valley area, Jenkins (1979a: 85) stated that at the Mississippian
sites surrounding Moundville "it occurs consistently although not in large
numbers on sites occupied by the Moundville Culture." Because of this common
occurrence, the type was used in this study.

The original type description was presented by Phillips, Ford, and
Griffin, and their description was as follows:

3

Two or more parallel lines are placed horizontally on the exterior
rim. Occasionally, these lines dip down on each side of the vessel
in concentric festoons. Sometimes these festoons occur beneath semi-
circular lugs. This is quite typical for rim effigy vessels, in
wnich such lines are festooned beneath the head and the lug which
represents the tail of the bird or animal concerned (Phillips, Ford,
ana Griffin 1951:147).

Probable Relationships

T is type is probably most closely related to the type Carthage Incised
defined by Steponaitis (1978). Because of the similarity of the broad trailed
incisions, Steponaitis (1980:95) placed the broad trailed var. Akron under
Carthage Incised, but placed the thin line or engraved variety under
Mounciville Engraved var. Havana. Because of the importance of this d-sign
element, the author agrees with Jenkins in the type distinction given to
vessels with this decoration.

Mound Place Inci~ed var. Akron: Figure 29; Phillips 1970:Figure 59a-d;
Phill ps, Ford, and Griffin 1951:Figure 89t-w; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 4a,d;

De,Jarnette and Peebles 1970:1 '"

0l
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Sorinc Criteria and Attributes

Mound Place lncis~c v'a. Akron was distinguished from var. Havana on the
basic of fie .Idtn. TC ;e classifiea as var. I' . .e i ne widt.h had to
me asure mm; or arac". Tn ma> mum Iine width was 4 n~m. M,'ar I inc ,. .
aS 2.18 mm (n=68; s=O .3 mm).

Mouna Place Incised ,at. Akron was limited to one or another of the bowl

forms in this study. Due to the very fragmented nature of the mat:!* "z1, 53.7
per,:ent of the 67 serds were classified as from miscellare-us bowV. Ie
next highest occurrence of ,esst:l form was the cyl indrical bo,'l, 23.9 pe cent.
Simple bc.l lorms accounted for 1). 4 percent, and restrictec bo',is for 3.0
percent of the sheras.

The lines on 95.5 percent of the 67 sherds were incised on a leather-hard
paste, 3.0 percent were incised on a wet paste, and 1.5 percent were incised
on a bone dry or fired paste.

Shell was the sole tempering agent in 75 percent of the sherds, and mixed
shell and grog were used as temper in 25 percent of the sherds. The minimum
temper size was 0.3 mm and the largest was 3.1 mm. The mean temper size was
1.21 mm (n=68; s=O.57 mm).

Only 36.7 percent of the sherds studied had been smudged or blackfilmed.
Of the sherds which were smudged or blackfilmed, 85.2 percent exhibited this
treatment on both the interior and exterior, 11.1 percent on the interior
only, and 3.7 percent on the exterior only. The exterior surfaces of 77.6
percent of the 68 var. Akron sherds studied were burnished, and 22.4 percent
were unburnished and smoothed. The interior surfaces of 74.6 percent were
burnished, 23.9 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 1.5 percent were
unburnished and scraped.

Secondary shape features which occurred in this variety included rim
modifications. Of the 60 rims examined, 1.7 percent were folded rims. 8.3
percent were folded flattened rims, 3.3 percent were beaded, and 1.7 percent

were scalloped.

One occurrence of vessel wall indentation was observed. Of the material
I . si~ied as var. Akron, 17.6 percent had vessel walls which were modified

for the support of rim effigies. Only a s'ngle occurreric of part of an
e" c nfIgurat;on still ati.ched to t he vessel wall was n.ed. This effigy

r;er was placed . t h o ther ff i gy " catgor, bec a3use the frgm nl .a_

i ff cien f or ent r ation c the effigy fcrtm.

nd a ace Ic: crc ,r A r * i ' to mtir ts ea i ert

, h ci p r' r r u; t -:!. 1 itit hfi "h r n r 'a' :-,r ic )n I ,-"

.... . A ,
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Sorting Criteria and Attributes

The des~gr e~ements of Mound 'iace Incised var. Havana were the same as7
noc e c \a r. A kr on , b ut t he m ne w id th c;f v a r. Havana was never larger than I

rr-. Th-le mnirImumr line w 1 d th, was 0. 4 mm, and the maximum line width was 0.9 mm.
hne mean line width was 0.66 mm (n=14; s=0. 17) . Forty-two percent of the
fn:'sions were executed on a leatner-hard paste, 42 percent on a bone dry
r 3,te. and Vpercon: crn a wet paste.

Of :e 121 var. H-3vana she!-ds for which shape could be determined, 45.5
nercent Cerc from. simple bowl forms, and the remander were from miscellaneous

*The 'erl-Pe'- of 76.9 percent of the sherds was shell,* and 23.1 percent
were tempered with mixed fine shell and grog. The minimum temper size was 0.4
mm, and the rra>imum was 2.0 mm. The mean temper size was 0.89 mm (n=14; s=0.43

Mound P'lace Incised var. Havana is one of the varieties which was, in the
past, included under the types Moundville Film Incised and Moundville Filmed
En graved. When the ceramics of this varet weeeamined, 66.7 percent of
tine sample were smidged or baickf'lned. Deliberate surface coloration was
noted on both the interior and exterior surfaces of 85.7 percent of these
sherds, and one example 015.3 percent of the sample) was too eroded for this
determination to be made. The exterior surfaces of 91.7 percent were
"urnished, 8.3 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and one example was too
eroded to classify.

Only two secondary shape features were noted on sherds classified as
Mound Place Incised var. Havana, both of which dealt with the rim area of the
vessel. One example of a folded flattened rim was noted, and there was one
example of a notched rim.

MOUNDVILLE ENGRAVED

Documentation: WilIley 1949: Wimberly 1960; McKenzie 1964; Jenkins 1979a;
Steponaitis 1980.

Background

'The type Moundville Engraved and its var iet ies make up a small but
i-n-rtant percentage of the Mississippian ceramic assemblages found at the
I.bu Crc AcaooiclLc~ y teponaitis (1978; 1980) provided an
-nor tant I PC)lngv o f the Moundvil1le Engr av.ed varieties based on design
rti !f s. Of the -, 1exen var iet ies , oil y S tepona it Is 'var . Havana ( 1980: 100) was
norf used ;n the clIass if icat ion of Moundvll 1e Engraved ceram ics i n th is study.
This v' Z,,iCt Y i s discussed under Moun.. PlIace I nc ised rather than Moundv iIIe
Engraved. Of the ten other varieties, only four were found at the Lubbub
i reek A r ch tec)og c a1 :o-alty. ThIie se wer e van . Hemph i !I, v ar . Wg s,

-Tc~ T~. u o o slas.

Frm'~ f h er raor d r) a t u! hi f, thiMdv i 1 1 e Erniv ~Ecj
vjr '4f C ves~rl fcr-m, dele-rminable. The Moindvi Il~e

'!.j n I. on I ~j h - f. frns . The .r g rc.e HnejIi )

nf'< ~~ de, m rc o hc r, --d i -I nonavid ,,Dr I ct ies were
ror C) ' i tt 1 in ,n: e xc,- A(c on a bone dr y' or
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fired paste. Rare exceptions were noted, but the Moundville Engraved wares
are best described as finely engraved wares which had a surface which was
either smudged or blackfilmed or burnished. -

Probable Relationships

Jenkins (1979a:77) believes that "Moundville Engraved is most closely .-. ."
related to Walls Engraved var. Walls of the Southwestern Tennessee-Northeast
Arkansas area (Phillips 1970:170)." The early engraved wares are probably
closely related to Walls Engraved. But by the Summerville III period the
Moundville site itself was serving as a major center of manufacture of this
ceramic type and was probably responsible through trade for the occurrence of
this type and its reproduction in both the Mobile Bay-Delta area (Wimberly
1960) and the Tombigbee drainage (Jenkins 1979a).

I

Moundville Engraved var. Hemphill: Figure 30d-h; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 6a-g.

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Moundville Engraved var. Hemphill recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality is defined by engraved, free-standing representational
motifs, which, as Jenkins points, out "pertains to the iconography of the
Southeastern ceremonial complex" (Jenkins 1979a:78). The motifs recovered
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were death heads (Steponaitis
1980:Figure 20x), long bones (ibid.:Figure 20f), and other incomplete designs.

Because of the fragmented nature of the material recovered, only a single
vessel form -- a bottle -- was recognized for this variety. The line widths
of the motifs of var. Hemphill ranged from 0.4 mm to 1.0 mm. The mean line
width was 0.71 mm (n=7; s=0.27 mm). Of the 7 sherds studied, 71.4 percent had
incisions which were executed on a bone dry paste, and 28.6 percent were
executed on a leather hard paste. Fine shell was the tempering agent in 42.9
percent of the sherds of var. Hemphill, and 57.1 percent were tempered with
mixed shell and grog. The minimum temper size was 0.3 mm and the maximum was ---.-

1.3 mm. The mean temper size was 0.73 mm (n=7; s-O.40 mm).

Fifty-seven percent of the var. Hemphill sherds studied were smudged or
blackfilmed. Of these sherds, 75 percent were smudged or blackfilmed on both
the interior and exterior surfaces, and 25 percent on the exterior surface
only. One hundred percent were burnished on the exterior surface. The
interior surfaces of 71.4 percent were burnished, 14.3 percent were
unburnished and smoothed, and 14.3 percent were unburnished and scraped. The
Moundville Engraved var. Hemphill ceramics exhibited none of the secondary
shape features selected for study in this report.

I

Because of the small sample designated as Moundville Engraved ...
var. Hemphill, li', -a- be said except that this variety was confined
largely to the Summerville Ill period.

Moundville Engraved var. Taylorville: Steponaitis 1980:Figure 18j-k

I
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Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Moundville Engraved var. Taylorville is best described by Steponaitis -
(1980:101-102) as "a design made up of a 3-4 line running scroll superimposed
on a cross hatched background.. .Vessels of this variety include subglobular
bottles with simple, slab or pedestal bases, cylindrical bowls, and .

pedestalled bowls."

Because of the small, fragmented sherds of this variety, only three
sherds could be identified as to vessel form, and each comprised fragments of
bottles. The minimum line width of the design motif was 0.4 mm and the
maximum 1.7 mm. The mean line width was 0.68 mm (n=25; s=0.32 mm). The -

engravings on 58.3 percent of the 24 sherds were executed on a bone dry paste, -

-and 41.7 percent were engraved on a leather-hard paste. Shell was the
tempering agent of 32 percent of the sherds, and 68 percent were tempered with
mixed fine shell and grog. Temper size ranged from 0.3 mm to 1.4 mm. The
mean temper size was 0.78 mm (n=25; s=0.24 mm).

Of the 25 var. Taylorville sherds studied, 68 percent were smudged or
blackfiimed. The placement of this coloration was on the exterior only of
56.3 percent of these sherds, and on both the interior and exterior surfaces 0
of 43.8 percent. The exterior surfaces of 80 percent of the sherds were
burnished, and 20 percent were unburnished and smoothed. The interior
surfaces of 48 percent were burnished, and 52 percent were unburnished and
smoothed.

No examples of secondary shape features were noted for this variety. S

Comment

Because of the small number of engraved wares of this variety recovered,
and because all engraved varieties reached their highest numerical frequency.... .''..
in the Summerville III period, we have a limited understanding of these S
ceramics as viewed from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

This variety, as described by Steponaitis (1980:102),

...includes vessels decorated with a curvilinear scroll made up of
15-40 closely spaced lines (Figure 181). The scroll encircles the
vessel and is wide enough to take up almost the entire design field.
Vessels of this variety are always subglobular bottles with pedestal, S
slab, or simple bases, and are almost always embellished with
indentations in the wall.

Of the material recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, .
there were no examples large enough to determine vessel shape. The line width
of the design motifs of var. Tuscaloosa varied from 0.4 mm to 1.2 mm. The S
mean line width was 0.73 mm (n=24; s=0.21 mm). Of the 24 sherds studied, 54.2
percent were engraved while the paste was in a bone dry or fired state, and
the remaining 45.8 percent were applied while the surface was still in a

0 • - "

-.-.- S -- i - _ - :- - - -
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ther hard state. The paste of 45.8 percent of the 24 var. Tuscaloosa
rds was tempered with fine shell, and the remaining 54.2 percent were
pered with mixed fine shell and grog. Of the sherds studied, 45.8 had a
dged or blackfilmed appearance. Of these sherds, 72.7 percent were smudged
y on the exterior, and 27.3 percent were smudged on both the exterior and
erior surfaces. The exterior surfaces of 87.5 percent of the sherds were
nished, and 12.5 percent were unburnished and smoothed. The interior
faces of 37.5 percent were burnished, and 62.5 percent were unburnished and
othed.

A single pedestal base fragment was the only evidence of base shape for
s variety. Also, indentations were noted on 37.5 percent (n=9) of the body
rds studied.

iment

Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa is one of the varieties which
,ibits the fine craftsmanship often observed at the Moundville site.
ause of the fragmentary nature of this material, actual comparison of it
h complete vessels from Moundville seemed futile. Such studies as trace
!ment analysis may possibly provide data which may prove the existence of a
amic trade network between Moundville and other areas, including the Lubbub
!ek Archaeological Locality.

indville Engraved var. Wiggins: Figure 30a-c; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 6h-i;
!ponaitis 1980:Figure l8m-p.

ILn Criteria and Attributes

Moundville Engraved var. Wiggins, as described by Steponaitis (1980:102),

...is characterized by a design consisting of a 2-5 line scroll
encircling the vessel's circumference. Occasionally, the scroll is
embellished with fill-in crosshatching or with crosshatched triangular
projections. The vessel form most commonly in this variety is the
subglobular bottle with simple base.

the var. Wiggins sherds studied from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
:ality, all examples had triangular projections which were either
)sshatched or non-crosshatched-filled. For this variety, only four bottle
3gments (7.1 percent) and one miscellaneous bowl fragment (1.7 percent) were
ntified. The remaining 91.2 percent of the 51 sherds could not be
!ntified as to vessel form.

The line widths of the design motif of var. Wiggins ranged from 0.5 mm to
mm. The mean line width for this variety was 0.79 mm (n-55; s=O.26 mm).

design motif was applied to a leather hard paste on 61.8 percent of the
!rds and to a bone dry or fired surface on 38.2 percent of the sherds. The
nper of 26.8 percent of these ceramics was fine shell, and 73.2 percent were
npered with mixed fine shell and grog. The minimum temper size was 0.3 mm
J the maximum was 1.1 mm. The mean temper size was 0.65 mm (n=55; s=O.21

Of the sample of 55 sherds studied, 57.1 percent were smudged or

2..- .
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blackfilmed. Of these sherds, 59.4 percent had this deliberate surface

coloration on the exterior surface only, and 40.6 percent were smudgea or
blackfilmed on both their interior and exterior surfaces. The exterior
surfaces of 76.4 percent were burnished, and 23.6 percent were unburnished and
smoothed. This proportion differed significantly from the interior surfaces,
of which only 29.1 percent were burnished, 61.8 percent were unburnished and

smoothed, and 9.1 percent were unburnished and scraped.

Only a single pedestal base was found in the ceramics classified as

var. Wiggins. The extremely fragmented nature of these ceramics probably has
a great deal to do with the lack of more secondary features noted for this

var i ety.

Comments

No complete vessels of var. Wiggins have been recovered from the
Gainesvi le Lake area. Only an analysis which allows for the recognition of
specific attributes in a fragmented collection will allow the maximum amount
oF data to be recovered. The attributes of the var. Wiggins ceramics from the

Lubbub Creek Archae',logical Locality fit within the variety description

(Steponaitis 1978).

Moundville Engraved var. Indeterminate

This category was established to note the existence of engraved sherds
which did not meet the criteria for inclusion in the other Moundville Engraved
varieties. All examples placed in this category were too small for
identification of variety. Some of these sherds resembled Steponaitis'
(1980:101) Moundville Engraved var. Prince Plantation (Figure 30i-j), but

because of sherd size, positive identification could not be made.

MOUNDVILLE INCISED

Documentation: DeJarnette and Wimberly 1941; Heimlich 1952; Wimberly 19e0;

McKenzie 1964, 1965, 1966; Steponaitis 1978, 1980; Jenkins 1979a.

Background

This type appears to be one of the few decorated types in the
Mississippian ceramic assemblages which have a temporal continuum equal to the . -

entire Pississippian period. Because this type was represented in each of the

Su.-nervilie periods, changes in numerical dominance of the different varieties
qf this type through time proved useful in establishing the chronological

sequenc:e for the Mississippian ceramic assemblages (see Chapter 2, Volume I).

he type was first described by DeJarnette and Wimberly (1941) at the
Bessemer site, and later it was noted in the ceramic assemblages of the
central Tennessee valley (Heimlich 1952) and the Mobile Pay-Delta area
(Wimberly 1960). Mound,,ille Incised was first described at the site of
Moundville proper by McKenzie (1964, 1965, 1966). Phillips (1970:128)

described ceramics in the Mississippi valley with the same arch motif which is
the primary design element for Moundvilie Incised as Matthews Incised

var. Manley. Jenkins (1979a:102) described the state of perplexity this
causei d m Coblentz, and Stceponaitis, when they were deciding which type name
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ropriate for the description of the Moundville and Lubbub Creek
s. Because of the great variation in this material ir the local
assemblages and the early description of the type Moundville Incised,

ype name took precedence over the later "" 'tthews Incised, and
lie Incised was decided tc be the proper type-name for these ceramics
area.

e Moundville Incised ceramics are a group which have a common design
in their motifs. This primary design element is an arch motif placed,

,onaitis (1980:102) said, "end-to-end around the upper portions of the
Three major variations of this design were noted and given variety

When the arches were unadorned with any secondary design element, the
,as placed in var. Carrollton. When thin straight lines were applied
iicular to the arches in the area between the arch and the neck or rim
vessel, the sherd was placed in var. Moundville. When the rays of
loundville were replaced with punctations, the sherd was placed in
lows Bend. In each of these varieties, the arch was an incised line.

to other variations of the design element were noted in this study. The
(as an arch motif which was composed completely of punctations. This
on was noted as Moundville Incised var. Other throughout the analysis.
:ond variation was an excised line which was formed by the thinning of
idy wall by the removal of clay below the arch. Usually, the arch was
ncised on the body wall, then the lower body wall surface was carved
leaving- only one side of the incision trough, the side closest to the
*his arch design occurred primarily with punctations as a secondary
element, so the excised line was noted and sherds of this nature were
in var. Snows Bend.

)undville Incised ceramics were tempered with coarse shell. The vessel
,n which the motifs occurred were usually jars or short neck bowls.

ie chronological positions of the Moundville Incised varieties were
ed by the seriation. Variety Moundville was common in the Summerville
)d, but declined rapidly in Summerville II. Also found in Summerville I

Snows Bend, but in very low frequency. In the Summerville II period,
arrollton was dominant. 1his variety was found in each of the
,ille periods, but at low frequencies in Summerville I and Ill. It was
the latter part of the Summerville III period that the variation of

I arches and punctations occurred. It appears that toward the end of
,ille Ill, the excised arch replaced the incised arch in var. Snows
At some point, possibly terminal Summerville IIl, the excised arch was
I from the design, and the secondary design element, the punctatiors

the primary design element. The arches were then composed of
-ions without incised or excised lines present. This can probably be
is a marker for terminal Summerville Ill. Sherds which could be
'ied as Moundville Incised but whose variety could not he determined
aced in Moundville Incised var. Indeterminate.

lle Incised var. Carroliton: Figure 31, 32, 33; DeJarnette and
ly 191. Figure 73, bottom ceter; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 5a-f; Ste;,)ria s 
gure 19a.

I?
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Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton was by far the most abundant variety

of the three described. As noted above, var. Carrollton exhibited incised
arches which were unadorned with any secondary design elements. When the
sherds assigned to this variety were examined for vessel form, 40 of 140 could
be classified as to shape, and the results were as follows: 42.5 percent were
standard jar fragments (Figure 31), 42.5 percent were miscellaneous jar
fragments, 12.5 percent were short neck bowl fragments, and 2.5 percent were
restricted bowl fragments.

The width of the incised line ranged from 0.3 mm to 11.2 mm. Despite the
great variation in line width, the mean line width was 1.90 mm (n=133; s=1.44
mm) . The incisions were made on a wet paste on 58 percent of the 131 sherds,
and 42 percent were incised on a leather hard paste.

In this variety, there was a great deal of variation in temper size, from
0.2 mm to 5.0 mm. The mean temper size was 2.25 mm (n=140; s=0.66 mm) . Only
one example of deliberate surface coloration was noted. This was a heavily
smudged interior which probably was not intentionally smudged, but rather was
a by-product of the vessel's function. The exterior surfaces of 97.1 percent
of 140 sherds were unburnished and smoothed. Four (2.9 percent) rare examples
of burnishing on the exterior surface were noted for this variety. The
interior surfaces of 95.6 percent were unburnished and smoothed, 2.9 percent
were unburnished and scraped, and 1.5 percent were burnished.

The only rim or body modification noted for this variety was a single

occurrence of a folded flattened rim. Eighteen handles were assigned to
var. Carrollton, and variation in handle metrics will probably play an
important role in the seriation of this variety. The handles from the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality followed the same general changes through time
as noted for the Moundville site by Steponaitis (1980). Variety Carrollton
handles found in association with late Summerville I features were rather
round in cross-section and were considered to be loop handles. In Summerville
II features, the handles were more strap-like, with the top of the handle

slightly wider than the bottom. In Summerville III, the handles were
triangular in shape and flat or rectangular in cross-section. The method of
handle attachment also varied through time. In late Summerville I and early
Summerville II, the handles were riveted to the vessel wall. By late
Summerville II and early Summerville Ill, the handles were riveted at the
bottom and luted at the top. By late Summerville Ill, the largest number of
handles were luted at both the top and the bottom. Some were still riveted at
the bottom, but they were in the minority by middle to late Summerville Ill.

Comments

Although this variety has caused much confusion in the seriation of
Mississippian ceramics, it promises to be one of a number of valuable keys to
understanding the Mississippian assemblages of central Alabama. The lengthy

temporal span and internal variation of this variety is one of the most
complex and least understood.

Moundville Incised var. Moundville: Figure 34a-e; McKenzie 1966:Figure 2;

Jenkins 1979a:Figure 4g-k; Steponaitis 1980:Figure 19b.
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Sorting Criteria and Attributes

Jenkins (1979a:82) stated that the decoration of Moundville Incised
var. Moundville is the "same as Moundville Incised var. Carrollton except that
the arch is embellished with a series of short incisions radiating upward from
the arch."

Of the vessel forms identified for this variety, jar forms accounted for
over 75 percent. Of the 17 sherds which coula be assigned to a vessel shape,
35.3 percent were from miscellaneous jars, 41.2 percent were from standard
jars, and 23.5 percent were from short neck bowls. The short neck bowl vessel
form appears to play an important role in the early Mississippian assemblage.
Close attention should be paid to this vessel form in future research.

The minimum line width of the arch, or primary design motif, of this
variety was 0.6 mm and the maximum was 11.6 mm. The mean line width for
var. houndville was 3.08 mm (n=51; s=2.26 mm).

All sherds of this variety were shell tempered; there were no inclusions
of grog noted. Temper size ranged from 1.0 mm to 3.9 mm. Mean temper size
was 2.18 mm (n=66; s=0.51 mm).

When incised, the paste of 72.7 percent of the 66 sherds was wet, and
27.3 percent had a leather hard paste. No examples of deliberate surface
coloration were noted. The exterior surfaces of 94 percent were unburnished

- and smoothed, and the remaining 6 percent were unburnished. The interior
surfaces of 98.5 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 1.5 percent were
burnished.

A single variation was noted in the application of the incised lines

which formed the "rays" of the design. In a single case, the rays appeared to
have been applied in a hemiconical fashion.

Comment

Moundville Incised var. Moundville has proven to be one of the best
markers for the early part of the Mississippian component at the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. It dropped rapidly in frequency and occurs rarely if
at all in Summerville II and Summerville Il1. It is therefore an ideal marker
for the Summerville I period.

Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend: Figure 35c-d; Jenkins 1979a:Figure 6j-I;
Steponaitis 1980:Figure 19c.

* Sorting Criteria and Attributes

The design motif of var. Snows Bend consists of incised arches with
arches of punctations above the incised lines. Of the sherds assigned to this
variety, only four could be identified as to vessel form. Of those
identified, 50 percent were standard jar fragments, 25 percent were simple
bowl fragments, and 25 percent were miscellaneous bowl fragments.

The width of the incised line of the design motif varied from 1.4 mm to

5.3 mm. The mean line width was 2.66 mm (n-15; s=1.19 mm). Sixty-eight

.. . .......... .... . . . . . .......
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percent of the incisions were executed on a wet paste, and 32 percent on a
leather hard paste.

All Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend sherds were tempered with crushed
shell, and no grog inclusions were noted. The temper size ranged from 0.5 mm
to 3.5 mm. The mean temper size was 2.23 mm (n=26; s-0.60 mm).

A single example of a smudged or blackfilmed exterior was noted. In the
sample of 26 sherds, the exterior surfaces of 92.3 percent of the sherds were
unburnished and smoothed, and the remaining 7.7 percent were burnished. The
interior surfaces of 92.3 percent of the sherds were unburnished and smoothed,

4 3.8 percent were burnished, and 3.8 percent were unburnished and scraped.

The only secondary shape attributes noted for this variety were four
variations in the punctations above the incised arch. The most common
punctation (56 percent) was described as "round" -- a straight-sided
punctation with a flat bottom (Figure 36a-d). The next most common punctation
was the "round with raised center" punctation (28 percent). This type of
punctation appeared to have been applied with a hollow piece of cane and was a
circular punctation whose interior surface retained its original surface
height in some instances, but usually was depressed to some degree. A third
type of punctation was the hemiconical punctation (12 percent). There was
discussion as to whether sherds which exhibited this type of punctation should
be placed in var. Snows Bend or var. Moundville. The hemiconical punctation
can be considered an incision because the tool used to make this punctation
was moved upward on the vessel's surface from the arched incision. The author
first classified the sherds with hemiconical punctations as var. Snows Bend
because it appeared that the same tool was used to make the "round"
punctations of var. Snows Bend and the hemiconical punctations. Later in the
analysis, these sherds were placed in Moundville Incised var. Unspecified. In
one case, instead of the usual single row of punctations above the arch, the
entire shoulder area above the arch was filled with this type of punctations.
The last variation in punctation was a single occurrence of pinched

punctations above the incised arch.

Comment

Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend was thought to occur in the late
Mississippian period at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This belief
was probably related to the close similarity of this variety to Matthews
Incised var. Manly (Phillips 1970:128), which Phillips noted as having a "Late
Mississippian period" chronological position. At the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend made an early
appearance as a late Summerville I minority ware. Rare examples of var. Snows

4 Bend were noted in Summerville II context, and the variety began to gain in
popularity again in Summerville III. However, a variation in the design
element took place. The arch which was formed by an incised line during
Summerville I and II was either replaced with an excised arch, or the arch was
formed by punctations and the excised or incised arch was dropped from the
motif altogether. Put simply, the secondary design elements (the punctations)

4 took the place of the primary design element (the incised arch), and the
primary design element was dropped from the motif. The material with motifs
formed by punctated arches and excised arches was removed from the var. Snows
Bend and was classified as Moundville Incised var. Unspecified until further

4
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research corroborates this data and a variety name is determined.

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified: Figure 35a-b; Figure 36a-d.

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

The material classified in this study as Moundville Incised
var. Unspecified was included under Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend in
earlier research (Jenkins 1g79a). This late variety of Moundville Incised had
three variations in design nmtif: 1) circular punctations which formed arches
with no incised arch present, 2) an excised arch with circular or hemiconical
punctations above the arch, and 3) hemiconical punctations above an incised

arch.

Only 43 percent of the material within this variety could be identified
as to vessel form. Of the 13 sherds which could be identified, 53.8 percent
were miscellaneous jar fragments and 46.2 percent were standard jar fragments.

In the single case where an incised line was present with hemiconical
punctations, the line width measured 2.9 mm. Of 27 sherds, 87 percent of the
punctations were executed on a wet paste and 13 percent on a leather hard
paste. All sherds were shell tempered, and no inclusions of grog were noted.
Temper size ranged from 1.2 mm to 2.8 mm. The mean temper size was 2.07 mm
(n=30; s=O.45 mm). Only one example of possible deliberate surface coloration

- .was noted. The interior surface of a bowl fragment may have been smudged or

blackfilmed. This sherd was also burnished, but all other sherds were
unburnished and smoothed.

Handles were the only secondary feature noted for this variety. All were
triangular in shape and flat in cross-section.

Comment

Although a limited sample of this variety was recovered from the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality, the attribute analysis helped to distinguish
between these sherds and those of var. Snows Bend. When further research is
completed, the Moundville Incised var. Unspecified material will surely
receive a new variety name, perhaps Moundville Punctated.

PARKIN PUNCTATED

Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Phillips 1970; Jenkins
1979a.

. Background

When Phillips, Ford, and Griffin (1951) first defined the type Parkin

Punctated for the Mississippi Valley, they described the ceramics of this type
as coarse shell tempered with punctations applied to the surface of the
vessel. A great deal of variation was noted in punctation size and shape and

II.. .- also in the placement of the punctations. They usually were placed randomly
over the vessel's surface, but were sometimes applied in rows. Two sherds of
Parkin Punctated were reported by Nielsen and Jenkins (1973) from Site lPi7,
less than one mile upriver from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

0" :-:: ; :::::::::" ;'"."-, ..
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These sherds had random fingernail punctations, but the sherds were not large
enough to determine vessel form. Jenkins (1979a:89) classified the ceramics
with random fingernail punctations as a provisional variety, Parkin Punctated

S-. " var. Bridgeville.

Sorting Criteria and Attributes

During excavations at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, 34
examples of Parkin Punctated were recovered. These sherds were not classified
on the variety level, but were noted as Parkin Punctated var. Unspecified. The
aligned punctations were the dominant punctation configuration. Two large
vessel fragments were recovered, and both were from short neck bowls. One
vessel fragment was fingernail punctated in uniform rows (Figure 37a) which
covered the entire exterior surface. This vessel fragment had an attached
handle which was also fingernail punctated and had a single node applied atr the point where the handle intersected the rim. The second large vessel

fragment (Figure 37b) was decorated with free standing groups of punctations
placed at intervals on the vessel's shoulder. The remaining 32 sherds of
Parkin Punctated were too small to determine vessel shape.

Measurements of punctation width were taken from one side of the crescent
to the other. The minimum width was 6.5 mm and the maximum, 11.9 mm. The
mean punctate width was 9.19 mm (n-34; s=l.44 mm). A measurement was also
taken of the distance from the point where the displacement of clay began to
the point where it ended, measured at the center of the crescent. Minimum
displacement was 1.0 mm and the maximum was 7.8 mm. The mean pinch
displacement was 3.40 mm (n=34; s-2.07 mm). No incidences of deliberate
surface coloration were noted. All of the exterior surfaces were unburnished
and smoothed, 94.1 percent of the interior surfaces were unburnished and
smoothed, and 5.9 percent were unburnished and scraped.

The single handle already described for this type was the only secondary

feature noted. This was a parallel sided handle; such handles appear commonly

in the early Mississippian assemblages.

Comment

Because of the limited amount of Parkin Punctated recovered from the
I. Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, its chronological position could not be

determined by the seriation. Ceramics of this type were usually recovered in
extremely mixed areas of the site, and no sherds of this type were from
features which were radiocarbon dated. For now, Parkin Punctated ceramics can
only be assigned to the Mississippian period.

- OTHER VARIETIES

This category includes the Alabama River phase burial urns and a single
red painted burial urn cover. The burial urns themselves, with their

triangular handles, would be indistinguishable from Mississippi Plain
var. Warrior if they were reduced to sherds. The burial urn cover placed in
this category had a red painted design on its interior surface (Figure 38)

L which was similar to other painted burial urn cover designs from the Warrior

drainage. It seemed advisable to place these plain Alabama River phase burial
urns and the painted urn cover in a general category until a consensus is

P....
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reached on how they should be classified as to type and varieties.

UNCLASSIFIED INTERIOR ENGRAVED

A single example of an engraved design which did not fit into

descriptions of the engraved types and varieties for this area was recovered
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The design was an engraved

ellipse which was bisected lengthwise by a single engraved line; perpendicular
to this line, engraved lines were executed at short intervals. This pattern

of cross-hatching is very similar to the design executed on the interior base
areas of some coarse shell tempered ceramics (Figure 43e), but in this case,
the cross-hatching was confined within an oval shape.

UNCLASSIFIED PUNCTATE

One sherd with random punctations was recovered which did not fit into
the established types and varieties. The sherd was tempered with coarse
shell, but was not large enough to determine vessel shape.

UNCLASSIFIED EXTERIOR INCISED

Twelve vessel fragments (Figures 39, 40) and one terraced rectangular

vessel (Figure 41) were placed in this category. Of the twelve Unclassified
Exterior Incised vessel fragments shown in Figures 39 and 40, eight have
curvilinear designs incised on the shoulder area, and the remaining four

- sherds have rectilinear designs confined to the shoulder area. All examples
shown in Figures 39 and 40 would be from carinated bowls, restricted bowls, or
neckless jars. Because of the unusual vessel forms and designs, these vessels
are thought to date late in the Summerville sequence, but their exact
chronological position is not known. Three of these sherds were shell
tempered and four were mixed fine shell and grog.

i One vessel described as Unclassified Exterior Incised was of the unusual
terraced rectangular vessel form (Figure 41). This vessel was constructed by
a slab built tradition; the base and walls were built as flat individual units
and then joined to form the completed vessel. The unusual exterior incisions
on this vessel are shown in Figure 42. This vessel had a scalloped rim and
was tempered with fine shell. Based on analogues from Moundville (Peebles
1978; Steponaitis 1980:Fig. 63) this vessel can be assigned a date early in

the Summerville sequence.

UNCLASSIFIED INTERIOR INCISED

Eight interior incised designs (Figure 43a-h, 44a-b) could not be
classified in the established types and varieties for this area. Most (88.9
percent) were incised on the interior rim areas of flaring rim bowls, 2.8
percent were on the interior rim of outslanting bowls, 5.6 percent on the
interior base area of simple bowls, and 2.8 percent on the interior base of
miscellaneous bowls.

The majority (57.3 percent) of the sherds placed in the Unclassified
S"Interior Incised category had simple rectilinear incisions (Figure 43a).

Because the difference between the simple rectilinear design of the
Unclassified Interior Incised wares and that of Carthage Incised var. Moon

* '" ..
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var. Taylorville, and var. Wiggins.

Material recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Localit, included
artifacts which could indicate the presence of a ceramic workshop on the site.
These artifacts included fragments of pottery trowels (Figure 50a-c). A fe.
of the flaring rim bowls which, in the collections from the Moundville site,
have been identified as possible molds for ceramic manufacturing could have
served the same function in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. These
,,essel forms were most common in Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake.

In addition, numerous examples of what were called fired coils (Figure
2,o) and lumps nf prepared clay (clay which had temper added) which had become
fired Zor no apparent reason were recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeologlcal Locality. Fired coils were both thick and thin. Research on
these coils which included measuring their temper size and thickness would
help answer questrons concerning the manufacture of the coarse and f'ne shell
tempered Mississippian ceramics.

Historic Choctaw Ceramics

Only one type of ceramic was recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality which was from a historic Choctaw occupation on the
site. This type was called Chickachae Combed.

CHICKCHAE COMBED

Documentation: Collins 1927; Penman 1980.

General Description

Four sherds of historic Chickachae Combed were recovered from the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Loc3lity. These ceramics were fine grog tempered and
were very similar in appearance to the fine mixed shell and grog tempered
ceramics found from earlier Mississippian occupations. The major point of
distinction was the highly burnished surface which was decorated with very
thin lined combed incisions (Figure 51). The decoration appeared to have been
applied to the vessel surface after the paste had dried to a bone dry state or
was fired. Because of this, the decorations could be called engravings. The
decoration consisted of three to five parallel lines which appeared to have
been applied with a comb-like tool. All examples of this decoration were on
simple bowl forms.

Pe-Mississippian Types and Varieties

Because of the recently completed comprehensive research by Jenkins
(1979a) on the pre-Mississippian ceramic assemblages in the Gainesville Lake
aea. the awt hor followed Jenkins sorting criteria for the pre-Mississippian
ceramics recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. A brief
descript on of each type and variety encountered at Lubbub Creek will be
presented in this .r-Ctior- h) temper grog. There was neither suflicient sample
size nor suf'icient variation in the materials recovered to carry the analyses
of these ceramics beycnd the type and variety level.

-1 -7. -. ii I ' "i
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* - been a small ear plug.

Possible Varlation in Mississippian Ceramic Technology

Tere appeared to be a number of different technologicai variations in

the manufacture of the Mississippian vessels recovered fron the Lubbub Creek
Archaeoiogical Locality. The major technologica; differences are between the

ceramics which are coarse shell tempered and those which are fine shell or

mixed fine shell and grog tempered.

Before reading the remainder of this section, the reader would probably
be well advised to read the Appendix to this chapter in which a brief

discussion of specific ceramic traditions, e.g., the developments of a
fineware and coarse ware traditions, is given for the ceramics of both

Moundville and Lubbub Creek as viewed by two of the consultants for this

project, Sander van der Leeuw and Margaret Ann Hardin. Evidence was sought,

during the attribute analysis, for the different ceramic traditions discussed.
Observations of traits indicative of these traditions were incorporated into

the analysis.

With the completion of the analysis of the Mississippian ceramic

assemblage recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, the author

believes that sufficient data was recovered to indicate that both of the

complex traditions observed for the Moundville collections -- a coiling with
hammer-and-anvil finishing tradition and a "rest" or mold assisted coiling

tradition -- were present at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality and each
played an important role in the local ceramic assemblage. The technological

tradition which seemed to play the most important role was the hammer-and-

anvil finishing tradition as defined by van der Leeuw and Hardin in the
Appendix. Ceramics which showed evidence for this tradition in this study

included Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, Moundville Incised var. Moundville,

var. Snows Bend, and var. Carrollton, and Parkin Punctated var. Unspecified.

Evidence for the hammer-and-anvil tradition in the later Alabama River
phase materials was also noted. These materials were all classified as coarse

shell tempered wares, whose surfaces were usually unburnished and smoothed.

The best evidence for the hammer-and-anvil finishing technique on coil-built
vessels is the slight faceted effect this technique leaves on the body of the

vessel. Evidence of this finishing tradition is observed best on vessels

which were unburnished and smoothed, but even then the faceted surface is

often obliterated by the smoothing of the surface. The evidence strongly
suggests the existence of a coiled, hammer-and-anvil tradition at the Lubbub

Creek Archaeological Locality. Further research should allow for a

distinction to be made between ceramics which were built by coiling and were
then smoothed, and those which were built by coiling, then had their coils

compacted by use of the hammer and anvil, and were then smoothed.

Evidence for the second complex ceramic manufacturing tradition,
described as a "rest"- or mold-assisted coiling tradition, was confined to the
fine shell tempered wares. The rest or mold allowed the potter to turn the

vessel while it was being constructed, as described by van der Leeuw. Vessels
which were constructed by use of a rest or mold and small coils could have

occurred in the following types and varieties: Bell Plain var. Aii Sandy,

Mississippi Plain var. Hale, Moundville Engraved var. Fosters,

. * . -. . • o ° S...-. ." .
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tne exterior, and 23.8 percent on both the interior and exterior surfaces. Of
the red painted wares examined, 85.7 percent were shell tempered and 14.3
percent were mixed fine shell and grog tempered. One folded rim and one
folded flattened rim were noted.

Of the remaining painted ceramics, 15.9 percent were classified as white
painted. Of these painted wares, 42.8 percent were deemed indeterminate forS further analysis because only the painted surface remained intact. No vessel
forms could be identified for these ceramics. Deliberate surface coloration
was noted on the interior of 25 percent of the sherds examined, while the
remaining 75 percent were painted on the exterior. All examples of white
painted materials were shell tempered with no grog inclusions.

The last kind of painted ceramics recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality was red and white painted, of which only two examples
were recovered. One sherd was deemed indeterminate for further analysis,

* because only the painted surface was intact. The other red and white painted
sherd was a fragment of a flaring rim bowl, with the coloration confined to
the interior surface. Both surfaces of the sherd were burnished, and it was
shell tempered.

UNCLASSIFIED PLAIN

* . Two vessel fragments exhibited characteristics which caused the author to
doubt that they had a common origin with the other plain Mississippian
ceramics. Figure 47a shows a simple bowl fragment which appeared to have a
handle or effigy broken from the lower body wall. The vessel was tempered
with dense grog and sparse very fine shell. The exterior surface was highly
burnished and was a mottled color which ranged from tan to deep reddish brown.
This surface coloration was exhibited only on this vessel, the other
Unclassified Plain vessel fragment (Figure 47b) and an effigy bowl fragment
(Figure 6a) . The coloration was thought to be deliberate, but the method for

application is not known.

The other vessel fragment which was placed in this category (Figure 47b)
was a restricted bowl fragment whose vessel profile was complete except for a
small segment between the upper body and the base. The paste of this fragment
was the same as the other vessel fragment placed in this category. The point

3 should be made that the coloration of these vessels was possibly achieved
through firing in an oxidizing atmosphere. The exterior surfaces of both were
highly burnished.

SHELL TEMPERED PIPE FRAGMENTS AND CERAMIC OBJECTS

0 Four shell tempered pipe fragments (Figure 48a-d) were recovered from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Two pipe fragments (Figure 48a-b) had
incisions on their exterior surface for decoration, but the remaining two
shell tempered pipe fragments were undecorated.

Five shell tempered objects (Figure 49) were also recovered from the
0 Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Figure 49a is an incised cone-shaped

object, Figure 49b is a punctated object which is sometimes called a "toy
turtle." Figure 49c is a perforated shell tempered discoidal, Figure 49d is a
shell tempered bead, and Figure 49e is a dumbbell shaped object which may have

0
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Figure 45. Unclassified Noded and Mississippi Plain: a, Unclassified Noded
var. Unpeified; b, Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, with noded
shoulder.
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The last Unclassified Interior Incised design was an incomplete motif
(Figure 43h). Enough of the design was present to distinguish it from the
other Unclassified designs, but the entire motif could not be identified. The
design was executed on a shell tempered paste. Temper size ranged from 1.8 mm
to 1.9 mm. Mean temper size was 1.85 mm (n=2; s-0.71). Line width ranged
from 1.2 mm to 1.5 mnn. Mean line width was 1.35 (n-2; s-O.21).

One scalloped rim and one notched rim were noted for the Unclassified
Interior Incised material.

-. UNCLASSIFIED INTERIOR RED PAINTED

One sherd of Unclassified Interior Red Painted was recovered from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This sherd was noted because of its
similarity to ceramics recovered in the Black Warrior drainage (Curren,
personal communication). This was a coarse shell tempered miscellaneous jar
fragment with a red painted interior.

UNCLASSIFIED NODED

This category was established to note the presence of ceramics which were
decorated with nodes of clay on their exterior vessel walls. Three sherds
with such nodes were noted for the entire collection. Figure 45a shows a
standard jar fragment which was decorated with an arch motif formed by the
addition of nodes to the shoulder area. The node placement most closely
follows the design placement of houndville Incised var. Other in which the end
points of the arches are positioned below handle attachments. Both the
interior and exterior surfaces of this sherd were without deliberate surface
coloration, but both surfaces were unburnished and smoothed. The sherd was
tempered with shell.

Positive identification of the design was not possible for the other two
. sherds (Figure 45b, 46) placed in this category. Both were coarse shell

tempered.

UNCLASSIFIED PAINTED CERAMICS

The examples of painted ceramics recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality which were identifiable to vessel shape were few
because of the very fragmented nature of the painted ceramics. Two of the
exceptions -- the red painted burial urn cover and an Unclassified Interior
Red Painted jar fragment -- have been discussed earlier in this chapter and
were not included under this heading.

0
Of the 1751 sherds studied in the attribute analysis, 2.5 percent were

painted in some fashion. Of the painted ceramics, the red painted wares were
. by far the most numerous; they made up 77.3 percent of all painted wares. Of

these red painted wares, 38 percent were considered indeterminate for analysis
because only the painted surface was present and they were so small that
observations of vessel shape and location of deliberate surface coloration
could not be made. Of the remaining 62 percent identified as red painted, two
miscellaneous bowl fragments, one cylindrical bowl fragment, and three flaring
rim bowl fragments were identified. The deliberate surface coloration was on
the interior surface of 57.1 percent of the sherds, 19 percent were painted on

-'°~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~."..". .".-............ .. "......... ".. .......... ''.. .":• " .•.' . ,: " .. ';',.,. ".,
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* '**.-Lake was only the condition of the clay at the time of incision, this category
was included with the Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake ceramics and were
discussed under that variety.

Of the unclassified sherds with simple rectilinear designs, 91.7 percent
were shell tempered, and the remaining 8.3 percent were tempered with mixed
shell and grog. Temper size ranged from 0.4 mm to 2.7 mm. Mean temper size
was 1.4 mm (n=57: s=0O.55) . Of the 51 sherds with simple rectilinear designs,
14 (27 percent) were smudged or blackfilmed. The location of this deliberate
coloration was on the interior alone on 20 percent of the sherds, on the
exterior surface alone on 6.7 percent, and on both the interior and exterior

* surfaces of 73.3 percent. The exterior surfaces of 56 percent were burnished,
and 44 percent were unburnished and smoothed. The interior surfaces of 68.6
percent were burnished, 29.4 percent were unburnished and smoothed, and 2
percent were unburnished and scraped.

The next most common Unclassified Interior Incised design was described
as interior base incised. Sherds which exhibited incisions on their interior
base areas comprised 9 percent of all Unclassified Interior Incised wares.
The design executed on the base area consisted of neatly executed simple
cross-hatching (Figure 43e, 34j-i). This design was placed on the interiors
of small simple bowls. The temper of 87.5 percent of the sherds with this
design was shell, and 12.5 percent were tempered with mixed shell and grog.

% Temper size ranged from 0.7 mm to 2.7 mm. Mean temper size was 1.71 mm
(s=0.58). The line width ranged from 0.7 mm to 3.8 mm. Mean line width was
1.47 mm (s-1.04).

The next three designs each comprised 7.9 percent of the sherds in this
category. The first, described as zone curvilinear (Figure 43b, 44e) , was
simply three arches placed one above the other and zoned by oblique lines
which ran from the ends of the top incision to the ends of the bottom
incision. The arch closest to the rim was the longest, and the arch closest
to the base, the shortest.

Nested curvilinear designs (Figure 43c, 44f-g) were very similar to the
Walls Engraved var. Hull designs described by Phillips (1970:170). The end
points of the concentric arches were oriented both toward and away from the
rim.

The bordered incised design (Figure 43f, 44d) or line filled triangles
and line filled crescents were found on the interiors of flaring rim bowls.

A design of incised lines parallel to the rim on the interior of flaring
rim bowls (Figure 43d, 34f) was present on 5.6 percent of the sherds in the

* Unclassified Interior Incised category. This design is very similar to the
design described as D10live Incised by Coblentz (personal communication).

The last two designs in the Unclassified Interior Incised category were
each represented on 2.2 percent of the sI.,rds in this category. The first was
called running rectilinear (Figure 43g, 44c) and was found on the interior rim

* areas of flaring rim bowls. This design was a continuous angular pattern
which consisted of three lines. The design was incised on shell tempered
vessels. Temper size ranged from 1.2 mm to 1.6 mm.
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GROG TEMPERED CERAMICS

Locally made grog tempered ceramics probably made their earliest
appearance in the central Tombigbee drainage during the Miller 11 phase which,
as defined by Jenkins (1979a), would probably date between 300 and 550 A.D.
At around A.D. 550, the percentage of sand tempered ceramics declined and the
grog tempered ceramics became the dominant types. As Jenkins (1979a:263)
stated: "The beginning of Miller III has previously been defined by the
appearance and dominance of grog tempered pottery.. ." Jenkins points to the
weakness of this distribution between Miller 11 and Miller III because as much
as 30 percent of the Late Miller 11 ceramic assemblage can be comprised of
grog tempered ceramics.

Based on this earlier research, the grog tempered ceramics from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality appear to be from the Middle Miller III
subphase. (Note, however, that a recent seriation by Jenkins and Peebles
would place the Middle Miller Ill subphase at the very end of the Miller III
sequence.) Neither earlier sand tempered types nor later shell tempered types
were found in the Miller III features. Also, in the central Tombigbee
drainage, in Middle Miller III contexts, Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
var. Aliceville is always found in a 2:1 ratio with the next most common
variety, Baytown Plain var. Roper. This is the ratio in which these two
varieties occurred in Miller Ill features at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. It appears, then, that the grog tempered ceramics recovered from
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality represent a distinct Middle Miller
Ill occupation.

ALLIGATOR INCISED

Documentation: Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Alligator Incised was defined by Jenkins (1979a:95) as "1sloppy
rectilinear incisions executed in a wet paste." Alligator Incised ceramics
are grog tempered and exhibit variation in the density of grog in the paste.
Three varieties were defined for this type by Jenkins (1979a:95). two of which
were recovered during the course of this research: var. Oxbow, which is

* "sloppy random incisions which form no discrete design" (Jenkins 1979a:96) and
var. Gainesville, whose sloppy incisions "form triangular arrangements of
decorations" (ibid. :96). Five rims and 21 body sherds of var. Oxbow were
recovered, and one rim and seven body sherds of var. Gainesville were
recovered. The Alligator Incised designs were incised on the exteriors of
simple and outslanting bowls.

- BAYTOWN PLAIN

Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Ford, Phillips, and Haag
1955; Greengo 1964; Koehler 1966; Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a.

* ~- General Description

Baytown Plain ceramics are grog tempered, undecorated ceramics whose
varieties are distinguished on the basis of the relative amounts of grog,
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sand, and shell in the paste. Variety Roper, as defined by Jenkins
(1979a:104), "is a dense grog variety containing only a small amount of sand
in the paste." Jenkins described var. Tishomingo as having "a small amount of
grog in the paste and much sand." Variety Curry Creek was defined to account
for plain grog tempered sherds with shell inclusions.

Variety Roper was represented by 377 rim and 4,110 body sherds. Varietz
Tishomingo was represented by 28 rim and 426 body sherds, and var. Curry Creek
was represented by eight body sherds. The vessel forms for these varieties
are simple or outslanting bowls.

MULBERRY CREEK CORD MARKED

Documentation: Haag 1939; Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Ford 1951; Ford,
Phillips, and Haag 1955; Koehler 1966; Phillips 1970; Oakley and Futato 1975;
Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked ceramics are grog tempered and are decorated
with impressions of twined cordage. These impressions can be produced by
single cord impressions or by slapping the vessel with a cord-wrapped paddle.
Variation in the proportions of grog and sand in the paste distinguishes the
varieties. Jenkins stated the difference between the two local defined
varieties was that "var, Aliceville is characterized by a dense amount of grog
in the paste and sparse sand, whereas var. Tishomingo is characterized by more
sand and less grog" (Jenkins 1979a:124-125)

Variety Aliceville was represented in the collection from the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality by 434 rim and 6,007 body sherds, and
var. Tishomingo was represented by 22 rim sherds and 403 body sherds. The
vessel fragments recovered indicated that the common vessel forms for this
type were simple, cylindrical, and outslanting bowls.

WITHERS FABRIC MARKED

Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Haag 1952; Ford, Phillips,
* and Haag 1955; Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a

General Description

SWithers Fabric Marked ceramics are grog tempered ceramics whose exterior
surfaces have been decorated with "fabric wrapped and/or cord wrapped dowels"

* (Jenkins 1979a:134). Sherds were sorted into varieties on the basis of two
c r i teria. 1) whether the dowel was singie or multiple wrapped and 2) the
paste of the sherd. Of the four varieties described by Jenkins (1979a), only

o " two were r'overed from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality during this
study: var. Gainesville and var. River Bend. Variety Gainesville is tempered
with coarse grog and sparse sand and was decorated with a multiple wrapped

* dowel. Variety River Bend was also tempered with coarse grog and sparse sand, -

but was decorated with a single wrapped dowel.

Variety Gainesville was represented in the collection by 9 rim and 222
body sherds, and var. River Bend was represented by I rim 'and 35 body sherds.

0%



~..-'Vessel forms represented appeared to be simple and outslanting bowls.

GAINESVILLE SIMPLE STAMPED

Documentation: Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Gainesville Simple Stamped is a grog tempered type whose distinctive
characteristic is "an overall surface treatment of groups of parallel grooves
randomly applied to the vessel surface" (Jenkins 1979a:118). A single variety
is defined for the type var. Hickory (Jenkins 1979a) , which, at the present
time, includes all grog tempered simple stamped wares. At the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, var. Hickory was represented by two rim and seven
body sherds. Vessel form appeared to be simple bowls.

SOLOMON BRUSHED

Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Phillips 1970.

General Description

Solomon Brushed ceramics are grog tempered ceramics whose exterior
* surfaces were roughened by brushing the surface with a handful of twigs or

stiff grass. A single variety, var. Fairfield, has been defined for the
* Gainesville Lake area by Jenkins (1979a). Variety Fairfield was represented

in the collection under study here by 4 rim and 114 body sherds. The sherds
appeared to be from simple and outslanting bowls.

.4 EVANSVILLE PUNCTATE

Documentation: Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Evansville Punctate is a grog tempered type which includes "ail unzoned
punctated grog tempered ceramics except Tammany Pinched" (Jenkins 1979a:112).
Three body sherds from bowls were recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, and all had a paste composition the same as Baytown
Plain var. Roper -- dense grog with a small amount of sand. All sherds
belonged to var. Tishabee.

YATES NET IMPRESSED

*Documentation: Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; Phillips 1970: Jenkins
1979a.

General Description

Yates Net Impressed ceramics are grog tempered ceramics whose exterior
* surfaces were decorated by a net pressed into the surface. Variety Yates as

defined by Jenkins 01979a) includes all grog tempered net impressed ceramics
* from the Gainesville Lake area. Variety Yates was represented in the present

collection by one rim sherd. which appeared to be from a simple bowl.
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OTHER GROG TEMPERED CERAMICS

The ceramics which were placed in this category were sherds which had
combinations of decorations which would not allow placement in a single type.
An example is a sherd on which the designs of Alligator Incised

• ] var. Gainesville were placed over Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Aliceville.
Also included under this heading were incised sherds whose incisions were

unusual and a small number of Marksville Incised and Marksville S'Lamped

ceramics. The following is a description of these ceramics.

6- 1) 19 sherds Alligator Incised var. Oxbow over Mulberry Creek Cord Markedvar. Alicevil~e

2) 6 sherds Gainesville -Simple Stamped var. Hickory over Mulberry Creek
Cord Marked var. Aliceville

3) 3 sherds Alligator Incised var. Gainesville over Mulberry Creek Cord
Marked var. Aliceville

4) 2 sherds Solomon Brushed var. Fairfield over Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
var. Aliceville

5) 1 sherd Withers Fabric Marked var. Gainesville over Mulberry Creek Cord
-Marked var. Aliceville

6) 1 sherd Evansville Punctate var. Tishabee over Mulberry Creek Cord
* .Marked var. Aliceville

7) 1 sherd Alligator Incised var. Gainesville over Mulberry Creek Cord
Marked var. Tishomingo

8) 1 sherd Gainesville Simple -tamped var. Hickory over Mulberry Creek Cord

Marked var. Tishomingo

9) 1 sherd Avoyelles Punctate over Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
var. Aliceville

Three sherds of Marksville Stamped var. Manny were also recovered. These
.'. sherds were very similar to sherds of this variety illustrated by Jenkins

(1979a:Figure 15a-f) from the Gainesville Lake area. One sherd of Marksville

Incised var. Yokena was identified, and it was similar to a sherd of this
variety illustrated by Jenkins (1979a:Figure 15h). One sherd of a Coles Creek
Incised var. Unspecified simple bowl was recovered which had a single incised
line which ran parallel to the rim.

GROG TEMPERED PIPE FRAGMENTS AND CERAMIC OBJECTS

L-" Two grog tempered pipe fragments (Figure 52a-b) were recovered from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Figure 52a shows the one example of an. incised pipe fragment, and Figure 52b shows the single undecorated pipe
fragment. Also shown (Figure 52c) is the single grog tempered bead which was.
ecovered and a grog tempered object which has been called a "dipper' (Figure

52d).
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Figure 52. Grog tempered pipe fragments and ceramic objects.
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" BONE TEMPERED CERAMICS

During the transition from Late Miller II to Early Miller Il (500 to 600
A.D.' bore tempered ceramics were manufactured in the Gainesville Lake area.
bone was used sporadically during Miller III in combination with grog.
enkins '1979a) has established types and varieties for thes- bone tempered
ieamics, and these were applied to the few bone tempered ceramics recognized
during this study.

TURKEY PAW PLAIN

Documentation: Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Turkey Paw Plain ceramics are undecorated bone tempered ceramics. One
variety, var. Tu Paw, has been defined by Jenkins (1979a:232): "It is
sorted from other plain surfaced varieties by the presence of a significant

___ amount (5 percent) of crushed bone in the paste." Variety Turkey Paw was
represented in the Lubbub Creek collection by two rim and 12 body sherds. The
vessel form appeared to be a cylindrical beaker form.

TURKEY PAW FABRIC MARKED

Documentation: Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Turkey Paw Fabric Marked ceramics are bone tempered ceramics which were

decorated with impressions of "fabric wrapped or cord wrapped dowels" (Jenkins
1979a:22) Two varieties were defined by Jenkins (1979a). Variety Gordo was
defined as the impression of "several dowels 6 to 12 mm wide, woven together
with a simple twined weave" (Jenkins 1979a:229). Variety Turkey Paw was
defined as a "single dowel 4 to 5 mm wide, usually applied to the surface in a
random manner" (Jenkins 197ga:229). Only var. Turkey Paw was represented in
the sample from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, and this was a
single sherd. Vessel form was probably a bowl, but sherd size was too small

* for ident'fication.

TURKEY PAW CORD MARFED

Documentation: Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Turkey Paw Cord Marked ceramics are bone tempered ceramics which were

* decorated with impressions of twined cordage wrapped around paddles. A single
.ar iety, var. Moon Lake, has been defined for this type (Jenkins 1979a), and
*t includes all variations of cord impressed bone tempered ceramics in the
rcrtral Tomb;gbce drainage. VarLety Moon Lake was represented in the Lubbub

S r c reek cclle:c'or by five body sherds. The vessel form was probably a bowl
'corm, but idc-t ificatior c~f spe, fi shape was not possible.

. . . . . ..- . .

• .. . . . .. . . . . ... . :. - - . . . . ..._ €. - , . -
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SAND TEMPERED CERAMICS

Sand tempered ceramics are thought to replace the earlier fiber tempered
wares in the Tombigbee area sometime between 700 and 300 B.C. Sand tempered
ceramics continued to be the major temper group until they were replaced by
grog tempered ceramics sometime between 500 and 600 A.D. Jenkins and Walthall
(1976) stated that sand tempered Alexander series ceramics were introduced

during the late Gulf Formational period and continued to be in use until
around 100 B.C. when they were replaced by fabric marked sand tempered
ceramics. Jenkins stated that "At approximately 100 B.C., the appearance of
fabric marked pottery, and soon thereafter cord marked pottery, most vividly
signals the arrival of the Miller culture" (Jenkins 1979a:256). Miller I is
defined by Saltillo Fabric Marked and Baldwin Plain as the major types. Furrs
Cord Marked made its appearance in Middle Miller I and increased in frequency
until it replaced Saltillo Fabric Marked as the dominant decorated type. The
point at whic0 Saltillo Fabric Marked began to decline in favor of Furrs Cord

Marked in the seriation is where the Miller II phase began. This is a brief
overview of the Miller I and II ceramic sequence. For a more detailed
account, the reader should refer to Jenkins (1979a:256-263).

ALEXANDER INCISED

Documentation: Haag 1939, 1942; Ford and Quimby 1945; Willey 19L9; Heimlich

1952; Wimberly 1960; Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Alexander Incised ceramics are coarse sand tempered ceramics which are

decorated on their exterior surfaces with neatly executed rectilinear motifs.

The single sherd of Alexander Incised recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality was too small for variety classification or
identification of vessel form.

ALEXANDER PINCHED

Documentation: Haag 1939, 1942; Ford and Quimby 1945; Ford, Phillips, and
Haag 1955; Heimlich 1952; Wimberly 1960; Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Alexander Pinched is a coarse sand tempered type which is decorated on
the exterior surface by either pinching with a fingernail or by impressing
with a crescent-shaped tool. Jenkins (1979a:157) described var. Prairie Farms

and st.'ted that the "design usually consists of punctated rows or pinched
ridges arranged in parallel (rarely haphazard) rows." The outer rim area is
often decorated with small round bosses which were applied by pressing a small
piece of cane or stick from the interior of the vessel through the wall,

causing a small area of deformation on the exterior surface, which was the
boss. No complete vessel profiles have been recovered for this variety. Two
rim and three body sherds were recovered.

A vessel fragment, with a nearly complete profile, of Alexander Pinched
var. Unspecified was also recovered. This sherd, which could be called
Alexander Linear Pinched, is shown in Figure 53. The decoration consists of

"2."
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BALDW4IN PLAIN

Documentation: Jennings 1941; Cl-ter and Corbett 1951; Koehler 1966.

G eneral Descript;on

Baldwir Plain ceramics are sand tempered undecorated cerarmcs, which vary
/ mal'nly in the s ize of the sand grains used as temper. The coarse sand

tempered wares are described as vat. Lubbub (Jenkins 1979a) . This variety was
r epresented by 4 rim and ;L body sherds at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
LcCality. The fine tempered 6ares are var. Blubber (Jenkins 1979a) and were

* represented in the cotllect ion by 4i9 rim and 989 body sherdE and four podal
Suppor*S. Varety Baldwin is distinguished by its 'right ar~gle excurvate rim"

* (Jenkins 1979a: 165). This rare variety was represented in the collection by 2
rim and t0 body sherds. Jenk.ins (1979a) suggested beakers, hemispherical

bowls, and subglobular bowls as possible vessel forms for this type.

BASIN BAYOU INCISED

Documentation: Willey 1949; Wimberty 1960; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Basin Bayou ceramics are fine sand tempered ceramics whose decorations
are composed of rectilinear and curvilinear incisions on the exteriors of
restricted and hemispherical bowls. A single example of Basin Bayou Incised
was recovered, but its variety was indeterminate.

S FURPS CORD MARKED

Documentation: Jennings 1941. 1944; Cotter and Corbett 1956; Bohannon 1972;
Koehler 1966; Jenkins 1979a.

General Description

Furrs; iCord Marked :-eramics ore fine sand tempered ceramics whose exterior
surf 3ces are df-corated by impressicns of twisted cordage. This decoration ,,as
ach'o-ved both hY presuing ad single cord line into the surface or by wrapping a
padfle wi Tr. cord and ccmn -ct'rig the su~rface wi th it. In both instances, t he
i 'pr ess i cnr we , c appl D-,e- c,- ar-cther . A ,ingte var ie'y has been dlef inea
fo- this are,:, .a-. F, cr, efkir,: 1979a: 179), whic includes all varieties
of sard t mper ud cord marking. VaL_ ietj Pickens was represented in the

C, :- t i or- r m Lubbub Creek r i m arro 6 t, cis;i Fherds . Th Is var ety
occjrred oi-c I Jr ca; boki forms.

SAL I'LLO I'ABRRC MARKED

D-C.Trirfta L-.: JeM; I 1igs D141 . t t r and Lcirhett I 9 r I c tue! K9o ~en I er

........................................................ 7-,
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w as ar, :1nc e d c (I L e Io t h E r im o n t he e xt er io r o f t he ve ss elI, with

a singl e punr *a oi t. -enter c-f the ovoid.

FIBER TEMPERED CERAMICS

The fiber tempered, Wheeler series ceramics are the earliest ceramics in

the area. Jenkins (1979a:252) placed their arrival in the central Tombigbee

drainage dur~ng the Middle Gulf Formational stage, or Broken Pumpkin Creek

phase, which began around 1200 to 1000 B.C. and ended around 500 B.C. with the

inroduction iDf the sand tempered Alexander series.

WHEELER PLAIN

Documentation: Sears and Griffin 1952; Haag 1939, 1942; Jenkins 1979a.

General Descrption

Wheeler Plain ceramics are undecorated fiber tempered ceramics. Two

varieties have been established by Jenkins (1979a:241) on the basis of

,ration in pastr zonpcsit ion. Variety Wheeler (Figure 54a-b) is dense fiber

n;cred with sprase amcLunlls of sand' in the paste, while var. Noxubee has a

pasc ~i h s'- s e 17i1be r. Variety Wheeler is thought to be the earlier

en I~ .: 4 _ d , N i e wjiS domiriat later in Lhe sequence. Seventecr

shers, l d sl'-d ) dndtw l ;Iug handles of var. Wheeler were
ch, -,,- 11 re' 'c h aen 1 oui -a Loc al i t. rourteen body sherds
a. V.i' .C .c. T h c var icticF appeated T. occur OI

rdc mr e~c'n~ sphc ca bowlIs .

~I ~M a a- r fr ' 950; 'enk ins 19793.

~na M arc f i. tempe-e ermc which wer(
r 3 1 (-,,A S,,u f~ OS W itl LI!purtat ion3 . These punctations were

arLs' ej hftr ndnS a' er tne 'e s s el ' s surface o r r, linear
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ir .cirgment s -.c ci a-' esrave uen oef ned (Jenkino 979j: tau accour, c
I'L SI V~r~alrK,. : r *Ks tun~, oni y five body sherds of var. Pan - q,.

i-'3 0 ralguurIPI "e eCOVe 'O ed.Te sheW, appeareo to De I rni 0 a

ua top specefi: shape cocild 'rc:.' inetenmi nc..

E ~men srie-s of Whj;ilir Furictale w. c reccr'ereo which did not coroturm t-
irv est'she var cL. for this area. TIC sherds were decorated wr th a

qgwna 1or crescenr-shaped tor.1 on bocth the interior and exter ior sLJ 'ace::
j v jprrazard manner (Fcure 540c). The paste composit'ion of the sne~ds "v;u
,, -: irr !ar toc W, e Ie r P Ia;r v'-a-. Noxutee, having a sandy paste with sparer.

ieor t eope r 'rg. Tlu.e appeared to be simple bowl 1ragrents, but te ent rc<
e wa no: pr esent . Secause rf tee l imrited numrber of these sherd., the

i..t r nas pacco them in Whe~ie- ruWmtae var. Unsnecified.

,EiKLER S.MPLE STAMPED

)cromentation: Sears and Griffin 1950; Jenkins 1979a.

,eneral Des, r~p*Wn

Wnee er Simple !Larnped zeramics are fiber tempered ceramoLS Which Were
Jiefc-ated on :no'r extcrror surface by impressions of a straight eged toc! in
Irc OsSel yal)I rgarL 0 c) . The impression left a V-shaped trough. Tnevse

lecsraticqr 4erc placed in a haphazard f ash ion on the vessel's ex.terior
.u-'ace, --id !Keyx rave bcrn dWined zs Wheeer Simple Stamped var. DOi Cree'P
,'erw ns 157)a:247) . Var iutv Owi Creek was represented by four body sherdsr
h~ 0 ubbu ; tjeak callvnA. n. This variety occurred on the cyl indrical shooed
)eak' r farMs :0rir Lu Lhe fiber tempered cera.Wcs.

or c~ 9purpe~e and -L ent of this research was, f is and foremosi.
q I ct !he cr.amcs recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archcieoloc-ca'

j:; ar~c a a zrjsO.or of tneir relatronsnips to other ceramic% desc Wid

P r MCI srrou-rc -g areas,. The most important aspect of this resear cr
a' the deraited attribute analysis of the Mississippian ceramics. This rYoc:

0 alai S: has al lowed the author to give not only a general dlesc-lptior of
he ceramics, but aiso details of temper, temper size, del iber ate surface
olecrtior, sur'ace treatment, condition of the paste when decorations were
paO d ard 1;7r width: of designi. Data on vessel shapes, secondary share
natiros, hanilv. and randle merros was reccrded and presented in thin paper
P riu~e dci

o cccrunt r was5 in! to Ec t csa'k itric o
I t t r-o Mint ht fWWIe to r onlorm, but at12' en

r r r ' i tri c. amrrro ah ch 'rist A a! Ando~ rij

- -, n*- lh r a1 'Q

ffr
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PL~ ',nr~or of icce"ical simiar Aie :P ''he v to 19
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.' L ' c'tis Y s os 1' nvoived wr erprcl ' on rg r ived l ' -- at - ,
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:,,re Q. ~ er-'ravei design, th varlicI~hs poieann

:?afiv wykcc context withirwhich tc idntify setsof '-sr- by

3mr Kar. 'cwplu ' brief K, 'r these materials ore io~c 'lo; I

Val wi-"c' dt tnrev leaKl in the structure of varation of desqn
V tructuaal cstanrrr n render~ng moti f; X\ U- q Ae

'nF o' Im avr : g omparisons it T:S5 r nor Ia ta t CxL
e, t~ r n1 f the orqr awed dcv an on equiv.alentl ocatoi 5or We so-
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, ir nderlying logics and standardization of products through time. The
t, * tecr,3logica traditions have different developmental histories. Further,

each is cIosely associated with particular vessel forms and decorative
iLr:rr aues; that is, w'th specific ceramic types and varieties. I will employ

:ne term "corple>-tradition" to refer to the development through time of a
logicaii" related set of vessel construction techniques and the vessel forms

and decorations most characteristically associated with them. (I apologize
for >Dmpiex-tradition" but prefer it to terms like "tableware tradition,''

whic:" suggest function, and to formulations, like 'domestic tradition," wr ch

rimy soclo-economic context of manufacture.) The two predominant
teciroucgical traditions thus provide the basis for defining the hammer-and-

anvil finishing complex-tradition and a mold-assisted compiex-traditon
briefly summarized below.

The Hammer-and-Anvil Finishing Complex-Tradition

This complex-tradition displays a relatively simple history of technique.
A stable and efficient technique appears to be developed during Moundvilile .

In this complex-tradition, vessel form follows from technique, thus vessel

forms are relatively limited in number (cooking pots and flaring rimmed bow.is

and change comparatively little through time (an alternative bowl form, deeper
and somewhat more constricted is added in Moundville Ill). Vessels belonging
to this complex-tradition include unburnished "cooking-pots" with and without
incised and modeled decoration (Mississippi Plain and Moundville incised).

The flaring-rimmed bowls are both burnished and unburnished. Some are
undecorated, while others have simple designs on the vessel rims (Carthage

Incised, particularly var. Moon Lake).

The Mold-Assisted Complex-Tradition

This complex-tradition displays a relatively drawn-out developmental

h'stcry. It i3 not until very late Moundville II or Moundville Ill that an
obviously standardized and apparently efficient building technique is
achieved. The vessel forms produced within this complex-tradition are not the
direct result of a single technique. Rather the whole history of this
,:7mplex-t-adition is one of adapting a variety of techniques to produce a

va-t;cuiar desired vessel form. The ceramics most clearly associated with
',hs com:niex trjdc tion are characteristically burnished and usually black-
'.,f T. They 'n:ilude Mississipp; Plain var. Hale and Hemphil! Engraved
L .: ,:: :2hi ;, E!lict's Creek, Maxwell's rossin Taylorvi le, Tuscaloosa,

'S . Typ cal ,e seI forms include bottles, pedestalled bowls, and

'rd -I1 bowi's. 7he bottle forms predominate and constitute a complex
..j Lc'b':al srquence, beginning with the pedestal based bottles in

I, I. Thr- c eal bottles appear to be copies of ''exotic" models,
,h c ri he tenta ;,,ely identified w ith the few Hemphill Engraved

jr IT ,-- ,'s Creek bottles togel 'er with one plain bottle of similar
tf, qu- 3nd form. Wrile this complex-tradition remains highly experimental

I, t r, Mou,:di lie I i/I I boundary, a developmental sequence may be

sc. r- c. 'R-,ts' berome mo ds as t .ey ate used to relate the vessel, then

: ;(; The zhape of Lhe vess l's base, and finally to form the lower part of
the rddy. Successively less of the vessel's body is constructed from coils

U'. ' , Moundvli Ill the upper half of the bottle's body may also be mcld-
made iirallel ng ;hi. modeling of exotic vessel form, the structure of much

of the eng aved decoration on the Moundvilie II and I I ceramics seems to be
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it seemns that, thMus, one would ach ieve a study of the growth of
complexity in terms of the pottery-making subsystem. As spinoffs, there would
be detailed models of the te:hnology inv.olv'ed, the distribution system
nvolved, and the charge of process in a pottery-making subsystem.

A nurnoer of other issues could be researched conjointly or at a later
date; for enample, the relationship between the Mississippian and other
cultural centers to the north.

3. Recommendations for a Comparative Stylistic Analysis of Lubbub and
Mound'i lie Ceramics: Implications of the Evidence for Distinct

Complex-Traditions and Craft Standardization at Moundville

Margaret Ann Hardin

I NTRODUCT ION

I have examined the ceramics from the initial excavations at Lubbub and
the whole vessels from Snow's Bend. I am continuing to work with the
Moniville materials for comparative purposes, focusing on the Moundville I
materials art on the different developmental histories of the decorative and
otyiisti' attributes associated with the two technological traditions which
oredominatc at Moundv'I Ic. My comments rest upon the temporal framework
provided by Vmnca Stepon~ftis and are informed by discussions with Sander van
de, Lp'euv. ovc- tne Mowndvi Ic materials. This report should be read after
,,-. sin-v. in o''cding redundances, I will not reiterate his arguments about
c rrno Iogies v t h which i am in agreement except for differences of emphasis
r relating !he traditions ce isolates to each other.

1rn the report that follows I first discuss the MoundvilIle materials,
deal ing in turn with the stylistic correlates of the two major technological
trad;tions and with the related problems of individual style and standardized
craft production. Second, Iturn to the Lubbub ceramics, first commenting on
the materials and then making tentative suggestions for relating the Lubbub
materials to 'he two coramic complex-traditions at Moundville.

MOUNEIVILtI_

Tv c. ts or Comjpiex-Traditions in Moundville Ce-amics,

'icl traditlions preaominat- ir tne Mnund Q
-i I h hammcr -anid-3nv'i f i n shing t-3d: i r and a1

q '' t idition. Toron w d; isn c trad *'orc'
a'q7 7 er 4ener'alI zc- t~' 'n lq

p h

C '~ -7-
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these analyses, it should be taien ;nto account -ht, theojret;aij y, trLv

-tructiring whicn is evident tnrough timP in MC c tds.'iIc tz coud bc
eauL,zi ! prese- t throLgh space in the later s ) es of iie de eooprie!, oL 0. ;C

%,Stem. One wc uid then expect rand therefore 1ave ic, iest foi c'e e> ;sten:
cV znqCE of .'aryi:ig degrees of complextv around Mci um, d' I r.

t.ast l. y sceems improbable that any but few re-te the d rec:
:v of Mcund.i lIe developed sc!h a structure thtt t c sie of t c

nformation fi.w wojld cause these ce: ters to become 'g e-atin.g pcints'
;ndeperdent manufacturing 'traditions.'

Pture Resea'-cI

\We feel .e have only uncovered the tip of an ice'erg o ;nformaticr
both ceraMc manufocturing systems in general and the Mound\ lie system
partc.ar. The Trade-system has not been touched at all. We feel that
research ;n the region as a whole is now vital. The Lucbub project must

provide a starting point, so that we can at least compare the complexity in
the two centers. Such research at Lubbub, and e,.entuaily at other places.
,could pursue the fo' lowing sketchy lines:

1. Compilation of a standard coding form using the essential attributes

needed to discern the technidues used, the variations observed, and the shapes

of the vessels.'

2. Systematic coding of all the vessels for these attributes.

3. Systematic provenience determination for the vessels by means of

three steps:

a. mineralogical and element analysis of a sample of pots.

b. scanning for attributes visible with the naked eye or the single

lens which covary with provenience.

C. determination of provenience on the basis of these attributes.

4. Spatial and temporal mapping of these products.

5. Definition of the production of the various centers: kinds of
products and sizes per product, each defined as a 'technological type' by

enumeration of the actions undertaken to construct it.

6. Measuring the amount of information flow (number of observable

derisions and non-redundant actions) involved in making the product.

7. Measuring the variability within production centers of the raw

materials involved, again as a measure of information flow.

8. Measuring the intra-vessel, intra-product, and inter-product
v3riability of the production of each center for the same purpose.

9. Mapping the information and energy flows (measurable by the number of

examples found of each product) for each production center.

. . .
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specialists. 1here is a corsiderably higher degree of ski!! invoI'.ed, and 3

mucr greater volume of irformation-processing is required, especial ly hu'l

decoration is addec to the vessels. The fact that the pots which we c
decoratec by one and the same indi%.idual also seem highly sim Jar in sh)-pe

would indicate that there s no horizontal differentiation w th'in the

workshops.

Specialization seems to occur at the latest during Moundvilie i! period.

One should be aware, however, that whenever really needed, one of the potters
in the one tradition could make the pottery of the other, albeit less

proficiently. Also, there is the possibility that a numb~er of imateurs'

stayed around who made pots every now and then. At any rate. a number of
I less-than-standard pots remain in use.

There is a certain amount of continuity in general technique between the

Mourdvi lie I I I products and the later Alabama River Phase products. Not

enough material was studied to determine when, or even whether, tnere is a

direct collaose of the information-processing system at the end of the

Moundville phase, leading to reduced specialization.

Concluding: At. Moundvilie, pottery-making developed locally and

independently, based technologically on the coiling technique. in all

probab;lity, there were no specialists at this point in time. The intra-

proauc r  variability was nign, indicating a limited amount of information flow

and a low ievel of organization. Prototypes from a more highly de,:eloped 6
'tradition' cer3mi- manufacture were imitated. The orig'nal imports and

their iritations tray be distinguished because the technology involved differs

cons -,erab!y. itation required adaptation of the local techniques, leading

to tee ntrodjut'on of, among other things, moulds.

I roi,ng production, and the inherently greater information flow, must

* have led to more standardization, specialization, and organization. The later

vessels show a notably lower degree of intra-product variability, while the

number of different products grows.

Regional

Indubitably, a higher degree of organization must have distinguished the

Moundville pottery manufacture from that of the surrounding region. it is

conceivable that the mere existence of this center exercised a structuring
:nfluence upon the local manufacture in the region's villages. So far, there

seems to be little evidence in that direction. From the regional pottery

7see:,, we mu"st ! he moment conclude that th,  stru:;ure of Its mirufactu, e
remarid e-sen ia y !ie rame through time and did not rise be;, ,nd the le,.'e

rea.: ,ed , tre r,:cepI ;on of the Moundvi I Ie senut-rice: nu, sp,' 2. 0c1. , Co -

'arJ, ur d .. - '. i t e.

.Cr, WL - C. ' efr, a rr, n i hi er a3M

'; -, - ' ' '-hE i g r' i ;r, i e , .

-~~_ -'"jL - i r f i' i

A................ ................ ............ .. -,
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seem to. i,ave found an adaptation of both technique and shape to sui t he

rcqJ; rements of the local pooula* ion. Three vessels of presumably "Cadoan"

signatue arc among the possible prototypes.

!ocqc~lt ra, Implications

S 5s always darigerous to make any gener-lizations upon the cursory

inspection of a relatively small qPt of pots, especially when tney form a

!sample ,of unknown status) of a much larger population. Nevertheless, it

eems important to generate a few hypotheses concerning the potters and their

p-odurts which may serve as a guide in future research. The following remarks

,re u purcly hypothetical and personal sketch of the development of the

pottery-making subsystem in the Moundville area during the Mississippian.

Tney iil1 be di,,iatd into two parts, the first sketching the local development

I t Mound.ille, the second the effects of this development on the other ceramic

rnonufacturin ,:e terit s in the area.

Moundvi l1e

The ,:e-am'c tradition at Moundville may have its roots at a much earlier

period than the Mississippian. It is a very simple tradition known all over

the sourn ast, southwest, and adjacent areas and basically consists of

c~oiing. At the tine "t which the sequence which we have studied starts, the

local potiers may have had two energy-saving devices included in their

'traditional' baggage: a simple round disc upon which they could rotate the

\essels during construction and a hammer-and-anvil set with which they would

even out some of the irregularities on their cooking jars. Whether these

tools were indeed at their disposal at the beginning of the sequence can only

be determined by means of a much more detailed chronological framework. They

are included in the materials from what is presently called the earliest

phase, together with vessels which have been manufactured without these tools.

But techno-'logically' it is probable that the introduction of these tools

impiies an incipient split in the tradition between the potters making cooking

wares and those making tablewares, in which each technique develops its own

means of rationalization to cope with the specific requirements of the clays

used (the fine wares mainly use untempered, or fine-tempered, malleable clays,

and the cooking wares much more tempered, lean, stiffer, and 'dirtier' clay).

Needless to say, this 'specialization' does not necessarily imply complete

personal specialization: potters could use the two techniques in making the

two kinds of pottery. But as the volume of production grows, it would be one

cf those lines along which specialists would emerge.

At some peint both these traditions started developing individually

-- the cooking jar tradition in the direction of accelerated production and

more standardized shapes (less intra-pot and intra-product variability and

possibly a series of more or less standardized sizes). Embellishments were

confined to handle-like straps and simple impressed/incised designs.

The 'tableware' '-adit:on, under the influence of imported materials,

developed techniques which could cope with the kinds of shapes these imports

had. Moreover, through the introduction of the 'rest' and later the mould,

and through the use of rat-tail techniques instead of thicker coils,

standardization and efficiency were considerably furthered. It seems as if

especially this technique was in the hands of (part- or full-time)

• . -° o ..I- °,, .' - , . . * ."
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A iinroigo he per iod covered by the Mouindv 1ile material1s, these vessel,,
cer to h~ave been maone In one and the same basic' manner, i.e., by coiling
:hou I~e use on,. support or rest. After thus shaping the pot roughly.
.c jt t er .oI d 'ron cuL' most irregularities by beating it with a paddle,

up n g e ;nside with an anv ilI. I-he paddl. was flat and smooth, not
_'.ered r,:*! sIring or any such substance.

3The *-i,,lvnce or- 1th ; hypothesis comes basically from the surfac.e
,-, Iatrent C)f j; the vessels concerned: faceted surfaces which, after

* ,rnc~:hnq o pc<' isng, hive a hlammered' appearance. Mroetesae o

t hcs c. v es is fuodamrentally similar and, in my experience, simi lar to
a a- i ham er-and-an.i made products as the vessels f rom the PhilIippi nes

JiNlger a. y~pcal :s ne sliwht contraction abov'e the widest. part of the
%e ie. 7iS amount. of contraction, no more and no less. may be created with

hc. )rop:)sedl system. The uppermosit part of the vessels was added as a coil
and squeezed out wth the thumb on the outside.

It is important to realizc that most of the flaring rim bowls were made
.Jth this teshr'ique. Quite a few of thcse, undecorated or with very simple
a ecoration, seem to have served as 'moulds' for the complex pottery-making
tradition discussed above. Thus, these moulds serve as a means of tying the
two traditions together. The same is true of the hand-molded imitations of
the complex pottery which occur all through the period of occupation.

Slab-building

Quite separate from the coiling tradition is, at least in conception, the
tradition which manufactured the rectangular or part-r'ctangular vessels in
the collecticn. The technique is one of rolling out tlabs of paste, cutting
these into the desired shape, and joining them at the edges, then assembling
the whole vessel. In some cases, certain surfaces may be constructed out of
one and tihe samC r-JLa bt bending at right angles, if and only if the clay is
coherent enough to support such an action. In the collection, there is one
vessel which unites this slab-building technique to tne usual MoundvilIle

app'oach. It has a rerltangular bccdy build upon a pedestal of the usual size
-: and shape, while the neck is also a cylindrical one. The possibility must be

-.'-'sdered tna Th I ass of N'eFnsels comes from elsewhere, or that some of
At -eamplcI E c- -,q f r_>r ,I~t-er _v.ier led local imritat ions. Th i s ",:u 1d

C "T., to ' ly wi th the fact that two of the ovoid pedestal led t_-lt les do rot
7 i U ol nacfA~rgtroditio' I n the ca~u of L me btopies, u
'.p''~d c';'e I . I.i e j t; -reu the ma. ca r bott le! as-

01 .- :or rJ rC -Ji e Fcd Intl IS in nir rLiar.

* t r VesvlS

The lie Cr pTc- r i-' I-)be taker 'r! a- :otit at a a"Ce, S'age .n

- nl- - 'a uns br-twec-r the Dotter which as3 1 1t beon
cl 1 5e d a'.i t~ mc c. nt t, iv betweent tnc eff ig y ''ersc incl s i ih-bu I

C', ials. h c thc Tmcre ti'por tant be.- 3s( thc techno~g o f
*i tf -' sn. '~- markedly dl 1eren*, and mariecu , !,dperiOr (-

snse :n r~Ivar abi I i Iy) to that of tne loca1 
'y made

a !t~ -rrp 'is V!, 3s 1 mrovr s npar kea im , y s im II ar -
Ak ni' itcs si b y meaps cf 'hr !ocu! I thriqLueS, at least amT);nq the high-

lass (hI1 1 vk) ce rim Irs Af te- some exrer iment ing, the potters at Mouridv i I I C
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7. examples which have been slab built in a saucer. The shoulder
of these vessels, however, has been the slab-built in a similar saucer. The
potter has joined the two parts after some drying.

The necks of these bottles consist of either one, two, or several coils. In
the latter case, these are extremely thin. While building the neck, it was in
some cases confined by a strip of leather, bark, or some such material to
enable the potter to make it cylindrical (i.e., to obviate the 'splaying-
problem'). In other cases, necks were builIt separately and added after
completion. This applies particularly to vessels in categories b5, b6, and
b7.

c. on cylindrical bowls:

I. samples which were completely coiled without any aid. They were
left very thick and scraped after drying, both inside and outside.

2. examples made on a flat rest. Two coils were added to the slab
placed on this rest. They were squeezed out with much care and craftsmanship
between the thumb and the fingers, the latter being placed on the outside.

* These examples are low, so that the fingertips would still be touching the
surface on which the potter was working, even after finishing the rim. This
provided additional support against 'splaying.'

3. examples made in the same shallow, flat-based bowl as the
pedestals' mentioned under a3. On the edge of the paste placed in this bowl,

the potter would add up to several coils, which were usually very thin
whenever the vessel height would exceed the distance between the fingertips
and the base of the thumb

d. on semigiobular bowls (of which we have seen but very few examples
so far due to biased sampling):

1. examples made without any aids, by using medium thick coils
which were squeezed between the fingers with a special movement of the
fingers. (This movement, incidentally, was possibly also used for different
kinds of coiled vessels, but this has not been checked because we have looked
at complete vessels; they are tempered differently -- cf. next paragraph.)

2. possibly one vessel (which is larger than the others) which was
made on a slightly convex rotateable surface (bowl?), by means of the coiling
technique.

Coiling with hammer-and-anvil finishing

Most, if not all, of the slightly more reddish, round-based, highly
tempered 'jars' and the so-called 'flaring rim bowls' seem to have been made
in a different manner. Partly, this is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
use of the 'jars' -- cooking -- required more and larger-grained temper to
absorb thermal shock. The temper must have made the clay considerably leaner

*than the paste used for the first category of vessels. Hence, it was much
less malleable, but, on the other hand less liable to sag or collapse during
construction.
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b. a series c f s-,a and iess smal1 c rcu ar a sks c' tI out cf
ex isti ng vessel s;

" '" a numner of 'ar rg rim bowls,' ,hior. seem to be moids rgther

than nowls. ana ha,.'e a 'ar ng r m 'o be able to pri)peI them wit on( r, a ir:.
The size of these bow 1 (one of 'whIch has ro' even been firisned on *lie
outside. ,hiie others hake c much more unkempt appearance than the o4her
vesc is) varies, as does the height which they reach. l one case, - : r..LapE
has Oeen adar.tea to easier hand''ng by leaving room for the f 7ger Letweci
.he <m of the bo ,! and the vessel w:]ll

d. a number of small circula- ,orn Dotter ' fragments whch may hav,-

been used as 'scrapers.'

2. The following observations on the material:

a. or, globular bowls:

1. examples which have been built up by coiling without any rest at
* all and have been scraped on the inside and outside

. 2. examples which have been built up on a small discoidal rest,
-. over which a slab of clay was placed. To this slab, the potters added coils

in either of the following ways:

a. vertically on the edge of the slab, thus creating room for the
.> fingers to move between the supporting surface and the vessel wall

* b. on the edge of the slab, but sloping outward at the same angle

as the slab itself

b. on bottles:

1. examples which have been built up entirely in the coiling

.- system, in one sequence from base through neck to rim
%

2. examples which have been built up on a small discoidal rest,
w;h the same variability as the bowls (i.e., a2a and a2b)

, examples which nave been built upon a small rest. Along the
edge of the slaL placed on that rest, the potter would add a few ral-taI is and
S scueeze them ightly together so thit a cylindrical buildup could be ach:eed.

S Abou an i-ch abcve the base, the pot would be widened, and the angle of tnt
. ' s .rnrsx;rmate y 80 degrees.

g. ey.irrler -hi'h aN been Lui It in a small f it-based bowl,
, , r: ',( , , e k, F E.u.t.al (cf. a3)

air. le- 1 c-, h i t'e n coi led Ir a !auce' which rcachn from
t' wid; t "-]. .c.. -,rce of the po"

r amp!es ,h~. h have been slab-built n sini a- sau er ,
cr ,d shotjlder - ra t ", cr thicker coi Is)

"0t

,: ' ° . ° -.. ° ° .. . ... . . - ., , , . , , % >. • % -.- , - -, o- _ 0 . . - -.- • . ° ,
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Coiling also implies squeezing the clay. In some traditions, the coils
are shaped into flat bands of clay before adding them to the pot. In the
Moundville tradition, such is not the case. The coils are squeezed into shape
on the pot as each is added. Squeezing makes the clay move in all directions
from under the fingers. As a consequence, simple squeezing would cause the
profile of the vessel to splay. The problem may be circumvented in the

following ways:

1. Leave the coils thick, let the vessel dry, and scrape the surface in
or outside after drying (or somewhere in the middle of that process).

2. Squeeze the coils out against something which may contain the total
circumference (such as a mould or a leather strip or piece of string wound
around the vessel).

3. Use extremely thin coils which need no squeezing, or

4. Fasten the coils with a special movement of the fingers (cf. van der
Leeuw 1976), making sure to add the coil on the inside wherever the vessel
stands out and on the outside wherever it bends in.

In the collection, we find evidence among the pottery of this group that
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of these solutions were used. The following arguments
may be presented to argue that the tradition is nevertheless one and the same.

Once the rest is used, the potters must have realized that this rest
aetermined the shape of the base. In some cases, a small, shallow bowl served
as a rest. The base was constructed by placing a slab of clay (or even a
little ball) into this basin and squeezing it out against the sides. On top
of the so-created base, the potter could then begin to build his pot by
coiling ('pedestal-base' vessels). Some of the vessels have a low center of
gravity and therefore slope outward at quite a considerable angle from the
central axis. In order to squeeze rolls at that angle, the potter must have
room between the vessel wall and the surface upon which the vessel stands, so
that he may move his fingers between the two. This is guaranteed by the
pedestal'-system. If the potter foregoes that, he must either rest the

vessel on a high (kabal-like) rest or shape the lower part of the vessel
against something. It is only natural to begin shaping on a somewhat larger
dish the shape of the lower vessel (i.e., a mould). Doing that also solves
the problem of using fairly thin coils (which is a laborious process) by
allowing the potter to use thicker ones. As the size of the mould grows, its
limits will be those of the largest circumference of the vessel to be made.
The potter will also be able to profit from such moulds by constructing parts
of the wall through shaping of either slabs or balls of clay in these moulds.

* The last step would seem to be that the potter shapes both the lower part of
the vessel and the shoulder in a mould and then joins these 'halves' to form
the vessel. An orifice may then be cut out.

Which phenomena support this hypothesis?

. I. Some of the tools found, notably:

a. a very small circular slightly concave disk which was specially
made in this shape;
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technological research independent of these categories. They may then be
tested against them at a later point in time. Thus, in sketching the
development of the pottery-making system at Moundville, I am reasoning from
individual vessels observed and not from any kind of existent 'types.'

Essentially, I would like to distinguish three different potmaking

'trditons inthe materials:

1. a coiling tradition which builds its pots upon a 'rest,' i.e., some

tool which enables the potter to rotate the vessel fairly easily.

2. a coiling tradition which does not use a 'rest,' but which possibly
used the hammer-and-anvil technique to even out the vessel wall after
construction or which scraped the wall after manufacture.

3. a slab-building tradition which is responsible for the rectangular
vessels.

Numbers I through 3 specifically exclude:

4. the miniature vessels which have usually been kneaded out of one lump
of clay. These vessels occur together with almost any potmaking tradition
except throwing and highly specialized mould-shaping such as occurs in parts

of Mesoamerica and the regions adjacent to it. Their manufacture is so
uncomplicated that distinguishing traditions in them is well-nigh impossible.

• . those vessels which are shaped in a manner so unlike that of regular
pottery containers that they have been made by means of special techniques not
usually applied to pottery making (e.g., effigy vessels and the like).

6. a small series of painted and unpainted vessels which are so unlike
the major;ty of ,.ersels that they must be considered extraneous to the area.

" - These last three categories will be considered at a later date, mainly because
their different nature requires a different analysis. The first three

traditions will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Coiling with a 'rest'

Much of the dark colored, polished or smoothed, pottery seems to have
been constructed b variants of the major technique observed, i.e., coiling.
the variation within this tradition consists, among other things, of the

diameter of the coils used, of the nature of the 'rest' upon which the vessel
Sas Placed during manufacture, and of the sequence of manufacture.

For better understanding, it is necessary to summarize some of the
p-obie s ,vol,,ed r; thi: kind of manufacture. Coiling implies thai the

rotter has tc work 3n all side, of the pot consecutively. If the pot does not
-ur around lightly, ti-Is can only be done either in interrupted movements or
. g e-hande ' y r'ct ' e pc: tr., walks around the po)t) !f the ,este' does

:- e with tome ',f, he orce aptl ied to joinirig the coi I to the pol will
•.o)rel thc pt. so that the potter may work with both hands and

,.. - ", 'erriptedyi.
e7.'p e-

% n'•
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for the research at Lubbub Creek. They demonstrated that the intuitive type/
variety analysis of the ceramics at that site -- or at Moundville, for that
matter -- are sufficient for chronological studies but insufficient for
sociological analyses. Moreover, they underscore the problems in the use of
traditional concepts, "mode" and "morphological type,' for instan-e, in the
analysis of these ceramics. The crucial dimenslons of variation seem to be a
combination of technical skills and tools and a 'grammar' of decoration.
Variation in these dimensions not only sets off the form and function of two
major classes of ceramics but define. a developmental trajectory within each
class and contrasts ceramic manufacture among social and residential units.

2. Analysis of Moundville Phase Ceramic Technology

S. E. van der Leeuw

The following remarks are a first and a very preliminary summary of one
aspect of the findings of Margaret Hardin and myself (i.e., only the
technological). A few preliminaries seem necessary:

1. So far, we have not gone through all the material which is pertinent
to the problems we are working on. The small amount of Lubbub Creek materials
has made it necessary to include the Moundville collection in our search.
That proves to be extremely profitable because of the completeness of the
collection preserved there. In comparing the two sites, however, there are a
few things that need to be taken into account:

a. The materials from Moundville are burial materials and may thus
represent only a part of the whole spectrum of ceramic products being used.

b. The Moundville collection comes from a wholly different social and
economic system than does the Lubbub Creek material. Because of the highly
organized and 'top of the pyramid' aspects of the Moundville site, one must
necessarily expect that material from sites 'lower' on the scale may differ

* considerably.

2. One major aspect of research is lacking so far, notably the
investigation of the nature of the raw materials used. On the one hand, this
limits our judgment as to the possibilities which this set of raw materials
offered from a technological perspective (vitrification range, chemical

0 reactions during firing, cohesiveness and elasticity, drying properties,
etc.). On the other hand, we ner rily lack an independent means to
distinguish between workshops which may have played a part in providing the
city of Moundville and its hinterland with these ceramics. Some of the
implications of this lack will become apparent in the appended research
design.

3. You will find that I will not express myself in the terms tied to the
type/variety system which is common parlance. This has two reasons. First, I
am not familiar enough with the system. Second, I would like to conclude the

,.. . [ ]'"_. . .. - .. -.. .. . : ..- ,... . . . . . . .. .
"- ' .. .. ** ..- .... % *** .- - , .* " .. -..-* .- .. . -. . - o. -



APPENDIX

1. Introduction

Christopher S. Peebles

Our discussion has focused on the procurement of widely dispersed raw
materials, ceramic manufacture which welds these materials into
finished form. The use of ceramics in both primary and secondary
contexts, and the refuse-forming behavior which acts as ultimate
editor of the archaeological records. It is this latter stage of
refuse formation which has been neglected in otherwise splendid and
archaeologically useful studies of traditional ceramic crafts
available in the general anthropological literature. This neglect
has perhaps fostered the occasional optimistic claim that the

_ archaeological record represents a 'fossilized structure of the total
cultural system' which produced it. A more reasonable appraisal
would be that the archaeological record primarily reflects the
behavior which produces refuse. A curious fact about refuse is that
while archaeologists obviously seek to discover it, most
people...seek to get rid of it (DeBoer and Lathrap 1979:134).

Whether as garbage or as grave goods -- as sherds or as whole vessels --
ceramics do reflect the social and technical asFPcts of their production,
distribution, use, and ultimately, their disposal. As with other classes of
artifacts, the task of the archaeologist is to untangle the several natural
and cultural forces that determine the final form and context of these items.
The two reports in this appendix address the problems of ceramic variability
in the Moundville Phase. Each of these reports questions the utility of many
time-honored categories and concepts for the analysis of Mississippian
ceramics in the Southeast. Each points the way along which the analysis of
ceramics from the Lubbub Creek cutoff ought to proceed, and the chapter to
which they are an appendix has profited markedly from their suggestions.

The papers by Sander van der Leeuw and Margaret Hardin, which were
prepared by them in their capacities as consultants to the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Project, sketch the technological and stylistic developments of
the potter's craft at Moundville. They, along with Vincas Steponaitis and

* Christopher Peebles, believe that the development of two separate
technological traditions of ceramic manufacture -- a fine ware made with the
aid of a mold and a coarse ware made by coiling -- and the reduction in
decorative and morphological variability through time point to specialized
ceramic production at Moundville. They then stress the contrasts between the
Moundville ceramics, which were made and used in the context of a large

0 ceremonial center, and those at Lubbub, a decidedly provincial town.

Taken as a whole, the analyses reported here have had major implications
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thin section analysis, X-ray diffraction, and a host of other analyses deal ng
-with the technologies involved in the construction of the vessels from these

related sites.

With this perspective this research should not be looked at as an end but
rather a s a basis for further research. It is hoped that this analysis has
not been entirely a creative activity, but will rather give a better
understanding of the ceramics and the individuals who made them.



. . ... ..

If technique of vessel construction is used as a temporal indicator the
six sets range in time from late Moundvilie II (clearly defined slab bases) to
well into Moundville III (most complete use of molds). Further, the two

var. Wiggins sets are clearly late, while the four va' . Taylorville sets
bridge Moundville II and Ill. It ;s worth noting that the most convincing
sets are the three latest ones. That is, standardization of engraved design
at Moundville occurs precisely during that period of development in the mold-
assisted complex-tradition that "efficient" vesse construction techniques are
being achieved. The "individual hands" recognized would appear to represent
one worker's repetition of the same effective and easily produced design; that
is, relatively little effort was being put into decoration.

One pair of var. Taylorv:lle vessels is of particular interest because one
member was found at Snow's Bend while the other was found at Moundville. I
examined the other whole vessels from Snow's Bend in order to compare them
with the pair. Most of the Snow's Bend vessels fell well outside the mold-

assisted complex-tradition in vessel form and decoration as well as in clay
used. Two vessels from Snow's Bend were constructed from finer clays and
resembled the decorated pair in form although not in competence of
manufacture. The apparently "local" vessels were hand coiled (perhaps with a
rest) and displayed irregularities of form. In contrast, the decorated pair
have very thin slab bases and their lower portions were constructed in
molds. It does not seem unreasonable to attribute the member of the decorated
pair from Snow's Bend to Moundville. Of course, technical analysis is
required for a definitive answer.

LUBBUB

Comments on the Lu jb Ceramics Examined

The amount of ceramics from the initial excavations at Lubbub are
4 limited. Correspondingly, my comments should be taken as speculative and

tentative. Hopefully they will suggest problems and avenues for the;r
investigation.

The Whole Vessels

The small number of whole vessels and nearly whole vessels I examined

appear to represent a rather restricted temporal range, late Mourdville I and
perhaps early Moundville II. it is noteworthy that these few vessels
constitute a good representation of what were the most interesting anc
elaborate ceramics of their day. Two are pedestalled bottles; both share a
''dvergent" base form which contrasts with 'he straight base form more common

at Moundville. One is ovoid. paralleling contemporary Moundville bottles.
The other is globular, and its form of decoration (Carthage Incised
var. Summerville) occurs only on bo .Js at Moundvill, . Also noteworthy are the
well-made miniature "cooking-pots." One is double and exhibits significant
experimentation in design: (1) two designs occur on one pot; and (2) a third
on the other. Another miniature of -lay atypically fine for a ''cooking pot"

is exceptionally wt'' made w:th incised arcs accented by pushing out the
vessel's wall. The Bell Plain var. Hall vessel has 3 rim form not typical of
Moundville. With the exception noted, the whole vessel aterials fall
stylistically within the contemporary Moundville range, although it could well
prove fruitful to check systematically for differences in execution of

ii.. .... " .... "... .. - n m n ri
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR L,,(S ., lL'BUB CERAMICS

Lubbub Ceramics in General

At this point the only Moundville complex-tradition that appears to be

well represented at Lubbub is the hammer-and-anvil complex-tradition. For

• - this reason I would suggest that a special effort be made to analyze these

* from both technological and stylistic points of view. The most important

technological question would appear to be the relative roles and importance of

harnmer-and-ar'vil technique and the ubiquitous simple coiling and pinch pots.

The stylistic questions are potentially more elaborate. The analysis should

focus on "cooking-pots" as a vessel (Mississippi Plain var. Warrior and

Moundville Incised, all va-ieties) form. Some kind of grammar of decoration

(both incised and plastic) should be attempted; even if it is little more than

a hierarchy of nominal variables and their co-occurrence -ules itself. This

shculd be compared to a comparable statement prepared for Moundville itself.

P "-t icular attention should be paid to differences of execution. Potentially
-tful comparisons include: (1) relative flexibility of grammars and

-i-ability permitLed at the two sites; (2) overlap of content; (3) simiarity

.- occcurrence rules.
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all of the evidence will have to be gleaned from sherds, I would like to
conclude by arguing for the feasibility of working with sherds in the absence
of whole vessels. If the styles and building techniques used are well-
understood, using the Moundville collections as a comparative framework,
sherds will provide more technological and stylistic information than normally
assumed. The engraved designs are quite redundant and their placement on the
vessels is standard, facilitating stylistic comparison. Essential

" "technological information may be contained in a rather small sherd; areas of
the vessel which are particularly important are the base, the point of maximum
diameter, and the shoulder as it meets the neck.

SUMMARY

In summary I would like to stress that my recommendations for the Lubbub
material rest on a very small data base. For this reason I did not suggest
more detailed measures and procedures. Also, some of my more specific
recommendations may prove to be inappropriate once the materials are more
fully known. The basic strategy used to relate the Moundville and Lubbub
ceramics remain valid. There are two complex-traditions in the Moundville
ceramics. These have separate developmental histories and may well have
different social uses and come from differently organized contexts of

* production. The Lubbub equivalent of each complex-tradition (if it exists)
should be systematically examined on its own terms and then compared
technologically and stylistically to the equivalent Moundville complex-
tradition. The results of this exercise should enhance our interpretation of

• .- the two complex-traditions at Moundville and provide a more sensitive
assessment of the nature of the relationship between Moundville and Lubbub
than a traditional comparison of ceramic types.

.'.". -. " ....- ".. ..



-- CHAPTER 2. AN ANALYSIS OF LITHC MATERIALS FROM
THE LUSBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOICAL LOCALITY

Aljean W. Allan

An examination of lith~c material recovered from any archaeological site
affords the anaiyst innumerable options in the way data are measured and
presented. in the following discussion of the lithics from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, attributes were selected to provide general
irformation aoout a basic range of lithic phenomena. More intensive analyses
and finer measures are left for future scholars.

This chapter begins with definitions of the lithic raw materials used by
the prehistoric inhabitants of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
Next, the modified chipped stone assemblage will be discussed. Included
therein will be an extended discussion of the projectile points, especially
the small triangular forms associated with the Late Woodland and Mississippian
periods. A discussion of the ground and polished stone artifacts follows the
chipped stone descriptions, and a presentation of the few metal i-tifacts
concludes the presentation of the data. The final section comp: 1ses an
examination of the stone artifacts that were found in contexts that have
eitner functional or chronological -ignificance.

The categories used to describe the majority of the lithics are those
established by Blaine Ensor (1979). Modifications to his categories here are
noted when appropriate. Throughout this chapter, total counts and weights per
category encompass all artifacts or items recovered in the Phase I through Ill
excavation units. Any exception to this rule will be noted explicitly.

RAW MATERIAL

Raw materials, the fabric of modified lithics, are considered separately
from the actual artifacts for two reasons. First, discussion of the raw
materials at this point avoids unnecessary repetition and the necessity of
introducing material types each time a new artifact group is described.
Second, in some instances pieces of raw material may occur in a context that
turns thern either into an artifact (e.g., as grave goods) or into a feature

* (e.g., a collection of pebbles in a pit that have been stored for future use).

The unmodified lithic materials recovered from the 1,136 Phase I test
units and 5,593 Phase II and III excavation units were assigned to a
descriptive categc , -,,Led, and weighed. Only the small, naturally
occurring river pebbles were excluded from this enumeration. All other

9 categories such as sandstone, chalk, breccia, and conglomerate were included.
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Local versus ncn-local distinctions between raw materials were made on
the basis of visal cues for all materials (see Ensor 1979:4-28). By
de inition here. nor-locil mater ial occurS -no nearer than 30 mllec from the
siLe. ilcroscop:c examination was the hasis for the separation. In the
s. ct o,-! or: projecti le poiits, this subject i. discussed more thoroughly.

Chert

The word chert. although geological in origin, carries with it many of
I the same ambiguities inherent in artifactual terminology. H. Holmes Ellis
.'1965:i) in an attempt to sort out the flint versus chert controversy,
prescnts at. !ast six schools of thought on the subject. These six are: (1)
those who m,. ,a n that flint and chert are synonymous; (2) those who
understand fiirt as a chalk formation, chert as pre-chalk; (3) those who claim
that fI;-- is a variety of chert; (4) those who consider that chert !s an
impure ffire ; (5) those whc declare that chert is more pure than flint; and
(6) those weo simp y distinguish between flint, chert, et cetera, on a color
basis (E li s 1965: 1. "Et cetera" 'n this case includes jasper, chalcedony,
and a myriad of other terms used to describe naturally occurring crypto-
crystalline silicates. In this chapter the term chert, because it is
cu~rently the accepted descriptor used in the area under consideration, will
be emP!o\yd to desc, ibe all material that is encompassed by this last
category. Tne predom'nate type of chert that occurs at the Lubbub Creek
Arctzeoloncal Lu--alit is derived from river deposited gravel of the
Tus aloosa Formit on. This chert, frequently referred to in the past as
jasper, s usualily 0' a color which ranges from yellow to tan but when heated

Emottled to dark red (see Ensor t979 for a synopsis of thermal
a*Lt-rat~on experiments with this substance). Non-local cherts were also
ut iized and p imarily occur in finished tools. Fine-grained gray chert
comprriscs the bulk of the non-local chert types. Most of this chert probably
is derived from the Fort Payne formation from the Middle Tennessee Valley.
Wh;te chert, which occurs in the coastal plain of Alabama, is the next most
frequent type. One worked example of coastal plain agate also was recovered.
T,iS type of agate also can be found on the coastal plain, specifically near

Coffec,.,ille, Alabama (Dunning 1964:57). Its occurrence is rare in the
C,a nes-i le Lake (Enser 1979)

ar tz te

Ensor (1979:14) describes the locally occurring orthoquartzite. It is
found in Tuscaioosa gravels of the Tombigbee Valley but it is more common in
tme Biac, War, or drainage. Tallahatta quartzite was a frequently utilized
ron- -a' ma' r ia . It is coarse-graineu mottled white to grayish erosive

4u-rt.z wh -t, cccurs to the south ;n east central Mississippi and west
Central Alabama (Cunning 1964:55). In the central Tombigbee Valley it was
used extensively during the Archaic period (Ensor 1979:12).

Petrif:ed Wood

Petrified wooa is a material formed by the replacement of wood by silica
n sjh a manner that Ihe or:ginal form and structure of the wood is preserved
(Gary. McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:659). This material occurs locally in
ter rae deposI t (Ensor 1979: 17) and can sometimes be conchoidal ly fractured

"as evidenced by severa flakes and two flaked tools, one uniface, and one
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biface, recovered during the Phase II and III excavations. A large piece of
unmocified petrified wood was found placed next to the head on the left of a
Summerville I or II period burial. A total of 277 pieces of unmodified
petrified wood which weighed 2.55 kg was recovered in the LubbuD Creek
Archaeological Locality.

Sandstone

Sandstone is a medium-grained clastic sedimentary rock composed ol
abundant rounded or angular fragments of sand set in a fine-grained matrix
such as silt or clay and more or less firmly united by a cementing material,
commonly silica, iron oxide, or calcium carbonate (Gary, McAfee Jr., and Wolf
1974:628). Ensor (1979:15-16) reports this material occurs in Pottsville and
Hartsville outcrops north and west of the Gainesville Lake as well as in the
local terrace deposits. The local material is often referred to as ironstone
or ferrigenous sandstone. Sorting criteria for separating local from non-
local types have not been clearly established, so no distinctions have eeen
made here. It is likely that the vast majority of sandstone recovered came
from local sources. Unmodified sandstone recovered from excavation units

* weighed 24.53 kg and comprised 8,053 pieces. No attempt was made to plot
densities of unmodified materials in occupied and control areas or between
areas of differing temporal associations.

Limes tone

Limestone, a sedimenta-y rock consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate, 0
occurs primarily in the form of the mineral calcite. Unmodified limestone,
excluding chalk, weighed 303 g and comprised 131 pieces. Chalk, which
outcrops locally as Selma and Demopolis chalk, is a soft, pure, earthy, fine-
textured, usually white to light gray or buff limestone consisting almost
wholly (90-99%) of calcite (Gary, McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:407). A total of
379 pieces of chalk which weighed 5.99 kg was recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Some of this chalk presumably was used in the
production of white pigment.

Conglomerate

*' Conglomerate is coarse-grained, clastic sedimentary rock; it is composed
of rounded to subangular fragments larger than 2 mm in diameter which are set
in a fine-grained matrix of sand, silt, or any of the common natural cementing
materials (Gary, McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:149). Conglomerate occurs north of
the Gainesville Lake area in outcrops of the Tuscaloosa Formation and locally
;n terrace deposits (Ensor 1979:16). Unmodified conglomerate 1;pec mensi

* numbered 302 an qc ighed 1577 grarrs.

Br. la
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Siltstone

S; Itstone s a rock whose compo: t'or is r'er'n.j:.e bIetweer) rose uf
sarsrtone -ind shale and c w hJ at cast. t.w,- hi d . Q -201eri 0 .f si[ hze

pe, ijohn 195 7:.7). T rty-f ive exam les f urmld1fie s 1 'rne w;aTc
we1ghed .8 kg were recovered from the Lubbub Creek Arhaeolcgica Locality.

Hematite

Hematite is the common iron mineral. It occurs in a variety of forms but
,as a distin:c ive cherry-red to reddish-brown streak and a characteristic
br c -red color when powdered. It is found in igneous, sedimientary. ann
metam-pnic rocks both as a pr imary constituent and as an alteration Droduct
(Gar~, M iee Jir.. and Wolf 1974: 28) . Local ly, hra ti tes ,c cur r terr: c.
deports. Ait. hough Jones (l939: 1 V cites occurrerices .if th s mineral in t e
Va ley and Ridge Province of north centraI Alabama, it is likely that most, if
not a; I, Lubbuo hematite is or local orIgin. Unmodified pieces of hematrte
comprised 6,787 pieces which weighed li.81 kg. One interesting piece of
hematite (Figure 1:20) has beer worked nifac~i l into scme type of too .

Limoni te

Limonite is a general field term for a group of brown, amorphous,
naturally occurring hydrous ferric oxides. It was formerly thought to be a
distinct mineral, but now is considered to have a variable composition and may
be a mixture of several minerals including hematite (Gary, McAfee Jr., and
Wolf 1974:408). Commonly dark or yellowish brown, limonite is sometimes
referred to as brown ocher. Both hematite and limonite were sometimes ground
for use in pigments. Unmodified limonite was recovered which weighed 2.87 kg
and comprised 1,654 pieces.

Steatite

-. Steatite is a compact, massive, fine-grained, fairly homogenous rock,

.. consisting chiefly of talc but usually containing much other material (Gary,
McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:690). Often called soapstone, steatite outcrops in
the Hillabee schist formation of east central Alabama (Jones 1939:17). The
Piedmont of northern Georgia is another source of this material. According to
Swanton (1946:546), an historic steatite procurement area was located near
Dudleyville, Alabama, ii Talapoosa County. Swanton c tes Toumey (in the 1858
Second Biennial Report on Geology of Alabama) who reports. that no tradition of
its use in the manufacture of any objects except pipes has been preserved.
Ensor (1979) reports a steatite sherd from site I Pi 13 in the Gainesville
Reservoir. He points to the fact that this shord is sirr;lr to samples from
Soapstone Ridge, south of Atlanta, Georgia (based upon the results of trace
element analysis conducted by Luckenback et al 1975)•

Greenschist

Greenschist is a schislose metamorphic rock whose green color is due to
6 the abundance of chlorite, epidote, or actinolite present in it (Gary, McAfee

J"., and Wolf 1974:313). Although the term greenstone has a wider application
than this part icular schistose rock, it has long been accepted as denoting
this type of material when referring to aboriginal artifacts, especially

0
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celts. The Hillabee schist formation of east central Alabama is a souice
!ocation for this materia1  (Jones 1939) as are other localities in the
Piedmont (Ensor 1979:17).

Muscovite

Muscovite is a potassium aluminum silicate mineral belonging to the mica
group (Daniel, Jr., Neathery, and Simpson 1966:62-63). Muscovite readily
splits into very thin, tough, and somewhat elastic plates that have a pearly
luster on their surfaces. Muscovite is found in the Piedmont area of Alabama,
and Swanton (1946:543) notes mines in Clay County, Alabama. One example,
consisting of several small "sheets" of Muscovite, was recovered in a
walltrench in one of the structures below the mound.

Copper

Copper is a reddish or salmon-pink isometric mineral, the native metallic
element Cu (Gary, McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:156).

0 Galena

Galena is a lead sulfide mineral PbS. It occurs in cubic or octahedral
crystals, either in masses or in coarse or fine grains. It has a shiny
metallic luster, exhibits cubic cleavage, and is relatively soft and heavy
(Gary, McAfee Jr., and Wolf 1974:284). Specimens of galena occur in the
Piedmont area of Aabama (Daniel Jr., Neathery, and Simpson 1966). Two cubes •
of galena were recovered from 10 x 10 m sample units in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality.

UNMODIFIED DISCARDED LITHICS

Before discussing debitage and tool categories, four other subdivisions
should be defined for material that may or may not have been modified. Some
seemingly unmodified lithics occur in quantities that indicate certain
activities such as collection and storage (large cobbles); thermal alteration
or accidental heating due to close proximity to intentional fires (fire
cracked chert and quartzite, fire cracked rocks); and remains of initial tool

reduction stages (large cobbles and cracked cobble fragments).

Waterworn cobbles of chert or quartzite over six centimeters in length
were observed in all parts of the site. They were neither counted nor

- weighed.

rhcr ard quazrtzi te which showed signs of thermal fracture such as ei ther
c:at zp1 ' , cc cr l uster rhanga, and irregular breaks cecrpr sed i ,(i 1

'o , 'u a r r-j, o r j ) cr rr'

I ,men' 4r 1) q h e c ': a ' R"

. . " . ,"" , 7 , 'cken c,- ,rj- .e f rcm r, r

0;
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nr aior.ginal percussion comprised 3,80- specimens wh ch weighed 26.67 kg
These :tems may bc ranufacturing shatter from initial reduction sequences, but
intentional flakin or platform preparation is not apparent on them.

DEBITAGE AND CORES

Flakes are pieces removed from a parent mass by the application of force
Crabtree 1972:64). Here, we are concerned with the intentional removal of
flakes: those flakes exhibiting a platform and bulb of percussion. When
Slukes show no subsequent modification or use wear, they are classified as
debitage. Ce-tain cores, especially exhausted cores, are also a type of
deb;tage because they too comprise a class of discarded material. Cores are
iefined as . nucleus with flake scars. Flakes and cores, of course, are often
subsequently modified into tools. Obviously, one or the other or both become
the protoat'pe for finished tools at some point within a given assemblage. The
lithic analyst usually presumes most small flakes that have no further
evidence of retouch to be aboriginal tool by-products. Cores of an amorphous,
broken, o, exhausted condition likewise are regarded as by-products. The
following debitage and core categories were chosen because they already had
been established for sites in the Gainesville Lake (Ensor 1979) and elsewhere.
In general, they form a logical sequence of steps in the reduction of cobbles
to cores to finished tools.

Primary Decortication Flakes N=l,141.

These are flakes which retained a dorsal surface that was completely
covered with natural cortex. These flakes were removed in initial reduction
processes. This category of flakes, like all others, excluded those examples
which showed macroscopic evidence of utilization. Such flakes were placed
instead under the heading utilized flake.

Secondary Decortication Flake N=7,461.

When there was some remnant of cortical material remaining on the dorsal
surface of the flake but it covered less than the entire dorsal surface, it
was catalogued as a secondary decortication flake.

_hinning Flake N=,Ol.

These thi-, small flakes possessed flake scars on their dorsal surface
and ev-iibited no cortex on either the dorsal or ventral surfaces; however,
cortex might have been present on the striking platform. According to

r.,Dt~te (i972:9L>. these often represent flakes removed from a preform by
the' :rissure or percussion in order to reduce the piece for artifact

-anufa r.re. Such lakes also are removed in thinning a biface or uniface and
isual, . :spla,/ eviden-e of platform preparation prior to their removal
Crantrpe '972:94)

Am-,rlh:us Vlate N-637.

Th; k, irregla- lakes, which did not exhibit a specific shape and
clatlorr. and which had no cortex present on any surface, were called
amorphous flakes. These are most likely chips resulting during the
manufa-tui'ng pro-ess attributable to shearing or shattering (Ensor 1979:36).
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primary, secondary, and biade cores.

Primary Core N=34.

Primary cores are principally cobbles th.t appear to have been
intentionally modified to faci'itate the removal of flakes that VoL'ld be
suitable for use as tools or tool blanks. This category excludes blade cores.

Secondary Core N=73.

Secondary cores are similar in ail respects to prlmar) cores except that
the cobble first has been split or sectioned and Lhese peces then arc
mod;lied for use as flake sources. Cores with two or fewer deliberate blade

removals are included in this group.

Blade Core N=12.

Cores that have two or more blade removal scars which originate from a

prepared platform have been classified as blade cores.

A special case of primary or secondary cobble core is produced through
bipolar flaking, the technique of resting core or implement on an anvil and
striking it with a percusser. Although no attempt was made to separate
bipolar flakes and cores from those of other types, two bipolar core wedges
resembling pieces esquilles were recovered during the Phase II and III

exca"ations. According to Ensor (1979:269), bipolar flaking is a distinctive

Archaic tradition in the Central Tombigbee Valley. Frequently, this industry

is manifested in areas using cobbles as a source material.

FINISHED CHIPPED STONE TOOLS

Technically, utilized flakes, utilized cores, and utilized cracked

cobbles were used as tools. When used without further intentional
modification, however, they were not catalogued in a uniface or biface

category. In contrast, blanks, preforms, and "ceremonial" or funerary
art;facts may never have been employed as "tools" in the classic sense, but to
be consistent with general lithic reporting methods they were included within

this section.

Functional tool nomenclature has a long tradition in Iithic analysis even
thougn there is no direct evidence for the "function" of many artifacts.
b::-apers. knives, perforators, and so forth were obviously part of the
aborig na! tool kit, but the ability ,o identify them as to their function is
often tenuous, especially among those ambiguous categories that occur within
,ertain site assemblages. Even a bifacially worked "drill," as a member of a

seemingly clear cut group, might be misidentified. For example, at the Tibee
Creek Site, 22Lo600, a "drill" was issociatcd with a burial. It was found at
the head of Burial in association with a bone 'barrette" and seems to have
seen a pin used tc hold the hair in conjunction with the barrette rather than
to drill holes h, bone, wood, or shell. If the artifact had not been found in

• - ,.. -. , • .
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general morphoogIca1  char-act 'r -. L) cntIre c ramlbror and H.u.
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Thse arti ftazs I a sp a 5- s q I e p.panded s tes vi t a a gh' h oc'sa C e ,

s' ght e)-,.- \' t -. to _ traigrr nl ade cages ana ior zL, r)tal snc-ldurs. he
a-qer of Lne two specimerns is made of a nor- o.a gray,'brc.,wn qua-tz te and

nas a uiconvex cross section. The smaIler is maeo thermn y altered
writC chert anu has a piano convex -ross-sect ion; he f i :Ide appears to be
the o,'ginal flake removal surface fr or the parent rr... a I Ore blade of

th.s same point is alsc beve'cd. whicn probabir harpened during a resharpening

effort. The opposite edge is s ightiy ground or dulled. This poirit was found

in a plowzone sample of a 20 by 10 m excavation unit in the mound area. The

quartzite tool came from a plowzone sample southwest of the mound. The sample
statistics for these two examples are: Le.gth (mm), mean=40.O, s=4•7; Width

(mm , mean=25.], s=I.3; Thickness (mm), mean=9, s=2.8; Basal Length (mm),

mean=8 .3, s=l.1; Basal Width (mm) , mean=16.5, s=.2; PSA (degrees), mean=94,
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form 24, Wade-Like, N=4 (Figure 3:2-5).

Four specimens in the collection are similar to Wade points (Cambron and
* Hulse 1975:122): however, they la-k the squarely defined stem that exemplifies

the type, and the Lubbub examples do not have pronounced barbs. The stems are
st-aight to slightly rounded, the blade edges are vaguely excurvate, ar.d the
cross-sections of these examples are flattened. Of the four, two are made o'
local material: the complete one from thermally altered, local chert and the

other, a proximal section, from a yellow chert. Of the non-local cherts, one
is thermally altered white chert, and one, which nas a broken tip, is gray,
fire-cracked chert. T,.'o are from Phase I tests; one of these is from the
section of hectare adjacent to the mound on the west, the other is from east
of the mound. The other two are from plowzone excavation units south of the
mound. These points, if related to the Wade (Cambron and Hulse 1975), range
-)m ate Archaic to Middle Woodland in age. The sample statistics for these

Wade--iIKe points are: N (unbroken) = 2; L enqh (mrm), mean--4 4 .I, s=C.2; Width
(mn;), msean 32.3, s-1. ; Thickness (mm), mean=7.,, s=D.7; Basal Length (nrm),
"rJa,= ,1.8, s=2.0; Basal Wdth (Onim , mean 3. s.; FSA ,degrees), maan=l l,
s ; Average Plade Eaj A( " > degrees), rrt:an=-69. s=3; B-sa I Edqe Ang
c~,-eec) , nmean=e7, s=13: Weight )grams), mean=S., s=O.

cfr 2 , Flint Creek, N=4 (F igure ' : '

Although these four stemmed points (two Cf 4hich have been onvi ouslI,
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Prot 0 e t ;,I it. t is > 6 .. fc..nc I to be or,,ina t

. er c- . 'pc the ct I ,-r bec urea 1Jerk.ir s 97 8 7 , a-)o
E 197: 1,-q es simi ar forms wth r r' , !dd l aoodlano ape,,cc

Shoulder C1,ste7 tr "nt Gainesille Lake. The four examples From LubLub

e ;.bi tne chF 
3
'' -; c rnd _l s lem znd havie ctra ght o .cu"vatc bladc

edges, tapered shculders, and a biccn'e, crossect ion. The f Iak ng pattern

IS arIlOr. orsCc e/amp :s are made of local, tnermal ly a tered materIal, and

one s maa a' Ta' asi:. quar tz I te. Three ar-c trrier: one 's a proximal
sct o., one ,s m -sing :ane dstt1 end, and one ,s shove 1  incIsea. Two

possess cortcal mate' a! on one surface. One was recovered from a Phase I

tet east o' the mo und and three were recovered from excavations south of she 0

rr'. , LO vw r ;1- piowznne samples, and one from a postmold. The sample

Sb tI. r a S e Gar', points are: N (unt;coken) = 3; L h (am)
m s W.1; hidr ,rm) , mean=25.O, s= - .3; Tn ickness (mrm) , mean=7.9,

Ba:_. I 4 cthi aM), mean- .5 , s=3-.9; Basal Width (mm) , mcar'=14. 1,

s= : A ,Uegr ecs) . mean=8, s=4; Average Blade Edge Angle (degrees),

B _" a E rga e ('degrees), mean=109, Wst; Weight grams)

mean=.., s= l.

Fort" 2". Ba, ers (-cek-. ke, N=I (Figure 2:33).

The Bakers Creek (DeJarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962:47; Cambron and

Hulse 1975:8; Bell 1958:b; Smith 1979:99) is primarily a Tennessee River
Va'ey type found in association with Copena points. Ensor (1979:82-83) fauna

this type Irn tie Caines I le Lake (Class 38 Bakers Creek variety unspecilied).
Ho.,ne, er, the basaS edge configuration makes its unlikely that the Lubbub
socE- 'men is ar undisputed Bakers Creek type. The general age of Early ! t.
M1.dde Woodland assiqnLd to the Bakers Creek may be generally appl icab~c S i r"s
te -norphclcgy of The Luobub example is similar. It is an expanded stemmed,

%:ter rth r'k artifact. The blade is straight, the cross-section biconvex. and

tr'c Ciaklrn oattern random, .ith what appears to be indirect percussion
f ,a,ng on the body and pressure flaking on the edges. The local material is

t-rermly aitred ard it retains an "unfinished,' platform base. This tool
was located in a piwzone sample in the area close to and northwest. of the

mound. The measures for this point are: Length (mrm), 52.1; Width (mm), 25.4;
Thickness (mm), !0.5; Basal Length (mm), 10; Basal Width (mm), 16.6; PSA

(degrees), 102; Average Blade Edge Angle (degrees) 97.5; Basa Edq. Angle

(degrees), 180; We i (grams) , 13.6.
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". (J ecre- s 84; Weight (grams), 10.7.

orm j :, nnec qna .-,d Contracted Base, N=I (Figure ?:?L,.

T ;. tact, which I:- I contracted stem and almost non-ex'sent

S'oujE, p cbabv nas been resharpened seve-al ti mes. its general tnickness
t'e aDncaranc of step fractures along tne blade eage suggest this

' . Tn case is similar to Form -R, another o ',hiously resharpened

point. 'n ado :i,n the tip is blunted. !t was madce from local, thermally

:lteres m.terial, w~iic retained some of the original cortex. It exhibited

ran.dom fl:Aking a3d a bconvex cross-section. Probable chronological

ass rqn,)c wo ld be Late Archaic or Woodland. The measures for this artifact

are: Lengtt (m , 49.6; Width (mm), 19.7; Thickness (mm), 8.8; Basal Lenoth

(mm), 14.0; Basal Width (mm), 15.0; PSA (degrees), 77; Average Blade Edge

Angl (degrees), 90; Basal Edge Angle (degrees), 65: Weight (grams), 7.7.

torm 13, Undesigncted "' nobbed" Stem, N=I (Figure 2:25).

Tnis "knoaued" stem point may be an early Flint Creek variant like those

described by DeJarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron (1962:55). If such is the case,

it is a late Ar.:haic and Early Woodland type. It possesses a thick, excurvate

blade that is blurted at the tip. Shallow shoulders and a thick rounded stem

are aad;tonal attributes of this specimen. It is biconvex in cross-section

s-ri has a random flaking pattern. The material is thermally altered, non-

local white chert. It comes from a structure cut and has a mixed Miller III

3nd Mlississippian association. The measures for this example are: Length

(mm , 45.4; Width (mm), 18.8; Thickness (mm), 11.2; Basal Length (mm) . 11.6;
Basal Width fmm), 11.7; PSA (degrees), 87; Average Blade Edge Angle (degrees),

93; Basal Ldge A (degrees), 104; Weight (grams), 8.9.

Fort- 1 Undesignated "Spike", N=2 (Figure 2:26, 27).

These "spikes" are narrow and weak shouldered. The two examples are both

made from non-local material. One, made from thermally altered white chert

with a hinge-fractured tip was recovered from the mound test trench. The

other, made from dark g-ay, prooably Fort Payne chert which had heavily ground

t-dges, came from, a plowzone sample from a 10 x 10 m excavation unit south and

,light',. west nf the mound. Both have biconve) cross-sect;ons and random

flaking patterns. TRey are similar but not nearly so thick as Form 18, the

"knobbed' stem desCrtbed 3bove. The Bradley S1pike, a similar point defined by

,nehrrg '[956-27) a-d Camb-on and Hilse (1975:!9). has a Woodland association.

The cams statislic: for these two projectile points are: Length (mm)

r-,c-.-L i. 2. s= .2; Wdth (mm), nean=-.8, s=!; Thickness (mm), mean=6.7, s=0.6;

a ,t r rmoi, mean-., s-', Basal Width (mm), mean=ll. 8 ; s=0.3; PSA

!egr-r ,;) ,mean-97, -=-.1; Aera, e Blade Edqe Angle (degrees). mean=84, s=6;
3sa f. Angle (degrees . mean=75, <=8; Weig (grams), mean=5.2, s=l .5.

r Ne k' rket. N=l (fgure 2'3

THb> roudd., s. rrmed ro' cits withir the range cf the New Market type

r)"f ed by Camctcn aid 0 ulse (197;:96), hr 'y assign it tc the Woodland and

'-,ter t)c' ods 'n Alicama and ri te that i 's found in association with Swan

,ke. Firt Pver .,pke, ar d Bradie )pic P, nts The Lubbub example is made
r:.m !o al ve 1 o. cher , k- straiqht b le , is slightly a-;ymrnetrical, has
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'li Ues gnate Epane Stemmed, N=i (Fgure 2:13).

A oroximaI sect'7n of a t. .;c, ex3r, ded stemmed Doint made of gt av cr,er 

i Vrn the F" ayne Forn-.' o;n, was recovered soufl , of the rtcojnc.
exarpo, Is -na, a '< eIz d furaIe I D s igh v tapering shoulders, a

... Jex tross-set'son, 3nc an jni in shed' or platform ba se. An impuri t.y
m a eiaI 3ppears to nave caused the break. Although there is no commo!

vnc name for ti-is point, ir, this context it is, plausibly, a Woodland point,
mn t 1ar to the Swan Lake type. The measures for this point are: Width

n 18.5; Thickness (m , 9-: Basal Length (mm), 13.7; PSA (degree s) , 109;
* ..,erege Blade Ede Apcle kdegrees)., 82: Bas l Edge Angle (degrees), 180.

o -o 14, Uiides igrated Large wi th Round Base, N=I (Figure 2:21).

A single iarge roint, which had a rounded base and which was manufactured
-cm non-local, thermalIy altered white chert, was recovered from a daub
,,ncentration in excavations south of the mound. In addition to its rounded

uase and rounoei shcu.ders, the blades exhibited minimal excurvature. Random

r' -Luss o flaking is evident, but the edges were pressure flaked. The cross-

I-- uiconvex. This point does not confc-m to any common type name but

i i si;a mar Cotaco Creek poirts and theroby is probably Laze Archaic cr
actc'ana n age. The stem cnqge and dstal tip both ar- broken slightly. The

..>. ures for tnis artI-aol are: Length (mm), 4.6; Width (mm), $5.7:
-Kness (mm , K .2; Basa L efn h In r), r'" Basal Width (mm), 17.6; PSA

v.e. f'ees) , 102: Averano: Blance Edge Angle (degrees). ('9: Basal Edoe Angle
geg es) . 97; Weight (grams). 21.9.

,rm !, Cotaco Creek N=1 (Figure 2:22)

As. a oge, straight-stemr-ed, rounded shouliered point, this specimen
S, :, he range o, the Cotaco Creek type (Cambron and Hulse, 1975:33:

I rJa-nette. Khriack, and Cambron 1962:53). The cross-section is flattened.
*fe bod, auuPe irs to have bet. reduced by percussion flaking, and the edges

C h!, t pressure retouch. The fabric of the point is local, thermally
3 tared chert. This point comes from a plowzone sample taken from an
.-c3.atlon unit southwest c the mound. The chronological range of this type

:.,ends from the Archaic to the Woodland in Alabama (Cambron and Hulse

• tj5:33). The measures for this example are: Length (mm), 53.9; Width (mm),
-8.7; Thickness (mm), 12.6; Basal Length (mm), 10.0; Basal Width (mm), 17.0;
A (deg-ees), 78; Aveage Blade Edge g (degrees), 67; Basal Edge Angle
degrees) , 80; Weght (grams) 19.1

.. I._ , : 1C2- I, ." ' .L,...: l

- .* .- I,*! "~ z ' i-r..... .. .,................ c" ;• , r

- - . ' " . .......... ............ . *- -+ ' i I-'' "It

"-ees), 80 + -,Iirs .
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mean=31.2, s=O.7; Width (mm), mean=17.3, s=3.5; Thickness (mm), mean:7. ,
s=O.8; Basal Length (mm), mean= 6 .0, s=1.4; Basal Width (mm), meanrlO.3, s1 .6;

PSA (degrees), mean=89, s=21; Average Blade Edge Angle (degrees), mean=75.
s=]l; Basal Edge Angle (degrees), mean=73, s=l0; Weigh (grams) mean=3. 4 ,

s=1 .2.

Form 10, Undesignated Small Stemmed, N=2 (Figure 2:17, 18)

Two examples of crudely flaked small stemmed points were recovered, one

from an excavation plowzone sample ard one from a postrTold. These points are

manufactured of local, thermally az t_ered material. Bi-onvex cross-sectic'a-,
rn rdom flaking, s] ;ghtly contracting bases, and tapering shoulders

characlerize these points. One specimen has a broker tip and one has 3n
'"nf n;shcd" or striking platform base. Sample statistirs for these t~wc

po'n r are L nth (mm), mean=3 0 .0, s2.; Wdth (mS=);, mearB., s7" . ,
_o .z h (o: mean=7, s=O.t.; Bass', Width (mrr,) , me a r .,- = .I ; Thickness mc,

.:ar,:3. -0.7; PSA (degrees), mean=98, s=ll A 4,ora ge .lane E e An c
ciec -e mca-!=S, s=; Basal - , Ancce : Qgree , C'"ear'=!1 s=83; Weiqht

[qrams) , mrn ar,Q s. -. 6.

I os,Zo J N= F gure 2,9-20)

Two brorKe' oro' ;-nil , tec mad.: fro c,- ttie'-:ia I , red chert,
rt. :n the rarg( n tr desgr,ated Col i th,. lower Mississipp

(P ,-y (P.'ain 62: C r I tr 32, It o D, r o n. a i ' o d and-EarIy.'SC.- c7 - Thiese pc il
" s s : pp an ar )fart in th-: ir;c le la'c s c- C7 ' e

v,,e evpandea bases a d ho-izontaO shoiu der , . The jre f n, 'lattened

-ross sect io , and exh,- randors fiak ng . Or these wC p o]ec: le point-
.3 found in a 0 hase I tC:; unit cat j ,rd; the ,ther was fourd

Towzcne Io, 1e app0o imatr, '00 meters c, i f Lhc mo.nc. Sample

.r.s- as t o- t hese twa points are: Ler~qIh (brop.en) ; kd: Imin . mean=2 I.,
s=7- ; Thickness (rim) , mean=4. I. s=1.2; Basal Length mM) , mean=7.O, s=l. 4
plasa, I,;dth (mm), mean=12.L, s-1.3; PSA (oegrees), mear'-i;C, s=2: Averae

Blade Edge Angle (degrees), mean=55. s=l0; Basal I _p _ . (degrees),
mean=i5', s=l; Weight (grams) mean=l. 4 , .=O.7

Form 12, Swan Lake, N=l (Figure 2:12).

The single Swan Lake point recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological

Locality is a small, shallow side-notched, randomly flaked point made of a
nor-local gray chert, probably from the Fort Payne Formation. The cross-

section is biconvax and the base is an "unfinished," striking platform type.

7his descr ition fits that given by Cambron and Hulsc (1975:120) for the Swan

Lake points which occur first in the Archaic and wnich reach their greatest

abundance during the Woodland period in Alabama. Swan Lake points are similar

to the Archaic Lamoka point described by Ritchie (1961:29). The Lubbub

example was recovered from a Phase I test pit east of the mound. Measures for

this specimen are: Length (mm) , 34.7; Width (mim), 17.0; Thickness (mm), 5.4;
Basal Length (mm), 4.5; Basal Width (mm), 11.9; PSA (degrees), 119; Average

Blade E dg e gle (degrees), 60; Basal Edge An_.,. (degrees), 180; We gt
(grams), 3.4.

• . .. . . .
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pC,'zcne sample west srd s I ghtly south of the mound area. Pr:ject ile p, i'a this type occur genera ly in Late Woodand to Mfiiss;ss;p ,,an comocone!ts in
Alabama (Cambron and Huisa 1,. .-l; e~ampe iron Lye .fh.'r I :r; c,rnra

o'.' t as the fol t0-, l ng measuremen ' : qerr n m ", 71; ":" nmi 7

t7rc nes F ,mm) I, .4: Aver ace Biade Lace A: ._, degreer. ;7: Y :7- "nqi _t h
eq ee t  

. £1; Weight (grams), 1.5.

Forn 7, Nocena, N= ( gure 2:8)

A wi .lo,-leaf shaped point n,nufa-tu'ed from a t- r ' a . the Nc,..

IBE1 19 ID-65-,; C amb or a nd H, Se 97K : *s nam e t f' - 4o dena Si te
eas:.rn Arkansas. Chronolcg;cal a sso-a tions ucest t 'ate prenrit: IC

;pe !,bel 1958:64, . The Lubbub )c!nt, nossesses a ''at tenec :escect ion a na

broac,, snal Iow. random flaking. ;i was ,e:vered d.-i Ig Fa. e I a u nit

abojit three hund-e. me'ei--, east cf rye n,)unc. Measures I t.: - point are:
L2.1 knmr; , d.2; Wdth mm) . 9.2; T hH:ness (rim , 2.0; '.eAEeyR Blade Ease

e aeqrees, 5 2; Basa' £de AoW± Kaeg'eeK .; WC;qh! .rar_, , E.4.

Murr 0. Gunters, i o.- 1ke. N=3 (f iq. -e 2:9 ')

Three examp'eu. made c' tnt-r > vI ai t-ee, ,ocal m1fer ,31, pa' > iU. the

d--.-, ' i p on oro Guc u es r s I c p u in t <:arrbron and '4 ;L u9'K ., except t. ey

t':- C . a3 2 re2 c~m nut,'.C vers ion. n.Lr '71 DC,r' I a'c included b>

g- nu~r :r:) ri e Laie i',s s pp r iaou'ar ,.j r w of these
s cpet ens were reco,. ered fm r) are i tests east of t 're m- 'd rd outs de of

* h aheas ecv.ated durn- Ft ses 1 1 and I II. One with a distal end modified.

rposs c y f:or cr a: a no'e-ocater ,c was recovered from - M;1 e ' I pit.
cuod and to Late M1 ssissippian assoc..:iation has been proposed for these points

r A auana a)rror and Hulse 1975:6' , although they may occur l'ter in
t2r, ness'7 e (s-,rekerg 95r: F5) In both cases, they d-. occur r assocaton wit

Mac; son poInto. Thc:se points have slightly ex urvate ldces, reiat'v'ii

st,-h t bases, a flatt1enec to biconvex cross--section, a ranuoa: fla,rg

patte,- and appear to be made on flakes. Sample statist'cs or these

Projecti le points are: N (unbroken) = 3; Length (mm), mean=2/.0, s=2., I; Width

(mim) , mean=13.l, s=3.5; Thickness (mm), mean=4.1, s=0.9; Basal Concavity (mm),

mean=0.2, s=0.4; Average Blade Edge Angle (degrees). mean=bl, s=14: Basal Edqe

Angle (degrees), mean=57, s-13; Weight (grams), mean=l.2, s=0.6.

STEMMED POINTS

Form % Coosa, N=2 iF iqure 2: 15, 16)

D-r: I , 3 1 rints ,I',h snorst s h -- two Libbu c CadOIC, r es'mble
"* I'* . ' -3r r tte, rur a" k, ard Kc-' 97- : 1 ' r 1 7 rc, and Hulct

I., a -ca i, , ugj ."- ad2 od ,-d;ris urc.. ,

. - , o r ..r ,,. ,

I,..-- .' I , - '. 3' '

*. . '- :- .y* _: . .: - : - .. . ... . .:. . .. - . , .' .'. . . - .
, -- " . . , , , ., , ._ ... . . . . . . * : - . . , . _ . . . . , . ,,. . . : .. . . " : : ': .. . , ..', - , - : . .-
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The catch-all category, undesignated small triangular, includes all those
sinai triangular types that do not fit either the Madison or the Ham; ton
categ,)ries. Like tnose two named types, they also possess three verties,
randcn- faking patterns, and flattened cross-sections. Their morphological
chara:terist;cs differ from Hamilton and Madison points in edge shape and
size. Their similarities, however, suggest they are a related type. Of the
l7 small triangular points, 12 a'e made from local, thermally altered chert, 4
from local, unaltered chert, and I from non-loral, thermally altered chert.
Sailp, statistics fc' these project;i e pci nts are: N (unbroken) = 11; Length
{rmm) , mear- ., s=-.S; Widt (mm) , m.. V .3, s-2.8; Thickness (mm)
--an=5 3, s-C. ; -a sal Conca,',ty (r-m), mear n O.2. s=i.4; Average Blade [cige

(degrees), raP=7;, s=16: Basa; dg g (egree ), mean-7 , s=14;

. ijrams) .T,:an =  . s= .7.

'c-n' ., Lare ula, aL, (Figure 2! 1

_ fal with; i te desc-ptKo of the ''Pov;siona
.- . tambro.- aro l' cc (i97g: 3) They pcssess three

h t l.t tc s :ghtiy e cur"ate blades, and straight to

ma I u:,'u.a e bases. Three of the fou- specimens, tco of whic. are
r. ,. I sct c) , a' mad: locQ], . re u'1 I ; v altered material. One is nade

: "ro, I - i a 2ta QOJartzi te. T!, Cr rc ss-s-ections are flattened and
S'arn. i ng pitttern. M;'nute blade retouch suggests they may

J --. 'U g,. implements. Three are '-om Phase ! tests e st of the
d; " D uh - V;: re: 'nred from a piowzo n e samplIe south of tre mound.

S I -'-d cL.," has a '. do crronologi cal range that begins ir the Late
-.;a rind , i, , t rc,ugh the Mi sicsippia- per iod. Sample statistics for
nts r : (urbrn)L.en) - 14; L.n (mm), mear-30.9, s=3.I; W:cth

2' ID T h. T ckness (rnit , rn-un=.7, s=,.5; Av/erage Blade Ecge
Gt u. ees: m,.3 s= 10; Basal £d_ Ae L, le (aegrees) mean=65.0, s= I

. -_j L , , , =14 .2

r ; _ -, o d-r<ounded o_se, N=2 (Figure 2:3, 4).

W_ T h.:e two o c e tilc points have slightly excurvate sides and a rounded
base. One is mode of a fzssiliferous gray chert which probably came trom the
Bangor f --mat on; the other, a proximal section, is maae from local, thermally
a,tered mate idl. The :"c:s-sectIon is biconvex and the flaking pattern
:ando'o. These two artila, 4ere recovered from plowzone samples in
ne'ghbo'<rg r, cta!es south of The mo.ind. This type probably has a temporal
range from MVIJle Wcdlaro throug- MIss.7sippian. The measures for the
,-omplete specimen are as fo1 lows: _ength (mm), 30.8; Width (mm) 14.5;
,.:kness (rml 7m) ; Average Blade Edg2 A e (degrees) 87; Basal Edge

Degrees) , 75; !' t (grams) 3.0.

o - 6, - s V, eef entaqonal, N-I 'Figure 2;5).

Th's pentaqonal shaped point falis iithin tne range of the Jack's Reef
P tagunal point (Ritchle 1961:28; Cambrun and lulse 19h:69) . The type has

De 0 1 "ocal y ,-eferr 4 to as MsscSsippi Pentagonal' (Cambron and Hulse
9 7:69 • Made of.......... srmall altered material, the Lubbub specimen

eChibit' .i r'ndom flaking pattern and a flattened cross-section. It appears
have been made on a flake. He ivy unifacial retouichin-j on the distal tip

s,,ggestr that this point was ,eshafpened. This example was found in a

:[ : ::::- :.: ::i * : i .• - -..> .. : : - - _.- - :_._ .. ::.. _ . ..., .. '::
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"+ !.~e :: d.<.,. n 'Ic c C Icit iSon, K"L a-c from the rhase I , anO ill
I t I : "tvJ a rc tom the P!;ase I tests. There are £7 whole or

'; 'a t, nts , D- ooxilma l sections, and one disLal fragment; 15 are

* -a' : fr u or, -.,'t, u t fro: local, thermally altered chert, 5

-r '-,- I"-a , u --. ~ ,h_'t., and 2 from non-local, thermally' altered

• c ,r; T Two D' he'e D-,:rLs have been reworkeu on their distal ends. Although

" yr h r a ,' , d'! tribution as a Mississippiar form (Scully '351:14;
,9 : gamt o and Hulse 1975:L4), Jenkins (1975:19 1 has aIso

"-. t '':, v! r t't occ ,s i. the Miller i Il period w thin the Central

- igbee Val I1o. Sample tatsti cs for these projectile points are: N

-, - Aen 
=  

I: -e gth (r. , mearn=22 .'4 , s=6 .. ; Width (mm) , mean= 14.0, s=2.7;

I-,ness 71, rn ean -+.". s=0.9: Basal : oncavity (mm), mean=0. 4, s=O.6;

t, .age 2ied Edge ;-L.je degrees) men=70, s=12; Basal Edge Angle (degrees)

"' ,:;e n 7, s=2 ; e rIt ams , mean=l.1, s=0.5.

2, Him Iton, N=19 (f gum 41

Has th, mr;t ,  (Beli 1970:54: Cambron and Hulse 1975:64; DeJarnette,

• ora: , u:td ' nbrcr :> 7 also are referred to as the Hamilton Incurvate

' .Tc erg l956:Eq) . "hs t'pe, according to Kneberg (1956:85), is a Late
'- :,,dinan type. In eastern Tennessee it is associated with the Hamilton

c. J-ia i :nu',,r .d eui . T se small, triangular points have incurvate blades,

a'.' 3":: a tc,! a fe. examnles have been noted with straight bases (Cambron and

the ma.jcr t? of thf'e bases are incurvate. For the sake of

c , be Ham: trons will be dJstinguished from Madisons --- and from

r a :.,ar point',  -- by the possession of three incurvate edges.

:'o.>,C, p ,S c f < r af3 so from Kneberg's (1965:85) classic definition in that,
-I'3r. :h a tai nev prec.-'ure chipped edges, in some cases the body is

..J Jr ' I i - r .Ihe flaki ng patterr. is random and the cross-section,
I t re. i Ptiasv I te-ts, 3 Hami Itons were recovered (one from an) area

.-ijacent to ind eas of the mound), and 16 were derived from Phase II and III

c* a .a 1, 1 C rY'r ht S. (20' this number, 7 were whole or minimally broken, and 12
qc pro> sc 'ans. comal mzterial was used in all 19 Hamiltons, and 12

,,E: e heal treated. Sample statistics for these projectile points are: N

,'Ihro4v':) 7; Leng th (-,m)), mean=22.3, s=4.0; Width (mm), mean=14.5, s=2.5;

,c.ne, __.. , mean-,.t , T l.; Basal Concavity (mm), mean= .3, s= 0.3;

.':age B ade Edge An le (degrees), mean=73, s=ll; Basal Edge Angle (degrees),

"9 Weight (gram'). mean=l.O, s=O.4.

" Unrlesignated Small Triangular, N=17 (Figure 4)

* . - - .
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Material: T3 cal ' rv ocar

-.: * n . lc . "a dist al .re a! '&j, a I erc'utj -r:, '*-c .-r '.2eq

', Jcnce &t u. o,:'rai , distal sct'-- Is prese:

Blane e~c ,  :t'.Jp1 (3 C : rmg c,, 'c L ., ( e ex:Ufr.ate c, '

Blae edge shape (Side I ) : sty-' L./I ncrva Ie/exzurvateyoIher

B-3 - a edec shape (no,-s teamed po n.s or ly): s'raig-t/'n urvat .ecur'vat,_
o fLher

Although there are few di!ect interpretations of a teci-ologica ' n,. * r-
rcc ooor a d i r th is I i st ( i . e flaking patterns, basai ,h nni ng, bevel i n ,

,tc. it blade an. base angle measurements ard thckness combined With the
oiner re:orded d imen; ns are a function o manufc tur ng methoas . s
pe ,: ais.v en.t ned, other variables not on Inr- list wi1 1 oce roted when

L{nroar'ate. Formal s-:t sticai analysis was emoloyed as an aid to the
ntr, of Lubeu project e point categories, 'w -car no the solo

f_. i:i r,. r der iva: cr. Teie syster used 'u:- shoul, p! svide . rc, ugh ata
ro. > c, -.,mpa: so" .i ;r atii w IC o'.h-r c ast tf> ton 3

tfemes for
' . oct le po : f.s.

the usefu'"'-s c, (L , -i i F tu a ana I s S tc r arch ,- sts -

d d c . e r-a iE ad ts a !t 1 ,. be .quatej w: th other
-. mb ;,es. Tire f I ow'iri r e' r,., (TablI e represents a d vei se group ct

I C.f iC r S whiot iqe ele r ed if v V o exen'p ify tie use of .e'-Lai1. measures
o r n e- and int ra- cE'ra ge ,.l It must he recognizes that the aims o'

tho.se endea, ors we circursc -ia.d by their research dcsigns, tine, funds, and

nterest of tne aushors This b 0 y no means an exhaustive list of attributes
ronsinered by these individual ilvestigators.

o nce a great deal of centrovers7  has gone into discussing the
typological concept, an attempt to re',iew the literature will not be attempted
here. Most archaeologists do agree, however, given a collection of
artifactual materials, some system of placing elements into groups must be
undertaken Lo facilitate analysis of the cata. In order to solate these
groups, certar variables must be giver precedence over others.

For the co lection of projectile points f-om tne Lubbub Creek

Archaeoiogical Local ity, the traditional type-name system such as that
cmpioyed by Lambron and Hulse (1915) was used to pnlace points into categories.
Admittedly, this. methoc has considerable lim;tatlons because the trait-list-
came system often obscures i ripor tan L variabiiity wrt)lin types. Tce
combnat ion of typologicai categories ano statist ical measur es of th(
projectile poir,ts within any type should go a long va toward solving this
problcm, TabIe 2 lists the points by the heading 'form" fol lowed b> a number.
A name was app , led where approp' ate and a def n; tion af the type g yen. T
be cons stent .lt past pci nt type, descript ions in th area much of the forms'
trrnino lgy u t i 1 zeu by Carmbro and I[uLse 191 1 ir The Hanobonk of Alabara

2rc1'ae2o.9x 4as employed.

.,.. . - .- .. .- . . - . -. .: -. . ..

-- .. . -. .-. .. . .° . ,



n j ,'r u, s f r ac tur'2r .0_'rg both b ldr, e d ges as e'., de c of prolab I e

",-,rg azt >oslse~s . h y urvate blades, in'reaI

sho, .i and . -_t--b ,-. .o: atbe *:eneraI cur' i guration
sug ge 7s t e point ma y o- Ig 1, .v rr , :nt re Cambror and Hulse
9 ) r si ; I ar p - 7 . _ r Ov .s tIos a - i f act is b;conve> and

the flaing pattern s random d Wa recov'eed from a Phase i test
'opproximate'y 300 MEnerc So U nd sI ght'y cas, of tc mrolro area. The
measures for this item are: Lnh ,mn:" , 2: Vdrh (mm) 22.7; Tnhckness

(mm), 0.4; Basal Length (am) 11.3; E a s-I W idth (mm) , 16.0; PSA (degrees),
81; Average Blade Ed.e Angle (degrees) , 79; B:3sal Edge A2 le (degrees), 86;
4eight (grams), 7.1.

Form , Indeterminate Stemmed, N=9 (Figure 2:i4, 3:10-16).

These are specimens which are broken in such a manner as to render
identification, beyond the recognition of stems, difficult, An attribute list
for these points, which scores only the attributes which are present, can be
found in Table 3. This category does not include examples in Form 30,
reworked points.

Form 3 0, Points with Blades Reworked into Alte-native
6 Tool Categories, N=9, (Figure 3:19-27).

rhese examples are p-ojectie points that have been fa.hioned into other
morphclogical categories but which have the original hafting elements and
;ower blade section intact. These alterations occur on both stemless and
stemmed points. Of the nine stemmed examples, seven were recovered from Phase
I tests. Additional information concc.-ring these points can be located in
Table 4. Nonstemmed examples are discussed within their respective
categor i es.

Form iJ_ Indeterminate Fragments

* Distal N = 52: Medial N = 9; Proximal N = 8.

The .or t.y cf 0)-sc fragments a-e c stal sections; medial sections are
- o n, sr , on- rc r L atin the haft elemernt, jsual can be

:,"- :'q z , r a Jg ' :- .~
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 2o 27

28 29 30 31 a2 33 34 35

2 . o ec't It ,nt s from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Local i ty.

," .. T i.n ar ; 2, 4 , Triansul ar, Rounded Base; 5, Jacks Reef
lit.n 6i 7, 'roken M1adison; 8, Nodena ; 9-li, Guntersvi le-like:

I ,V;wV lrC t 1 , ndosionatod Expanded Stem; 14, MIis;cellaneous Stemmed;
1, , ,tlo , , IS, t'ndesign'ivted Small Stem: 19, 20, Broken Collins;
11.k-' i t ,1 ',,i):iC(I Baosti: 2"2, C,":aco Creek; 23, Big Slough; 24

ST 1 (1 .i! ;l tt' 0d Con tiI Ict ti g, cteml; 25, l'ndesignated "Knob ' Stem; 26, 27,
, nil,, 'If TLutW 2)-3 , Gary; 33, Bakers Creek-I Ike:

,., .: .. .* - .. . .. .
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Madison, Hamilton, and "triangular" projectile points have been combined for
" the purposes of analysis. Rather than sorting into types and categories,

numerical analysis -- in this case a combination of principal component

analysis and cluster analysis -- will be used to classify these projectile

points. In this way the degree of relationship among the objects can be

measured, and summary statistical measures can be presented for each group of

closely related projectile points.

The sample selected for analysis comprises 69 complete projectile points:
8 "triangular," 58 Madison, and 6 Hamilton. The descriptive measures and

frequency distributions for this group are shown in Table 5. These projectile

points range in length from 13 to 46.2 mm, in width from 9 to 20.20 mm, in

thickness from 1.3 to 7 mm, and in weight from 0.2 to 2.9 g. Their length to

S- width ratio varies from 0.76 to 2.58 mm; their shape ranges from triangles

which have bases wider than their length, to equilateral triangles, to

isosceles triangles. Their blade and base shapes can be either convex,

concave, or straight. Blade edge angles range from a narrow 33 degrees to a

blunt 102 degrees; basal edge angles vary from 39 degrees to a flat 180

degrees. Most but not all of these projectile points are made from local

chert, and approximately two-thirds are made from heat-treated chert. Only

two show signs of reworking.

*
The range of values for the several measures and their associated

standard deviations suggest that these 69 projectile points make up a highly

variable population. Moreover, the inclusion of the length to width ratio,

although it 's an excellent measure of overall shape, does introduce an

element of redundancy into the set of variables. Because the construction of

meaningful groups is the goal of this analysis, both random variation and the

logical redundancy should be removed prior to the cluster analysis. One way
L o remove randim and uriimportant variability and to factor out the redundancy
;s by orincipa: componert analysis. This numerical method extracts linear

- -crombinations of variables which account successively for the greatest amount

of variability, the second greatest amount of variability, and so on. In

effect, p:incipni component analysis reduces the dimensionality of the

or igi~i symmetri: Q or R matrix. In this case, once the symmetric attribute

mat, x as been reduced to its essentiais, the projectile points and their

ignal Fasures ian be projected onto this component space. The original
',a:ablec con be replaced by a lesser number of component scores. These

cmponent scores then can be used as the data for cluster analysis. This

c cmbinato:, of techniques has been used in archaeology to analyze Swiss

Neol; .h;,: ceramics WhalIon, Peebles, and Kus 1975) and has been employed to

analze a wide var'ety of other kinds of data (Sneath and Sokal 1973:245-246).

Thr, results of the principal component analysis are shown in Table 6. If

-* ie sijificant components are defined as those with eigenvalues greater than

i.0 arn,. those which encompass a cumulative percent variance extracted of at

ieast i' percent, then these data can be reduced to four principal components.

The fifth principal component has been ncluoed in Table 5, but it will not be

used in subsequent parts of the analysis. In effect, the original 11

. variables have been reduced to four linear combinations of these variables.

Component I combines all the variable- except base and blade shape. In

classic factor analysis, Component 1 would be called the "size" factor.

Component 2 focuses on length, width, weight, and edge angles. Again, in the

. . . .. .. . -. " ' -: =. : ...C i . ' -..-
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angaoc o' factor analysis this would ue cal led a b poi f_-tor. n .Ow
e n ese relationship amorng two sets of varIables. Component 3 is

:o,'tructed rot the most part from varianles that measurc shape: Ovrai

s-ape in3I blade shaoe. Component i4 extracts width and blade shape ind

cor;.rasts those variables with overall shape and basal concavity. [ompsner"
i pr ma!; y a measure of basal concavity, Dut ;t extr acts some of the

remanin.- variability in the shape of tue blade as well.

tomponent scores for the first four principal components were calculatea

for each projectile point. The projectile points were then grouped by a
polythetic agglo rC-ative clustering algor;thm which minimized the error sum-

of-squures in each fusion of individuals or clusters. (The algorithm is
called "Ward's Method" and further confirmation can be found ;- Peebies,

1974.) The 69 projectile points were grouped finally into 7 ci -ers. The

so-called "scree" test was used to make the choice of the final number of
clusters. The value of the error sum-of-squares was graphed for each fusion,

and the point at which the slope of the line made a drastic change was used as

the stopping point. In this case the line becomes nearly vertical after the
group has been reduced to 7 clusters.

The descriptive statistics for the 7 clusters are given in Table 7. The

success of this analysis can be judged by a comparison of the standard

deviations , f the several variables for the group as a whole (Table 5) and the

sevsr c ! ,sters (Table 7). There has been a marked reduction in the
coefficient of \'ariabiIity for all measures. The 69 projectile points
D-rarged ;n the order of their similarity measures are shown in Figure L. The

indiv'idual clusters and their measures are described below.

i',uster I contains three projectile points. The mean measures for this

group are; length 22.27 mm, width 14.00 mm, thickness 3.43 mm, and weight
'.8 ~c,. The average length to width ratio is 1.62. The bases of tnese

p-ojecti le boir.ls are concave and their blades are convex. The blade and base

edge angles, which are the variables that set this cluster apart from the

, ther's, are extremeiy narrow. The average edge angles of the two blades are
Ll and 4,u degrees; the average edge angle for the base is 41.33 degrees. All

of irssc: uroect; le points are fabricated from local, heat treated chert, ana

nore show evidence of being reworked. In the classic typology, two cf toes,

rc- d be caied Madison and one would have been placed in the residu~il

Jr ,,r -alsrgo y.

rh.t - 2, .ich is the second largert o the sc.'en c usters, contai,,s
c t it, r, ts. -he mean measures for this group are: ler, th

'7-9 r hickness, 3.73 mm, and 4eight O.h4 g. The a\,erage
S:s !. and t is this ,ariacle which sets this clster

-' , 3 The -hape of these projectile points is generaliv that

'r<ang!e. The brse arid blade shcpcs are _concave, and -he

t"c three , ides are all nearly C0 degrees. T!ese

ti v'- le serve to fur ther separate Cluster 2 from the other six
h, I one of the members of this cluster are made fi-am local

j! r<. have hs.en heat treated, and only one appears to ia.'e been
ea . t ut Lrc, ot thece project:le points fits- w;thin the Madison

fi> q-r ,. ,i;_ r ,e ',-e exception can be pult in the res'dual triangular class.

cr*tcr 3, which con'airF, nine projectile points, is most like Cluster 2.
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Differences in the length to width ratio, blade shape, and blade edge angle,
however, tend to distinguish it from this cluster. The mean measures for
Cluster 3 are: length 21.22 mm, width 18.58 mm, thickness 3.79 mm, and weight
0.81 g. The average length to width ratio is 1.83. The projectile point
bases are concave, and the blades range from straight to slightly convex. The
mean edge angle for both blades is 72 degrees, and the basal edge angle is ,1
degrees. All but one of these nine projectile points are made from local
chert, and all but three show the effects of heat treatment. None show signs
of reworking. Seven of these projectile ponts would be classified as
Madisons; two would be called Hamiltons.

Cluster 4 encompasses eight of the thickest projectile points in the
sam 1 e. This variable, olus the relatively large bilade angie and basal edge
angles Lend to separate this cluster from the othcer.. The mear, measures for
lluster 4 are: length 2L.68 mm, width lk.66 mm. thcknss 5.6b4 mm, and weigrt

29 g. The blades and bases are concave. The basal edge angle is
approximately 70 degrees; the blade edge angies a e 75 and 82 degrees. Seven
of the project; le points are made from local chert, only two are heat treated,
Ind none shows signs of reworking. In classic te-ms, one is a Madison, three
are Hamiltons, and four would be placed in the residual triangle category.

Cluster 5 contains thirteen projectile points. The projectile peints in
this cluster are among the largest in the sample. The mean measures for .his
group are: iength 31.11 mm, width 16.68 mm, thickness 4.80 mm, and weight

1.80 g. The average length to width ratio is 1.89. The blade edges are
straiqht and the bases are concave. The average blade edge angle for both
blades is 69 degrees. and the basal edge angle is 60 degrees. Eleven of the
projectile points are made from local chert, only six are heat treated, and
none show signs of rewarking. All but one of these proJectile points fit i:
the Madison type, and the single exceptlon i. a member of the resiau!
triangular category.

C.uster n, which is the largest of the se._en clusters, containP. ,
nempbers, The blade and basal edge ar-gles serve to set this c-luster cff from
the ot' er;. The nean measures for this group are; iencth 20.69 mm, wide"
14.72 an, trhckne s .48 mm, and weight 1.17 g. The orojectile point base';
are concave and the blades are straight to c-n.,ex. The b ;de edge angles ar,,
78 3nd 80 degrees; the basal edge angle is 74 aegrees. All but three of these
projectile poi.r- are made from local chert, and all bUL six are heat treated.

One shows signs of reworking. Sixteen of these projectile points wculd be i

placed in tile Mad ison catego, ,': one would be pu t i n the residual triangu. a-
category.

Cluster 7, like Cluster !, is somewhat of an odd-ball group. The
projectile pcInts in this cluster are long and narrow; their length to widtA
ratio of 2.37 sets them off from all the other cluster-, lt mean measui-cs
for this group are: length 25.73 mm, w;:jtm 10.77 mm, thi ss L.80 mm, aid
weight 1.03 q. The bases in this cluster range from conca'. lo convex, and
the blades are straight to con\,ex. The blade edge angles both average S8
degrees, and the average basal edge angle is more than 118 degrees. All of
these projertile points are fabricated f-,m ioca1. heat treated chert. and

nrone show signs of reworking. Two fit within thc Mladison type, and one ;s
within the limits of the residual triangular class.
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't is apparenit from tre above analysis that neithe, a s'ngle var'able -o
'a"-.. single group of ,.'ariaoles can serve ti cl d ,:i y IV th-se triangular projec le
pc nts The threc groups .f measui-es t.uIat define shape, sze, and e7ge
morphology combine 2,

, differet ways in eac, of the clusters. CistErs wt-ch
cont. ain e rojectile points of similar size a.-d shape m61, be distinct from one
another when edge angle is taken into consideration. Conversely, clusters
,hich contain prcject ile points of different sizes may be close to one another
when shape and edge angles are considered. When all three major dimensions of
variability are considered simultaneously, the results are both visually and
statistically satisfying.

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS

A though by no means unequivocal, there is a pattern in space and time
among :re members of The seven clusters of triangular projectiles points.
F-)m -rc total of 69 examples, 19 of these projectile points can be placed in
..: tu. a: ,- tempcar contexts. The remainng 50 examples, which were

',,o et.r fro: Thie I test units ; I m) picwzone samples, can be

C, oiea i,_- c w ti-n the Lubbub Creee. Arc haeologicaI LocaIity (Figure )

he threec pro ct; le oints in Ciuster I all were found near the r:,.er
bijnk in the extremc eastern part of the project area. None were found in a
secure cultural or ch:-,nnological context.

Of the !6 projectile points in Cluster 2, four can be assigned a place in
the ste's chronol.:g). Two came from Miller III features, one from a
Mssissippian" feature, and one from a Summerville IV feature. Examples from
This cluster were found in almost every hectare that was excavated.

'uster 3 ccnt-ined 9 projectile points, three of which could be placed
i. tue site's c'rcnology. All three were found in Miller Ill features. The
gcri:nral d s'r;bu 'on f this group of projecLile points encompassed an 7rea
r.,th anr east of The mound.

Oe Ihe eigr.t projecti ie points in Cluster 4, t ,o were found n mixed,
Late V2 da )d ana tlississippian contexts, and one was recovered from a

ijmmer\vi Ie !V 'eature. All but one of these projectile points were found
rt of t he rilurd.

-i a-ter T co, taied 13 project; ie points. Four of these poirts were
f.,d".d .h a S,rimervi lIe l 1 Dericd b ral in Hectare 400Ni-400E. These four

.-. . to he eye, and th c I J t er ar a I ys s onf i rmS t i vi sua
Jo' . r menrqer cif th .. 1L ter was round :r featu e 1!ar

. .. . n.o 731 be pla e '' h" - r -'v; I Ie er ri. ,
o , : fond i h r, in n wd t C ;7

ed :. h "-e L .

n e~ a~t I r 3 1roe"I

I itc re h hta r r

'qrce member s of Cluster 7 were found i n m3 wore Samples.
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were recovered from areas west of the mound.

Although the trends are not clear, it seems as though Clusters 2 and 3
are candidates for assignment to the Miller III and Summerville I periods,
whereas Clusters 4 and 5 seem to be associated with the mature Mississippian,

Summerville II and III, and the protohistoric, Summerville IV periods. The
only real trend in cultural context is the relationship between almost one-
half the members of Cluster 5 and symbolic contexts, either a burial or the

mound.

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION OF PROJECTILE POINT TYPES

From the total of 277 projectile points recovered from Phase I through
III excavation units, 63 were recovered from contexts that permitted
approximate chronological assignments. It should be noted that among the
Madison, Hamilton, and small triangular forms, whole projectile points and
point fragments are included here, whereas in the cluster analysis of these
types, only unbroken points were in the sample. It should also be pointed out
that the relationship between the seven clusters and chronology was much
tighter than between projectile point type and chronology.

Of the 41 Madison points recovered in context, 5 were in Miller III
features, 7 were associated with mixed Late Woodland and Mississippian
deposits, 23 were from Mississippian (Summerville I through III) features, and
5 could be assigned to the protohistoric (Summerville IV) period. The 12
Hamilton points were divided evenly between Late Woodland and Mississippian

features: 6 Miller III, I mixed Late Woodland-Mississippian, 3 Mississippian
(Summerville I through ill), and 2 protohistoric (Summerville IV). One small
triangular point could be assigned to the Miller III period, two to the
Mississippian, and one to the protohistoric period.

A Guntersville-like point, two Coosa points, and an undesignated shallow
side-notched point were recovered from Miller III features. One undesignated
"knob" stemmed point was found in a mixed Late Woodland and Mississippian
deposit. One Flint Creek point was in a Mississippian feature.

Twelve projectile points were recovered from the mound deposits. Eight
of these were Madison points. The remainder included one undesignated spike,
one Mclntire, one undeterminate stemmed, and one fragment.

The majority of the projectile points recovered during the Phase I

through III excavations, as well as those that resulted from the University of
Alabama. Office of Archaeological Research's work in 1977 (Ensor 1979), were
either Hamilton, Madison, or small triangular forms. All of these projectile
points can be assigned to the Late Woodland and Mississippian periods. The

* greate, pat of the remaining projectile points, the stemmed and side-notched
forms. ind;cate 1 few Late Archaic through Middle Woodland components. The
single Big Slough point suggests an Early to Middle Archaic component.

BLANKS AND PREFORMS

In his glossary of flintworking terms, Crabtree defines a blank as:

...a usable p:ece of lithic material of adequate size and form for

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......-.-. .,...,.. .......... .:..:..:.- . .. ......-....-.-...... ................. ,---.,.,..-....... . ,.,.,,
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making a lithic artifact -- such as unmodified flakes of a size
larger than the proposed artifact, bearing little or no waste
material, and suitable for assorted lithic artifact styles. The
shape or form of the final product is not disclosed in the blank
(Crabtree 1972:42).

In contrast,

Preforming denotes the first shaping. Preform is an unfinished,

unused form of the proposed artifact. It is larger than, and without
the refinement of the completed tool. It is thick, with deep bulbar
scars, has irregular edges, and no means of hafting. Generally made
by direct percussion. Not to be confused with a "blank." (Crabtree
1972:42).

Both blanks and preforms have been identified among the lithic artifacts
recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Because they were

made from cobbles of varying size and shape, the line dividing members of
these two categories is somewhat tenuous. Generally, the degree to which a
form has been roughed out is the criteria that has been used to separate the
two forms.

Blanks, N=35 (Figure 6:1-28, 31, 35-38, 48-49).

Ensor (1979:24) has characterized blanks as "...unfinished pieces of raw
material.., an intermediate stage in the production of a stone tool." He
observes further that blanks are thick, evidence massive, unpatterned flaked
scars, and show hinge fractures that prevented further thinning. They are, in
fact, cobbles which have been flaked crudely on all surfaces, perhaps used for
a task at hand, perhaps reduced further, but ultimately discarded in an
unfinished form.

All but two blanks were recovered either in 1 m 3 plowzone samples or in
Phase I test units. Of the two remaining blanks, one was found near the
mound, the other in the ditch that encircled the Summerville IV community.

Stemmed Preforms, N=3 (Figure 6:32-34).

Three crudely flaked, triangular preforms with prototypical stems at

their base suggelted unfinished projectile points. All three artifacts were
recovered in I m plowzone samples.

Thin Preforms, N=12 (Figure 6:29-30, 39-47).

These thin preforms exhibited irregular flake removal scars but lacked

* the fine edge pressure flaking usually equated with finished tools; they were
% all quite thin (<8 mm), and some may have served as knives. Macroscopic
% examination of Lhe edges, however, revealed o evidence of use. All these

artifacts were found either in the I m plowzone samples or Phase I test

units.

9 Triangular Preforms, N-39 (Figure 7).

Most of these preforms were small, thick, and trianguloid. They lacked

., 5.,
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fine pressure flaking which characterized finished triangular projectile
points (Forms 1-3), but they presumably were destined as such. Sixteen of
these specimens possessed some cortical material, and two of these had cortex
on both sides. Figure 7:7 has cortex surrounding the base which shows a
pebble to finished tool relationship. Two of these preforms were associated
with a Summerville I structure, two were recovered from a Summerville IV
structure, one was found in a Mississippian pit, and one was found in the
ditch. The remainder came from plowzone samples and test units.

DRILLS AND MICROLITHS

One of the major accomplishments of the University of Alabama, Office of
Archaeological Research investigations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality was the definition of an indigenous microlithic industry (Ensor
1979:243-266). This microlithic assemblage extends the boundaries of such
industries far to the southeast of Cahokia in Illinois and Zebree in Arkansas
and fills in a spatial gap between these assemblages and those of nothwest
Florida and southwest Georgia. The basics of the Lubbub microlithic industry
include heat treatment of river cobbles, rather precise core preparation, the
production of small prismatic and lenticular blades, and the secondary working
of these blades into drills and gravers (Ensor 1979:243-256). Ensor defined
this industry from a sample of 197 artifacts, 89 of which were found in one
level of a single pit. Based on the occurrence of other artifacts, especially
shell beads, Ensor believes that the microliths were used to manufacture these
beads (ibid:266).

There is an interesting contrast between the microlith assemblage that
4 -Ensor described and microlithic artifacts recovered by the Phase I through III

excavations reported here. In a hundred-fold increase in volume of the Phase
I through III excavations, we recovered less than one-half the total number of
microliths than did Ensor. Second, far fewer microlithic cores were found in
our excavations than his. Third, the majority of our microliths did not
evidence thermal alteration, whereas the vast majority of those reported by
Ensor were heat treated.

For purposes of discussion here, the microlithic drills will be presented
as part of a larger discussion on drills in general. Where distinctions are
clear-cut, however, drills that are products of the Lubbub microlithic
industry are described apart from the others.

Drill Preform, N-22 (Figure 8:54-61).

These small, bifacially retouched, rod-like artifacts showed no
macroscopic evidence of use-wear, hence the designation preform. Two of these
drill preforms were made from large blades; seven of the smaller examples
retained some residual cortex; the remainder of the small examples were
retouched to the point that any clue to their original form had been
obliterated. Five of these artifacts were found in controlled contexts: one
in a Miller III pit, two in Mississippi period middens, and two in
protohistoric, Summerville IV pits.

Stemmed Drill, N-I (Figure 8:1).

One "classic" drill had the characteristic long, thick, but narrow bit,

Z
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expanded base, and slightly tapered haft element. This artifact was found in
a Phase I test unit east of the mound, in an area with Late Archaic and Early
Woodland components.

Expanded Base Drills, N-3 (Figure 8:2, 33, 34).

These drills have long, narrow, thick bits and a triangular, expanded and
thinned base. All three examples were recovered from uncontrolled contexts.

Shaft Drills, N-8 (Figure 8:4-12).

These drills have long, narrow, thick bits and a base that is the same
basic shape as the shaft. Two examples have residual cortex on their bases.
Three are definitely fabricated from blades. Of the three recovered from
controlled contexts, two were in the mound, and one was in the fill from a
protohistoric, Summerville IV structure.

Microdrills, N=12 (Figure 8:46-53).
By definition here, microdrills are small (less than 3 cm long),

bifacially retouched, single-pointed implements. For the most part, these
items conform to the definition given by Ensor (1979:253) for "Class 3"
microlithic artifacts. One of these drills was found in the mound fill and
one in a Summerville I1-111 period structure; the remainder were recovered
from I m3 plowzone samples.

Other Drills, N-5 (Figure 8:42-45).

There are five single-pointed, bifacially retouched "drills" which have a
diverse, irregular morphology. They have been lumped into this catch-all
category.

Drill Fragments, N-27 (Figure 8:35-39).

Among the fragments of drills were four proximal, five medial, and
eighteen distal sections. One was recovered from a Miller III pit, one was
found in a protohistoric, Summerville IV structure, and three were located in
Mississippian pits. The remainder come from uncontrolled contexts.

FLAKED COBBLES

Longitudinal Edge Flaked Cobbles, N=19 (Figure 9:1-8; Figure 10:1-8).

Cobbles, either bifacially or unifacially flaked along one longitudinal
edge, were designated as either unifacial or bifacial knives in the

p preliminary laboratory analysis and in Volume III. Here, they are given a
more descriptive name. These tools have macroscopic evidence of use along the
retouched edge. There are nine bifacial and ten unifacial examples in the
collection. One of the bifacial cobbles was made from petrified wood and was
found in the mound; the remainder were made from chert, and two of these which
came from a controlled context were found in a Mississippian midden. The
unifacial flaked cobbles all are made from chert. Three of these unifaces
come from controlled contexts: one from a Summerville I structure, one from a
Summerville I1-1l1 structure, and one from a protohistoric, Summerville IV

-
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shell concentration.

Transverse Edge Flaked Cobbles, N=13 (Figure 9:9-11; Figure 10:9-16).

Cobbles either bifacially or unifacially flaked along one transverse edge
were designated as either unifacial or bifacial scr3pers in the preliminary
laboratory analysis and in Volume Ill. As with the longtitudinally flaked
cobbles, these artifacts have been renamed to eliminate the functional
denotation. Also, like the longitudinally flaked cobbles, these cobbles
flaked along their transverse edge exhibited use-wear along their retouched
surface. Three of these cobbles were flaked bifacially and ten were flaked
unifacially. One of the unifacial examples was found in a Mississippian
context, and the other two were recovered from uncontrolled contexts. One of
the bifacial examples was recovered from a Miller Ill pit, two were found in
protohistoric, Summerville IV pits, and one was taken from the mound fill.
The remainder were recovered from 1 m3 plowzone samples and Phase I test
units.

Chisel Edge Cobbles, N=4 (Figure 9:12-14, 19).

These tools are similar to the transverse edge flaked cobbles, but they
differ in two important respects. Chisel edge cobbles have fine secondary
retouch on the worked edge and cortex on the rest of the surface. One of the
three examples was found in a mixed Miller III and Mississippian deposit.

One preform has been retouched along one transverse edge to yield a tool
like the chisel-edge cobbles. It differs from them only in the absence of
cortex.

Concave Scrapers, N-9 (Figure 10:19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26).

Pebbles with notches worked by unifacial percussion into one edge have
been designated concave scrapers. The term "spokeshave" would have been an
equally appropriate term. One of these tools was found in a Summerville 11-
III structure; two were recovered from isolated postmolds; six were in
uncontrolled contexts.

FLAKE TOOLS

Worked Flakes, N-25 (Figure 9:16-18; Figure 10:27-28).

There are a few free flakes, with and without residual cortex, which show
either unifacial or bifacial retouch and subsequent use-wear. Twenty are
bifacially retouched and five are unifacially retouched. All the unifacial
examples come from Mississippian contexts; one bifacial example comes from a
protohistoric, Summerville IV structure.

Perforators and Gravers, N=17 (Figure 9:20, 28-39; Figure 10:36-40).

Some free flakes have short, pressure flaked projections that are either
pointed or burin-like. Among the twelve bifacial examples, one was found in a
Miller III pit, two were in the ditch, one was recovered from the floor of a

- .protohistoric, Summerville IV structure, one was located on the floor of a
Summerville I structure, one was recovered from a Summerville I structure
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under the mound, one was found in a mixed Mississippian deposit, and the
remainder came from uncontrolled contexts. Of the five unifacial examples,

two came from the mound fill, the remaining three are part of Summerville Il-
III and protohistoric, Summerville IV contexts.

Side Scraper, N=2

Two free flakes show steep unifacial retouch on one edge. Both were
recovered from uncontrolled contexts.

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPPED LITHICS

Twenty chert fragments, which were of various sizes and shapes, all

evidenced fine, secondary retouch. These fragments were probably the remains
of small triangular projectile points.

Unretouched blades were rare elements in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. During Phases I through Il, only 25 of these artifacts were
recovered.

GROUND, PECKED, AND POLISHED STONE

End-Pecked Cobbles, N=22

These hammerstones, which were waterworn cobbles with evidence of

battering on one end, were recovered in most areas of Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality.

Pitted Stones, N=10

Several cobbles had cup-shaped depressions pecked into their flat

surfaces. These rocks usually are called "nutting stones."

Grooved Sandstone, N-78

Commonly classified as "abraders," these artifacts are flat pieces of
sandstone with use-worn grooves cut into their surfaces. Some of these
artifacts may have been used to straighten cane by drawing it through the
grooves. Cosner, who experimented with this technique, concluded: "This stone

not only proved to be a good way to form cane; it is the only way I know of"

(1951:148).

Ground Sandstone, N-342

Fragments of ground sandstone were found throughout the site. Most of

these pieces were quite small, but one large, 10 kg piece was recovered from
the mound, and another, 6.2 kg piece was found near the outer palisade.

Greenstone Celts, N-l5 (Figure 11:10-15).

Three whole and twelve fragmentary greenstone celts were recovered from
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The largest of these celts was 14.4
cm long (Figure 11:11) and was found in the mound fill. Four celt fragments
also were recovered from the mound area. The remainder of the celts and celt

...... . . ...- .. , .- - - - . . . -
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fragments came from throughout the area of the Phase I and III excavations.

Miscellaneous Greenstone

A small greenstone "pendant," which actually was a prehistoric guitar
pick (Figure 11:19), was found in a plowzone sample in Hectare 40ON/-300E.
This object has the beginnings of a small hole drilled into its small end.

A total of 35 greenstone fragments was recovered from various parts of
the site. Almost all these fragments which can be assigned a chronological
position seem to have come from the later part of the Mississippian period.

A greenstone bar gorget (Figure 11:18) was recovered from a protohistoric
structure in Hectare 50ON/-300E.

Discoidals, N=11 (Figure 12:1-9).

These thick, round stone discs usually are called "Chunkee Stones." In
addition to the nine complete specimens shown in Figure 12, two "preforms"
were recovered to make the total of eleven discoidals. Both preforms were
made from hematite; the complete discoidals comprised one greenstone, two
fossiliferous limestone, three hematite, and three sandstone examples. Two
discoidals, one limestone and one hematite, were found in a protohistoric,
Summerville IV structure.

Miscellaneous Hematite Artifacts

b One small lump of hematite has a grid of lines scratched into one of its
faces (Figure 11:16). Another piece of hematite had been worked into a
"plumet" (Figure 11:17). Several thousand small pieces of hematite, most of
which were probably inclusive in the deposits of the river bend, were found
throughout the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Approximately 30 of
these small nodules had been faceted, and they probably were the only
artifacts among the much larger number of hematite pieces.

Sandstone Disc Fragments, N=33 (Figure 12:a, b, c).

All but one of the thirty-three sandstone disc fragments were recovered
in one 10 x 10 m unit in Hectare 40ON/-300E. This distribution suggests that
if not part of the same disc, they at least came from the same Summerville II
and III period feature-complex, Structure 7.

*te Vessel Fragments, N=13 (Figure 12:d).

I but one of the thirteen steatite vessel fragments were found in a
singl iO x 10 m unit in Hectare 30ON/-300E. The thirteenth sherd was
rec -ed from a Mississippian structure in Hectare 40ON/400E.

MET L ARTIFACTS

Approximately u kg of iron were recovered from various excavation units
located west of the mound. For the most part, these iron artifacts were in
the plowzone, and their distribution suggests that they were spread from the

- - top of the mound when it was bulldozed in the 1950s. Other than what appears
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Miller IIl period:

A substantially larger number of flotation samples were available from

Miller III contexts: thirty-seven from pits and two from smudge pits. The

two smudge pits, Pits 12 and 13 in Hectare 5OON/-2OE, were located on the

pre-mound surface and appeared to be contemporary with Structure 4, a Late

Woodland structure. The flotation samples from pits were from zones of two

stratified pits, Pits 25 and 28 in Hectare 40ON/-500E, from zones of five
stratified pits (Pits 9, 20, 22, 32, and 33) and from four other pits (Pits

21, 23, 24, and 34) in Hectare 30ON/-300E. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the

flotation sample data for the r,iller III features.

Several items occurred in the samples from the Miller Ill period that

were not present in the earlier samples. These items include acorn and walnut

shells, and maize kernels and cupules. Eight insect galls were present in the
Miller Ill samples. Although these galls could have been brought in with

firewood, insect galls could have been eaten, as they are eaten today in

Mexico (C.E. Smith, personal communication).

Nuts were still the predominant plant food remain in the Miller Ill pits,

but maize occurred at low frequencies in over half of the pits. Acorn remains

outnumbered hickory, although the hickory nutshells recovered weighed over

three times as much as the acorn shells.

Two smudge pits assigned to the late Miller Ill period contained large

quantities of maize cob fragments and pine cones. Both smudge pits contained
pine seeds and, one (Pit 13, USN 8968) also contained a Chenopodium seed, an

P Iva annua seed, and grass seeds. If the pine cones were collected just prior

to their use, these pits were probably used in the fall. The pine seeds

appeared to be loblolly pine (Pinus taeda), whose cones ripen in September to

October and disperse their seeds from October to December (Schopmeyer 1974)
The cones were apparently collected after their seeds had matured but before

the seeds were dispersed.

Mississippian Period

Most of the features from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were

attributed to the Mississippian period. Some could be confidently assigned to

the early Mississippian Summerville I period, others to the Mature
Mississippian Summerville II and Ill periods, and others to the Protohistoric

Summerville IV period. Those features which did not clearly belong in groups

assigned to these periods will be discussed in this report as gene-al

Mississippian.

Summerville I period:

Forty-four flotation samples were analyzed from Summerville I contexts.

Around one-half of these were from structures: Structures I and 2 on the pre-

mound surface in Hectare 5OON/-300E. Structure 5C on the pre-mound surfacc in

Hectare 50ON/-200E, and Structure 1 in Hectare 50ON/-400E. Seven of the

samples were from hearths! six from zones of Hearth 1 in Hectare 50ON/-400E,

associated with Structure 1, and one from the centra! hearth of Structure I on

the pre-mound surface.

. . . . ....-. . ..
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however, could be sorted only to the Juglandaceae, the family which includes
the hickories, pecans, and walnuts. Considering the paucity of pecan and
walnut shells, most of the nutshells assigned to the Juglandaceae were
probably hickory.

Seed identification manuals (Martin and Barkley 1961; Landers and Johnson
1976; Musil 1963; Schopmeyer 1974), personal reference collections, and the
University of Alabama Herbarium specimens were used for the identification of
plant remains.

PLANT REMAINS

The contents of 319 flotation samples which comprised 1,137 liters of
soil provided the major set of data for analysis. These samples came from 175
features: 97 pits (157 samples), 31 smudge pits (38 samples), 11 structures
(80 samples), 7 hearths (15 samples), and 29 other proveniences (29 samples).
A total of 190,141 fragments of charred plant remains were sorted; in total
they weighed 2,178 grams. An additional 1,345 grams of charcoal, from the
fractions which passed through the 2 mm screen, were scanned. Only 1.6
percent of the total number of fragments larger than 2 mm from flotation
samples (1 percent of the total weight) was unidentified. Plant remains from
waterscreened samples from these proveniences weighed 1,518 grams. The
results of the analyses of all these remains have been divided into cultural
and chronological periods for the purpose of presentation and discussion.

The whole of these data are presented in Appendix H of Volume III.

Gulf Formational Period

Four flotation samples were analyzed from Gulf Formational period
contexts: two from Zones A and B of Pit 1, one from Artifact Concentration 2,
and one from Artifact Scatter 3, all of which were located in Hectare
400N/-5OOE. Pit 1 and Artifact Scatter 3 were attributed to the earlier,
Broken Pumpkin Creek phase, and Artifact Concentration 2 to the later, Henson
Springs phase.

Plant remains from this period were sparse; the only food represented was
hickory nuts. Wood charcoal and bark were also present. Only wood and
hickory nutshells were present in the waterscreened sample. Tables 1 and 2
list data for the flotation samples. On the basis of the scanty data from
this period, no conclusions can be drawn concerning subsistence.

Woodland Period

Miller Ill Period:

Plant remains were analyzed from a single Miller I feature -- Pit 25 in
Hectare 3CON/-300E. This pit contained hickory and acorn nutshell fragments,
wood charcoal, and bark. Data for this feature are reported in Table 3.
Again, the sparse amount of remains from this period precludes any attempt to
dcscribe subsistence other than to say that the fal nut crops were utilized.

... ... . . . . .. . . .,... . .. .. .* ..
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Swere processed.

The analysis centered on the flotation samples; earlier investigations
(Caddell 1979) showed that the contents of waterscreened samples were heavily
skewed by differentia) recovery of the larger, more durable plant remains.
The flotation samples contained the full size range of botanical debris and

weeparticularly valuable for recovering small seeds. The quarter-inch
wterscreened samples were used to supplement the data from the flotation

samples.

The light fractions of the 870 flotation samples weighed over 14,500
grams. Only a sample of this total could be analyzed in the time allotted.

~ Of tpp priority for analysis were samples which could be securely dated
either by ceramic or radiometric methods. The Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality was occupied continuously for several hundred years, and later

S features often contained earlier debris. This hindered our attempts to place
certain features in chronological positions. Those which could be assigned

Swith confidence were selected first. Smudge pits could rarely be attributed
to a particular occupation, but could usually be assigned to the Mississippian
period. Some other features with less secure cultural affiliations were
thought to be important and were also analyzed. The final corpus of botanical
material for analysis comprised 319 flotation samples.

* If the light fractions contained fragments of pottery, bone, shell, orMlithics, they were chemically floated in a zinc chloride solution (Struever
* 1968) . Likewise. if charcoal was present in the heavy fractions, these
fractions were also floated. After the samples dried, modern seeds and
rootlets and other contamination were removed. The samples were sifted
through a set of geological screens which divided the remains into three size
fractions: larger than 2 mm, 1-2 mm, and 0.355-1 mm.

The whole of the fraction which did not pass through the 2 -m screen was
sorted, counted, and weighed. The two smaller fractions were scanned and
components noted on a presence/absence basis with the exception of carbonized
seeds. Most of the carbonized seeds occurred in the smaller fractions, and an
exact count was recorded for these seeds. Otherwise, it is very time-

pconsuming to sort the pieces which are smaller than 2 mm, and identifications
* are not as reliable as for the pieces which are larger than 2 mm.

The large amount of charcoal present in 28 samples made subsampling
necessary. Twenty of these samples were from smudge pits. To obtain a
subsample, the charcoal was poured into a box with a grid -- pouring was done

* across the box, and charcoal was counted out from top to bottom, starting in a
corner of the box. One hundred fifty pieces were counted. If. however, this
did not comprise at least five percent of the sample by weight, additional
pieces were counted so that at least five percent of each sample was analyzed.
The portion which was not sorted was scanned; if there were components in the

- remainder which did not occur in the subsample, an exact count was recorded
* for each. All seeds were also pulled from the remainder. Counts and weights

of each component in the entire large fraction were estimated on the basis of
heir counts and weights in the subsample.

Nutshells were sorted to the genus level when possible. Some nutshells,

7S .
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Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

Excavations of five sites in the central Tombigbee River valley in 1976
and 1977 yielded additional plant remains (Caddell 1979). These seasons
marked the first time that botanical remains from sites in the valley were
systematically collected by both flotation and waterscreening. The majority
of samples were from Woodland contexts. The contbnts of these samples
indicated that gathered resources formed the major portion of the diet
throughout the Woodland period. Although maize was present in the Late
Woodland Miller III samples, it apparently was not used heavily; and the few
Mississippian samples that were analyzed indicated that corn did become a main
carbohydrate source. Gathered resources were represented in the Mississippian
samples, but their importance could not be assessed. The sample from
Mississippian contexts was small and was comprised almost entirely of the
contents of corn cob-filled smudge pits.

Sheldon (1974) summarized the sparse botanical data from "Burial Urn"
sites in central Alabama and suggested that the basic subsistence pattern
changed little from the early Mature Mississippian through the Protohistoric
period. However, he did not "rule out quantitative shifts in the respective
contributions of agricultural and wild foodstuffs to the diet" (ibid:82).

The sample reported and analyzed here from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality was drawn from a variety of proveniences and from a
long cultural sequence. Because most of the samples are attributed to the
Late Woodland, Mississippian, and Protohistoric occupations, interpretations
will concentrate on the nature of subsistence patterns during these times.
With this sample, we should be able to describe the changes in plant
utilization which occurred as the populations at this locality made the
transition from a gathering to a mixed gathering and agricultural economy.
The conclusions drawn by the researchers discussed above will be evaluated
with respect to the data from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

RECOVERY AND LABORATORY PROCESSING OF PLANT REMAINS

During excavation, constant volume (3 liter) flotation samples were taken
from each pit or pit zone, each structure cut or level, each hearth, from
midden areas, and from other proveniences selected by the excavators. All
dirt from features not processed by flotation was waterscreened through a one-
quarter inch (6.3 mm) and a one-sixteenth inch (1.6 mm) mesh screen.
Flotation samples were processed by water flotation in a machine similar to
the SMAP machine described by Watson (1976). Muslin bags with openings of
less than 0.1 mm caught the botanical remains which floated (the light
fraction), and the heavier material was caught in a one-sixteenth inch (1.6

mm) mesh screen.

Some flotation samples which had a high density of botanical remains or
which contained fragile corn cobs were brought to the field laboratory to be
floated by hand. Most of these samples were from "smudge pits" similar to
those described b q;nfnrd (1967). Preliminary processing of the botanical
remains also took placc in the field laboratory. All botanical material

4recovered in the quarter-inch waterscreen was sorted and weighed. The light
fractions of the flotation samples were weighed, then the light and heavy
fractions were bagged separately. Eight hundred seventy flotation samples

q.: - :- -- .i.: . -i.i -- i < .: ----- .7 - - : - .-..:'.i . i. i ...- i" • . i. -.- . . " ii: - i.2 . ..



CHAPTER 3. FLORAL REMAINS FROM THE LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Gloria M. Caddell

Excavations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality produced a large
sample of systematically recovered plant remains. Although samples were
sparse from earlier contexts, a substantial record of plant utilization was
available for the Late Woodland, Mississippian, and Protohistoric periods.

Some information on subsistence patterns of late prehistoric populations
was available from both ethnographic and archaeological sources. The earliest
ethnographic sources indicate that the southeastern Indian populations grew
and stored large quantities of maize. The De Soto expedition depended on the
stored supplies of maize -- the Gentleman of Elvas, travelling with De Soto
through the general area in 1540, remarked that the land "was thickly
inhabited ... and as it was ferti le, the greater part being under cultivation,
there was plenty of maize. So much grain was brought together as was needed
for getting through with the season" (quoted in Smith 1866:92).

Other ethnographic references compiled by Swanton (1946) and Yanovsky
(1936) attest to the fact that wild foodstuffs were never abandoned in favor
of cultivated plants, however. Subsibtence information for the Choctaw
(Swanton 1931; Campbell 1959), a tribe geographically close to the study area,
indicates that they used a great variety of wild plant food resources in
addition to the crops they cultivated.

Data from archaeological sites have indicated that the Mississippian
societies derived a large portion of their food requirements from cultivated

.5- plants. Mississippian societies have been characterized as those "which
developed a dependence upon agriculture for their basic, storable food supply"
(Griffin 1967:189). Ford (1974:408) suggested that "the Mississippian
ecosystem was a simplified food base with agriculture the dominant mode of
production supplemented by continued hunting and collecting."

Earlier excavations in the central Tombigbee River valley provided
information on the nature of prehistoric subsistence patterns, particularly
for the Woodland period. Plant remains from excavations i n 1974 were
identified by C.E. Smith (1975). Although he cautioned that the recovery

0techniques (all botanical remains were' recovered in a quarter-inch
waterscreen) may have resulted in a loss of many types of plant remains,
differences between Woodland and Mississippian samples were evident. Woodland
period samples consisted almost entirely of hickory nutshells, but
Mississippian samples were predominately maize fragments. Smith suggested,

frfhowever, that the importance of gathered resources may have been greater than
Sthe samples indicated. This study also provided the first archaeological

evidence of the common bean in Alabama; 27 beans were identified by Smith from
a Mississippian pos tmold excavated at Site lPil2, a site located within the

194
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to be a spur, the iron artifacts were late nineteenth and early twentieth
century trash: nails, barbed wire, and scrap metal.

Two galena cubes were recovered from two separate plowzone samples: one
in Hectare 50ON/-300E, the other in 40ON/-300E. One musket ball was found in
the plowzone near the mound.

Two copper bicymbal ear spools were found with Burial 6 in Hectare
40ON/-400E. This burial was the one that had the terraced ceremonial bowl and
the four identical projectile points as grave goods. One ear spool was
located on either side of the skull, and each one had a small bone needle,
preserved by the copper salts, which probably served to attach the spools.

FUNCTIONAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It should be apparent at this point that lithic tools played a very small
role in the life of the Mississippian communities in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Cane, wood, and perhaps bone rather than stone must
have served as the raw materials used to make tools.

Given the low numbers of stone tools in contrast to the number of
* excavated features, it is hard to construct tool kits or otherwise take the

analyses of these lithics beyond their form and general distribution within
the river bend. The average weight of each of the several categories of
unmodified lithics (cores, flakes, etc.) is less than I gram per pit or
structure cut. What limited numerical structure there is in 516 pits and pit
levels does suggest a division into four groups of unmodified lithic
artifacts: I) primary and secondary decortication flakes, bifacial thinning
flakes, other flakes, and amorphous flakes; 2) blades and blade-like flakes;
3) utilized flakes; and 4) primary cores. This four-fold division is at best
suggestive rather than real; it is the result of a statistically quite
illegitimate principal component analysis of the weights of these lithic
categories per pit.

Few finished stone tools were found in fewer features with secure

chronological context (Table 8). The Miller III materials came from eight
pits; the mixed Miller III and Mississippian features encompassed only two
features. The Summerville I tools came from one structure and three pits; the
Summerville II and III stone tools were contained in one structure, six pits,

* and one midden. The Summerville I material from the mound was found in the
structure on the pre-mound surface and in two middens on the mound slope. The
artifacts from the Summerville IV period were located in one structure and one
pit plus the ditch.

Even when mixing of chronologically different deposits is considered,
* there are a few trends in these data. Steatite vessel fragments are found in
%.. 'a single, later Miller III component, and unretouched blades do seem to be

restricted to the Miller III period. Greenstone artifacts, including celts,
stone disc fragments, and discoidals are restricted to the Mississippian, and
mica is limited to the Mississippian mound deposits. Otherwise, most finished
tool categories are distributed among all the periods of the Late Woodland and

* Mississippian.
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The contents of two smudge pits assigned to this period were analyzed:
Pit 36 in Hectare 30ON/-300E and Pit 10 in Hectare 50ON/-400E. Seven samples
were from other pits: Pit 14 in Hectare 30ON/-300E, Pits 4 and 97 in Hectare
40ON/-300E, Pit 67 in Hectare 60ON/-400E, Pits 9 and 11 in Hectare 500N!-400E,
and Pit 4, associated with Structure 1 on the pre-mound surface in Hectare

,- 50ON/-300E. Samples from four other proveniences were analyzed: the Palisade
in Hectare 40ON/-300E, a midden in Hectare 40ON/-300E, a daub concentration in
Hectare 6OON/-4OOE, and a burned area within Structure I in Hectare
50ON/-400E. Data for pits, smudge pits, structures, and hearths are
summarized in Tables 6-9.

The botanical remains in the Summerville I pits were similar to those in
the earlier Miller III pits, but the proportions were quite different. In
Summerville I pits, maize remains far outnumbered nutshells. Only seven
percent of the food plant remains were nutshells, compared to 93 percent maize
remains. Also, of the total nut remains from all features, over 91 percent
were hickory and around eight percent were acorn.

There were few plant food remains from structure cuts or levels. Only 11
nutshell fragments and four fragments of maize were identified in 21 samples.

Wood charcoal, not surprisingly, was the most frequent plant remain in
hearths. Nutshells and maize fragments were also present. Zones A and D of
Hearth 1 in Hectare 50ON/-400E contained nine sunflower seeds (Helianthus
annuus).

Smudge pits assigned to the Summerville I period contained maize cob
fragments and wood charcoal, and lesser quantities of bark, cane, and nutshell
fragments.

Summerville II and III periods:

Thirty-seven flotation samples were analyzed from Summerville I or III
contexts. Thirty-two were from pits: Pit 26 in Hectare 3OON/-200E, Pit 13 in
Hectare 40ON/-500E, Pits 1, 7, 11, 20, 21, 28, and 50 in Hectare 40ON/-400E,
Pits 8, 124, 141, 144, 146, 150, 157, and 163 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, Pits 4,
16, 38, and 45 in Hectare 50ON/-400E, Pit I in Hectare 50ON/-300E, and Pits 14
and 98 in Hectare 60ON/-400E. Five other samples were analyzed: two from 1 x
1 m excavation units in Hectare 30ON/-300E, one from a smudge pit, Pit 58, in
Hectare 40ON/-400E, one from a cut of Structure 6 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, and
one from Hearth I in Hectare 3O0N/-300E. Tables 10, II, and 12 summarize the
contents of flotation samples from pits, the hearth, and the smudge pit from
these periods.

The proportions of food plant remains in Summerville II and III pits were
similar to those from the Summerville I period. Maize was the predominant
plant food remain; nuts formed only three percent of the plant food remains by
count; and hickory nutshells were much more frequent than acorn.

One particularly interesting feature was Pit 26 (USN 2896) in Hectare
300N/-200E. Over 22,000 maize kernels or fragments were recovered from this
eature. Cupule fragments were present, but their number was too low for them
o have contained all the kernels present. Passionflower, Chenopodium. sedge,

.aygrass, and sage seeds were also identified from this feature; also present
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were nine common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) cotelydons. These cotyledons along
with two cotyledons from Pit 4 in Hectare 500N/-4OOE, also assigned to the
Summerville II or III periods, provided the earliest substantiated evidence of
beans at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

Pit 26 contained most of the maize remains from Summerville II and III
pits. In fact, if this feature were eliminated, there would be almost seven
times as many nutshells as maize fragments in Summerville II and III pits.

Hearth I (USN 3048) in Hectare 30ON/-300E contained two sunflower seeds
-- the only evidence of sunflower husbandry during Mature Mississippian times
at this locale. The nutshells in this hearth may have been used as fuel.
C.E. Smith (1976) suggested that hickory nutshells were the "charcoal fuel"
for the prehistoric inhabitants of eastern North America, providing them with
a source of fuel which produced a hot, smokeless fire.

Protohistoric Period

Summervilie IV Period:

Fifty-six flotation samples from Protohistoric contexts were analyzed.
Twenty samples were from pits: Pit 23 in Hectare 30ON/-200E, Pits 40, 69, 70,
99, 100, and 108 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, Pit 12 in Hectare 40ON/-200E, Pit 14
in Hectare 50ON/-400E, and Pit 14 in Hectare 50ON/-300E. Thirty samples were
from two structures: Structures I and 2 in Hectare 50ON/-300E. One sample
was from Hearth 3 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, the central hearth of Structure 5. 0
Two were from daub concentrations: one from a daub cap above Urn 2 in Hectare
400N/-2OOE and another from a daub concentration in Structure 3 in Hectare
50ON/-300E. A sample from a charred nut concentration within Structure 2 in
Hectare 50ON/-300E, one from a burned sand concentration from Structure 3 in
Hectare 50ON/-300E, and one from a I x 1 m excavation unit in Hectare
300N/-3OOE were also analyzed. Tables 13 and 14 summarize the contents of the
Protohistoric pits and structures.

Nutshells outnumbered maize remains in all types of Protohistoric
features. Almost 85 percent of the plant food remains by count were
nutshells. Acorn shells and nutmeats were also much more abundant than
hickory. Sixty-four percent of the nut remains from pits were acorn, and 35
percent were hickory.

One Protohistoric feature, Nut Concentration 1 in Hectare 5OON/-300E (USN
6432), furnished measurable acorn nutmeats. Over 2000 fragments of acorn
meats were identified in the flotation sample from this feature. Dimensions
were measured on fifty of the most complete specimens. There were at least
two d;stinct types of acorns present. Most of the nutmeats were small and
almost globular, and they ranged from around 0.5 cm to 0.9 cm in length.
Others were larger, ovoid to oblong in shape, and ranged from 1.3 to 1.8 cm
long. Nut meats usually shrink by about 15 percent when carbonized, a:cording
to the results of experiments conducted by the author. But the percentage of
meat to whole acorn varies from species to species. !t i , difficult to
estimate the original sizes of acorns from carbonized nut meats.

The oaks in North America are divided into two groups: the red o3ks and
the hi te oaks. Red oak acorns are usually bitter and mature in two seasons,

/: -"""'-"-" "" -"-'-""'"...'"" . "- . z . .. * ." ' ". . . . . . .. . . . .. . .
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while white oak acorns are less bitter and mature in one season. The larger
nut meats in Nut Concentration I were probably from the white oak group; the

smaller could have belonged to either group.

General Mississippian

Many-features could not be assigned to a particular Summerville period,

but could be attributed to the Mississippian occupations. One hundred eleven

samples were analyzed from general Mississippian contexts. Fifty of these

samples were from pits, thirty-three from smudge pits, six from hearths, eight
from structures, two from middens, two from artifact concentrations, three

from daub concentrations, two from clay concentrations, one from a corn

concentration, one from the ditch, one from an ash concentration, one from a

postmold, and one from a piece of burned timber.

These features were located in all hectares excavated and are too

numerous to list here. Most of the smudge pits were included in this group,

because they rarely contained diagnostic artifacts. Their locations often

gave no clue to cultural affiliation, either. Tables 15 through 18 list the

contents of the Mississippian pits, smudge pits, hearths, and structures.

Maize was the predominant type of plant food remain in all types of

Mississippian features, except structures, the clay concentration, and the ash

concentration. Overall, maize accounted for almost 99 percent of the plant

food remains from general Mississippian contexts, and nut fragments for only I

percent.

Most of the smudge pits at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality could

only be assigned to the Mississippian period. The most abundant plant remains

in the smudge pits were maize cob fragments -- cupules and glumes. Pine cone

fragments were next in abundance, and wood charcoal and cane were also

frequently identified.

A bean cotyledon was identified from Pit 8 (USN 2481), a smudge pit in

Hectare 30ON/-200E. Most of the seeds from the Mississippian smudge pits were

pine seeds from a single smudge pit, Pit 40 in Hectare 50ON/-300E.

Mixed Features

Extensive re-occupation of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality and

disturbance from cultivation resulted in a great deal of mixing of

archaeological materials on the site. Later features often contained debris

from earlier occupations. Although the archaeologist could place some of

these features in certain periods, the botanical materials contained therein

c-uld not, with conficence, be attributed to those periods. The contents of

some of these features were analyzed because they were considered important

despite the degree of mixing. Tables 19 and 20 list the contents of pits and

structures. Samples were from Structure 5 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, Structure 3
in Hcctare 50ON/-300E, Pit 0 in Hectare 40ON/-300E, Pits 6 and 19 in Hectare
LOON/-500E, Pit 24 in Hectare 50ON/-300E, and a I x I m excavation unit and

Daub Concentration 4 in Hectare 50ON/-300E.

Pit 0 (USN 2510) contained the only evidence of squash from the Lubbub

C.-eek Archaeological Locality -- a single fragment of a possible squash seed

. . .., .. . i
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habitats either near the site or in the Lubbub Creek Archaeoiogical Locality
itself.

We can assume that persimmons, plums, grapes, and maypops were eaten.
These fleshy fruits certainly would have been an attractive food resource ans
would have supplied sugars, vitamins, and minerals to the diet.

Dennell (1976) questioned whether the frequency of sr-as o- grains on
site can give any indication of their utilization, point ng out thal 3
prevalent weed may have a better chance of being reor::Lcted Tnan a Lroo. e
suggested an alternative approach to Lhe problem and Dropos.c that a pant

resource's importance may be better estimated by loo, :ng a tne context arrI
composition of the samples in which it occurred. We should therefore "expect
the most impo-tant plant resou;-ces to bc most _ommonf'V assoriated with
activit:es such as food preparation, consumptions, and stcrage" (Denrl.-I
1976;234).

Although no seeas were found either in contexts n ;n quantities
sufficient to indicate that they were stored, Denneil's (1976) analytical
approach ,,as adopted to see if there was any evidence from ine .composition of
the samples that any of the seeds were utilized. The 97 sn, p es whicn
contained other edible plant parts (corn kernels and embryos Lnd nutmeats)
were examined and, of these, 41 also contained seeds. These seeds included
a)1 of the following types which were recovered: Chenopod;um, Curcurbita,
Galium, Helianthus, Iva, Polygonum, Salvia, and Argemore. That is, these
seeds were never present unless cc-n kernels, embryos, or nutmeats were also
present. These samples also contained 75 percent of the Passiflo-a seeds and

fO 79 percent of the Vitis seeds. Forty-four percent of the Phalaris seeds also
occurred in these contexts.

Most of the samples that contained edible seeds and other edible plant
pa'ts also contained waste products from food preparation (nutsnells, corn
cupuies, and so forth), but the presence of corn kernels and nutmeats may have
been the result of accidental spilling of food into a fire, food which may
have included some of the seeds present. The samples contained no Amaranthus
seeds, and only five (24 percent) of the Poaceae seeds.

Admittedly, the number of seeds is small, and the evidence is far from
conclusive that. any of the starchy seeds were actually utilized. It is a
pctent;ally productive line of research, however, and should yield better data
when there is r-covery of seeds from contexts indicative of food storage or
preparation.

Although it is not possible to state with any confidence that many of the
seeds present in the assemblage from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
w'-e actua ly utilized, these seeds may gi\.e sorre indi,:at -nF of the
vegetation In the immediate v/Icirity and also the degree of disturbance of the
aref. All seeds present in the archaeological samples were from plants which
would have thrived in habitats created by extensive human disturbance.
Loblolly pine, persimmon. and plum trees tend to spring up in or along the
edges of old ields, and grares g-ow alont woodland borders. Most of the
'Itht- s2eds present ,,"(I from weedy unnuais which could have grown in
agr c.' tral fields along w th the cultivated crops and were perhaps
c.. t1,ated Iherrse ,es. Converely, it should be observed that there was no

.' : -' :': '- - '" - -" " " : '- - . . .- ' -' ' " ".. " " " - - " . " -". ' . " - -
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Creek Archaeological Locality is far from conclusive. Other than the size of
the two larger achenes, there is evidence for neither cultivation nor
domestication. The sample is extremely small, and the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality is not outside the range of wild Iva annua. In fact,
we lack evidence that Iva annua was even being used at this locale.

Chenopodium and Phalaris Seeds

Although both Chenopodium and Phalaris have been proposed as native
cultigens, evidence for their cultivation is not as convincing as it is for
sunflower and sumpweed (Asch and Asch 1976a; Cowan 1978). Cowan (1578)
summarized the archaeological evidence for cultivation of maygrass in eastern
North America; he concluded that all archaeological grains fell within the
size range of modern populations, and evidence along other lines was also
lacking. The best evidence for cultivation was the discovery of
archaeological maygrass outside the modern geographical range of the plants.

Maygrass seeds recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
were small; in fact, they averaged smaller than the published sizes of modern
seeds from the genus. Phalaris is also native to the area, and there is no
other reason to suspect that these seeds are from plants which were
cultivated.

There is also no evidence that the Chenopodium seeds recovered from the
Lubbub Creek samples were from cultivated plants. They ranged from 1.0 to 1.3
mm, with a mean of 1.15 mm. Based on experiments by the author, seed size
should be increased by about 22 percent to correct for shrinkage due to
carbonization. The original sizes, then, probably ranged from around 1.2 to
1.6 mm, with a mean of 1.4 mm. They are well within the size range of seeds
from modern Chenopodium collections.

Seed Utilization

One of the most perplexing problems with which archaeological botanists
deal is to determine whether seeds present on an archaeological site are the
product of natural dispersal and accidental burning or the result of conscious
selection and utilization by a human population. Although Many of the seeds
from the Lubbub Creek sample were either potentially edible themselves or were
from potentially edible fruits, their utilization cannot be inferred merely by
their presence. Many of these seeds were also from plants whose vegetative
parts could have been used as "greens."

It has been generally accepted that if a particular plant could not grow

in habitats on or near a site, the presence of its seeds there could indicate
ut iization. Asch and Asch (1976b) suspected that Iva annua was utilized at
the Koster site because it could not have grown either on or in the close
vicinity of the site, and its distribution in the samples was not what would

be expec.ted for natural dispersion.

tecd density, as show-r in Table 2L, was low in most of the Lubbub Creek
imrI es . -he highest dens ties were in smudge pits, in which most of the %

d d were oine. From seed dens1ty and actuaI counts of seeds, a cast- could 
-aV bc mie fc- the corribut or of any of t hee species to sIDusistence.
Ma-:vcr,a'i the p arni -pc- es -epreented by these s eed uld hav r grown in

- . o -. . . J • : . . . . - •- . . -o • . .
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" Sumpweed Seeds

- Four Iva annua (marshelder or sumpweed) seeds were recovered from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Two were from Miller III contexts: one
from Zone D of Pit 28, a stratified pit in Hectare 40ON/-500E, and one from
Pit 13, a smudge pit from the pre-mound surface in Hectare 50ON/-200E.
Another Iva seed as from a Protohistoric structure, Structure 2 in Hectare

ja 50ON/-300E. The fourth sumpweed seed came from Pit 35 in Hectare 50ON/-300E,
a Mississippian smudge pit.

-.Only the seed from Pit 13 had retained its pericarp; it should more
correctly be called an achene. Table 23 gives the length and width of each
seed or achene, if measurable, and the estimated dimensions of the achenes
before carbonization. The corrections for shrinkage are based on results
obtained by Yarnell (1972). If the pericarp was lacking, 0.7 mm were added to

"* the length and 0.4 mm to the width, then each dimension was increased by 10
- percent. Where the pericarp was present, the dimensions were simply increased

by 10 percent. Yarnell's results were used despite the fact that Asch and
Asch (1978) demonstrated that correction factors should be smaller for smaller

7 Iva seeds. They offered no amended correction factors, however, but
demonstrated the need for further investigation of correction factors.

"" Although nothing definitive may be said on the basis of measurements
taken on four seeds, it is interesting that the achenes from later contexts
were considerably larger than those from earlier contexts. Such an increase
in size through time is often a result of domestication. Asch and Asch (1978)
reviewed the evidence for prehistoric domestication of sumpweed in eastern
North America and concluded that "the accumulating prehistoric data reinforce
the hypothesis of a domestication from Iva annua" (Asch and Asch 1978:323).

* They found that achenes from post-Archaic archaeological contexts were larger
than those from modern collections and that there seemed to be a general
increase in size through time in the prehistoric samples.

While Asch and Asch used modern collections from the lower Illinois and
the Mississippi River valleys and archaeological data from the lower Illinois
valley, Yarnell (1978) reported dimensions of archaeological sumpweed seeds
from several other states. Comparing the seeds from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality with those reported by the above authors, we see thatI

. the dimensions of the earlier, Miller III achenes are well within the range of
modern wild achenes. In archaeological contexts, achenes as large as 3.7 mm
in length are not found earlier than Middle Woodland in the lower Illinois
valley, but are found in late Archaic to early Woodland contexts in Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Missouri.

I
Two other seeds from Lubbub, from a Protohistoric and a general

Mississippian context, are comparable in size to those reported from Late
Archaic to arly Woodland and later archaeological sites by Yarnell (1978) and

- to those from Middle Woodland and later sites reported by Asch and Asch
(1978). Achenes this large were not reported from earlier Archaic contexts.
Modern wild achenes as large as 4.6 mm in length were harvested from the Apple
Creek location in Illinois by Asch and Asch (1978:323), but they harvested no
wild achenes as long as 5.1 mm.

The evidence for cultivation or domestication of Iva annua at the Lubbub

......... :'> -- ", --' ........... . ". ~ -~
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sunflowers in the eastern United States and concluded that there was "no
evidence for aboriginal sunflower husbandry from Alabama, Georgia, Florida, or
South Carolina." Scarry (1980) found sunflower SefL:S in Mississippian
contexts at Moundville. Swanton (1946:288) listed one ethnographic reference
by Romans which indicated that, at least by the late eighteenth century, the
Choctaw cultivated sunflowers; the seeds were made into a flour and, mixed
with corn flour, made into a bread.

The fruit of the sunflower is an achene, consisting of a single seed

enclosed in a pericarp. Only one of the seeds from the Lubbub samples
retained part of its pericarp. Because all seeds were carbonized, they were
smaller than their original size. Heiser (1978:48) charred achenes from seven
different varieties of sunflowers and found that "on the average the charred
achenes were 90% as long and 85% as wide as uncharred ones." The author
carbonized ten modern cultivated sunflower achenes and had similar results;

* * the carbonized achenes were 90 percent as long and 82 percent as wide as they
were before carbonization.

Using results of his own experiments, Yarnell (1978) suggested that
9 carbonized seed length should be increased by 30 percent and seed width by 45

percent or more to obtain estimates of original achene size. The author
duplicated Yarnell's results, using modern cultivated sunflower achenes.

Yarnell's correction factors were used to approximate the sizes of the
original achenes from the Lubbub Creek seeds. For the seed which retained
part of its pericarp, Heiser's (1978) results were used to estimate the S
original width of the achene. All measurements are reported in Table 22.

The approximated lengths of the original achenes ranged from 6.6 to 10.0
mm, and the approximated widths from 3.6 to 4.2 mm. The mean converted length
was 8.2 mm, and mean width was 3.9 mm. The length x width products ranged
from 25.7 to 36.0 with a mean of 31.6. These measures place them among the
smaller sunflower seeds recovered from archaeological sites and among the very
smallest recovered from Mississippian sites (Heiser 1978; Yarnell 1978).
Although achenes this small have been recovered from Mississippian sites, the

.- . measurements of the Lubbub Creek sample are far below the means as computed by
. Yarnell. The mean converted length x width products for sunflower achenes

from Mississippian sites reported by Yarnell ranged from 41 to 82, but the
mean products for Middle to early Late Woodland samples ranged from 25 to 36,
exactly the same range computed for the Lubbub Creek sunflower achenes. When
comparing the estimated dimensions of the Lubbub Creek sunflower achenes to
those reported by Yarnell, it should be noted that when he converted

" carbonized archaeological achene widths to approximate original widths,
* Yarnell used earlier unpublished results obtained by Heiser and increased

widths by 27 percent. Thus some of his measurements may be slightly larger
than they should be according to Heiser (1978). This would also make his
length x width products slightly larger.

The sample of sunflower seeds from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
* • Locality is indeed small and may not be representative of the population from

which it came. It may be stated, however, that the sizes of the seeds
indicated they were from domesticated plants. Also, their occurrence here is
well outside the range of wild sunflowers, which are southwestern. This
supports their status as seeds from cultivated plants.

'e
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was recovered from this pit.

SEEDS

Five thousand four hundred twenty-seven seeds were pulled from the
flotation samples. Of these, 2,855 were doveweed (Croton sp.) seeds from an
artifact concentration which consisted of several sherds of a Mississippi
Plain var. Warrior vessel. The seeds were directly beneath the broken sherds.
Although obviously old, the seeds were not carbonized, and it is unlikely
that, even protected by the overlying sherds, they had been in the ground for
several hundred years. They were probably a rodent's cache and are mentioned
here only because there is a slight possibility that they were indeed
associated with the sherds. With the exception of the Croton seeds, all
uncarbonized sgeds were assumed to be modern contamination and were not
analyzed.

The most common carbonized seed on the site was pine (Pinus sp.). Two
thousand three hundred fifty-six pine seeds wr-e identified in flotation
samples, most of them in samples from smudge pits. They were always

• associated with fragments of pine cones which were often used for fuel.

Only two hundred sixteen other seeds or seed fragments were identified in
the flotation samples: one fragment of a possible squash seed (Cucurbita
pepo), eleven sunflower (Helianthus annuus), one pigweed (Amaranthus sp.),

." fifteen goosefoot (Chenopodium sp.), five persimmon (Diospyros virginiana),
three bean family (Fabaceae), four bedstraw (Galium sp.), four sumpweed (Iva
annua), eight maypop (Passiflora incarnata), eighteen maygrass (Phalaris
caroliniana), twenty-one grass family (Poaceae), one knotweed (Polygonum sp.),
fourteen grape (Vitis sp.), two gourd family (Cucurbitaceae), four sedge
family (Cyperaceae), one sage (Salvia sp.), and one prickly poppy (Argemone
sp.). Sixty-five seeds were too fragmentary for identification, and thirty-
seven seeds could not be identified.

In addition to seeds recovered in the flotation samples, 99 seeds were
recovered in the quarter-inch waterscreened samples. As would be expected,
these were the larger, more durable seeds: fifty-eight persimmon seeds,
twenty plum seeds (Prunus americana), five pine seeds, seven large spherical

* seeds which could not be identified, and nine other unidentified seeds or
fragments. Seed data for both waterscreened and flotation samples are
reported in Table 21. Some of these seeds merit special discussion because

-" there is evidence that they were cultivated or domesticated by prehistoric
*~ populations in the Eastern United States.

Sunflower Seeds

Six sunflower (Helianthus annuus) seeds and five seed fragments were
recovered during excavations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. All
were from hearths: two from Hearth 1 in Hectare 30ON/-300E, dated to the
"Jrnr rcr ille tl or III periods, and nine from Hearth 1 in the center of
',t-ucturr n Hectare KC)N -4OqE, assigned to the Summerville I period.

The recover cf t h e!.e seeds is siQnificant because there is littlei"
e.'dence of sunflower atraaeological context in the lower Southeast.
"a-iel, (1978;2))) c. raz:d the evidence for prehistoric cultivation of

S
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significant increase either in numbers or in the diversity of these weed seed&
fom Mi!ler III through Mississippian times.

BEANS

Ten bean (Phaseclus vulgaris) cotyledons and a whole bean were recovered
-om the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The whole bear was from a
large Summerville III pit, Pit 4 in Hectare 50ON/-400E. A fragment of a bean
cotyledon was also identified from Cut 4 of this pit. The remaining
otyledons were found in three features located in Hectare 300N/-200E: seven
from Pit 26, attributed to the Summerville III occupation, one from Pit 5, a
Mississippian pit, and one from Pit 8, a Mississippian smudge pit. Actual
measurements of the bean fragments, uncorrected for shrinkage due to
carbonization, are reported in Table 25.

Although it has been proposed that Mississippian peoples subsisted mainly
on corn, beans, and squash, large numbers of beans are seldom encountered on
Mississippian sites. Dunn (1979) found no beans at Cemochechobee, and
Chmurney (1973) reported that only a single bean had been recovered from
Cahokia. The first archaeological evidence for common beans in Alabama was
from site IPi]2, a site within the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

4 Twenty-seven beans were identified (Smith, C.E. 1975:279) from a Mississippian
postmold. The paucity of beans on Mississippian sites may simply be due to
the fact that chances for carbonization may have been fewer for beans than for
other types of plant food remains.

TEMPORAL VARIATIO;, IN THE PLANT REMAINS

The difficulties in assessing the importance of plant foods from samples
of archaeological plant remains have been discussed repeatedly in contemporary
paleoethnobotanical literature. As has been observed, a multitude of factors
affect the quality, quantity, and composition of botanical residue (Munson et
al 1971; Cutler and Blake 1973; Ford 1979; Dennell 1976; Wing and Brown 1979).
These factors include the nature of the plant part, the methods of gathering
and processing used by the prehistoric population, the rate of utilization,
post-depositional activities on a site, and the recovery, laboratory
processing, and identification procedures used by the archaeologist. Put
simply, it is apparent that the proportions in which plant remains are present
in an archaeological deposit cannot be assumed to reflect directly their

*| actual contributions to subsistence.

In spite of the numerous biases which affect archaeological samples,
their composition nonetheless may reflect general trends in plant use through
time. Ubiquity of an item is often accepted as evidence that it was utilized.
Quantitative comparisons have been made between assemblages on the assumption

4 tr at if certain plant foods are represented much more frequently in one
assemblage than another, this measure may indicate that their use increased.
B,, considering the ubiquity of items in the Lubbub assemblages, their
densities, and the proportion each forms of the foo plant remains, I will try
to assess the importance of the various plant foods to the subsistence of the
pOeh.toric occupants of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

4
Plant remairs were identified from proveniences attributed to a cultural

sequenre that ranged from the Gulf Formational to the Protohistoric period.

I' : ) o - , - - - . , : : 3 : . " ' - ' . ' .. - . ' . ' . ' - L . - . ' ' "- - - i . - • , . . .
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TABLE 25

Common Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

Length Width
USN Hectare Provenience (mm) (mm)

2481 300N/-200E pit 8 - 5.1

2486 300N/-200E Pit 5 9.7 5.6

2896 300N/-200E Pit 26 11.3 6.2

11.0 6.4

- 5.9

- 6.4

3599 500N/-400E Pit 4 J 1.6 j 5.7

0
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* The samples from the earlier. Gul Formajt'n n Middle Woodland,
* occupations were extremely sinall and cannot be readi ly compared to the samples

attributed to later occupations.

The Late Woodland, Mississippian, and Protohistoric occupants of the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality used essental ly the same types of food
plants, but there were apparently substantial changes in the proportions in
which they were utilized. Unless noted otherwise. the following
interpretations are based solely on data from flotation samples.

It appeared that the fall nut crops were an important dietary resource at
all times the LIubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was occupied. Nut shell or
nut meat fragments occurred in more features (Figure 1) and in more discrete
samples than maize fragmj-ts in all assemblages. Although nut fragments
occurred in more features, however, they only formed large proportions of the
plant food remains from Woodland and Protohistoric contexts. Table 26
summarizes the plant food remains by count from all proveniences. Nuts
accounted for over 99 percent of the plant food remains, by count, from Miller
IIl refuse-filled pits. They were much less frequent in Summerville 1, 11,
and Ill pits, comprising seven percent of the food plant remains from
Summerville I pits and three percent of those from Summerville Ii and III
pits. About seven percent of the food plant remains from general
Mississippian pits were nut fragments. In the Protohistoric Summerville IV
samples, nuts comprised 85 percent of the plant food remains.

Density of nut fragments, computed as mean count per liter of soil
floated, was also highest in the Miller III pits, at 16 fragments per liter,
lowest in the Summerville I pits, at 0.6 fragments per liter, then increased
to 10.2 fragments per liter in the Summerville 11 and Ill pits, and decreased
slightly in the Summerville IV pits, to 8.1 fragments per liter. General
Mississippian pits contained around four nut fragments per liter.

The density of maize fragments in the Miller III pits was less than 0.1
fragments per liter. Their density increased to 7.6 fragments per liter in
Summerville I pits, to 47 fragments per liter in Summerville 11 and III pits,
and then decreased to 1.3 fragments per liter in Summerville IV pits. There
were over 30 fragments of maize per liter in general Mississippian pits.

Maize also formed an extremely small proportion of the food plant remains
*in the Miller III pits -- less than one percent of the total count. In

Summerville I pits, maize fragments were much more frequent, accounting for 93
percent of the food plant remains by count. Maize fragments comprised 97
percent of total count of food plant remains from Summerville 11 and Ill pits,
93 percent of those from general Mississippian pits, and only 15 percent of
those from Summerville IV pits.

It has been mentioned that the large amount of maize remains from
Summerville 11 and Ill contexts was due mainly to a single feature which
contained over 26,000 maize cob or kernel fragments. It was noted that, if
this feature was not considered, there would be almost seven times as many
nutshell fragments as maize fragments from the Summnervil1le 11 and Ill pits.

4 - Although the actual contributions of the nut crops and maize to the diet
cannot be estimated, the dominance of maize fragments in general Mississippian
pits suggests th~at throughout the Mississippian period, maize was extremely
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Figure 1. Percent Occurrence of Maize and Nuts.
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important in the diet.

Although the densities of both maize and nut fragments increased in the
" Summerville II and III pits, this may be a result of the larger population

occupying the site during this time. Density of all botanical remains,
including wood charcoal, was higher in pits from the Summerville I and Ill

" periods than in pits from earlier and later periods.

In addition to the variations between assemblages in the proportions of

wild and domesticated plant remains present, there were also differences ir
the relative proportions of the types of nuts represented. Table 27 lists tne
data for all nut remains from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
Hickory was the only type of nut represented in samples from the Gulf
Formational period. Hickory was dominant in the Miller I sample, but acorn

also occurred. In the Late Woodland Miller Ill samples, additional types of
nuts -- walnut and pecan -- were represented. However, in the Miller III
samples, hickory and acorn fragments were still the most frequent type of nut
remains; they were almost equally represented by count, while pecan and walnut
occurred in smaller frequencies. Walnut shells constituted seven percent of

* the total weight of nutshell fragments from the waterscreened samples and were
- present in 38 percent of the Miller Ill features. The greater diversity in

the Miller III samples than in earlier samples may be a result of the larger
number of samples available for analysis.

Only hickory and acorn were represented in the Summerville I samples. In
these samples, hickory was the dominant type, constituting over 91 percent of 
the total nut remains identified, and acorn shells comprised eight percent of
the nut remains by count. The proportions were similar for the Summerville II
and Ill samples; hickory nut remains accounted for over 95 percent of the
total nut remains and acorn remains for almost five percent. Walnut occurred
only in the Summerville II and III samples from the waterscreen, but it was
less than one percent of the total weight of nutshells recovered in this

manner. There was a single occurrence of beech nut shell in a small fraction
of a flotation sample.

The proportions of nut types represented in the Protohistoric samples

differed significantly from the Mature Mississippian samples; acorn shell and
1 nut meat fragments accounted for over 93 percent of the total nut remains, by

both count and weight. Although the largest amount of acorn remains were from

a single nut concentration, 64 percent of the nut remains from pits and 81
percent of those from structures were acorn. Figure 2 shows the proportions

the various types of nut remains formed of the total nut remains from
flotation samples.

0
Acorn shells tend to break into smaller pieces than hickory and walnut

shells and, consequertly, a sample recovered from a quarter-inch waterscreen
- usually is skewed in favor of nuts represented by the larger piec(s However,

acorn remains far outweighed hickory in the waterscreened samcle from
Protohistoric contexts, comprising 80 percent by we~ghl of the nui remains
recovered.

"gure 3 shows the Jb;qui ty of the vrious !'/pes c nt, Sp' 'C ,  - ' d

h,. pe2 rcent of features ir whlch c3ch type was r'-pre r: -Led. Desr: ' e he
-"at iJlon: ;n ab ~i dan7e ;, th v,7,'s r4t type- betweer ,;s:, -. igc, , h Lcry

. : : . , . . . . .
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remains always occurrea in more features than the other types, and acorn in
slightly fewer features. Walnut shells were fairly common in Miller III pits,

but were infrequent in later features. Pecan :;e; . present only in a
Miller III feature.

Acorn is probably under-represented in the tabulations for all periods

because the totals reported are for pieces which were larger then 2 mm.
Acorn, more often than any other type of plant remain, was frequently
identified in the smaller fractions when it did not occur in the large. If,
as Yarnell (1974:119) suggests, I gram of acorn shell represents as much food
as 20 grams of hickory nutshell, then the acorn shells in Miller III contexts
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality represent six times as much food
as the hickory nut shells; and the acorn shell from Summerville I contexts

represent one and one-half times as much food as the hickory nutshells.
Hickory nutshells from Summerville II and IIl contexts would still represent
more food than acorn shells from these contexts -- about twice as much. In

the Protohistoric samples, the acorn shells present would represent 44 times
as much food as the hickory nutshells.

The actual intensity of utilization of acorns as compared to hickory nuts

cannot be determined for any period; but the general trends in the data seem
to indicate that hickory nuts, acorns, and walnuts were all important food
resources during the Late Woodland period. Use of acorns apparently declined
during the Mississippian period, and then increased substantially in the
Protohistoric. Pecans, hazelnuts, and beech nuts never appeared to be of much

importance as food resources.

Data from earlier excavations (Caddell 1979) of Site lPi33 can be used

for comparison with the data here. In one such controlled comparison, the
contents of a large Late Miller III pit were found to be very similar to the
contents of Miller Ill pits reported here. Nuts (in flotation samples) formed

98 percent oF the plant food remains by weight, and maize fragments formed two
percent. Weights of acorn and hickor) nutshells were about equal. Plant food
remains from a late Mississippian structure at the site were composed of 28
percent maize fragments, 63 percent hickory nutshells, and 9 percent acorn
shei's.

In general, then, use of maize apparently increased substantially from
Late Woodland to Mississippian times at this locality. Maize was probably the
main carbohydrate source throughout the Mississippian period, but its use

seemed to decrease somewhat during the Protohistoric period. At the same
time, there appeared to be changes in emphasis on different types of nuts. To
understand why these changes may have occurred, let us look at the nutritional
sigrfcance of each type of nut (Table 28).

Tue aietary significance of nuts was mainly as a source of carbohydrates,

but n..'s contain high amounts of fats as well. They are consequently high in
calor'es or energy. Black walnuts and hickory nuts contain about six and four
times respec-ively as murh fat as that contained by acorns. Nuts are also
irnpc, tant sources of protein, although they are not a good substitute for
animal protein because of their high fat content (Woodroof 1979). Acorns have

a higher :arbohydrate content, but a lower protein content than hickory nuts

and black walnuts.

* . .
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Hickory nuts, acorns, and black walnuts would have all been available in
forests in the immediate vicinity of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
Hickory trees and several species of oak trees were among the most numerous
trees recorded for the area by the General Land Office surveyors in the early
nineteenth century (Caddell 1979). Walnut trees were much less numerous in
this region.

Although a variety of nut-bearing trees were present, not all would have
produced good crops each year. Individual hickory trees produce a good crop
from once a year to once in five years. Walnut trees produce good crops
:rregularly, on the average about two good crops in five years. Frequencies
o good crops for oak trees vary from almost every year to one crop every ter
years fo- ;ndividual oak trees (U.S.D.A. Forest Service 1948; Fowells 1965).

Man wjuid have had to compete with squirrels and other animals for all the
riut croos. Also, according to Schopmeyer (1974):

Acorns of the white oak group shoula be collected soon after they have
fallen to retard early germination...In addition, birds eat ripe acorns
of scme species while they are still on the tree, and several organisms
consume acorns rapidly once they have fallen. In years when light crops
are produced, acorns are sometimes heavily infested with weevils
(Cucurlio sp.), and collection of large quantities of sound seed is
difficult (Schopmeyer 1974:698).

Schopmeyer (ibid:699) further notes that most species of white oak acorns
should not be stored since they "germinate almost immediately after falling,"
nor should black oak acorns be stored longer than six months. Hickory nuts
and black walnuts could have been stored from one year to the next, under the
proper conditions.

Hickory nuts require the least processing of all the nuts. Their husks
split apart, but those of black walnuts do not. The tannins in acorns of the
red oak group must be removed by leaching before the acorns are edible.

In terms of their availability, the amount of processing required, and
their nutritional content, hickory nuts were probably the most attractive of
tne nuts avilable to the prehistoric populations of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeoiogical Locality.

Asch C. a (1972) remarked on the superiority of hickory nuts as a food
lou-ce n their discussion of the botanical data from the Koster site. Part
c)f tn.&i dIsc :irc on may be relevant to the present study:

.t trne avail ble technology as a given, a human population will take
tho_,,e food resources which are most easily collected in large quantity

anc which are most nutritionally complete. Thus, a small population
mir ht be able to subsist very well by concentrating on the collection of
a few abundant,, easy-to-collect, more nutritionally complete foods (Asch
et al 1912:27)

2 o .on roF a single t,pc of nut, such as hickory nuts, then, may have

"r o o oft sutsistence strategy than the -o Ieci on of se,'e-a

:,1' , .h cO wore ic-s ,utr i t o;s and harcor 1. coi lect, process, or

. . .. . : -' , ' - < : -- - .- . . . .. . - . . .. - . . . . - . - . . - . .
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Sto, e.

Ir., early Woodland times. The populat'ons in the central Tombigbee River
valley may hnave zonc ent r-a ted on the hi ckory nut harvosL. There is I7t tle
eidence om sites ir the area thiat acorns attained much i mpo rta n ce unti

Mill Ier Itimes (Cadde' i579) - In M:Iller 11 and Ill times, use of botri
acorns and walnuts apoarently intensi fied. The population was increasing
during this tine, as evienced by thre larger number and size of sites (_ic--nk i ris
and Curren 1976). Ma I e did not yet pro' iide a Is Ign If Icaiit port: or of t he
carbnnydr ates I n the d ie T, and per hapsI as the populIa t ion i nc reased, Hbecari
necessary tco collect more of the other types of nuts it, addition to Cni ick.ory
nut--.

With she intensi ficaL on of majz:e agriculture ixn Mississippian t Imes, the
cc'!ectior c'f these Dther types cf nuts may not have been necessary. During
the Summeri I le I, 11, and 11; periods at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
. cal y. the populations apparently derived the major portion of ther

it3yPlant food requirements from the corn harvest (and to an undetermneo
extent, the harves! of beans) and the collection of hickory nuts. It may have
beer consideratiors of the ease witn which they were collected, processed, and
stored whicn made hickory nuts the dominant type of nut used d~uring thiese
periocs. Moreover, since the carbohyd:ate content of maize is more similar to
acorns than hickory nuts, it is not surprising that utilization of acorns
lessened in Mississ ippian t.i meIs . Hickory nuts would still have been important
as a source of oil, in -Iihich both maize and acorns are low.

-'he collection and processing of acorns may have conflicted with the
scnedulirrg of -,e fall corn harvest. more than the collection of other types of
noj':s . lA orns,- wou d have r equ ired more i mmed iate coll Iect Ior) and process ing at
a rojnd 1,1c samre time the corn ripened. Hickory nuts could probably have beer.
ccolo -c eo a- ter the clItivated crops were harvested and Stored . I f planting

be i ear-ly ds late March or Apr ilI, however, as is possible in Alabama, the
rla izr'r%.es t woulId not have i nter fered w ith the acorn harvest. if two crops
Yere planted, the acorn harvest may have conflicted wi th t he fall, or the
csecnd, corn harv.est .

,Mjiz apparently sippl ;ed a smaller portion of carbohydrate) 'to the diet

of the, Prcotohistoric populations at this locale. The dominance of acorns in
Sumrierv 1le N samples suggests that they may have again, as in Late Woodland
1 ines, been an important source of carbohydrates.

I spr _)nnsd, Th( that ma ize repl aced the not crops in the diet to a
- eo'urn the Plississippian period. but hickory nuts were

Jclu Y J espec;ai l 1y for their n. Our in D K P rcthbi so.)r ic
e 'e- rend . c;rns a t ta ined more impcr t once because of

J hc'! f ~ --,r g r aph i c sour cr or t he Choc t a,, 1 ends Sootw
U I'j) Pr- i r data c omp i I d I, \ . i e rUI, a ti K W t

h- n mvisr (olkshu~ hi w,-rs -3 rrIIri loo ,.'00 Ien iC

A-co~ a.p( or
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it came from the tip or the base of the cob. When the tip was present, a T
was recorded, or T-M, depending on the length of the segment. When the base
of the cob was present, a B, or B-M was recorded. If a midsection fragment
tapered towards the top, M-T was recorded, and if it tapered towards the
bottom. M-B was recorded. No flaring was observed at the butt ends of any

fragments. Although the fragment type is often a subjective observation, it
*''" is very useful. When computing averages -for a group of cobs, I found that the

midsection fragments were best to use because the tips and butts do not supply
. measurements typical of the cobs from which they came.

Another subjective observation scores the cross-section shape of the cob.
The shape was recorded as C, Q, or E, depending on whether it was circular,
quadrilateral, or ellipitical. Often, the presence of glumes distorted the
shape, and an attempt was made to ignore the glumes when making this
observation. Pressure after deposition may have distorted some cobs, causing
them to be elliptical.

Longitudinal shape was also systematically recorded. If the segment
tapered towards the tip, T was recorded, and if the segment was straight, an S

q was recorded. Cigar-shaped cobs were noted by a C; this value was recorded if
the cob tapered toward both ends, or if it tapered towards the butt. For the
latter, it was assumed that any fragment which tapered towards the butt was
from a cob which also tapered towards the tip.

The row number was determined by counting the vertical rows of glumes on
the cob section. The presence of any irregular rows was also noted. Using
Ford's (1973:189) criteria, the degree of row pairing was recorded: a + was

* used if a narrow groove separated adjacent cupules, an S for strongly paired,
if the groove was wide, and a W for weakly paired, if the cupule corners
overlapped.

The maximum and minimum diameters of each fragment were measured. These
were taken from the outside of the cupules, so they are measures of the rachis
diameter. Cupule width was measured on the largest cupule near the mid-point
of the cob (Ford 1973; Nickerson 1953). The width of the largest glume at the
same point was measured. Internode length, or the distance from the base of
one set of lower glumes to the base of the next in the same row was recorded.
.,;s measure may be used to compute the number of cupules for a length of the

ckb. The row number divided by the internode length gives an index of
condensation for the cobs (Smith, C.E. 1980:123,138).

The attributes of each maize cob are reported in Table 31. Attributes of
the cobs, grouped by cultural association, are reported in Table 32. All
measurements ar uncorrected for shrinkage. Experiments by the author
indicated that whole cobs shrink by about 30 percent when carbonized. Cutler

-. and Blake (1973) state that shrinkage is about 15 to 25 percent.

Some temporal differences are apparent from the data. There was a
decrease in "artab lity in row number from Late Woodland through Mississippian

ines. The 'arlier. _ar Wocdland, assemblage was comprised of eight, ten,
.-.,I lve. lou-teen, and ,ixteen-rowed cobs; eight, ten, and twelve-rowed were
present in th! carly and Mature Misissippian samples, and only eight and ten-
rowed in the Protohistoric sample. The incidence of strong row pairing also
increased through, time: 3.2 percent of the Late Woodland cobs had strongly

. .~~~~... .. •-......-.-:........... -... ... ., .-.- ,(. -.- , . . -..-..-..,- .-... .-. ..
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Pits 8 and 26 in Hectare 300N/-200E.

The height, width, and thickness of each kernel were recorded. Kernels
were measured if at least two of these measures were obtainable. The width
was measured on all but one kernel, and thickness was taken on all but six;
height could be obtained for only 227 kernels.

The mean kernel width of all kernels was 7.05 mm, the mean kernel height
,-,as 5.71 mm, and the mean kernel thickness was 4.42 mm. There were
. ignificant differences between the kernels recovered in the waterscreen and
those recovered in the flotation samples (t width=5.49, p<.O000; t
thickness= .95, p<.OOOl; t height=l.92, 2<.06). Kernels from the waterscreen
were larger than those from the flotation samples, and there was a greater
range of variation in those recovered in the flotation samples. Almost all
kernels were missing their embryos, although some embyros were recovered
separately.

One hundred sixty-three kernels could be assigned to a cultural period;
!he remainder could only be assigned to Mississippian or mi~ed contexts.

*O Dimensions of kernels recovered in the waterscreen are reported, by cultural
affiliation, in Table 29. Attributes of those kernels recovered in flotation
amoles are reported in Table 30, also by cultural affiliation.

No measurable kernels were recovered from Late Woodland contexts, and the
early Mississippian (Summerville 1) and Protohistoric (Summerville IV) samples
were rather small. Consequently, interpretations based on these samples are

* 'enu-rus. Only the Summerville II and III kernels and those from general
Miss ssippian contexts may be described.

* - Almc-,t all kernels, with few exceptions, were wider than high. A
" . rc.'erp;ct @f all ke-nels is given in Figure 4. Kernels were plotted if both

I)cir her ( t and wi dth were measurable. Some kernels were isodiametric, but
only a f,.. were higher than wide.

Mon.t of the kernels from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality appear
to be Northern Flint. They tend to be crescent-shaped, with their width
exceding their heighr - characteri- ics which are typical of Northern Flint
kernels.

Maize Cobs

Two hurdred arid two corn cob fragments and a single complete cob were
e: ',nr r ,, ' 5ri t he Lubbub excavat ions . One hundred fifty-one cob fragments

_, f r. :r, d pit, tventv- tv'C were from other types of pi t!, thirteen were
n- ia , r or''re nrc strucu e cuts, three were from excavation

" ., - ., f i. e f-or .- rr1i 1r e nch , one waEs From a bur;al pi* , and one was
. •, ed' , r -1:.r h momnid . The conp I ete cob was from a smudge pit.

., rimpF .M; ' "'. " 'r'' ore of the largest reported from the

0 A' tr , U I mr rc WP' "  re,c ded. The ergttn of ea.h c--b
• • n t W , .,, 'Y -. ",' ; ' I trt , ir n,)o- tc de7nr ;nr whtAt nection A i

.a,- t r-'o- r ! C. r c c, 1, 73: 18 F ), the f, agnint t pt

r ,. .
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sites in the lower Southeast. As Ford (1976:9-10) stated: "We know that
ethnographic cultures living in the Southeast raised a number of varieties of
corn, but to date the phenotypic traits used to define these types have not
been distinguished for analyzing carbonized archaeological remains."
Archaeological data from the Southwest, Midwest, and Northeast, however, have
allowed researchers to describe some types of maize which were present
prehistorically in the Eastern United States.

The most widespread type of maize, at least for several centuries prior
to European contact, was Northern Flint (Brown and Anderson 1947). Yarnell
(1964:107) stated that it is "perhaps the most easily recognized of any
archaeological corn..." Cobs are cylindrical, large, and frequently have a
flaring butt. They usually have eight or ten rows of wide, crescent-shaped
kernels, and exhibit strong row pairing (Brown and Anderson 19L7). Corn of
the Northern Flint type has been identified from several Alabama sites (Bo*;'
and Anderson 1947; Cutler and Blake 1973; Neuman 1961; Caddell 1979).

Another type of corn found earlier on archaeological sites in the Eastern
United States is a type which resembles the Basketmaker corn of the Southwest
(Brown and Anderson 1947; Yarnell 1964). These cobs are elliptical and tanr.,
toward both the ti' and the butt; row pairing is absent, and they are
typically 12- or 14-rowed. To my knowledge, this type of corn has not been
reported for Alabama. It has been reported for several Middle Mississippian
sites, including Cahokia, and from the Ozark Bluff Shelters (Yarnell 1964).

The earliest types of corn found archaeologically in the eastern United
VA States are small flints or popcorns (Cutler and Blake 1974:62). These cobs

are tapered and usually have 12 or 14 rows of pop or flint grains.

The large sample of maize cobs recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality and from earlier excavations in the central Tombigbee
River valley should provide much information on the types of corn grown in
this area.

Earlier excavations in the central Tombigbee River valley produced
measurable maize cobs from Sites lPi6l, lGr2, lPil2, and lPi33 (Smith,
C.E. 1975; Caddell 1979). Sites lPi12 and lPi33 are located within the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality. The maize cobs from Site lPil2 have not been
measured. The samples from Sites 1Pi61 and lPi33 were very small; only four
cobs from each site were measurable. Those from Site lPi6l were ten and
twelve-rowed; all cobs from Site lPi33 were twelve-rowed. The sample from
tite 'Gr2 was considerably larger. One hundred and two measurable cobs we'e
reccvrired from the 1974 and 1976 excavations. Most of the cobs (84 percent)
were ten 3nd twelve--rowed, and there were smaller percentages of eight,
fourteen ana sixteen-rowed cobs. Mean row number was 10.82.

Maize kernels

Four hundred and three maize kerne. were meardred. These kernels were
recovered from excavation unitr, smudge pts, other pits, postmolds, structure
cu t ., daub zones, midden samples, and hearth., Out over 80 percent were " om
e; thor t tl, ur smudge p i . All measurable kernels recovered in th
. Jer..I ard fiot. t ion, !samp es were measured. r i xcept thnse f-orn twr

ra es. bsamples wee ak:cr of the kernel, from lotat ion samples from
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I paired rows, none of the Summerville I cobs exhibited strong row pairing, 53.3
- percent of the Summerviile Il and III cobs were strongly paired, and 60

percent of those from Summervi le IV contexts were strongly paired.

The mean condensation index decreased from 3.30 for the Late Woodland
cobs, to 3.17 for the Summery lle I cobs, to 2.98 for the Summervi;'te II and
III coos, to 2.79 for the Sumer.'I;lle IV cobs. The mean maximum oiameter was
highest for the Late Woodland cobs, lowest for the Summerville 1 cobs, then
increased in Summerville I1 and III, and was slightly lower for the
Summerville IV cobs. Cobs from Summerville IV contexts had the lcrgest mean
cupule width, and those from Summerviiie I contexts, the lowest.

The percent of cobs which were quadrilateral in cross-section increased
from 12.9 percent of the Late Woodland cobs to 60 percent of the Summerville
IV cobs. Circular-shaped cobs decreased from 64.5 percent of the Latc
Woodland sample to 20 percent of the Summerville IV sample. These changes are
associated with the increase in percent of eight-rowed cobs, which are often
quadrilateral in cross-section.

It should be kept in mind that only a third of the cob sections could be
assigned to a chronological position, and some of the samples, particuiariy
the Protohistoric, are rather small.

Many of the cobs from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality appear to
be Northern Flint. This type of corn is predominant in samples from later
contexts, although it was also present in the earlier samples. There appears
to be a trend through time toward greater use of this type of corn. As
mentioned above, cobs from later contexts had lower mean row numbers, wider
cupules, lower condensation indices, and more strongly paired rows than those
from earlier contexts.

Some cobs which may be of the type similar to Basketmaker corn were also
present in the assemblage, from Summerville i and general Mississippian
contexts. An example was the whole cob recovered from a Sjmmerville I smudge
pit. This cob is small. 12-rowed, e!Iiptical in crcss section, and tapers
toward both the tip and the butt. It is not certain that the cigar-shaped
CODS in the lubbub assemblage have aff;nities to the Basketmaker corn; they
may be related to Mexican varieties which have cobs which taper to the butt.

Other tyacs of corn were also present, but with the prrsent statc cf
.nr wledge about the corn \.arieties which were present in the southeastern
' !n,:nd Slntes. their aff'nit;es cannot be determined. Some of the 2arliest
:ols, 'rorr a taLC Woodland s(TuCoe p t, were very large-eared and had high row
•LuroLerr, and lcw :upule widths.

n a n at empt to descr ibe types of mn;zc In the LubbuD Crelk assemb lag(
e use-d cluster analysis and hoped that this would segregate groups of cobs

which possessed many features :n common.

'.u s ter A a!vsis of Cob Fra _er.ts

Maize c:-bh w C q - i,- :n th( %aJ r of tt,, :r morphoi ,gi cal simi lar
gsng comn'),c znr- r l r n *. . rhC ong htundred eigh'y-nir. m dsect ior,

r i'q-tx T71 t C'i i , wh- c ' e. r c- ir'c udod t e j ia-1,s
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variables which are useful in distinguishing between varieties of maize
(Nickerson 1953; Brown and Anderson 1947) were used: cupule width, internode
length, maximum diameter of the cob, strength of row pairing, and row number.
Standard scores were calculated for each variete, and euclidean distances were
calculated for all pairs of cobs. The matrix of distances was then reduced to
five clusters of cons by "Ward's Method," the minimization of the error-sum-
of-squares. Attributes of these five clusters are detailed in Table 33.

Although these five clusters cannot be assumed to represent biological
varieties, the attributes of some are similar to varieties known to be present
prehistorically in the eastern United States. For example, cobs in Cluster 4
had a low mean row number and were mostly eight and ten-rowed; they had a
large mean cupule width, moderate to strong row pairing, and most were

quadrilateral in cross-section. These attributes are characteristic of
Northern Flint corn.

The decrease in variation through time was evident by examination of

Table 33. The earliest, Miller III, cobs were scattered throughout all the

clusters and thus were extremely variable morphologically. Summerville I cobs
_ displayed less variability. Cobs from Summerville I and III contexts showed

even less variation, and those from Summerville IV contexts, the least.

* The percentage of cobs in each of the row number categories can be
converted into a diversity index for each period as well. This measure, H,
which is one member of the family of "Information Statistics," expresses the
variability, the unevenness, the lack of predictability in a frequency

distribution. It is calculated by taking the negative sum of the product of
. the percentage of each cell frequency expressed as a decimal fraction times

the natural logarithm of that percentage (-Sum pi In pi). This measure

reaches its m3ximum value when the percentages are equal for all cells and is

C. when all observations are in a single cell. For the Lubbub cirri per period:

H maximum = 1.609

• .H Miller III = 1.359

* H "Mississippian" = .129

* H Summerville I-i1 1.104

H Summerville '!-III 1.062

H Sumrnervi Ile IV = 0.673

n eFfect, there was a reduction of 50 percent in the diversity of corn

' r,tween the Late Woodland and the 1itest of the Mississippian periods.

.,',OD IDENTIF!CATION

Wood ch-r- c 31  
'j, id t f,' i f r m h car t. hs an(; smudge p ts.

a c if,, ca' , in- ma.-, bv ref,--, r rte to woci icys and rclates Prown (1928)
-. > .-,-,r trr cc ,. Wcaoa type wct e noLed only

a )r~' . r b :.. ;,- . . 3Lped n a, f to a I ni a g C'1
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*Some uncarbonized fragments of wood were preserved by copper found in
association with Burial 6 in Hectare 40ON/-400E (USN 2823). From their
locations near the skull, both the wood and copper fragments were probably
parts of ear ornaments, possibly earspools. The structure of the wood had
been severely altered, and it could only be identified as dicot wood.

Wood charcoal from six hearths was identified. All pieces large enough
to be identified were examined. Identifications are listed in Table 34. Pine
and cane were the most common wood in the hearths, although a number of other
woods were represented.

Wood was a common component of the smudge pits. Wood charcoal was
;dentifiec from thirty smudge pits, and identifications are reported in Table
35. Pine was the most frequently identified wood, but again, there were a
variety of other woods represented, particularly oak, hickory, cane, and bark.

SMUDGE PITS

Features were designated "smudge pits" (Binford 1967) if they were small,
roughly circular, shallow pits which contained a high density of any
combination of wood, cane, or bark, maize cobs, and pine cones. About a
hundred thirty smudge pits were excavated at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. The contents of 31 were analyzed (Tables 5, 9, 11, and 16).

Maize cobs were the most common fuel used in the smudge pits; they
occurred in 29 of the 31 smudge pits analyzed. Wood charcoal was also
identified in 29 smudge pits, but it was not as abundant as maize cobs. Pine
cone fragments, bark, and cane were components of 12 of these features.
Nutshells were present in 20 smudge pits, but always in extremely small

amounts.

In general, the kernels had been removed from the cobs before the cobs
were placed in these pits. Kernel fragments did occur, however, in 20 smudge
jits. They were abundant in only one smudge pit, Pit 8 in Hectare 30ON/-200E,

S" in which over 4,400 kernel fragments were identified. From the ratio of
cupules to kernel fragments, the kernels apparently were not removed from the
-obs prior- to their placement in this pit.

-.',NCLUSIONS

.. The large sample of plant remains from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
. n:allty has added much to our knowledge and understanding of prehistoric

suus sterce 7n tne cer '"al Tombigbee River valley. The floral contents of 175
-tures wc-e an yeled. Although fe, samples were available from earlier

0 texts, the naioity cf the samples were from Late Woodland, Mississ'ppian,
7c Protohistor ic per iods and were drawn from a variety of proven iences. Thi s
m~le h - -I lowed L t, de:;crbe certain aspects of the subsistence of these
tc preh' r i c nopuat ions.

h ' rt. . . c populatiorc used tscent ially the -ame t pes
0 a-t '- ' p . rt ons in which they were utilized &orar nt I changed

. :_1) ', ,. N-: ts e e predomiriant ;n Late Wood!e'nd contexts, forming over
•e-e r't of lhu r c a food remains. Acorns arid hi(kor nuts appeared to be

-,a 1 v ortant. Maze fragments occurred in over half of the Late Woodland

0
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features, but they formed less than one percent of the plant food remains.
Although maize was probably a supplementary source of carbohydrates, it

* probably was not used heavily.

In Mississippian samples, maize constituted the largest proportion of

plant food remains, but it appeared that nuts, especially hickory nuts, were

also consistently used. because nutshells occurred in more features than maize

fragments.

The compositinn of Protohistoric samples was quite different than the

Missssippian samples. Nut fragments formed over 85 percent of the plant food

remains, and the majority were acorn. Maize fragments armed the remaining 15

percent of the pldnt food remains from samples.

In general, then, there seemed to be a large increase in utilization of

maize from Late Woodland to Mississippian times, followed by a decrease in its

use in Protohistoric times.

At least two cuitigens were added to the diet in Mississippian times:

p sunflower seeds at least by the Summervi le I period, and beans by the

Summerville II period. Their contributions to subsistence were difficult to

assess; if we rely on mere numbers, they did not appear to have been of much

importance. Opportunities for their preservation may have been fewer than for

cther types of plant remains, however. A single possible squash seed was

identified from a mixed context.

Utilization of other food resources could be inferred from some of the

seeds identified: persimmons, plums, grapes, and maypops were apparently

! Fsed. Nonu cf the starchy edible seeds occurred in quantities which would
ir iicate that• , e were utilized. The best ev nence fcr uti ization of some

e, 1J the.r oceurrence only in samples wtch contained other edible items

corn knrnels and nut meals. The numbers and aens ities r7 these seeds in

-impes w,2s fa, 'y consistcnt between periuds. Their actual impcrtance during

anv period could not be deteurmned.

The largest. sample of maize cots reported for a single site in the state

v,as recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality: two hundred and
t4o maize cob fragmen>s 3rd a single ,,omplete maize cob, fro texts ranging
!rorr Late WooD!and Lo K,.tohistoric. A large sample of maiz els was also

recovered.

, Me, sur'_eJt .ker on these cobs fragments yielded data ,which showed some
-rianaes ir types of corn utilized through time. Cobs from Late Woodland

t nntexts e.h'hi red the most varabi I tv in row number, had the highest mean
.;w number und the highest mean condensation index. CJbs from 1Cler conte ts

id lower m~an row numbers, less variabi 1 ty in row number, 1ower mean

, nd es, and exhibited stronger row pairing.

,t 1 -ast d nc t "<;es of maize wer( dent fied *n t, :smbth e.

'1 v f -T, cor 'h ler f- a p p. t , e N . I r "

Y .. - '.t s .
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There were other types of maize ;r the assemblage, and, by using

attributes whic:h vary among types of maize, we attempted to segregate them by
cluster anaIys ;. Five c::isters of cobs resulted. Cobs from late Woodiand
contexts were about even!7, distributed in the fivc clusters, while iater cobs
were more alike and thereby concentrated in fewer clusters.

Identification of wood charcoal from hearths and smudge pits showed that
although pine was the most common wooa used for fuel, a variety of other woods
and cane were also frequently used.

It has been suggested that as human populations increased during Late
Woodland times at this locale, certain resources were utilized more
intensively than during earlier times. These resources included acorns and
walnuts.

Although maize was apparently a supplementary carbohydrate source during
Late Woodland times, it did not attain much importance until the early
Mississippian period. When it became an important food source, maize took the
place of the nut crops to a great extent. Because hickory nuts have a high
oil content, they were used throughout the Late Woodland and Mississippian
periods. Acorns, however, being low in oil and higher in carbohydrates, may
have been much less important during the Mississippian. The collection and
processing of acorns may have also interfered with the fall corn harvest, and,
as noted by one ethnographic source, acorns may have been important when the
corn crop was not successful.

The nut crops may have again been quite important in Protohistoric times

at this locale. The data suggests that maize was less important than during
Mississippian times, and that aco-s were heavily utilized.

In summary, then, the data from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
support the conclusion: of previous investigators that the Mississippian
societies had a subsistence pattern which focused on agriculture, but which
included the gathering of wild plant resources. Only a few new items were
added to this pattern in Mississipuian times -- beans, sunflowers, and perhaps
squash. Other than these items, the same plant foods utilized in Late
Woodland times contnued to be utilized, but their respective contributions to
the diet changed signif can'y.



CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS, ANFD INTFRPRETATION OF AU'.AL
REMAINS FROM THE LUBBUB CREEK ARtHAEOLOGCAL LCCALiTY

Susan L. Scott

Analysis of faunal remains from archaeological sites is crucial to an

understanding of man-land relationships. Fauna recovered from prehlstoric

contexts can elucidate one aspect of the diet of prehistoric peoples, IS

essential to interpreting the season of occupation, and may aid in monitoring

changes in the paleoenvironment, whether induced by climate or by man. Fauna
recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeologicai Locality represerts one aspect

of the adaptation of man to the natural environment between '00 A.D. and 1700

A.D. in he Tombigbee Valley. This time period is of particular interest in

subsistence studies because it spans the period of transition from a

horticultural to a fully agricultural subsistence base. For this reason, the

major focs of this study was on detecting this transition in the

archaeological record as it is reflected in the kinds and quantity of animal
resources procured.

Following the commitment to agriculture, socio-political complexity
increased during the Mississippian period. In west central l',abama, this

growth in social complexity is particularly evident in the adjacent river

valley at Moundvi lie and other Moundv; Ie phase cornmuni ties (Peebles and Kus

1977; Peebles 1978; Steponaitis 1978). Al 1,ough the Mlississiupian \ i]age in

the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was on the periphery of these

developments, it was not unaffected. Mature Mississippian burials at the site

suggest that some degree of social ranking existed in the Tombigbee Valley, as

well, during this time period (Jenkins 1579a). Therefore, a second goal of

this analysis was to determine if the distribution of fauna could potential ly

be interpreted as reflecting differential access to resources by high ranking

members of tne community.

In addition to these object Ives, tho numerous reiuse-' I I led features in
the Lubbub Creek ArchaeoV-gical t ca i tv permited the exam nat i,)n ir J

c :rt tI o, - f di scrcie fa., r , er: i ge. c a; i I' i t "I: s ecf

a tivtties and seasons of ure.

MAT-RI ,LS AND 1 THODS

dert if w , n and Rerc nq b Fa*± , ,i e, L e I

r q'7) h eC te' ,g s K e t c c o ; , d t i' e 0: r i
r1 qa-l3: ,i jne;£J11 of [o0o:9y , s :ietC>5 Oi rsct C* t tc nrc:, i cc o r "
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research area were available for comparative purposes.' The only exception:
• ..' to this general statement that are likely to be of any consequence in the

following analysis were the lack of adult specimens of either of the species
of the genus Graptemys (Map turtles) that are found currently in the Tombigbee
drainage. Other than this minor inconvenience, the available comparative
materials were beyond reproach. With the particularly large mammal
collection, it was possible in many cases to compare the archaeological

materials with specimens collected near the study area. The extensive bird
collection made possible the identification of two species that are now
extinct, passenger pigeon and Carolina parakeet.

Every bone fragment recovered by one-quarter inch hardware cloth was
examined, sorted by taxonomic class, counted, and weighed. Due to
insufficient time, no attempt was made to record additional information for
fauna recovered in the plowzone samples from 10 x 10 m excavation units,
postmolds, or Phase I samples. The deletion of this subsample from the
following analysis is considered justifiable on several grounds. The deposits
either were not completely screened (postmolds and 10 x los) or were from
plowzone deposits and hence probably mixed (Phase I and 10 x lOs) or were too

small to yield firm chronological control (postmolds). The information
recorded for these faunal samples is on file at the University of Alabama
Office of Archaeological Research.

Bone recovered from features was examined for evidence of modification
due to cultural or natural processes (breakage, burning, butchering marks,
etc.) and was identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level given the

* . surviving characteristics of the fragment.2  Nine variables were coded for
each bone fragment, including unidentifiable bone. These variables include
Unit Serial Number (a provenience designation), taxonomic class, count,
weight, reliability of weight, burning, modification, and the origin of
fragmentation. 3

All bone was weighed to tenths of grams excluding some very delicate
identifiable bones, generally fish, which were weighed to the hundredth of a
gram. Reliability of weight was recorded because in some cases it was obvious

that the weight figure did not accurately reflect the weight of the fragment.
Some bones were encased in mineral concretions, for example, yielding highly
inflated figures. Initially, it was thought that weights of burned bone were
also unreliable, based on some experimental evidence to this effect (cf. Baby

"I would like to thank Drs. Gerald Smith (UMMZ Fish Division), Arnold Kluge
(UMMZ Herpetology Division), Phillip Myers (UMMZ Mammal Division), and Kent
Flannery (UMMA) for allowing me to use the resources at the Museum of Zoology

and the Museum of Anthropology.

2AI identifications were done by the author or Katherine M. Moore, the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Project's research assistant at the University of
Michigan Museum of Anthropology. I gratefully acknowledge the assistance of
Richard Redding, Dr. Gerald Smith, and Steve Goodman in the identification of

particularly difficult pieces.

3Coding of the materials was accomplished with the aid of Katherine M. Moore,
Judy Bagdon, Virginia Popper, and Katherine Spielmann.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..% % .- . . .
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1954) . However, it became apparent that a third, unanticipated factor
_- highly leached or weathered bone -- was of far greater consequence in
skewing the weight of both burned and unburned bone. Unfortunately, this was
discovered midway through the analysis, and, as a result, no controls are
available.

All burned bone was divided into three color categories according to the
assumed intensity and duration of heat: white, blue/gray, and black/brown. If
a single fragment exhibited more than one color, it was coded under the color
c ategory covering the largest surface area. Additional categories were
available for bone that had not been affected by fire and for fragments that
were only partially charred.

Coding categories for modified bone included bone tools, ornaments,
butchering marks, waste flakes, evidence of carnivore or rodent gnawing, and
combinations thereof. Most of these categories are self-explanatory, but it
should be pointed out that "waste flakes" are believed to be part of the
debris resulting from the breakage of long bones for the extraction of marrow.
The fragments interpreted as waste flakes were invariably very small (less
than 1 cm), conchoidally fractured long bone shaft fragments. Bone tools and
ornaments are described in detail by Anne Woodrick (this chapter, Appendix 0).

Origin of fragmentation, the final variable coded for all bones recovered
from features, distinguished bones broken prior to deposition from those
brokeQ during excavation or shipment. Many fragments exhibited recent

breakage as a result of postdepositional leaching compounded by the force of
an efficient but extremely powerful water screening system. Whenever
possible, pieces were cross-mended and recorded as exhibiting predepositional
breakage if the original edges could be discerned.

If the bone was identifiable, an additional nine variables were recorded,
including taxon, reliability of the identification, element; side, fusion,
fragment size, and four variables describing the location of the fragment in
relation to an unbroken element.

In order to be identified to family, genus, or species, the actual
element (humerus, femur, etc.) must be recognizable or the fragment must
retain some diagnostic character complex unique to a certain taxonomic
classification. The reader should be aware that certain taxa, by virtue of
their evolutionary history, are more easily identified than others. Some
fish, for example, such as bowfins (Amia calva), are the sole surviving
members of a very primitive family. Due to the distinctive bony armor of the
skull and morphologically primitive vertebrae, almost every skeletal element
of a bowfin is recognizable regardless of the size of the fragment. The same
is true for members of the gar family (Lepisosteidae), which in addition to
distinctive vertebral and skull elements, are covered with very durable bony
(ganoid) scales each of which is diagnostic of the family. At the other
extreme are members of the sunfish family (bass, crappies, bluegills, etc.),
whose skeletons are not only more delicate than the more primitive fishes, but
morphologically are extremely difficult to identify to species even with
complete elements. Furthermore, it is often difficult to distinguish
sunfishes from other closely related families, perch or sea basses, for
example. In some cases, the correspondence between an archaeological specimen
and a certaiin species may be suggestive but not conclusive because of the

0%
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number of possible alternatives. As a result, the variable for reliability of
the identification was included.

Bones considered identifiable in this analysis included all pieces which
could be assigned to taxonomic class. General categories such as large mammal
(e.g., deer or bear), medium mammal (e.g., raccoon or dog sized), and small
mammal (e.g., mouse or rabbit sized), large bird (e.g., turkey sized), medium
bird (e.g., duck sized), and small bird (e.g., songbird or quail sized), large
carnivore (e.g., wolf or bear), etc., allowed the greatest possible taxonomic
resolution for those fragments which were not complete or distinctive enough
to allow a more refined classification. Accordingly, general categories were
included in the variable for the element represented, such as indeterminate
long bone, skull fragment, etc.

Fusion was recorded only for mammals and for specific elements of the
turtle skeleton such as costals and peripherals which fuse after full growth
is achieved. A distinction was made between mammalian bones that were unfused
(epiphysis and diaphysis completely unattached), fusing (epiphyseal lines
still visible or epiphysis only partially attached), and fused (epiphyseal
lines no longer visible).

Fragment size is a subjective estimate of the size of the archaeological
fragment in relation to an unbroken element. Four additional variables,
proximal/distal, anterior/posterior, lateral/medial, and dorsal/ventral,
further describe the actual portion of the element represented by the
identified fragment. Table 1 outlines the manner in which these variables
were used to describe specific elements.

The final variable, estimated live weight, was coded only for fish
remains. Unlike mammals and birds, fish continually increase in size and
weight, making it difficult to arrive at an average weight for any fish
species. Each identified element was compared to a series of specimens of
that taxon of known length. The estimated length of the archaeological
specimen was then converted to an approximate live weight figure, in
kilograms, based on data published in Carlander (1952; 1969; 1977). Whenever
possible, data from fish populations in the Southeastern United States were
used in this conversion. Regardless of this precaution, the calculated
weights are subject to error since the actual weight of a fish is heavily
dependent on its nutritional state. Each feature on the site was treated as a
unit in these live weight conversions, so that if two or more elements of the
same species were recovered from a single feature and were potentially from
the same individual, live weight was recorded for only one. If the fragment
was diagnostic only to family or genus and of unique size, conversion data
were drawn from species for which considerable information was available in
Carlander, e.g., channel catfish for elements identified as Ictalurus spp. or
Ictaluridae.

The coding system used here is a slightly modified version of one
developed by Richard Redding, Jane Wheeler Pires-Ferreira, and Melinda
A. Zeder (1977) for faunal remains from the Near East. Their coding system
was adapted for North America, and certain variables such as "reliability of
weight" and "estimated live weight" were added as deemed necessary given the
faunal sample from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This coding
system was used to create the basic structure of a TAXIR data bank.

' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...................... ...... ,.... -.. .... .-. -- "" -v- . - .- . -. --.-
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In the interest of time, mammalian teeth were described in more detail in
a second data bank. Variables included identification, symmetry, tooth type
(permanent, deciduous), tooth position (upper, lower), tooth class (premolar,
etc.), tooth number (1,2,3, etc.), whether or not the tooth had erupted (based
on wear and root closure) , and whether or not the tooth was recovered in
association with either the mandible or maxilla, or adjacent teeth. Had these
variables been included in the original data bank, it would have been
necessary to code more than 99 percent of the recovered bone fragments for six

* variables not pertinent to their description. The information from each of
these data banks can be found on microfiche as Appendix I in Volume Ill of

A this report.

11. Quantification

Numerous quantitative techniques are currently used by faunal analysts to
determine the relative abundance of various taxa in archaeological and
paleontological assemblages. Until recently, the quantitative technique used
most widely in Eastern North American to address both the relative abundance
of taxa, and the relative importance of taxa as subsistence items, was minimum
numbers of individuals (MNI). Many interpretive problems exist with minimum
number values, however. Because skeletal elements are not randomly
distributed across an archaeological site. MNI values for taxa in a single
archaeological sample may vary considerably depending on the manner in which
the sample is subdivided into separate analytic units for computation
(cf. Grayson 1979). In addition, MNI values are a function of the number of
identified elements per taxon and therefore may vary depending on sample size
per taxon within these analytic units (cf. Grayson 1978; 1979). Because of
these problems, Grayson (1979:435) concluded that "minimum numbers cannot tell

-: us very much about taxonomic abundances, but what they can tell us is in
general also supplied by simple element counts." In this report, counts of
identified skeletal elements are the primary measure used to address the
relative abundance of taxa identifiable to taxonomic family, genus, or
species.

The number of identified specimens per taxon is not a reliable means of
assessing the relative importance of taxa as dietary items, however. Not only
do taxa differ radically in average meat weight, but fragmentation cannot be
assumed to be uniform across taxa due to differences in butchering practices,
depositional circumstances, and a host of other factors which will be
discussed in more detail below. Instead of fragment counts per taxon, three
methods are used in this report to assess the importance of taxa as dietary
items: bone weight, skeletal mass allometry (Wing and Brown 1979), and biomass
estimates based on minimum numbers of individuals. Bone weight and skeletal
mass allometry (which is derived from bone weight) are used to compare seven
gross taxonomic categories: large and small mammals, birds, turtles, snakes,

* amphibians, and fishes. Biomass estimates based on minimum number values are
used to assess the relative importance of taxonomic families, genera, and
species within each of these classes or suborders.

Skeletal mass allometry is predicated on the fundamental relationship
that obtains between the skeletal weight and live weight of vertebrates. As
individuals increase in mass, the weight of the skeletal substructure also
increases. This relationship is curvilinear and can be expressed
mathematically as:
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log y - log a + b log x

Where y - the predicted meat weight
x = the bone weight
a = y intercept; determined empirically per taxon
b = slope of the line; also determined empirically per taxon

Using this formula, the live weight (in kg) represented by a certain quantity
of archaeological bone (in kg) can be predicted provided that both the y
intercept and the slope of the line are known. Empirical studies (Reitz 1979;
Prange et a]. 1979) suggest that interspecific variability in this
relationship is not pronounced within most taxonomic classes. in other words,
the same formula is applicable to both mice and deer, a second formula to both
sparrows and ducks, etc. The exceptions are reptiles (because the proportion
of body weight comprised by bone in turtles differs significantly from this
proportion in snakes) and fishes (in which some minor variability is observed
between families or superfami lies) . In general, however, the correlation
between the skeletal weight and live weight of individuals is very high. The
empirically derived formulae used in this analysis are shown in Table 2 .4

The major problem with using skeletal mass allometry is the fact that the
relationship between skeletal weight and live weight can be demonstrated for
individuals, but not for portions of individuals. Because few archaeological
deposits contain entire individuals, the results are not entirely reliable.
An additional source of bias is the differential mineralization and leaching
affecting the weight of archaeological bone. Gross differences in bone
preservation were apparent in various archaeological deposits in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality. As a result, skeletal mass allometry is used
almost exclusively in discussions of the proportions of taxa within a single
deposit, since within any single feature leaching or mineralization uniformly
affected the bones of each taxonomic class or suborder.

~. ', gossIn comparing composite samples, e.g., all fauna from a certain subphase,
gosbone weights with no further manipulation were used to assess dietary

change. Because no attempt was made to convert these data to figures
meaningful in terms of live weight, the calculated percentages are not

p meaningful in and of themselves. For example, if large mammal bone comprised
75 percent of the total weight of bone from a specific subphase, this does not
mean that large mammals actually contributed 75 percent of the meat consumed.
The percentages are meaningful only in comparison to percentages calculated
for other subsamples of bone. Because it was possible to assign all but eight
percent by weight of the total sample of archaeological bone to taxonomic
class or suborder, these percentages are a reasonably accurate and reliable
indicator of the actual volume of bone present in the total sample and/or
subsample -- a characteristic that is not necessarily true of any other
quantitative measure. Differential preservation, of course, is a factor which
could potentially bias the results of this method, but given the very large
sample of bone -- the bulk of which could be attributed to a single taxonomic

4 I am indebted to Dr. Elizabeth Reitz (University of Georgia) for
* supplying these formulae. They are largely based on the osteological

a,, collections at the Florida State Museum, Gainesville, Florida, which were made
available by Dr. Elizabeth S. Wing.
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* grouping (large mammal) -- skewing is probably not significant.

* Neither skeletal mass allometry nor bone weight, however, can be used to
reliably discern the relative importance of taxonomic families, genera, or

* species because all taxa are not equally identifiable osteologically.
Therefore, minimum numbers of individuals -- albeit with recognized and
significant drawbacks as a quantitative technique -- was used to determine the
rank order of species as dietary items. Estimates of minimum numbers of
individuals (MNI) are traditionally computed on the basis of the most abundant
skeletal element for any given taxon. This "minimum" figure may be increased
by taking into account the age, sex, and size of the individuals represented
(Chaplin 1971). Excluding fish remains, for which MNI was calculated on the
basis of size, age (as determined by epiphyseal fusion) was the only
additional criterion used in this analysis to determine MNI. In order to
convert MNI into figures meaningful in terms of subsistence, MNI per taxon was
multiplied by the fraction of the (estimated) average live weight considered
edible (White 1953). Whenever possible, the average live weights used in this
analysis were derived from data compiled in recent studies on animal
populations in or near the study area. These figures could be refined by
considerations of the age and sex structure of the archaeological population
(e.g., B.D. Smith 1975), but such refinement was justifiable only for white-
tailed deer with the present sample.

*The reader should be aware that edible meat ratios are extremely crude
* estimates. It is clear that some species have a higher meat to bone ratio

than others due to body morphology. However, these ratios are based on
Western views of "edibility" and therefore do not take into account the
prehistoric situations in which more than meat, fat, and select internal
organs would be consumed.

MNI values are calculated for two aggregations of faunal materials in the
following analysis, but only one of these is used as a basis for further
inference. As is the custom, MNI is calculated by combining all fauna per
time period. In addition, for the Mississippian sample, MNI was calculated
per feature based on a subsample of the larger refuse pits and middens. The

-* latter calculations are used to rank the various species as subsistence items
* and, in my opinion, are reasonably accurate. However, since the present

faunal sample is quite large, and the possible aggregation methods numerous,
the ranking of species should be viewed critically. The rank of those species
that are extremely abundant (e.g., deer) or extremely rare (e.g., Carolina
parakeet) in the sample will not change regardless of the combination used in
the calculations, but species represented by moderate numbers of skeletal
elements are susceptible to rearrangement in response to the method of
agqregat ion (cf. Grayson 1978; 1979).

It should be emphasized that since only the materials larger than one-
quarter inch are discussed in this report, some very small species whose
skeletal elements are less than one-quarter inch in some dimension may not be
represented in the sample although they may have been present in the excavated
middens. By the same token, diminutive elements of both medium-sized and

* small animals, bones of the hands or feet of squirrels or rabbits, for
example, generally pass through one-quarter inch hardware cloth (cf. Woodrick
1979) . This differential recovery skews the count and weight of the
identified bone, thereby overrepresenting the bones of large animals. it is
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of particular consequence when percentages of identified bone fragments for
, 6 '.taxa of disparate size are compared. The weight of identified bone is not as

adversely affected, however, since identifiable elements which pass through
one-quarter inch mesh are consistently quite small and correspondingly light.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE COMPOSITION OF FAUNAL ASSEMBLAGES

Unfortunately, the material record often cannot be taken at face value.
This is particularly true in archaeobiological studies because numerous
cultural, natural, and idiosyncratic factors militate against the preservation
and recovery of faunal refuse. Affected are the number and proportions of
various taxa and the frequency of specific anatomical parts. The actual
survival of prehistoric bone on archaeological sites is the result of a
complex series of natural and cultural events and geologic processes which, in
combination, provide an environment suitable for preservation. The factors
altering faunal assemblages vary to some extent from one archaeological site
to another as a result of soil conditions and prehistoric circumstances. Of
greatest interest from an anthropological perspective, of course, is the
degree to which the faunal assemblage reflects cultural behavior. However,
the natural agents of bone attrition cannot be ignored in any
zooarchaeological analysis, for these agents partially determine what portion
of the faunal record survives. Therefore, both the cultural and natural
factors that appear to have modified the sample from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality will be discussed in some detail below.

I. The Natural Agents of Attrition

The natural agents of attrition which can alter the composition of faunal
assemblages include carnivore and rodent gnawing, physical weathering, and
chemical destruction due to soil acidity. All of these factors differentially
destroyed some fraction of the faunal sample from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality.

We know from ethnohistoric accounts and from archaeological remains that
dogs were commensals in Mississippian villages. Destruction effected by dogs
on bone assemblages usually takes the form of gnawed and partially consumed
articular ends of the long bones of large animals (cf. Bonnichsen 1973).
Bones of small animals are less likely to escape total consumption, although
they are more likely to retain some diagnostic feature if not totally

I destroyed in the digestive process (Casteel 1971). Since there is no mention
of tethering dogs in the ethnohistorical literature, most bone refuse was
probably readily accessible to these scavengers.

Fifty-three bones from the present sample exhibited the perforations and
jagged edges characteristic of partial destruction by carnivores. Forty-three
of the bones, or 80 percent of the bones that survived complete destruction,
were identified as deer or large mammal. The remainder of the surviving
fragments were rabbit sized or larger. No bone suggestive of partial
digestion was observed.

The cumulative effects of dogs scavenging on the bones that survived
butchering, consumption, and disposal practices are impossible to quantify at

. present. It has been suggested by some zooarchaeologists that dogs were the
single most important agent of attrition on archaeological sites (Guilday

..................................... -. ,....... .. ,.............. .-..
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1971; Smith 1975). However, no means are available to es ti mate the actual3 size of the dog population in this village, nor do we know, at present, how or
if dog scavenging differentially affects the g~c~ cal survival of the

* various taxonomic classes. Only mammalian and avian bones exhibited evidence
of carnivore gnawing in the sample from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. The actual frequency of bone fragments exhibiting the
characteristic perforations was very low -- less than 1 percent of the
identifiable fragments -- in both the Mississippian and Late Woodland
assemblages. This low frequency could indicate that dog scavenging was not a
significant agent of attrition on the present sample, although it is probable
that many partially consumed bones either never found their way into the
refuse heaps analyzed in this report or were destroyed due to prolonged

* exposure to other agents of attrition, discussed below.

Seven bones, all from the Mississippian sample, exhibited parallel gouges
characteristic of bone partially gnawed by rodents. In most cases, the bones
were only slightly affected. The actual impact of rodent destruction on the
composition of this faunal assemblage was probably minor.

The bones that escaped the jaws of carnivores must have been buried
rapidly in order to have survived. Diurnal and seasonal temperature
fluctuations and alternating wetting and drying episodes rapidly destroy the
structural integrity of bone, causing it to fracture parallel to the fiber
structure and eventually disintegrate (Behrensmeyer 1978: 151; Tappen and Peske
1970). Studies of bone weathering in Kenya. near Lake Turkana (formerly Lake
Rudolph), indicated that bones of large mammals not covered by sediment were
completely destroyed, depending on the microenvironment, within a period of 10
to 20 years. Bones of smaller animals decayed even more rapidly (Behrensmeyer
1978:160), and fish bone survived exposure for only ca. 3 years (Gifford

'I 1977). The observed rates of weathering cited here are probably not as rapid

as the rates typical of the much more humid climate in the Southeastern United
S States. However, it seems clear that differential rates of weathering could

modify the composition of faunal assemblages considerably and result in the
underrepresentation of the smaller animals.

Under certain depositional circumstances, however, small animals might
actually be overrepresented in faunal assemblages. John Yellen (1977) found
that the bones of large species were underrepresented by as much as 50 percent
in faunal samples recovered from Kalahari Bushmen occupations, since the
majority of the bones that were not trodden into the substrate during
occupation were consumed by wild animals after the camp was abandoned. The
bones remaining on the surface tended to be those of the iarger animals. The
same phenomenon was observed by Diane Gifford (1978) in her studies of site
formation processes in Kenya. Gifford found that the bones likely to be
trampled into the substrate in an identifiable condition were those of small
animals. The bones of large species were generally broken beyond recognition
before the pieces were small enough to migrate subsurface. Those remaining on

2 the surface eventually disintegrated as a result of physical weathering.

Overrepresentation of small animals is unlikely to be a major factor
affecting the composition of faunal assemblages at this site. The 77
observations of both Yellen and Gifford stem from the excavation of small,
transient camps rather than large, permanent vil lages. Refuse in these camps
was general ly left at or near the location of use and thus was subject to
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deposition as a result of human traffic. In the Mississippiar vi lage a,
Lubbub Creek, most refuse seems to have been discarded in circumscribed midd',
areas. Tnese features were probably purposefully covered with sediment to cut

down on flies and offensive odors, although periodic alluviation as a result

of flooding (cf. Cole, Chapter 2, Volume I), erosion, or aeol;an deposition

cannot be ruled out as occasional events potentially contributing to faunal
preservation. Given the human propensity for losing or overlooking small

items (Schiffer 1978; Gifford 1977), fauna from these features are probablr

skewed in the opposite manner, as a result of the bones of larger animals

being consistently removed from living areas and deposited in refuse heaps.

The only features at this site which seem likely to correspond to the

circumstances outlined by Yellen and Gifford are the structures, since small

bone fragments probably were overlooked and buried as a result of human

traffic. Most of the structures excavated at the site had been disturbed

postdepositionally by plowing. Those that showed no overt evidence of
disturbance, such as the structures under the mound, were almost devoid of

bone, their surface debris presumably having been removed on a regular basis.

One Summerville I dwelling, Structure 1 in Hectare 50ON/-400E, was largely

intact and provided an opportunity to test some of the observations of Yellen

and Gifford.

The floor of this structure consisted of a relatively consolidated sandy

loam mixed with ash. Two additional 10 cm levels were excavated after the

floor was removed. Faunal refuse was recovered from all four quadrants of
each level, although the quantity of refuse decreased markedly in each

subsequent level. The weight of all bone recovered from each level of the

structure is presented in Table 3 by taxonomic class or suborder. Counts of
elements identifiable to family, genus, or species from each level of the

structure are presented in Table 4.

The observations made by Yellen and Gifford seem applicable to the faunal

remains recovered from Structure 1. The percentage by weight of large mammal

remains consistently decreased as the depth below the floor increased. All
other classes were better represented in the lower levels along with a greater

percentage of unidentifiable bone. Surprisingly, however, the percentage by

count of identifiable large mammal bone did not decrease significantly in

subfloor levels; but the kinds of large mammal elements identified in subfloor

levels did differ slightly from those found on the floor of the structure.
With a single exception, all were very small -- generally less than 3 cm (1.2

inches) in any dimension. The exception was a nearly complete lumbar vertebra

recovered from Level 2. By and large, however, carpals and sesamoids were the

most commonly recovered large mammal elements in the subfloor matrix. Most of

the deer elements on the structure floor were also quite small, but a large

tibia shaft fragment, a proximal scapula, and a proximal femur were recovered
from the floor fill (Level 1), the only deer long bones identified from the

structure. Identifiable fish remains were recovered with greater frequency in

the subfloor levels, including two elements identified as shad/herring

(Clupeidae) -- a family with notoriously delicate bone structure (cf. Limp and

Reidhead 1979; Parmalee, Paloumpis, and Wilson 1972). Identifiable small
mammal, bird, and turtle remains were as common in the first subfloor level as
in fill from he structure floor, but were usually unidentiflable in the

lowest level.

_:.. . .. . ...... .... ..... .. ..... ----
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potential for decay of these parts and could prove to be a means of

archaeologically detecting cultural affiliation. Unfortunately, no comparable

dat3 are available at present to evaluate this po-s ibi; !,.

THE WOODLAND OCCUPATIONS

Animal bone was preserved in only nine Woodland features, all of which

were refuse pits. Seven of the nine features and 97 percent of the bone
fragments by weight were attributed to the Middle Miller III period. Less

than 50 bones represent the fauna procured during the Miller 1/11 period, and
no bone identifiable to family, genus, or species was recorded from Late

Mill-- III context (see Appendix A). As a result, the following discussion is

lin 1 ted to subsistence and seasonality during the Middle Miller III subphase.

I. Subsistence

Until the present study, most of the subsistence research in west central
Alabama has focused on the Late Woodland period. This research suggests that

some major alterations in man-land relationships occurred during the Late

Woodland period in the Central Tombigbee drainage. There appears to have been

an increasing reliance on cultigens during this period with corn gradually
rep!acing other staple carbohydrate sources such as acorns and walnuts

(Caddell 1979). Concurrent with this shift in emphasis from wild plant foods

to cultigens, greater diversity has been noted in faunal assemblages. This

diversification in the resource base is manifested by changes in the frequency - -

of utilization of several animal species or species groups (Curren 1975;
Woodrick 1979). Based on faunal material from lGr2, Woodrick observed that

the-e ''appears to be a decrease in the exploitation of deer throughout the
Woodland stage... Concurrently, there is an increase in the numbers of other

mammals taken as well as an increase in the percentage of fish in the diet"

(1979:137).

The small faunal sample recovered from the Middle Miller III component at

the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is quite similar to the much larger
Middle Miller III sample analyzed by Woodrick. By weight, the proportions of

the various faunal classes in both Middle Miller III assemblages differ

considerably from the preceding and subsequent cultural periods, as can be

seen in Table 8. According to these data, fish, turtles, and small mammals

comprise a much more significant proportion of the diet during Middle Miller

III than was the case in any other cultural period.

Curren (1975:243) attributed this apparent diversification of the

resource base to the culmination of "primary forest efficiency" (cf. Caldwell

1958). Woodrick (1979) noted that the relative decrease in the exploitation

of deer could be due to increased competition for resources with neighboring
villages. There is archaeological evidence of population increase during the

Woodland period. Late Woodland "base camps" are more numerous, larger, and

middens contain denser quantities of debris in each subsequent Woodland period

(Jenkins et al: 975). A growing population and the consequent smaller

terr!tories available for extracting subsistence needs would increase the
probability of diversifying the resource base. Under stress of food scarcity,

d~vers'fication has been obser,,ed for animal populltions (cf. Emien 1966) as
well as hunters and gatherers (cf. Lee 1968).

, . .. . , . . . - . : . : - : . . : ,. ..... . • . .. .,. . _: . . . . .: . . , . : : . .. ,:: : . . _ : - -: . - . : . . .
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grease process rg and wou;d sugges t tna: this portion of the skeicton, in

fjcr, t a' usually returned to the vi lage.

No mention has been made of the low frequency of deer scapulae in trhe
preceding discussion. This element proLably was not differentia'ly destrc'cd

for purposes .;f extracting either marrow or bone grease, because it does not
contain Iarge quantities of either substance. Since scapulae iere probably
returried to tne village with the remainder of the forelimb, and were bo led
like other oeer elements, neither field dressing nor cooking methods can
explain the low frequency of this element. Instead, the low frequency of the
scapula could, indirectly, be a result of agricultural practices. Numerous
ethnohistoric sources attest to the use of deer and bison scapulae as 'hoes"
(Hudson 1976:297). If this element was selected for its utility as a
horticultural implement, the relative frequency of scapulae in refuse deposits
could prove useful in monitoring, on a regional basis, the relative intensity
of agricultural pursuits.

The disposal of bone refuse is the final cultural practice that deserves
mention. Besides the scavenging and destruction of bone refuse by village
dogs, bone was destroyed or discarded intentionally, usually by either
incineration or burial.

In some cases, culturally prescribed rules of refuse disposal probably
have affected the results of nearly all faunal analyses in Eastern North
America. Disposal of the postcranial remains of black bear, for example,
appears to have been governed in large part by the following taboo: "Should a
dog gnaw or even touch them [the bones], the 'spirit' or 'owner' of the
animals w;11 be offended and misfortune or poor luck in hunting will result"
(Hallowell 1926:136) . Bruce Smith (1975:118-119), in discussing the paucity
of bear bones in faunal samples from seven Mississippian sites :n the
Mississippi Vailey, noted that bear remains may have been "discarded in places
they could not be found by dogs (or archaeologists)" as a result of this
belief. It is interesting to note here that a nearly complete bear scapula
was found by the author in clay deposits at the river's edge north of the
site. However, within the excavated village refuse deposits, only nine
post raniai" bones identif ied as bear were recovered. This taboo seems to have
been igrored after colon;zation, for large numbers of bear bones are found in
,aunal iefuse from Indian villages dating to the seventeenth centuiry
(cf. Gu; day et dl. 1962; Guilday 1971). Although this radical shift in the
composition of archa?'cfaunas could be interpreted as a change in subsistence
(perhaps a- a result of the introduction of firearms), it is also possible
tha the observed pattern resulted from erosion of the belief in this taboo.

MUCh of the bone recovered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
WIs buirned, a prac: ice probably more closely 'elated to refuse disposal than
to coc', ng methods. -his conclusion is suggested by the patterning observed
in th, burning of specific deer elements (Table 7). Between 50 and 86 percent
of al' irent;fied bone fragments from the lower legs (carpals, tarsals,
metaodials, phalarges) were charred or calcined, the only exception being the
metacarpus. In contrast, other than the sapula, tones of the upper limbs
inciading tne pelvis exhibited ev'derce of burning much lcsc frequently (16 to
28 percent of the identified fragments). Without exception, the parts that
were burned most frequenl y are those of little economic value. This
patterning may reoresent a cultura ly prescribed means of reducing the

.- ,i- ';.. . . . . . . . . . . .......'". .. •t~. . .. . . .
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If I am correct in arguing that nearly all deer elements were subjected
to boiling, the remaining alternative to field dressing as an explanation for
the underrepresentation of the axial skeleton is differential destruct:on of
ribs and vertebrae for purposes of consumption. Two kinds of fatty tissue are

% contained in skeletal elements: marrow and bone grease. Bone marrow is
. located almost exclusively in the shafts of long bones. Bone grease is

embedded in the trabeculae of the cancellous bone located at the articular
ends of certain long bones and in vertebrae. Extraction of bone marrow does
not entail extensive destruction of bone. A single fracture at midshaft

.. allows access to the marrow cavity. In processing bones for the extraction of
bone grease, however, the selected skeletal elements are usually fractured
extensively and in some cases may be pulverized beyond recognition.

Although processing bone for the extraction of bone grease is not
specifically alluded to by ethnohistoric sources on Southeastern Indians, deer
"suet" was reportedly used as butter (Hariot in Swanton 1946:362). The
Nunamiut Eskimo distinguish two kinds of bone grease: white and yellow.
Yellow grease is obtained from parts of the axial skeleton and white grease
from the cancellous tissue in the articular ends of long bones. White grease
contains a higher percentage of oleic acid (a fatty acid with a low melting
point) and is considered more desirable for consumption by the Nunamiut

" (Binford 1978:32-34). According to ethnohistoric sources cited by Vehik

(1977:171), grease obtained from the long bones remains a liquid, presumably
due to the higher content of oleic acid, while that from the axial skeleton
eventually hardens. The use of the term "suet", mentioned above, suggests
that vertebrae were included in bone grease manufacturing in the Southeast,
possibly accounting for their low representation at this site. Bone grease
processing may also account for the slight to moderate underrepresentation of
proximal humeri, proximal and distal femora, and proximal tibae in the

.* Mississippian sample. These portions of all of these elements are considered
desirable candidates for bone grease processing by the Nunamiut (BinfordP1 1978:164).

At this juncture, it is impossible to determine the extent to which the
underrepresentation of the axial skeleton can be attributed to either bone

.. grease processing or field dressing, but some combination of the two cultural
practices is clearly responsible for the observed pattern. Some field
dressing undoubtedly did occur prehistorically. Schoeniger and Peebles (1980)
noted that males in the burial population at the Moundville site apparently
had consumed more meat on the average than females, which they attributed to
the opportunities presented during field butchering. Based on this sample of
faunal remains, it is probable that ribs were consumed in the field. They are
rare in this assemblage and probably would not have been processed for bone
grease. The extent to which the vertebral column was culled in the field is

* more problematical. There were numerous unidentifiable large mammal bone
fragments in the Mississippian assemblage which were not the fragments of long
bone shafts. Many of these bone fragments may have been the unrecognizable
remains of vertebrae and the articular ends of long bones which had been
processed for bone grease. By weight, these unidentifiable large mammal
fragments comprised 7.6 percent of the bone identified as deer, bear, or large

- mammal. Although this percentage is undoubtedly affected to some extent by
the conditions of bone preservation at the site, it might nonetheless be
useful in a general way for future comparisons. Relatively large quantities
of such unidentifiable fragments could be indicative of frequent on-site bone

i ,~ ~~~~~~~~......... ... .-......-...- ... .. ... . . .... .; . .. . .. . . . . . . .-
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muscle tissue from these skeletal elements due to abundant connective tissue
(ribs) and irregular surface areas (vertebrae). However, there is
archaeological evidence indicating that muscle tissue was at least
occasionally removed from the upper limb bones.

This evidence for "filleting" meat is manifested directly on
archaeological bone. A series of short scores transverse to the long axis of
the bone was observed on all surfaces of the humerus (5 cases) and on the
anterior and posterior surfaces of the femur (2 cases). In all instances,
these scores were present in areas on the diaphysis for which no other purpose

(such as disarticulation) could have been intended. Meat may also have been
removed from scapulae and other long bones under certain circumstances. Light
scoring was present on the posterior border of one scapula near the origin of
Teres minor and the Deltoideus, as well as a branch of Triceps brachii, all of
which insert on the h~ynerus. Possible stripping marks were observed on the
anterior surface of a single radius near the insertion of the Extensor carpi

radialus, one of the muscles detached by the cuts (discussed previously) that
were observed on the lateral surface of the distal humerus. Unlike the marks
observed on other long bones, the striations on this radius ran parallel to
the long axis of the bone. The meat that was removed from these bones may
have been added to soups or stews immediately or dried for later consumption
(processing meat for storage will be discussed in the Mississippian section of

this chapter).

The question that remains is whether or not the long bones were boiled
after the meat was removed. The archaeological evidence discussed up to this
point suggests that only the vertebrae and ribs were boiled and therefore
potentially subject to differential destruction. However, although meat
appears to have been removed from the limbs, the long bones were probably
boiled after extraction of the bone marrow. Only two complete long bones were
recovered from Mississippian features, a radius of an adult deer in the mound
fill and a radius of a fawn in Pit 14 (Hectare 50ON/-400E). Most of the
identified long bones (and nearly all unidentified large mammal long bones)
were only one-quarter or less of their original size (Table 6). Since bone
marrow can be extracted without this degree of fragmentation, much of the

observed breakage can probably be attributed to the necessity of reducing the
bones to a size small enough to fit into the average Mississippian cooking
vessel.

The interpretation that the extensive fragmentation characteristic of

these long bones is related to cooking methods is based on John Yellen's
(1977:302) observation that the size of long bone fragments at !Kung
encampments appeared to be directly related to the size of the available
cooking vessel. Yellen (ibid) noted, for example, that the "femur [was]
represented by significantly more fragments than any of the other long bones"
at IKung sites. Relatively extensive destruction of this element for purposes
of boiling the bone was necessary because the femur of artiodactyls is larger
than the other long bones. In this assemblage, 90 percent of the identified

femur fragments represented one-quarter or less of the entire bone. In
contrast, this degree of reduction was true for only 71 to 79 percent of the
humerus, radius, and tibia fragments in the assemblage (cf. Table 6). This
differential destruction, in fact, is probably partially responsibie for the
underrepresentation of the femur in the assemblage, because small fragments
are more difficult to identify osteologically.

"- ~~~..............".." "'."..."-."""-.."..'.-. ''-'
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hardship involved. Although this figure might be expected to vary depending
on the need for food and the distance to be travelled, it is notable that the
average deer in this sample weighed 50 kg (110 lbs), suggesting that at least
two men would have been necessary for overland transport of the entire animal.
If the upper load limit per person for the !Kung is taken as an average for
Southeastern Indians, ca. 18 kg or 36 percent by weight of the average deer
would, of necessity, have been culled or consumed in the field by a solitary
hunter without recourse to additional labor in transferring the carcass to the
village. It seems clear given the frequencies of identified deer elements in
Figure 1 that the skull (probably not including the tongue), neck, thoracic
vertebrae, ribs, and lumbar vertebrae are the parts that probably were not
consistently returned to the village. The sum of the weight of these parts
with the addition of the lungs, windpipe, and viscera comprise 32.4 percent of
the weight of a caribou (Binford 1978:16-17). This figure closely
approximates the 36 percent of the deer that would necessarily have been left
beh ind.

An alternative explanation for the underrepresentation of the axial
skeleton (and some other elements) is that the bones making up these
anatomical units were differentially destroyed during preparation for
consumption. This could have occurred as a result of either intentional bone

* fragmentation for purposes of gaining access to the fatty tissues (marrow or
bone grease depending on the element and element portion) contained within the
bone or unintentionally as a result of differential exposure to heat.

Heat partially destroys the organic component (collagen) of bone, which
reduces structural integrity (Gifford 1977:229) and increases the probability
of both pre- and postdlepositional fracture (Blavin 1979) . Therefore, if
vertebrae and ribs were subjected to intense heat during preparation for
consumption (such as would occur if the bones were boiled) but other skeletal
elements were not, some differential destruction of ribs and vertebrae may
have occurred.

Southeastern Indians reportedly used three methods for cooking meat, only
one of which leaves directly visible traces on the bone. Meat was broiled
over an open flame, roasted (wrapped in some material and buried in either
ashes or a roasting pit), and boiled (Swanton 1946:368-372). Only one deer
bone, a radius from Pit 4 in Hectare 500N/-400E, was charred in a fashion
suggestive of broiling. Both the proximal and distal ends of this bone were

*scorched in areas not covered by a thick layer of muscle tissue. Since this
pattern was observed on only a single element, broiling meat with the bone
attached was probably not the customary means of cooking the meat from the
limbs. To my knowledge, there are no Mississippian features in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality which have been interpreted by the excavators as
''roasting pits.'' This negative (albeit tentative) evidence suggests that

4 roasting was not a popular cooking technique. The final possibility is
boiling, which, according to early European colonists, was quite commonly
used. Lawson, for example, commented that Southeastern Indians ate an
"abundance of broth" (in Swanton 1946:369).

Although by default it can be concluded that boiling was probably the
q predominant means of cooking venison, this does not necessarily indicate that

all skeletal elements were included in the stew pot. It is reasonable to
suspect that ribs and vertebrae were boiled, for it is difficult to remove the

N.
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Determining the customary butchering patterns for the axial skeleton is
more diffizult due to the fragmentary nature of the remains and the paucity of
butchering marks. Some generalizations are possible, however, based on the
few butchering marks observed, patterning in the association of elements, and
patterning in bone fragmentation.

Butchering marks were observed on the occipital condyles of one
basioccipital indicating removal of the skull from the vertebral column by
cutting between the skull and the atlas. Although no butchering marks were
observed, the ascending ramus of 7 out of 9 relatively complete mandibles had

- ~ been broken off, presumably to remove the mandible with the attached tongue.

The vertebra; column appears to have been subdivided into units of 2 to 4

ve,-tebrae. Scoring was noted on the anterior zygopophysis of a fifth cervical-
vertebrae, just posterior to the articular facet for the fourth cervical.
Although no other butchering marks were evident on other vertebrae, it is
notable that three articulated thoracic vertebrae were recovered in situ from
Pit 4 (Hectare 500N/-400E) , and two segments of articulating lumbar vertebrae,
a series of three vertebrae from an immature individual, and two from a large
mature individual, were found in Pit 14 (Hectare 500N/-400E) . Since these
vertebral segments would have measured 10 to 15 cm (4 to 6 inches) in length

-- a size that would easily fit into the average Mississippian cooking vessel
-- this evidence suggests that short segments of the vertebral column were

boiled after removal of the ribs.

There is no direct evidence of the method used to remove the ribs from
the vertebral column. However, since nearly all (90 percent) of the proximal
rib fragments were only one-quarter or less of their original size, the rib
cage was probably broken off as a unit just below the articulation of the ribs
with the thoracic vertebrae. Separating the ribs in this manner would have
been practical only after removal of the tenderloin and the brisket (sternum
and costal cartilage) had allowed some leverage in removing the ribs as a
unit. These rib slabs may have been roasted. However, most rib fragments,
including shafts and distal ends, were broken so extensively, it is probable
that they too were boiled.

Of the six major anatomical units defined with this assemblage, two may
have been left behind at the kill site -- the skull and the remainder of the
axial skeleton, vertebral column, ribs, and sternum. Both the front and hind
limbs were undoubtedly returned to the village in most cases. Although the
femur is grossly underrepresented, both the pelvis (actually the acetabulum)
and the distal tibia are well represented. The high frequency of both the
distal humerus and the proximal radius suggests the forelimb was customarily

*carried back. These parts probably were returned with the metapodials and
feet still attached (cf. Figure 1). In contrast, parts of the axial skeleton

-- skuli, mandible, atlas, axis, cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae,
ribs, and £-ternebrae -- are consistently under-epresented to varying degrees
in the archaeological assemblage.

* Transportation was undoubtedly a problem for Southeastern Indians when
only one or two hunters procured a deer at some distance from the village,

* unless the anriai was killed near a watercourse and a canoe was available for
transporting the carcass. Yel len (1977:284) reports that the !Kung rarely
carry loads of meat greater than 27-32 kg (60-70 lbs) because of the physical

S"
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"divided into at least two parts. Butchering marks were observed at the

elbow" joint. Gouges were present on the medial condyles of two distal

humeri. Additional scoring was observed on the humerus shaft just proximal to
the distal condyles. In two cases, distal humeri exhibited scoring transverse

to the long axis of the bone near the origin of the Extensor carpi radialis.
These scores may have been for the purpose of cutting the muscle(s) in order

to detach the radius, or may have been made while stripping the muscle from
the bone. The same is true of the marks observed on the medial surface of

distal humeri. The scoring was analogous to that observed on the lateral
surface and was located in the vicinity of the origin of the Flexor carpi

ulnaris, a branch of the Flexor carpi radialis, and the attachment of a
ligament (Lig. collaterale ulnare). Both muscles insert on the radius; the
ligament binds the humerus to the ulna. Marks were observed on one proximal

ulna at the attachment of the lateral radio-ulnar ligament.

A second possible method of subdividing the forelimb was observed in the
faunal sample recovered from Pit 14 (Hectare 50ON/-400E). The right distal
humerus, proximal radius, and proximal ulna of an unusually large deer were

recovered from Pit 14, none of which exhibited any butchering marks. However,
the distal humerus had been broken about 10 cm above the distal condyles, and

the proximal radius and ulna were broken about 6 cm below the elbow joint.
Since all of these articulating elements were recovered from a single cut of
Pit 14, they may represent an alternative, expedient means of dividing up the
front limb. In order for the bone to have been broken at these locations, the

overlying muscle tissue must first have been removed.

The rear limb appears to have been detached from the body by removing
enough muscle tissue in the hip region to expose the pelvis, after which a
chopping blow was delivered to the innominate above and below the acetabulum.

No scoring was noted in or near the acetabulum, nor on the head of the femur,
suggesting that the femur and acetabulum were removed as a unit. This

butchering method probably proved more expedient than would an attempt to cut
the numerous ligaments attaching the femur to the pelvis. It should be noted
that portions of the pelvis were partially destroyed in the process. In

addition, the sacrum may have been extensively damaged.

The rear limb was subsequently divided into at least three parts. One
distal femur exhibited butchering marks on the medial condyle. These marks
were probably the result of cutting the medial patellar ligament in separating
the tibia from the femur. Disarticulation of the hock joint, comparable in
difficulty to disarticulation of the elbow, resulted in numerous scores on the

distal tibia, the astragalus, and the calcaneum. Butchering marks observed on

the medial, anterior (dorsal), and lateral surfaces of a distal tibia, just
proximal to the attachments of the numerous ligaments binding the hock to the

tibia, may represent a failed attempt to detach the tibia, or may be marks

left in the process of skinning the carcass. All other butchering marks in

this region were noted on the distal condyles of the astragalus and near the
proximal end of the calcaneus, distal to the tuber calcis (5 cases).

5Although butchering marks were not observed at all locations, it is probable
•that the forelimb was divided into at least four parts: the scapula, humerus,

radius, and the lower li,nb.

%r -i- :)]iL 1-71 i<- - :.'............................................................-..'..........:',' 2 ,' .
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articulated anatomical parts, patterning in bone breakage, and patterning in
the location of charring on specific elements.

Butchering marks were extremely uncommon in the faunal sample recovered
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This is undoubtedly due, in
part, to the poor preservation of bone in many features. Often, the cortex of
long bones was marred by insect burrows and root casts, and the bone was so
badly leached it was easily scored by shovels and trowels. As a result,
scored bones were closely scrutinized to rule out the possibility of
postdepositional modification. Three classes of butchering marks were
recognized: marks resulting from skinning the animal; scores produced in the
disarticulation of one bone from another; and nicks along the shafts of
various long bones that were probably made while stripping the muscle and
connective tissue from the bone.

Two probable skinning marks were noted in the Mississippian faunal
assemblage. One deer mandible exhibited scoring along the medial and lateral
edge of the diastema, possibly a result of detaching the pelt at the chin. A
deep score was also present on the lateral surface of a third phalanx, just
below the articulation for the second phalanx, suggesting that the skin was
cut just above the hoof. This contrasts with the observations of Guilday,
Parmalee, and Tanner (1962) that an effort was made, in butchering the deer
recovered from the Eschelman site, to avoid the difficult task of skinning the
feet by cutting the skin above or at the articulation of the metapodials with
the phalanges. Woodrick (1979) found skinning marks on metapodial shaft

fragments from the Gainesville Lake, but she was unable to detect the actual
location of the cuts due to the fragmentary nature of the scored bones. The
other skinning location frequently cited in the zooarchaeological literature
is the skull, with marks occurring just above the maxillary tooth row (Smith

1973) and encircling the base of antlers still attached to the frontals in
bucks (Guilday et al. 1962; Guilday 1971; Parmalee 1965). Neither of these
locations was scored in the present sample, although this is probably due to
the general paucity of well preserved skull fragments at the site.

In order to evaluate the possibility that field dressing was responsible
for the low representation of specific parts, it is necessary to define major
(or primary) anatomical butchering units. The definition of these units is
essential because it is improbable that most carcasses were completely
disarticulated prior to transfer. Therefore, if field dressing occurred,
whole sections rather than individual bones of the animal should be
underrepresented. Based on this archaeological assemblage and knowledge of
Cervid anatomy (Binford 1978; Spiess 1979), six major anatomical units appear
probable: the head; the vertebral column with attached ribs, sacrum, and iliac

* _ blades; the two forelimbs (phalanges to scapula); and two hindlimbs (phalanges
to acetabulum). Each of these anatomical units was subsequently subdivided

- for distribution and consumption. The archaeological evidence for these
assertions is discussed below.

The front limb appears to have been removed from the body by cutting
* between the scapula and the ribs. Loig striations which originated at the

distal end and were parallel to the long axis were observed on the medial side
of one scapula blade. Much of the muscle tissue covering the chest could have

S been removed with the scapula (refer to Spiess 1979:290 for a detailed
description of the musculature involved). The front limb was subsequently

0 o
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TABLE 5

Frequency of Deer Elements Recovered from Mississippian Sample.

%

Observed Expected of Expected

Maxilla 9 28 32%
Mandible 22 28 79%
Atlas 6 14 43%
Axis 3 14 21%
Cervical vert. 12 70 17%
Thoracic vert. 26 168 15%

Lumbar vert. 36 70 51%
Pelvis 27 28 96%

Ribs 31 336 9%
Sternebra 3 98 3%
Scapula 15 28 54%
Prox. humerus 6 28 21%

Dist. humerus 27 28 96%
Prox. radius 23 28 82%
Dist. radius 20 28 71%
Carpals 61 168 36%
Prox. metacarpal 9 28 32%
Prox. femur 8 28 29%
Dist. femur 11 28 39%
Prox. tibia 14 28 50%
Dist. tibia 28 28 100] %
Tarsals 27 84 32%
Astragalus 18 28 64%

Calcaneus 18 28 64%
Prox. metatarsal 20 28 71%
Phalanx 1 40 112 36%
Phalanx 2 23 112 21%
Phalanx 3 22 112 20%

]Expected frequencies were calculated by multiplying each element by the

number expected in 14 complete individuals, using the frequency of the most

commonly encountered element (distal tibia) as a baseline. Symmetry was not
considered.

Iz
*. . ***!'. . . -
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effects of cultural practices on the final configuration of skeletal elements.

Faunal samples rarely contain all of the elements of white-tailed deer in
the appropriate or expected frequencies, and the sample from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality is no exception. As can be seen in Table 5. most deer
elements occur in frequencies much lower than would be expected if each
individual were completely preserved. In part, this skewing can be attributed
to the preservational bias introduced as a result of bone density. Some
skeletal elements are extremely dense and, as a result, can better endure the
attrition caused by both natural and cultural agents.

At present, to my knowledge no attempt has been made to quantify the
absolute density of deer elements, although density has long been accused of
skewing the frequency of deer remains recovered archaeologically (cf. Guilday
1971). In the absence of data on white-tailed deer, data compiled for caribou
(Binford and Bertram 1977) will be used to tentatively assess destruction of
bone in excess of that expected as a result of natural factors. Although the
absolute density of caribou bone is not directly comparable to white-tail
deer, the relative density of the various elements can provide a reliable
baseline, since the two species are quite similar anatomically and closely
related taxonomical ly (both are members of the family Cervidae).

The relationship between bone density and the survival of specific deer
elements in the Mississippian sample from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality is shown graphically in Figure 1. Clearly, the relative density of
specific elements explains a large portion of the deviation between observed
and expected frequencies. Although it is not possible to quantitatively
assess the differential destruction, it seems clear that much of the axial
skeleton (skull, vertebrae, and ribs) is grossly underrepresented in the
archaeological assemblage, as are the scapula, femur, tarsals, and carpals.
Most of these deviations from the expected are probably due to cultural
practices (butchering, field dressing, and customary cooking methods), but the
low frequencies of the small but durable tarsals and carpals may have resulted
from differential recovery.

Determining precisely which cultural practice is responsible for the low
frequencies of some parts is complex and not always possible. Each deer
carcass was subjected to numerous stages of decision-making prior to entering
the archaeological record. Some butchering and culling of parts may have
occurred at the kill site if transportation proved difficult due to extremes
of either distance or carcass weight. Field dressing, therefore, could be
responsible for the low frequency of some parts. The parts returned to the
village would have been subdivided for distribution to relations and possibly
to political superiors, and eventually subjected to a third round of
butchering in preparation for cooking and consumption. It is these latter
stages of butchering that determine the final form (and the recognizability)

* of an archaeological faunal assemblage (cf. Yel len 1977:327) . The degree to
which an element is broken can affect both archaeological recovery and
identifiability of bone refuse, and most bone breakage occurs for purposes of
cooking and consumption.

There are several means of determining prehistoric butchering, cooking,
.'W' and consumption practices using archaeological remains: striations left on the

bone during skinning and disarticulation of the animal, spatial association of
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As mentioned previously, faunal remains from all other excavated

structures were either recovered in very small quantities or came from
structures which exhibited post-depositional disturbance. For this reason,
bones of larger animals are probably more frequent in the composite faunal
sample than would be expected under a different set of depositional

circumstances.

The paucity of bone in most structures on the site could be due to -efuse

disposal patterns, as mentioned previously. Alternatively, the lack of bone
could be attributed to soil acids. The pH of surface soils in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality varied from 4.8 to 5.6 in the excavated arcas,

excluding one small area with a pH of 8.0 in the vicinity of the mound.
Calcium phosphate in bone becomes soluble and is susceptible to leaching in
faintly acid solutions with a pH of 6.8, (Beik 1963). Almost invariably, well
preserved bone came from features or areas of the site with high densities of
mussel shell. Shells are also subject to leaching in acidic soils, but the
calcium leached from decomposing shell increases the pH of the
postdepositional environment, contributing to bone preservation. Although
nearly all other agents of attrition and depositional processes acted in
consort to discriminate against the preservation of the bones of smaller
animals in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, to some extent the
reverse may have been true of soil acidity. There is reason to suspect that
the prehistoric exploitation of shellfish was an activity in large part
restricted to the warmer months (Woodrick, Chapter 5, this volume; and below).
As such, those species exploited concurrently or penecontemporaneously with
the collection of shellfish might be overrepresented in the composite faunal
sample if refuse locales were used on a short-term basis rather than for
extended periods of time. Since according to archaeological research (e.g.,

Smith 1975; below) and ethnohistoric sources (e.g., Swanton 1946) deer and
bear were usually hunted during fall and winter, large mammal remains could be
underrepresented if discard occurred in areas without some mussel shell in
association. This possibility is probably not of great significance in the
interpretation of Mississippian subsistence, since many refuse areas seem to
have been utilized for relatively extended periods of time, but the effects on
the Late Woodland sample are potentially considerable, as will be discussed
below.

If. Cultural Factors Affecting the Composition Faunal Assemblages

Zooarchaeologists have only recently begun to understand the prehistoric
decision-makirg and cultural practices which are reflected in faunal remains.
Some fraction of each archaeological faunal assemblage was partially or
completely destroyed, rendered more susceptible to natural agents of
attrition, or purposefully deleted from the archaeological record

. prehistorically as a result of customary butchering, field dressing, cooking,

consumption, and disposal practices.

Recent ethnoarchaeological research focusing on the treatment of large

mammals by the !Kung Bushmen and the Nunamiut Eskimo suggests that some
cultural practices are potentially of value in ascertaining cultural
affiliation, subsistence security, and site function (cf. Yellen 1977; Binford
'978). Of the two large mammals (bear and deer) recovered from Mississippian
.eposits at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, only deer bones were

-ecovered in sufficient numbers to warrant a detailed consideration of the

,%.° .. • .. . %.. . ° o ,. .. . , .. - ° .. . . .. .. . . .. ... . .°.. . . . ,
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One factor that has consistently been ignored in previous studies is the
possibility that these Late Woodland and more specifically Middle Miller III
settlements were not occupied year-round. Implicit in the arguments cited
above is the assumption that the yearly economic cycle is fully represented.
The Middle Miller Ill faunal sample recovered from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality suggests, at least tentatively, that such an
assumption may be unwarranted. The evidence for seasonal rather than year-
round occupation will be discussed in some detail below.

it. Seasonality

Unlike plant foods which ripen during a restricted period of time and
thus must either be harvested immediately or go unutilized, most animals can
be exploited throughout the year given the appropriate technology. Early
European explorers and colonists reported the season of exploitation for
several of the major animal resources in the Southeast including deer, bear,
and fish (Swanton 1946). In addition, attempts have been made to determine
the probable season or seasons of exploitation for other animal species on the
basis of behavioral studies and ecology (Smith 1975) and on the basis of the
projected nutritional needs of prehistoric human populations and the labor
required for harvest (Keene 1979; Reidhead 1976) . However, scant
archaeological data have been available for testing these models, and the
timing of the exploitation of many minor animal resources is still not well
understood.

The faunal assemblage from the Middle Miller III occupation at Lubbub
Creek is too small to provide a representative sample of the full range of
exploited species. The context of the bone, however, does provide a basis for

K4* interpreting the scheduling of animal resource utilization during certain
seasons and thus may aid future attempts to discern the seasonality of other
Late Woodland and possibly Mississippian settlements in the Tombigbee Valley.

Crucial to the following interpretation is the depositional context of
the bone. Five of the seven Middle Miller III pits were stratified refuse
pits which clearly indicated multiple acts of refuse discard. The major
assumption in the following interpretation is that the fauna in these strata
are representative of the refuse produced by subsistence activities between
discard episodes.

These Late Woodland features were recovered from two discrete areas. One
4pit was recovered from Hectare 400N/-5OOE in an area isolated from any

plowzone scatter of Late Woodland ceramics. All of the remaining Woodland
features were recovered from a single 10 x 10 m unit in Hectare 300N/-300E
which, based on the distribution of plowzone ceramics, is located on the
northeastern edge of a Woodland settlement which covered an area slightly less
than a hectare in extent. The size and shape of the pits and the seasons

4 represented by the fauna were different in the two areas and thus will be
discussed separately.

Hectare 300N/-300E

Pit fill-from four of the six Middle Miller III pits recovered from this
hectare was stratified. Two of the stratified features, Pit 20 and Pit 33,

* . had a largely sterile zone separating an upper and a lower stratum -- each of
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which contained bone, shell, ceramics, and lithics. In the case of Pit 33.
the sterile stratum was a thin, discontinuous band of sand that may have
resulted from the slumping of the wall of the feature or may have been placed
there purposefully to bury a dense concentration of fresh mussel shell. The

* faunal samples recovered from these two pits were small and, as a result, less
reliable than the samples recovered from the two remaining stratified
features, Pit 22 and Pit 32. No sterile strata were encountered in the latter
features, and each of the zones yielded a reasonably large sample of bone. As
a result, the following analysis relies heavily on Pit 22 and Pit 32. The
profile of Pit 32 is shown in Figure 2.

The count and weight of bone identifiable to class from each zone of
these features is shown in Table 9. Because half of each feature was
excavated as a unit, only one-half of the faunal sample could be assigned to
strata. However, this sample proved sufficient, for all of the stratified
features show a tendency for fish bone (by count and by weight) to decrease as
the pits were filled, while the abundance of both large and small mammals

* increases as the pits were filled. The probable contribution to the diet of
each class is shown graphically in Figure 3 for the two larger samples (Pit 22

* and Pit 32) . Meat contribution was calculated using skeletal mass allometry
and was corrected in a very gross way for usable meat.'

The changes in frequency of the various classes strongly suggest that
these pits were filled during the summer and early to mid-fall. According to
Swanton, :;t the time of European contact, "Summer was first and foremost the
time for raising corn and other vegetables, and second the great fishing
season.. ." (1946:259) . Annulus formation on fish vertebrae suggests that

* . fishing was a summer activity 800 years earlier as well. A total of 27
vertebrae from fishes under three years of age could reliably be assigned

* season of death based on criteria outlined in Casteel (17) in conjunction
with comparison to specimens for which the date and locality of procurement
was known. All of the vertebrae exhibited some growth beyond a recently
formed annulus, suggesting summer as the probable season of death. These
vertebrae were recovered from all zones which yielded fish in Pit 22 and all
but Zone 0 of Pit 32 (which produced only one fish skull fragment).

In addition to the fish vertebrae, a single bone from a migratory bird, a
black tern (Chlidonias nigra), was recovered from Zone B of Pit 22. In
Alabama,

This species arrives from the south in April or early in May, but at that
* season it is not very common. In the fall migration it arrives from the

* . north early in July and is extremely abundant locally during August and
September (Howell 1928:33).

The presence of this species supports the interpretation that these pits
represent a summer occupation. but also suggests, on the basis of abundance

* and therefore probability of procurement, that fauna in this stratum were
* exploited late in the summer -- probably in August or September. This
* seasonal assignment is considered even more likely given the presence of t..'

'The multiplication factor for mammals was .6; for birds, .7; for
turtles, .35; and for snakes, amphibians and fish, .8.
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sunfish vertebrae recovered from the underlying zone (Zone C) which were from
a fish (or fishes) two years of age. Both vertebrae exhibited growth beyond a
recently formed annulus. Since annulus formation occurs between May and mid-

June in two-year old large mouth bass in Tennessee (Carlander 1969:247), Zone
C probably accumulated during mid-summer.

Zone A, overlying the late summer refuse in Zone B of Pit 22, yielded
primarily deer and unidentified large mammal fragments. This stratum probably

;ncludes fauna procured in October or November. The single deer mandible
recovered from the Middle Miller III sample was from an individual estimated
to have been between 14 and 15 months of age, which, assuming an August I
birthdate (Davis 1979; Golley 1962), would place the onset of the deer harvest
between mid-September and mid-November. Unfortunately, this mandible was
recovered from one of the unstratified Woodland features (Pit 21).

To summarize the seasonal evidence from Pit 22: the lowest zone was
filled with fish apparently procured during mid-summer; the overlying zone
produced a migratory bird commonly seen in the area in August and September;

the upper zone yielded primarily large mammal remains, suggesting that the
fall (October-Novembe,) procurement of deer had begun. The striking
similarity between the proportions of fauna in Pit 22 and the upper three
zones of Pit 32 can be seen in Figure 2. The major difference between these
two features is that Pit 32 seems to have been completely filled by late
summer or early fall, prior to any real emphasis on the procurement of large
mammals.

* _These data suggest that large mammals were of little importance during

the summer months, turtles were a minor but consistent source of meat in both
summer and early fall, and fish assumed a less important role in the diet as
cooler weather approached. Small mammals appear to have been exploited
primarily in late summer and early fall. The following discussion will
consider the species identified from the various zones of these features and
where they seem to fit in terms of the overall timing of procurement.
Seasonal habits and possible means of procurement are discussed only for
turtles and fish. The reader is referred to Smith (1975) for a discussion of
the technology used to capture mammals and birds.

Mammals:

Swanton mentions that in historic times, between planting and harvest,
Southeastern Indians often had time for a "shorter hunt" (1946:256). Some
large mammals (probably deer) iere killed in the summer months during Middle
Miller Ill. Given the paucity of large mammal remains, however, it probably
was only an occasional event and was characterized by extensive sharing of
fresh meat. Sharing, and hence immediate cons.iption, seems even more likely
considering the heat and humidity of Alabama summers, for spoilage would have
been quite rapid without immediate steps taken to reduce the moisture content
of the meat either by drying or smoking (cf. Binford 1978:91-94), both of

which are labor intensive processes.

It appears that the smaller mammals were not often procured during mid-
4 . summer, but were actively pursued as early as August or September. An opossum

(Didelphis virginiana), a gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), and two rabbits
(Sylvilagus spp.) were recovered from the same zone in Pit 22 which produced

4"
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the black tern. Raccoon (Procyon lotor) and bobcat (Lynx rufus) were
identified from the upper stratum of Pit 32, which also appears to represent

* refuse accumulated in the late summer or early fall (see Figure 2). This
"- season is somewhat earlier than the optimum period for exploitation suggested

- by Smith (1975:123) on the basis of behavorial data and seems less than
optimal in other respects, for most of these species reach maximum weights and
highest fat content in late fall or early winter (Reidhead 1976; Keene 1979).

There are several possible reasons for exploiting these mammals earlier
than might be considered 'optimal'. For many of the species, river bottoms
are the preferred habitat, and thus densities are higher than in upland areas
(Golley 1962). If the fall-winter hunt entailed movement away from the river
valley, exploitation of these mammals during the late summer or early fall

would have been a viable and efficient option. A second possibility is that
the meat was necessary to supplement the diet in the face of diminishing
returns in fishing ventures. The results of a study of the food habits of
large mouth bass in Oklahoma lakes suggest that hook and line fishing (see
below) would be ineffective during cooler weather. Bass do not feed regularly
at temperatures below 10 degrees C (50 degrees F). Between 38 and 50 percent
of the bass caught in Oklahoma between May and August had eaten recently, as
opposed to only 13 percent of those caught between September and April
(Carlander 1969:265). A third possibility is that some effort was made to
take advantage of the passive pursuit opportunities afforded by all of these
species. Traps or snares could be set in favorable locations, and aside from
the energy necessary to manufacture and assemble the materials and the energy
expended in checking the traps regularly, time could be devoted to other tasks
including the collection and preparation of plant foods for storage.

Birds:

Only two birds were identified from the Middle Miller il sample in
Hectare 300N/-300E, the black tern mentioned previously and a year-round
resident, wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo). Smith (1975:80) suggested
November through March as the probable season of exploitation for the latter
species because wild turkeys aggregate in fairly large flocks during the fall
and winter. The single turkey bone recovered in the Middle Miller Ill sample
came from the north half of Pit 20 (which was excavated as a unit) and thus is
rot assignable to a stratum. Although the faunal sample from Pit 20 is too
small to reliably ascertain probable season of deposition for each zone, an
increase in large and small mammals in the upper stratum suggests a summer or
early fall provenience for at least part of this feature. Most of the
unidentifiable "large bird" listed in Table 9 is also probably wild turkey.
There are very few birds in this size range that are summer residents in
Alaoama other than raptorial birds, which, unlike turkeys, are characterized
by low popuiation denslitles because of their position near the top of the food
chain. If the "large bird' in these features is turkey, this species was

o;ted both summer (Pit 32, Zone C) and early fall (Pit 22, Zone B).

No :or stent. patterning was noted in the occurrence of birds in any of
tie stratified pits in 4e 'c[Are 300Ni-300E. The erratic occurrence of bird
bene in these deposits could be due to a pattern of exploitation in which

birds were not consistently pursued during the summer and early fall, but
rather were procured as the opportunity arose. Sampling error, however,
cannot be ruled out given the tiny samiple size.

I II I. . . . . , ,lw ,,,, ,;,,,, i - -- -i - . . . - . ,- - -, - . _ . - . . -- , , . .- . , .
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Reptiles and Amphibians:

Turtles seem to have supplied a minor but consistent source of meat

throughout the summer and well into the autumn. In Alabama, most turtles and

sriakes are active :n all but the very coldest months (November th,-ough

ebr~ary), and mans species emerge from a torpid state on warm days in mid-

wnte- (Mour" 10975; Ernst and Barbour 1972). These reptiles could have been

captured in a number of ways which in the prehistoric period could have

nicludea spearinq, trapping, dip nets, set-lines, or bow and arrow (Carr 1952;

L.gler 19 3) . Unfortjnatel, no mention is made of the technology ir, use at

contact ir. early ethnonistoric accounts.

The most importan* turtles in the Middle Miller III diet were the aquatic

members of the family Emydidae (Chrysemys/Graptemys). Basking, a habit that

is partlcularly well developed in this family, often results in highly

.isblbe, large agg'egations of turtles. This behavior could have been

exploited in t*o wavy either by shooting the individuals with bow and arrows

Ur by pla ;nc baskct traps adjacent to basking locations. Lagler (1943:22)

found the iatter to be effective exclusively for this family. Sunning in

locations near shore would leave these turtles vulnerable to a bow hunter,

aithough this method may have been ineffective without some means of retrieval

such as an attached line with a float or some other marker.

Certcin species are easily shot [with a gun], but shooting is not

effective if one wishes to recover specimens. Even if instantly killed,

they are sometimes lost, and wounded specimens quickly hide themselves in

soft bottom material or dense vegetation (Lagler 1943:21).

Lagler discounts spearing as an efficient means of capture because the target

is generally small, moving rapidly, and great force is required to penetrate

the hard shell of most turtles. Set-lines require a wire leader for the

capture of any other than very small turtles (ibid:22) . Basking is most

commonly observed in late spring, summer, and early autumn. The occurrence of

baskng turtles (Chrysemys/Graptemys) in Zone B of Pit 22 and Zones A and B of

Pit 32 indicates exploitation of these species at least through late summer or

early fall.

Only one fragment of a box turtle (Terrapene carolina), was recovered

from the Middle Miller Ill sample. This terrestrial species is easily

procured by hand. Box turtles are more active and more commonly observed in

spring and fall than during hot weather (Ernst and Barbour 1972:89). The sole

fragment of this species was recovered from the north half of Pit 20, thus

precluding speculation regarding the probable season of exploitation.

However, it is notable that this species is rare in the predominately summer

Middle Miller III faunal assemblages, particularly in comparison to the

Mississippian sample.

Although the bulk of the turtle biomass in the Woodland diet appears to

have been supplied by pond or marsh turtles (Chrysemys/Graptemys), members of
the mud-musk famil N(;nosternidae) are more abundant by count (cf. Appendix

A) and are represented in nearly all of the Middle Miller IIl features. The

frequency of mud-musk turtles is interesting in several respects. These

turtles are not considered edible today since all members of the family emit

an unpleasant substance when disturbed. Carr refers to the odor emitted by
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mud turtles (Kinosternon spp.) as "nauseating," but adds that it is "far from
being as utterly revolting as the stench that exudes from a hysterical stink-
jim [Sternostherus spp.]" (Carr 1952:104). Whether or to what extent this

noxious substance permeates the meat is not mentioned by Carr or others since
none seem to be aware of mud-musk turtles being used as food. These turtles
could have been procured with the methods suggested for Emydine turtles since
they leave the water to bask occasionally. Dip nets would also have been
effective, for mud-musk turtles are neither fast nor agile in the water. In
addition, these small turtles "are easily caught on hooks with nearly any kind
of bait of animal origin" (ibid:81). Since mud-musk turtles prefer slow-
moving, shallow to moderately deep bodies of water with soft bottoms and
abundant aquatic vegetation (Ernst and Barbour 1972), precisely the preferred
habitat of the majority of the fish species recovered from the Middle Miller
III sample, the high frequency of mud-musk turtles may be a by-product of some
of the fishing activities at the site.

Softshell turtles (Trionyx spp.), the only other turtle family identified
from the sample in Hectare 30ON/-300E, was represented by only three bone
fragments. This low frequency of softshells is particularly notable

considering that every fragment of the carapace or plastron is identifiable by
virtue of the patterning on the outer surface of the bone.

Soft-shell turtles are extremely fast and agile in water and do not bask
frequently. Mount (1975:310) notes that

...they would be difficult to collect were it not for the habit of
burying themselves in mud or sand in shallow water. A slightly mounded,
disturbed area often reveals a turtle's presence to the collector.

However, according to Carr (1952:428-429), softshelIs commonly burrow in
shallow water only during the winter. During warm or hot weather, softshells
frequent deeper water -- which would seem to preclude hand collection. Carr
notes, however, that softshells are occasionally caught on trot-lines, though
not in great numbers (ibid:433). The rare occurrence of this family in the
Middle Miller Ill sample might also be a result of procurement incidental to
fishing activities.

Snakes and frogs were frequently present in the same zones of Middle
Miller III pits which yielded fish. According to a Choctaw myth, these
species were eaten "during times of famine" (Campbell 1959:13). Whether or
not these occurrences are the result of famine conditions is difficult to
evaluate. These taxa are relatively more abundant in this sample than in
Mississippian samples, but this difference could be seasonal in origin.

F 1 sh:

The seasonal nature of fish utilization has been mentioned in the
preceding discussion. Annulus formation on fish vertebrae corroborates

ethnohistoric accounts of procurement during summer. Furthermore, the species
composition and the size of the individuals recovered from the 30ON/-300E
Middle Miller III sample suggest that the majority of the fishes were either
ollected by hand or caught with hook and line -- neither of ,hich would have

been effective procurement strategies during cool or cold weather. Many of
the fish recovered in the 30ON/-30E sample were too small to haN'e been

• . .. .- . . . .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. . -, - ,. , . -. .,7
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procured by spearing. Over 50 percent of the individuals in the sample are
estimated to have weighed less than .25 kg (.55 lb) and would have provided an
extremely small target (Table 10). Hook and line fishing is documented by a
small bone fishhook fragment recovered from Zone C of Pit 32, a deposit
dominated by bowfin, catfish, and sunfish remains. As mentioned previously,
this method would not have been effective once temperatures dropted below 10
degrees C.

Hand collection, a technique fVrsL suggested by Parmalee et
a). (1972:23-24) to account for a-, archaeological sample showing great
diversity in species composition and size, has been demonstrated to be an
extremely efficient means of harvesting this resource (cf. Limp and Reidhead
1979) in areas where seasonally low water conditions concentrate fish in
shallow, impounded pools. Such conditions would apply to the study area from
mid-summer to early fall in years of unusually low rainfall. If hand
procurement was the most commonly used method of capture, however, schooling
fish such as the herring family should occur in much higher frequencies than
is true of tne present sample. Lmp and Reidhe3d, for example, found that ;0
percent of the fish biomass collected in siough fishing experiments in the
i1linois Valley was made up by gizzard shad. Shad are undoubtedly more

numerous today than prehistorically. These bottom feecer s prefer silty
substrates, a habitat which has Increased markedly with the extensive land
clearance and dam building of the last century. Regardless of this recent
increase in abundance, however, unless shad and other members of the herring
family were rejected as a food resource, non-selective procurement techniques
such as hand collection or fish nets should have produced more than the single
individual identified from the Middle Miller Ill sample.

The fishing technology which could account for the species composition of
the Middle Miller III sample is the use of hooks and lines. Herrings,
minnows, and chubsuckers -- all species which rarely take a hook -- are each
represented by only one individual. Catfish, sunfish, bowfin, and drum, the
dominant species in the assemblage, will readily take a baited line. In
addition, the gar family (Lepisosteidae) was notably absent in the sample.
Due to their sharp teeth and powerful jaws, gars are difficult to take on hook
and line without a wire leader (Pfleiger 1975:66).

If hook and line fishing was the primary fishing method, ther, there
appears to have been a technological upper limit to the size of the fish
caught. Only four fish are estimated to have weighed more than 1 kg (2.2
lb.). This suggests that the sinew or vegetable fiber used to manufacture
fishing line could withstand pressures no greater than about 2 pounds. Bass
(Micropterus spp.) are perhaps the best yardsticks of the strength of a line
since they are commonly regarded as the ultimate test of an angler's prowess.
The largest bass in the sample weighed .73 kg (1.6 lbs.) and the next largest,
.53 kg (1.1 lbs.). The largest fish recovered from the 300N/-300E assemblage,
a catfish weighing ca. 2.78 kg (6.1 lb), was probably procured by other means.

Given the apparent limitations of the aboriginal hook and line, fishing
in the main channel of the Tombigbee for larger fish would have been, in
effect, a waste of the hours invested in the manufacture of fishing equipment.
Species composition suggests that most fishing activities took place either in
a backwater area, possibly an oxbow lake, or in one of the creeks flowing into
the Tombigbee near the site. Table 11 illustrates the findings of a recent

M! !..-i!::;:! ~ U
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)o useC in the calcu at ion o mi rimurn numbers cf i nd ,.o IL for the
s samp e as a w:hcle. l of t he C ,,,mDe.d fe.rea t- listeu -',

Table In.

The anaIys;s and discussion tha fol IowF is presented in tour pir's.
TSst, Missippian patterns of refuse disposal are described bit ly, and
<arauiit) in content and mouification of bone in different Iypes of deposits
;S discucJseO. With the aid of recent ethnoarchaecuogical resear:h, an attempt
s made t: derive a set of archaeolugical expectations for the content of

assemblarles resulting from the processing of venison for storage. Second, the
elative importance of the various faunal taxa is explored and compared with

nclh ethrohistoric accounts and previous research on Mississippian
si. sistence. Third, the differential distribution of subsistence remains in
mound and village deposits is discussed. Finally, thp. results of the.analysis
are summarized briefly.

. Patterning in Refuse Disposal

Michael Schiffer (1972) postulated that as population density or
sedentism increase, greater effort is expended by human populations in
discarding refuse at locations removed from habitation areas. Although refuse
pits and middens were found in many of the excavated areas, including what
appea-ed to be habitation areas, this postulate is generally supported by this
sample. Large refuse pits and middens were never found to be contemporaneous
with nearby structures. A few small refuse pits were recovered occasionally
in or near contemporary structures, but these pits invariably yielded very
limited faunal samples and probably were used for the expedient removal of
small quantities of accumulated debris.

The customary Mississippian patterns of refuse disposal appear to differ
sign;ficantly from those observed for the Late Woodland occupation. Most
Ms-ssippian pits and middens were very shallow, and none exhibited the
oistinct, seasonally progressive stratification characteristic of some of the
Late Woodland features. The absence of laminae in Mississippian features
7ould be explained in two ways: 1) because the pits were not deep, refuse was

,-bsequently distu'bed by postdepositional annelid, rodent, or agricultural
ictv\,ity; or 2) refuse locales were used more frequently, with insufficient
",me elapsinc between discard episodes for stratification to be apparent in

co:tent cf the fil or as weathered laminae. Both factors probably
contr buted n the observed homogeneity of deposits. Some of the difficulty
erco-;ntered ;r the dating of Mississ;ppan deposits was the direct result of
- te s Ve rcstdepositional disturbance. Fairly frequent refuse disposal is
:i.ggested, howe\e". by the paucity of carnivore gnawed bones in all
.,nslss ~ar featu-es including faunal sampies from secondary deposits such

as mund f, I rj the ditch (Table 16). This low frequency of carnivore
•,7,awed b_, . coild be die to the complete destruction of bone refuse by village
dDgs. however.

R r: I, e {;ll deposits were described in the field as either refuse pits
I." idde;)s, Jr'pn d n- - 4hether the areal extent of the Jeposit was greater

O, F '.nce of extens.'e sheet middens in the village was
ke-ed -ihr' ,urw:s .liven the population size (between 150 and 300

' ... 'ns ,, '. tP- _aT c' mate of Central Alabama. Bloford (1978) noted that

1 , ," i " a -aeJ bone refuse In 1ocal Izcd areas during the summer
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during this period. in addition to harvesting greater quantities of deer, the

extremely small size of the fish in the Middle Miller III assem0lage from the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality suggests an attempt to increase the

quantity of fish avai able for consumption.

For hunters and gatherers, the problem with intensifying subsistence

pursuits is that this strategy is subject to the law of diminishing returns.
The yields of wild resources are naturally restricted, and as a result
harvesting increasingly greater quantities of wild foods results in sharply
rising labor demands. Under these circumstances, increased reliance on the

expandable yields of agriculture, though also labor intensive, would

eventually have become a less costly option (Earle 1980; Scarry 1980). In

'act, the intensification of corn agriculture probably occurred in the
subsequent Late Miller I II period. The proportions of faunal taxa in Late
Miller III samples from the Gainesville Lake show a relative increase in the

quantity of deer and decreased emphasis on both turtles and fish -- a trend
which continues into the Mississippian period. This renewed emphasis on deer

and the decreased importance of aquatic resources was probably made possible
by a modification in trophic relationships in which, per capita, the human
population consumed greater quantities of plant foods and correspondingly
lesser quantities of animal protein.

THE MISSISSIPPIAN OCCUPATION

During the Phase II and Phase III excavations, a very large sample of
faunal remains was recovered from a total of 217 Mississippian features in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Because the more than 30,000 bone
fragments came from a number of depositional contexts, the faunal sample was

suitable for addressing spatial variability in activities and subsistence in
addition to assessing the relative importance of the various species as food
items.

In discussing site formation processes, Schiffer (1972 and elsewhere) has

drawn a distinction between "primary" and "secondary" refuse, the difference
being that primary refuse is discarded at the location of use, while secondary
refuse is spatially removed. Nearly all of the fauna analyzed for this study
is secondary refuse, excluding the animal bone recovered from structure
floors. However, the fact that the faunal materials are frcm secondary
deposits does not necessarily mean that the deposits were not activity or

season specific. Collectively, the features represent a number of
depositional processes and events, ranging from the random inclusion of faunal
refuse in sediment excavated from a protohistoric fortification (the "ditch")

as a result of erosion, to the purposefu, disposal of refuse in localized
areas by the prehistoric inhabitants. Clearly, only the latter features are
of interest in attempting to discern patterning in the association of animal

speces or anatomical parts which could reflect human behavior. Therefore, a
subsample .' Mississop;an features was drawn to address these questions.

This subsample was limited to those features which appeared to have been

.?d solely 'or the rurocse nf refuse disposal -- i.e., refuse pits and middens
p-ovid-cl thc fauna assemblage yielded at least 10 g and at least iO pieces

if bone ;ae-nhIf:abte is,,. Forty-nine 4eatures met these crIeria. This

-kI sanpte, 1 th :he add:' on Ic f )arie faunal assemblages fro'm deposits that.
were thp re rt '' A J dcepm t onal events (mound fi!I arid wa ltrenches),
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proportions of taxa other than large mammals in these Late Woodland
' assemblages; and the inferred relationship between Middle Miller I!I

population and the natural resources in their environment.

Without belaboring the point, fauna from Middle Miller III samples in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality strongly suggest an occupational hiatus
extending from mid-fall to early or mid-winter. The single deer in the Middle
Miller III assemblage which could be assigned age at death was probably

.- procured in October or November. In contrast, deer mandibles in the faunal
samples from the Mississippian period in the Lubbub Archaeological Locality

* suggest that procurement of this resource peaked in December.

Seasonal relocation is also suggested when the contribution of taxa other
than large mammals are compared for Early and Middle Miller III. If large
mammal remains are excluded in the calculation of percentage contribution by
weight of the various taxa, the major difference between Early and Middle
Miller III is the abundance of fish remains in the latter period (Table 14).
Since fishing does not appear to have been a fall activity, but small mammals,
birds, and turtles were exploited to a limited extent during this season, such
weighting of proportions is to be expected if the fall season is not well
represented in Middle Miller III assemblages. Furthermore, the absolute
difference between these two subphases in the percentage contribution by
weight of small mammals, birds, and turtles generally corresponds to the
proportions of the same taxa in Zone A of Pit 22 (cf. Table 9) which has been
interpreted as early to mid-fall refuse.

Finally, it should be emphasized that an imbalance between Miller III

populations and the natural resources available in the river valley may have
existed. Miller III settlements, though small, are extremely numerous in the
Tombigbee Valley. If only 10 of the 21 Miller III "base camps" located by
Jenkins et al. (1975) in the Gainesville Lake survey were contemporaneous, the
"average" village catchment would have had a radius of between 4 and 4.5 km
(2.6 - 2.8 miles) before the territory of the neighboring village was
trespassed. While hunting parties could have travelled to areas away from the
river valley, it eventually may have become cost effective simply to relocate
most or all of the population (cf. Binford 1978), particularly during years of
game scarcity.

If such an imbalance between resources and the human. population did
exist, two options would have been available to alleviate resource shortages:
diversification of the resource base -- i.e., the addition of new subsistence
strategies; or the intensification of existing subsistence strategies -- i.e.,
harvesting greater quantities of the same resources. Diversification, the
lower cost option, should be manifested archaeologically by the addition of
new pecies of plants and animals to the resource base. Because previous
studies of faunal remains in the Gainesville Lake have been hampered by a lack
of comparative osteological specimens, this possibility cannot be fully
evaluated at this time. However, the similarity between the proportions of
various taxa (other than large mammals) in Early and Middle Miller Ill samples
argues that diversification of the resource base had occurred pricr to Middle
Miller Iii. If diversification was no longer possible, the only remaining
optior would have been the intensification of existing strategies. The
settlemert shift postulated to explain the proportions of taxa in Middle
Miller III assembages would suggcst an intensification of deer exploitation

• , . .-L , . . . * * "
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re aby infer sea na ity,

in addition, it shoulc be pointed out that charrea acorn and hickor ruts

were encountered in nearly all zones of these features, including the strata

<elding spring and summer refuse. The presence of these species ofto

interpretcd as evidence of a fall occupation when, in fact, nut fooca can be

stored for long periods of time and used throughout the year. The on!y

seasonal correspondence between animal and plant remains was a grape seed

recovered from Zone B of Pit 22 (late summer to early fall). The lack of

seasonal agreement between faunal and floral remains suggests that seasonality

cannot reliably be inferred strictly on the basis of charred plant remains.

Animal bones are a much more reliable source of seasonal information. Even if

the meat of certain species was stored, it undoubtedly was "fi1leted' and the

bone refuse discarded prior to storage.

III. Discussion

The importance of various animal species in the subsistence system of the

Miodle Milier I I population cannot be evaluated completely with the sample

from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality because remains from the fall

and winter hunt are not well represented. The absence of this portion of the

annual economic cycle seriously skews the quantification of animal resources

because the majority of the meat consumed probably was procured during this

season and either eaten immediately or processed for storage.

As noted previously, other research on prehistoric subsistence in the

Gainesville Lake suggests iYhcreasing diversity in the Late Woodland, with deer

- remains decreasing in abundance in relation to other fauna. This trend is

especially marked between Early Miller III and Middle Miller Ill when the

percentage by weight of deer remains in the Gainesville Lake sample dropped

from 88.0 percent to 70.9 percent (Woodrick 1979). Relatively low percentages

of deer are also characteristic of the Late M!I1ler Ill faunal assemblages

analyzed by Woodrick. Three explanations are possible for the observed

pattern: 1) deer remains were discarded in a fashion not amenable to

preservation or recovery; 2) the fall and winter hunt took place at another

location, perhaps with dried meat being returned to settlements in the river

/alley; or 3) the Late Woodland peoples were, in fact, diversifying their

resource base by concentrating more on aquatic resources, and small mammals.

Poor bone preservation is a possible explanation for the paucity of deer

bone :n the present sample because of the generally low pH characteristic of

so' !1 in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Only deer teeth survived

tht thcusand years between discard and excavation in the absence of the

ccountcr.cting high pH of mussel shell. Osteological evidence of species

cx-p.oi ed during the fall may be lacking because molluscs were not extensively

harves.ed during this season. In all fairness, however, it should be noted

tiat n;milarly poor conditions of preservation apply to faunal assemblages

from other sites in the Tombigbee Valicy. ;>.r tkis reason, it appears that

pour borne pt-eservation cannot be invoked as i plausible explan3tion for the

utserved pattern.

Several ne of evidence suggest that the unusually low quantity of deer

bone in Middle Miller III faunal assemblages is the result of relocation

during the fall: the seasonal evidence cited in this parer; the relative

• _I: . .. .. .. . . .. . .
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necessary to plant, tend, and harvest corn. Given the scheduling of labor
- - resources necessary to insure an adequate harvest, the seasonal procurement of

animal resources may have been altered in some respects in comparison to a
subsistence system more heavily dependent on the harvesting of wild plant
foods.

Table 13 should be considered a very tentative outlIi ne of animal
procurement because the sample is very small and does riot include all of the
species known to have been utilized by Middle Mil ler IIl peoples (cf. Woodrick
1979) . Negative evidence may suggest that a certain species was not taken
during a given season, but until a larger sample is available, this
interpretation cannot be considered reliable.

.Several generalizations can be made on the basis of this sample, however.
The findings of this study of seasonality are essentially in agreement w:Lt'
Bruce Smith's (1975) proposition that f ish, turtlIes , and possibly rabbits
would have been harvested in late spring and, except for the latter. through
the summer, and that all other primary prey species would have been pursued

* most actively in fall and winter. These data can be used to further refine
some of Smith's ideas, however.

First, deer were probably exploited to a very limited extent during
spring and summer. Secondly, it appears that a wide array of small mammals,
including raccoon, fox, bobcat, opossum, and rabbits, were pursued in late
summer and early fall, but were largely ignored once the deer harvest began in

*October or November. Squirrels seem to have been most commonly hunted in the
winter and spring and almost completely ignored during summer and fall. Of
the 16 squirrel bones recovered from the Middle Miller IIl sample, 15 came
from Pit 28. This observation is in partial agreement with Smith's suggestion
that squirrels were most likely hunted "in late fall and early winter when
cover was at a minimum, since it would have been much easier during this time
of year to locate the animals themselves and their nests..." (1975:113).
Exploitation of squirrels apparently continued well into the spring also.
Excluding mid-summer, rabbits were hunted or trapped during all seasons for
which evidence is available. Turtles were taken at least from early spring
through early fall, and exploitation of some species occurred during the
winter months as well. Only softshell and mud-musk turtles were recovered
from Pit 28, but this cannot be considered conclusive evidence that basking
turtles were not harvested in winter and spring. Fish utilization began as

*early as March and seems to have continued through September. Spears were
probably used to procure fish during spawning runs in the spring; trot-lines
were probably set out by late April or May; hand collection, if used at all,
probably would not have been a viable option before mid-summer.

Mussels seem to have been collected primarily but not exclusively between
jApril and October. A cautionary note regarding the interpretation of

seasonality based strictly on mussels is necessary, however. Molluscs are
present in virtually all of the Middle Miller III features and in all of the
zones of the stratified pits. Whether the small quantities found in zones
interpreted as winter, early spring, and mid-fall are due to post-depositional
mixing, or whether they are present as a result of some limited collection of

*this resource during cold-weather cannot be resolved at this time. Cold
weather does not seem to have precluded the exploitation of softshell turtles.
Until this issue is resolved, additional lines of evidence are essential to
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the river had subsided in the spring, as argued by Woodrick (Chapter 5, this
volume).

The remaining zones of Pit 28 vary considerably in the quantity of
mollusc shell recovered, suggesting that the zones did not have a common
season of origin. This variability is not surprising, however, given the
function of the pit. If food, either nuts or maize, was stored in this
feature, the month during which the food stores would be depleted might vary
from one year to the next depending on the severity of the winter, the success
of the fall-winter hunt, the quantity of corn and nuts harvested during the
preceding autumn, and many other factors. Swanton states that "the harvest
was seldom sufficient to last -- nor was it expected to last -- until another

* crop came in" (1946:256). This allusion to the depletion of winter stores
suggests spring, or possibly winter, as the probable season for Pit 28 to be

* relieved of its storage function.

A second possible function of Pit 28 is storage of seed to sow the fields
of the following year. If this pit was used for the storage of seed stock, it
would explain the apparent lack of discretion shown in the kinds of material

* used to fill the pit once the grain had been removed. Such a function also
would account for the variability in mollusc shell in the zones of this
feature, for planting might be delayed for weeks or months depending first on
weather and flood conditions and secondly on the timin~g of a possible second
planting. The Timucua, for example, "sowed their corn twice a year, in March

* and June.. ." (Swanton 1946:269) .

* Regardless of the specific storage function of Pit 28, either winter or
* spring seem logically to be the most likely seasons of origin for the refuse

recovered, a conclusion which supports interpretation of Zone D as early
* spring refuse. Deer, squirrel (S. carolinensis), softshell turtle, and an

unidentified large bird were recovered from the other zones of Pit 28 that
yielded little mussel shell. Exactly where in the yearly economic cycle these
zones fit is impossible to say at this time. The refuse may be the result of
either winter or early spring activities. Softshell turtles are active year-
round and could have been procured in shallow water during the cooler months.
The remaining zones, B and E, produced tremendous quantities of molluscs. In
addition, other than the two suckers recovered from Zone D, Zones B and E were

* the only zones to produce fish remains, again suggesting the seasonal co-
* occurrence of fishing and mussel collecting. Both of these zones are

dominated by deer and unidentified large mammal remains, unlike the "summer"
refue fom ectre 00N-300E. If the sample from Hectare 30N-300E is

-epresentative of species exploited during the summer, Zones B and E of Pit 28
probably represent refuse accumulated in mid to late spring.

Summary: Seasonal Procurement of Animal Resources

A summary of the most likely season or seasons of procurement for each
species recovered from the Middle Miller Ill sample is shown in Table 13.
This interpretation applies to the scheduling employed by a single Woodland
Population in the Tombigbee River Valley and thus may not be similar to the
timetable followed prehistorically in other areas by human populationt
nteracting with their environment under a different set of constraints.

Cultigens were probably already of some importance during the Middle Miller
lil period since this settlement was occupied during all of the seasons
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Tnc sma I Iarn 1 -sY z noie about t f' deop an I -6 vt * :'ac, wrl

n: Co s abz .t tons of maie ... These holes open I t he surface b7 . na, ci

r :ek nout 2 :t n c;amete<) ... The grain is ! let nto the pit unt !

.s nearly Ie.,el w ith the neck, and Is thin co.'errcz with a good Ka er

of dung, or is first covered with I ght poles over whi ch cuig is Ia d.

The neck s then topped up to ground level with the soi I and a ia-ge

stone is laid across the opening. Grain is reputed to have been

successfull y stored is such pits for 3 years although the normal storage

period is 9-12 months (ibid:3).

The relative shape of Pit 28 is quite similar to that oescribed above,

although it is considerably smaller (Figure 4). A largely sterile collar

(Zone C) surrounded the mouth of the pit, constricting it to a width of 50 cm

(1.6 ft). The base of the feature measured 80 cm (2.6 ft) at the widest

point, and the pit was 170 cm deep (5.6 ft). In addition, Pit 28 was located
on one of the highest ridges in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality,
presumably to facilitate drainage.

This feature had alternately been filled with refuse and then re-

excavated to less substantial dimensions a minimum of five times. This

apparent re-use is curious, particularly considering that some food refuse
-- subject, of course, to putrefaction -- was present in each stratum of the
pit along with ceramics and lithic debris. This periodic filling and re-use

may be accounted for by the fact that Pit 28 was intruded into a gravel bed,

which undoubtedly produced several structural problems. First, this feature

would not have retained a flask-shaped profile without considerable

* buttressing in construction. The collar, presumably constructed of clay, was
necessary to constrict the mouth of the pit. Secondly, this feature, once

emptied of its contents, would have been extremely unstable and would likely
have collapsed if not immediately refilled. This instability is probably
responsible for the gradually decreasing depth of the feature when functioning

for storage purposes. Since this pit exhibits so much aboriginal disturbance,

the fauna from each of the zones in the feature must be viewed as incomplete

assemblages.

The count and weight of all bone which could be assigned to class, as

well as the count and weight of mollusc shell, is shown in Table 12 for each

zone in Pit 28. The zones vary markedly in the quantity of shellfish

recovered.

On!y Zone D produced a faunal assemblage that suggests a relatively

restricted season of deposition -- probably early to mid spring. Recovered

fron; this stratum were bones identified as deer, squirrel (S. carol inensis)
Hlue-winged teal (Anas discors), mud-musk turtle (Kinosternidae) , redhorse

(Mo~ostoma spp) , and chubsucker (Erimyzon spp) . Blue-winged teals pass

through Alabama in early autumn (September-October) and in early to mid spring

(March-May), but are "more numerous in spring than in autumn" (Howell

1928:51). Both of the fish identified from this deposit are members of the

sucker family. Suckers migrate into tributarv streams during the spring to
spawn in shallow water. At this time, are particularly vulnerable to

spear ishing because large aggregations of fish are found in shallow water.

Chubsuckers and redhorses are believed to spawn in March at this latitude

*(Cook 1959:86,88). It is notable that very little shell was recovered from

Zone D, suggesting that the exploitation of molluscs did not occur until after

- - N . -
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study of srecies distribution in the Central and Upper Tombigbee drainagr
(Boschung 1573). Tcr of the fifteen species for which data are ava; lable werc
; ore commonly collected n areas other than the river proper. Species such as
flathead catfi:h that can easily be caught on hook and line but are uncommon
in the archaeological assemblage are infrequently encountered in tributary and
backwater areas.

Angling, in the strict sense of one person tending one line, would have
been highly impractical and economically unfeasible given the average size of
the catch in the archaeological sample. Hook and line fishing was not often
mentioned by early European colonists, probably because they "were so
accustomed to This method of fishing that they took it for granted" (Swanton
1946:399). 1he few ethnohistoric references that make other than passing
remarks of this technology document the use of trot-lines in the Southeast by
the Powhatan tribes of Virginia, the Yuchi in Tennessee, and the Acolapissa of
Louisiana (Rostlund 1952:116). The advantage of this type of fishing is that

In contrast to angling, spearing, seining, the use of dip nets or of fish
poison, methods that function only while the fisherman is on the job and
operates the gear, trot lines are like traps or gill nets in that once
they are set up they can be forgotten, and the fish is caught while the
man goes about his other work (ibid:116)

Untended lines may have contributed to the small size of the catch, for larger
fishes would have had ample time to break the line.

Molluscs:

Another interesting and informative aspect of the 300N/-3OOE Middle
Miller ill faunal assemblages is that the quantity of shellfish remains
appears tc covary with the abundance of fish. Woodrick (Chapter 5, this
volume) suggested that molluscs were exploited after the subsidence of flood

waters in spring but prior to the onset of cold weather. Mussel shell was
abundant in all zones interpreted as summer and early fall, but were uncommon
in the upper "mid fall" zone of Pit 22. Mussel shell was also rare ;n the
iW t Z012 zon r n;, 32, suggesting that the refuse in this stratum originated
dur'ng some other season.

Hectare 400N/-OOE

S2F, ',he s,,gle Middle Milier Ill pit excavated in Hectare 40ON/-500E

ehp .' deJ .,r)I remains, was located ;n an area isolated from any
,'b'. .ot e'-s ,f Woodland ceramics. This feature seems best interpreted

s ,q p-t .,hiCh subsequently had been filled with refuse. Underground
Iorag : sed some parts or the world and has been found effective
,r .if " g tc.: infestation of dry grain, provided an airtight seal is

nuppi-:d 'rH, I * jd ,, i , and Oxley 1956).

Arccroa n; t,) "a et al. ( 956:3), primitive torage pits are often
zi.1sk haped" mnd are locatcd either under the roof of a dwelling where the

f- .et r 4hea, or maize) is prolected from surface water or, if located
dtd, are constucted "on high ground or on hillsides, and provided with

rised r:uks.' In Somalia,

' • .- . .* . . . .. .
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tut down on r es. and the odor of decay. It would seem that clirma;c
-co . tI ons ir, the Southeast might warrant such behavior on a nearly year-rourc

Das" with the possibe exception of December through February. Therefore,
142 n'oport;on of faunal taxa in the two types of ceposits were compared to
, detcrmine if any seasonal differences in usage were apparent. No major

-ifferences were noted. Middens yielded larger quantities of turtle fragments
(9 percent of the identified bone fragments) than did refuse pits (5 percent)
at the ezpense of fish remains (2 versus 3 percent) and fragments of bird bone
(7 versus 9 percent). The faunal content of the two types of refuse areas
were essentially identical in other respects.

Although the rediced frequency of fish bones in sheet middens may suggest
less frequent usage of these extensive deposits for refuse disposal during
warm weather, the pattern probably reflects preservation differences between
midden and pit deposits rather than any seasonal differences in use.
Generally speaking, both fish and bird bone are quite fragile and would be
incapable of enduring a great deal of mechanical abuse. Because most middens,
in the village were extremely shallow (10-20 cm), fragmentation due to
trampling may have played a significant role in the apparent variability in
content. The distribution of identifiable deer elements in pits versus
middens also suggests that increased mechanical pressures may have altered the
original midden assemblages. Fragile elements such as ribs and vertebrae were
recognized less frequently in faunal samples from midden deposits, whereas
long bone shaft fragments were more common in such deposits.

One difference noted between midden and pit deposits during analysis was
the higher frequency of burned bone in middens. Fifty-eight percent of the
bone fragments recovered from midden deposits were burned to some extent
versus only 42 percent in pitfil1. By weight, 46 percent of the bone from
middens was burned compared to 26 percent in pit deposits. The intentional
burning of refuse in these extensive deposits may have partially alleviated
the problem of putrefaction, though this pattern also could be related to
preservation

The Features: Seasonality

The subsampled pits were closely scrutinized to determine if any species
consistently co-occurred in the hope of refining the seasonality information
inferred from the Late Woodland assemblage. This attempt proved unsuccessful.
Many Mississippian features defied attempts to attribute faunal assemblages to
a specific season of procurement. The major exceptions to this statement were
smal refuse pits y'elding almost exclusively deer, bear, or both of these
spec es. These two large mammals were procured primarily in fall and winter
accordiri to ethnohistoric sources and archaeological evidence.

U4 like the Woodland sample, fish and turtle remains never dominated

faunal a-semblages from Mississippian features. The most convincing example

of a h;csssippian piE filled with refuse generated during the summer was Pit
8 ;r Hectare 400N/-30OE. Two seasonal "markers" were recovered from this
featurc: an unidentified fish vertebrae from an individual that appears to
have been procured during mid-summer based on annulus formation; and an
ulidentified long bone from a large mammai foetus. If the foetal long bone
is, in actuality, deer (which is probable), procurement probably occurred
some!;nee between May and July. Species identified from Pit 8 include deer,
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rabbit, cotton rat, turkey, mud-musk, map, and box turtles, garter or ribbon

snake, bowfin, catfish, sunfish, and an unidentified viper. Although numerous

species were present, the bulk of the biomass r(,: c' ,ed was large mammal

(Table 17)•

* A more "typical" refuse pit and an example of a relatively diverse faunal

sample from a feature probably filled with fall and winter refuse is Pit 10 in

Hectare 4OON/-400E. Identified from Pit 10 were 6 species: deer, bear,

raccoon, gray fox, gray squirrel, and catfish. The faunal sample from Pit 10

-- is comparable in size to Pit 8 (194 gm and 158 gm respectively), yet species

diversity in Pit 10 was much lower and estimated biomass contribution was
almost exclusively mammalian (Table 18).

Molluscs were recovered from nearly all of the Mississippian features

yielding bone, although the density was generally higher in features with

relatively large quantities of fish bone. The denSity of mussel shell in Pit

8, for example, was 61 kg/m 3 compared to 8 kg/m in Pit 10. These findings
parallel the observations made regarding the seasonality of shellfish

exploitation on the basis of the Late Woodland assemblage. However, it should

* be emphasized again that the presence or absence of mollusc remains cannot be

considered conclusive evidence of the season of origin for an assemblage.

The Features: Butchering and Processing Activities

Based on fieldwork among the Nunamiut Eskimo, Lewis R. Binford (1978) has
made an exhaustive study of the structure of faunal assemblages that can be

expected as a result of specific butchering and processing activities. The
primary (and almost exclusive) subsistence resource of the Nunamiut is

caribou, a member of the same taxonomic family (Cervidae) as white-tail deer.

Because Nunamiut subsistence focuses so intensively on this single large

mammal, Binford described in some detail the potential subsistence utility of

specific anatomical parts based on empirical studies of caribou anatomy. He

outlined the specific body parts likely to be culled at kill sites by the

Nunamiut, those likely to be introduced to residential areas, and the

structure of assemblages resulting from the processing of meat for storage.

This study is applicable to the analysis of faunal assemblages in the

Southeast not only because deer and caribou are very similar anatomically, but

* also because some of the constraints influencing Nunamiut decisions pertaining
to the treatment of meats are analogous to those operative in the subsistence

system of Southeastern Indians.

* Due to the migratory behavior of caribou, the Nunamiut must procure

nearly all of their food for the entire year during two short hunting seasons

0 in the spring and fall. While white-tailed deer were available in the

Southeast on a year-round basis, certain advantages accrued to harvesting this
species during the fall and early winter, Deer attain maximum weight during

the fall, are relatively aggregated in upland areas with numerous hardwoods,

are more easily seen and pursued after potentially obscuring foliage is no

longer a problem, and, due to the onset of the breeding season, are less shy

* and easier to approach (cf. Smith 1975 for an extended discussion of

abori ;nal deer hunting). Furthermore, procurement of deer during fa : and
winler d'd not conflict with the labor demands of the harvest.

Smith found that at Mississippian period sites in the Central Mssssippi

-~ ~~~~~ -'A . . . . *
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Valley, the hunting season was largely restricted to three months -- November
through Januar-y. The same is indicated by the sample of deer mandibles
recovered in Lhe Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Eight of the nine deer
mandibies that could be assigned season of death came from individuals

procured during November, December, or January.

Because deer supplied the bulk of the animal protein consumed, the

temporally restricted procurement of deer produced some logistical problems.
Specifically, the meat either had to be consumed immediately to avoid spoilage
or had to be prepared in a manner facilitating storage. The Nunamiut
accomplish the latter by freezing or drying caribou meat. Historically,
Southeastern Indians preserved venison for later consumption by drying or
snoking. If venison was dried prehistorically, this activity should be
apparent archaeologically in the composition of some assemblages.

Binford found that when dried meat was the objective, the major concern
of the Nunamiut was with increasing the surface area of the meat per unit
weight to facilitate rapid drying. This goal can be accomplished by
butchering the apimal into units with a high surface to mass ratio. Some of
the external musculature covering the ribs, breast, and abdomen can be removed

to facilitate drying, for example, and the flesh can be stripped away from the
loig bones. A second concern of the Nunamiut is the fat content of tne meat.

*The greater the fat content, the less likely are the chances of adequate

drying. Meat retaining too much moisture is subject to putrefaction and
insect infestation because flies lay eggs in the moist folds of incompletely
dried meat. Under most circumstances, the Nunamiut strategy for alleviating
both of these problems is to immediately consume those parts which have high
fat content or are difficult to dry due to irregular surface areas or a low

0 surface area to mass ratio. These parts include the skull, meat adhering to
the vertebral column, and the brisket. The remaining parts are processed for
drying. Some cuts are dried with the bone attached, specifically the ribs,
and during cool weather when insect infestation is not a problem, the brisket
(sternum and costal cartilage) and the vertebral column (including the pelvis
and sacrum). Whet, warm weather is anticipated, neither the brisket nor the
vertebral column is dried. Meat from the front and hind limbs is boned and

dried in large flat pieces. In the case of the forelimbs, the Nunamiut leave
thin strips of meat attached to the edges of the scapula. The scapula is then
placed on a drying rack in a horizontal position, thus facilitating the
exposure of the attached musculature to sun and air.

Parts reported to have been processed for storage by Southeastern Indians
correspond well with Binford's descriptions. Swanton's (1946:374-375)
interviews with two informants on this subject suggest that external thoracic

and abdominal muscles were removed during butchering, and that at least among
the Alabama, the rib slabs were dried (with the bone attached). Both the
Creek and the Alabama informant mention stripping meat from the thighs

*(femur)

First the long bones were removed, and then the meat was cut up into
chunks somewhat larger than baseballs. Withes or sticks were passed

through these and they were placed over a fire until nearly cooked, by
which time the ;-,LL had shrunk to about the size of a baseball"

(pr. 374 -375)

• 'I -- -'- ." ? "' i . -
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The hind limb is almost invariably processed for storage by the Nunamiut
because the meat is lean and is easily detached from the bone.

It is interesting to note that in the Southeast meat was usually
processed not by sun-drying, as is the case among the Nunamiut, but by
"roasting". Binford (1978:91) points out that "preservation through drying is
made possible by the reduction of...moisture below the point at which optimal
reproduction of decomposers takes place." The decomposers referred to are the
bacteria which cause meat spoilage. These bacteria are sensitive to
temperature as well as moisture. The reproductive rates of Bacillus mycoides,
for example, are highest between ca. 16 and 37 degrees C (ca. 60-98 degrees

F), but cell division stops at temperitures above 39 degrees C (normal body
temperature for most warm-blooded animals) and below 6 degrees C (42 degrees
F) (Binford 1978:92). Therefore, in areas such as central Alabama that

occasionally experience high ambient temperatures during the winter,
dessication would need to be extreme to insure preservation. Swanton states
that meat preserved in this manner "would keep for an entire year. If it had
not been dried sufficiently, screw-worms would breed in it" (1946:375).

Based on Binford's observations and the ethnohistorical infcrmation cited
above, discard assemblages resulting from the processing of venison for
storage might be expected to contain large numbers of long bones (particularly
those of the rear limb) and very few or no ribs. These expectations are based
on two assumptions: first, that the long bones would have been discarded soon
after the muscle tissue was removed for drying; and second, that the rib slabs
were dried with the bone attached. In addition, if the scapula were used in a

manner similar to that observed for the Nunamiut, it should be absent from the
assemblages.

Detecting such assemblages in faunal samples from the Mississippian
village under consideration here is complicated due to the fact that this
village was the location of many activities unrelated to processing meat for
storage. Because this site is not a specialized processing encampment,
interpretation of the skeletal elements contained in any feature depends on

the location of the pit in relation to other village activities, i.e., whether
the refuse pit was located in a specialized processing area or was used in

addition for refuse resulting from other cooking and consumption activities.
If the latter were true, parts that would have been consumed immediately, such
as the head (skull), meat adhering to the vertebrae, and the brisket

(sternebrae and costal cartilage), might be expected in the assemblage. This
possibility is clearly related to the length of time a refuse area was used
for discard. If used for an extended period of time, any "signature"
assemblage would eventually be obscured. Therefore, the subsampled pits'
were examined for assemblages with low species diversity and, of necessity,

high deer or large mammal content (>90 percent by weight of identified bone),
both of which were presumed to indicate short term usage. The third criterion

used to detect possible "processing pits" was large numbers of identified long
bone fragments. In order to avoid biasing the results, no stipulations were
made regarding the kinds of elements represented, nor were features
scrutinized for low frequencies of rib fragments. The four features meeting

'Middens were excluded from this analysis because they were not
excavated in their entirety.

i'. - ii-L.':1 ." ' ." - i 1 -' -1" .L... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ."...".".. .. .. ..... . -"."-. . .
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these gener-a c-iteria wcr e P t 23 ri '-e,:tare 3OONi-3O1E, P and P t 7 i F

Hectare 5OON'-300E, and Pit 4 in Hectare 50CN/-400E. Exc uc.,ng P'! 23, whict!
could not be assigned to a cultural period on the basis of ceramic content.
all of these features date to the mature Mississippian period (Summervi le li-
III) . The elements recovered from these four refuse p'ts are shown in lable
19. Minimum numbers of individuals was calculated by dividing th- number of
unique elements occurring in each pit by the number expec ed in an
anatomically complete individual as suggested by Biriford (1978:69-72).
Percentages were calculated by dividing MNI by the most frequently occurring
element. Because the actual volume of bone recovered from each feature was
highly variable, the weight of identified bone per feature is included in the
table.

Several patterns are evident in these data: 1) both the front limb and
the hind limb are represented in each pit, but the latter is more common; 2)
mandibles are consistently present; 3) ribs are rare or absent; and 4) bor-s
of the lower leg (metapodials and phalanges) are not present or are present in
very low frequencies.

In the three larger samples, the thigh (pelvis or femur)' is the most
common body part represented, as should be expected, given the ease with which
this part can be boned and dried. However, the consistent occurrence of front
limbs in these pits suggests that meat from the forequarters was dried as
well, though probably not as frequently as that from the hindquarters. Since
scapulae are present in two o, the four features, these bones probably were
not used in a manner similar to that of the Nunamiut. The latter is not
unexpected since most of the meat was probably smoked rather than sun dried.

The occurrence of mandibles in each of these features was not
anticipated. The Nunamiut prefer to consume the tongue of caribou while it is
fresh. However, according to Romans (in Swanton 1946:285), the Cherokee dried
"the tongues of their venison.' The consistent association of mandibles with
what appears to be processing refuse strongly suggests that the tongue was
dried. although the tongue may have been consumed while the other meat was
being processed.

Ribs, when present, occurred in low frequencies as would be expected if
they were dried with the bone included. However, the reader should recal;
that ribs, and the axial skeleton in general, were grossly underrepresented in
the assemblage as a whole. Therefore, the paucity of ribs in these features
may not be signif'cant. Binford (1978:152) has suggested that one means of
distinguishing ribs that were dried from those consumed while fresh is the
degree of fragmentation. The Nunamiut are careful not to break dried ribs
because the marrow is invariably rotten. If this criterion is applicable to
the consumption practices of Southeastern Indians, most of the ribs recovered
from these features were consumed while fresh. All of the rib fragments were
less than '0 cm (4 inches) in length. However, no means are available to
evaluate predepositional breakage unrelated to consumption. In the case of
Pit 4, which appears to have been used for a fairly extended period of time
(perhap for several months), the ribs in the assemblage may have been dried

gAs previously discussed, the acetabulum (pelvis) and femur appear to
have been butchered as a unit.

, , ", . . .. . .-' , . , . . . ,,.. . . . . . : - :
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3, a 3nd introducea to the pit at a later date.

7!(: fif-' iature common to all four assemblages is the marked pauc:ty of

b>o c, Lh lIer ;egs, wh~ich suggests that the carcasses were introduced to
'LnE I lae irca for processing only after the initial butchering had taken

ic:. &'e tea:ure, a midden in Hectare 500N/-400E (USN 4316), clearly
enatatcv txc, some of the primary butchering occurred on the outskirts of the

,~ag . Th,. shcAl midden was encountered outside the bastioned palisade

,rrcui!ding the 1,illage, although it is unc;ear if the midden was contemporary

with the fortification. In any case, the midden is spatially removed from the
habitation area and produced an assemblage strongly suggestive of primary
bLlchering. Skull fragments and bones of the feet and lower legs were

extremely :ommor (Table 20) . The complementary nature of the body parts
present in this midden and in Pit 4 is shown graphically injigure 5. The

differences between these two features suggest that caution should be
exercised in the interpretation of either site function or field dressing

based on faunal remains from a single area.

Although the interpretations offered for the composition of the features

described above are tentative, if they are correct, it can be concluded that

some deer process~ng occurred within the confines of the village during the
Simmerviile i1-111 period. The anatomical parts which appear to have been

d-ed include meat from the hindquarters and to a lesser extent the
forequarters, and probably the tongue. Whether or not ribs slabs were dried

cannot, be resolved at this time because the evidence is, at best, ambiguous.

Processing venison for storage does appear to have been a response to the
T 4bl!ogistical problems created by harvesting deer during a restricted period of

time. It was possible to age three of the deer mandibles from these

processing pits," and two were seasonally diagnostic. Both of the seasonally
diagnostic mandibles (from Pit 47 and Pit 4) were from individuals estimated
to have been between 15 and 16 months of age at death.' These ages suggest

that deer were processed for storage during late fall (November-December), the
seasnn during which deer were harvested most intensively.

11. Subsistence

Altnough 77 species were identified from Mississippian features at the
Lubbub C'eeA Archaeological Locality, only a few were of economic importance
as subsstence tenms. As is true of many faunal assemblages from prehistoric
sites ;n the Southeast, white-tail deer and wild turkey dominated the faunal

sarnre frc-, this Mississippian village. These two species contributed 54
pe, ent Cf al orne fragments identified to family, genus, or species. Most
;f th1 ='at, however, was supplied by deer. Counts, weights, and minimum
_.-rber: of Ind 'I!uals, calculated by temporal subdivisions, are shown in

Arpend'x B for each taxa. The size of the faunal sample which could be
ittrib .ted to :he Summerville I occupation s very small in comparison to
sa'nple; om s,usequent occupations rf the vi lage, yet re ative biomass

ccrtrrbu; r-, ,ca'c ated by bone weight) cf each taxonomic class remained

ic :'_ent Lnrujgnout the Missssippiat) period. By weight, mammals

'The rcmaining relatively complete mandible (from Pit 1) was from an

indiviu,1,al app-oxmate;y 3 years of age.
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TABLE 20

Deer Elements Recovered from Shell Concentration in Hectare 500N./-400E.

MNI 4

Skull 3.5 100.0%
Mandible 1.0 29%
Atlas 1.0 29%
Axis 0.0
Cervical vert. 0.1 3%
Thoracic vert. 0.0
Lumbar vert. 0.2 6%
Ribs 0.2 6%
Sternum 0.0
Scapula 0.5 14%
Humerus 0.5 14%
Radius 0.5 14% s
Carpal 0.5 14%
Metacarpal 1.0 29%
Pelvis 0.5 14%
Femur 0.5 14%
Tibia 0.5 14
Metatarsal 2.0 57%
Tarsals 0.2 6%
Astragalus 0.0
Calcaneus 1.0 29%
Phalanx 1 1.4 40%
Phalanx 2 1.0 29%
Phalanx 3 0.6 17%

Total Identified Bone (g) 826.4
Deer and Large Mammal (g) 642.6 (78%)
Laqe Mammal Indet. (g) 65.4 (10%)
Large Mammal, Long Bone (g) 283.8 (44%)
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" e,-, Ce.. e . c,' H. oercent of the *denif ed bone, birds t,
t u pe u -s, 3., ' 4C' . 7  percent. and a1I other clastes combined

ctio cs . .. tenc Y i n these proport'ons suggestt
Ce c an t\ ir. te c c 'I ma:ion of animal populat ions throughou t

me 't< ssin:.a per-lc, dO a his :,e. None of the trends 3!e of sufficient
'-,, t d e costate nase or decreased emphasis on an y taxa through

s! d r)e po:n ed o'_t tnat the Mki values presented in Appendix B are
e , e 1 s ccr.-, s es : fr . as. Vter common species such as deer and

a prrc,bbIp, utderreDresented, and reptiles are not comparable to
- A -i : fani. A. mentionred previously, MNi for I ;st remains was

L)xi b- feature anrd. therefore, is not directly comparable to minimum
-L;v, - .aI e .  tnr cther 3-a . n Appendix B. These figures are presented

A.se at most sites, M 1 is calculated in like manner. Therefore, these
a:,.ns may he of some utility t-) researchers having few reservations about the
,ai :o;ty of this quantitative technique or to those forced to combine their
camp'es in -"is aianner due to a lack of other alternatives.

An alternati,,e to this method of aggregation was available for the
present sample. In order to determine the relative importance of taxa, it was
decided to calculate minimum numbers in a manner which, in my opinion,
probably more accurately reflects relative abundance. The basis for this
calculation was the remains from the subsample of pits, middens, mound
construction stages, and walltrenches listed in the introductory portion of
tnis section (see Table 15). MNI values were calculated by feature, or, in
the case of deer and bear, by clusters of features, since it seemed likely the
emains of these large mammals might have been deposited in more than one
refuse pit. Cultural affiliation and presumed season of deposition were taken
into account in this combination of assemblages so that large mammal remains
from early and late Mississippian or winter and summer features were not
counted as single individuals. The calculation of minimum numbers in this
manner allowed the inclusion of faunal samples from Mississippian features
that proved impossible to attribute to a specific cultural period on the basis
of the ceramic chronology developed for the site.

Although the possibility exists that the remains of a single animal may
'A.e been tabulated more frequently than warranted by virtue of portions of

,ar,mal being distributed to friends, political superiors, or relations
-Id ever. jal!y d Icarded r, a number of spatially discrete areas), the

-. Pe.:qg is proba In m; - compared to the skewing of the figures shown in
I, , . - M!7 va ies. obtained for turtles, snakes, amphibians, and
* e,-' ,' _ t- , ; a ',Ie to the "lu's for mammals and bird:., for

, de'- c r r ertat ic, of very ccmmon spec es may s I IlI be
t I i-. aues cbtai r,d fror vcry large samples such

"L "e .: , i. L (Hect.-e OON/-4DGE) and Pit 0 (Hectare

t 3 or-, rd -it 71 ated rC,1t cor r but ions a r-er
- . - ,' :1 .r i ,eIaae i e-wjc ghl rer t.a ,or and

r,., .- -- ' l. , ,. . : d ,opor t i sc f 4 dn , rhleat for
-*r e f! c) t h t er^ s e .

q.-. ; vv -I " " " dee' ,is ciculated on te bas . of the age
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PeuoWeight of i-arg Mammal and Deer
Fragm.,tsn'r Mound inc Vill~age Depo Dil.

J eces Weight qg Avg. Weigh'- g, Fiez .

Mound

Skull 59 2,85.04.

Axial Skeleton 97 282.5 2.9

Front Limb 39 655.1 16.8

Rear Limb 44 667.9 15.2

Lower Limbs/,Feet b3 170.2 2.7

Long Bone cragme )ts 6384 527.0 0.8

Inuet. Fragjmcnt.s I11. 9 0.5

Vi 1 1 ge

II7 4 119 .41.

A :ci 31j S~~to 4, 95 GCK-.3

-r)nt Limb 136 1381.0 10-2

Rea L I o I b-,o1 13.1

L 7 2 Kc 7i .4
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p1 merc 2 r n ., age. Deer were not as common as expected,
a' tnojgq to :a jId be :e v sult of butchering activities occurring in the
* 'age s- esewhere w th noned mcat being brought back to the mound area.
Oee feet (ophlanges. :esamoios, dew claws) were less frequently encountered
9 meunc samples than P iliage refuse (6.6 percent versus 16 percent c all
,amer's detif;ed as deer). Nomerous other species were s!ight!y

*nde-yrevesr"ted *r the mond -- rabbits, turkey, mud-musk and box turtles,
M-.te 'der map turties, bowfin, suckers, and drum. A pronounced skewing in

.4g di,:r:but ion of rabh is or the site was apparent, with swamp rabbits, the
Slryr &. w" species. Mick more common in the mound refuse (2 of 3
nr 'io a I 'han n '. " 1 !agce d pos;ts (3 of L individuals).

Lvaiua 'or ' -f !no pite,r of s:arc; y and abundance of species in the
inourd dopes "i di f i LI -'n,. most of the observed differences between
wcunc and '.'' Ige d~pcs :-- not of great magntude tf. Table 23 . The
dJfferernta J;st;but ne D! come species across the site could be the result
,I sampi ino er: r be ca,sc te laura! assemblages were of disparate size.
nwe.,er, orher diffe o :o". ro e resulted from the conscious selection of
certain animals az.ord .g tc 'he nut tional neecs or taste preferences of an
ndividuaits), tre vi2e of Vme animal, or the prestige accrued a species

difficult or dangerous to raptu-e. Many of the species that were
overrepreserted n the m-und sample are judged by Western standards to be
high!y desirab e and pa:a'able sutsisten:e tums. (e.g., snapping turtles and
,tfish). Based on nutritonal assays published in Watt and Merrill (1963),
the specles of fish (for ',hich data are avaiiable) that are overrepresented in
the mound are those v:th Kg protein rather than high fat content -- a
reaction, perhaps. to a dcet very high in caroohydrates.

The reiat:ve iburdanre of deer elemeants in mound and vil lage deposits was
roared t. determine If there was any edence that anatomical parts were

Sr .re i , y dlst, iou'ed in toe twc areas. Pesearch cf a similar nature at
N " s r spc a n S *t C, TnQua -, Tennessee led Bogan (fl80) to postulate

,it the 'pr..er-ed" cuts i mee: irn !uled the forelimbs and the axial
skeitoo. BOth parts were rc 2t;'vei more abundant based on fragment counts)
in .uoa samples from Mound A at Toqua and a portion of the village
:ntec'reted as a high status re: ;durn ai area.

Some problems iore en-ourtered in comparing these two samples from the
tuhub CraI Archaeologcal ocality. it was apparent during analysis that
.'- f f in .' . ' 11-ige acre was much more extensively fractured, a result
pe h:S relates 1W ' ffferrnt c oi sumrt o'on practices but no doubt influenced by
-, iri 3-, Sr -:,' oIJman traff i . Average "eight per piece wvi .:nsster-tIv

r r , denos:s o - ol r rts o the deer skeleton '-n Ce . nor

r . -,a,- ng co.' ti of elements would be misleading. The-efve, In
'' ore fr n t 0 1 , i al skeleton, front I mb, n I.mb, nc

I Wr r V t n 'SI we, eomp, red for t',' w a n; th c

b ' w c f q ''. pa: i r a c:-mp r,-at ,e spc-:'o m , i c itanoar
- r.. J',,m,-" .. . .ff.'r, ,''"b , ,, h(? b ' a' ' .;e .. , 'e'eb ac but
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themselves to black cloth" (Swanton 1931:44). The inclusion of this species

in the sand fill suggests a possible impetus for the periodic accretion of the

mound.

Five birds -- wild turkey, cardinal, mockingbird/brown thrasher, green

heron (Butorides virescens), and passenger pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius)
-- were identified from a sample of the fourth clay cap (USN 4533) overlying
the deposit yielding the crow. Collectively, these species would have

provided red, black, gray, white, green, and lavender feathers for the

decoration of some article of clothing or r itual paraphenalia. The

association cf these birds in a single deposit could be coincidental, Lut t

is interesting tc. note that the four colors used by the Cherokee to symbolize

the cardinal directions kred, biack, white, blue/purple) are all represented

in this sample. Several of these species were undoubteoly subsistence it.ems.
Wild turkeys were certdinly eateni or, a regular bas~s, and it is probable that
green hercns and passenger pigeons were not uncommor food items. A pigeon
roost was located less than 70 km away rear .hat is now, Phi ladelphia,

,isslssippl (Swanton 19t 6:MaP 13) , and the green he-on was referred to in
Alabama as "Indian hen" through the early part of this century kHowell 1928).

These three spe:ies were recovered from refuse deposits in the %illage alsc.
However, Dotn of the passerine species were unique to the mouna and

'unaoubtedly were not common dietary items. The same is true of a bluejay and

a Mer in (pigeon hawk) recovered from disturbed mcun fi 1.

Other than. tne occurrence of these birds, the major ci fference between

the faunal assemblage from the mound area and refuse from the v IlagL wac a
much higher ajantity of fish remains in mound deposits (Table 23). Although

the faunal sample from the round contributed only 16 percent by weight of the

entire tssisscDpian assemblage, 31 percent by weight, of all fsh bone was
recovered from this area of the site. Nearly all (97 percent) of the fish

rePov e-e d in th mound area came from two deposits, the midden and the fo.-rth

clay cap, both o' which yielded unusual birds. Turtle bore was also mere

commo) than expected in the mound (19 percent by weight), but snakes were
relatively rare (10 percent by weight).

The higher than expected quantities of both fish and turtles could be
interpreted as a seasonal phenomenon in which vi I lage-wi ce r itual or

cer- ,m-nia activities centered on (or near) the mound occurred with greater

frequency during the spring or summer months. However, given the relative
pa . ty oI fish remains ir most Mississippian refuse pits and the somewhat
jnImpor tant role p)aed by this taxcnomic class In estimates of the relative

moo'Cr.e *' sus s ence resources. the obser-ed corcentrati n C o fish bone
j< " jrc Cc. d a !S, be the res :t of oi~ferent ji ele , i o) subs ster:ce

b ,, c c o' . some control o er thr 1 3 )n c I" , es ,jr-es. it i s
l,1 ' , r. n n r g a d j1 'a f I . , s 1- ..i ugr h QIhly of by

acrd ng to waror iq L

r T. 1t e 24, sorr degree cf 'e' - '- i rr , I' h e
01, o s , and o .Iher an ii m('IT" I 'it 1- 0-jd arei.

Ba ' c: by '.atirr or deposi , s peCicr C'jr, <i. )
Lh .;?. ,> P pe ted f spec es abjnda .-: c were u r r! a-' s .

tcr' i.,.IeuooCSSUn boccat, s.quirrels, beacer  sri-.ppng i''~ le[, :a'tr.

j . su r)f is . tf o l . i n parI icula , were ver QL-undarl , contr t i rl jr 40

4' o' ic nd;, dual r sh repre sented I c c t.r , . as ,oi tcd t
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]  ana di :tr ibu~.cu over ani srej gi. '.:r trar. a tectare in

e> e~t The largest samples of animal bone ir, .nd sturbc-c curte' ,came from a
jrer .- cated~ ac acent to the ramp on the scuth side of the mound ane frum
:_:;p~s ake, from midden debris incorporated into spec; " construct'on

sg orn the west side oF the mound. in both cases, Bl tz ir erureted these
ceuosi ts as orobabiv having originated on the mound. Additional faunal

samples were analyzed from the d sturb~ed mound fill, excluding those

contaning historic materials.

the presence of th-ee species of colorful ly plumed brds in mound

n]eposits sup'orts Bitz's interpretation that the refuse found in this area

,.as generatec nearby, since no comparable species were recovered from village

refuse deposits. 2  In all, six species of birds were recovered from mound

'Icoosits wnich are more likely to have contributed feathers or skins for

ri tual occasions than meat. They include Carol ina parakeet (Conuropsis

-u'- rol nensis) , cardinal (Cardinali]s cardinalis) , bluejay (Cyanoci tta
cr.statal , :row (Corvus brachyrwnchos) , mockingbird/brown thrasher
{Mrniae),I3 and aMerlin (Falcocof. columbarius).'

Carolina parakeets, extinct since 1914 (Gui lday 1971), were bright green

birds with yellow plumage on the head and wing. This species was quite common

:n the Southeast, though it disappeared from Alabama prior to 1880 (Howell

923:155). Parma'ee (1958; 1967) identified nine parakeet bills from a single

refuse pt a, Cahokla, and another archaeological specimen was recovered from

a seventeenth cerntury ",i Ilage in West Virginia (Gui Iday 1971). The single

tile'nert identfied a: this species, a carpometacarpus, was found in the midden

on the south side of the mound.

Remains of a crow were recov.ered from the sand fill of the fourth

eaui Iding stage (USN 4 34) . Blitz interprets the layers of sand fill as

Duldng stages, with superimposed clay strata lending stability to the final

shape of the mound and serving as the surface upon which structures were

erected. Among the Choctaw, 'Crow feathers indicated mourning and were the

only ones that could be put on when there had been a death in the family. It

was pr incipalliy the chiefs who used them, however, the others confining

''Ore unusual bird, a kingfisher, was recovered from the village on the

floor of Structure :5 in Hectare 40OON/-3OOE. The flesh of this species may

have been used to protect clothing from moths (cf. Swanton 194,6:444).

''The element identified to this family was too large to have been from a

c atb ird.

* ''Falco sparverius is the other possibility, though the archaeological
'- ,pecimen was larger than the available comparative material for this species.

Jr-c D- .

r t



energies in procuring three n r n3ai specer groips: ) fish; )
migratory waterfowl; -nd 3) 1err ' ia' .r( i sucn as deer, ra:ocr;n, ond
turkey. Tnis propositoc " 1 0-s.e. c S , .o cir': '- :f fa nzl r-ema ns from seven
M; ssissippian sites located on 1,he ioc'up . 3 C - 'Hi c I SSissipp P Ri .,r in an
area with far greater aquatic resou'ce p.enl ,ai taar t, round ir or on the
banks of the Tombigbee River.

Three of the five animal resout, e .. io ment oned by Smith are
relatively uncommon in this assemblage see Ap;,end B and Table 2i All of
the aquatic, semiaquatic, and bottomland spe,_ es -- f,sh, migratory waterfowl,
and raccoons -- that appear to have been p,votca resources at sites on the
M;ss ss;ppi River, contribute an insig ificJnt propor t o of the animal
) Diomass recovered from the M:ssissippaa- samr. i at the Lubbub Creek
A-chaeological Locality. By way cf cent,ast, Sm.ith found that at some sites
or the Mississippi River at least ;0 percent of the harvested biomass was made
up of fish and waterfowl ccllectively; among ti,c Mississippian communities in
the .Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, these two lesources contributed far
less than 10 percent of the animal protein consumed. Migratory waterfowl are
extremely rare in thi-' r3ample, reflecting the fact that the site is located in

p an area peripheral to both the Mississipp; and Atlantic fiyways (Bennett
'938), a factor recognized by Smith (1978:486) as potentially contributing to
some variability in Mississippian faunal assemblages. The minor contributions
made by the two other resources mentioned by Smith. fish and raccoons,
probably mirror to a great extent the reduced quantities of these resources
available in the natural environment due to the differences in magnitude

between the Mississippi River and associated floodplain and the Tombigbee q
River system.

Ill. Spatial Variability in Subsistence Remains

Based on ethnohistoric data, it has long been assumed that the pyramidal
mounds occurr'nq on many large Mississippian sites served as substructures for
buildings used for ceremonial purposes, and in some cases may also have
functioned as the residence of high ranking individuals. If the mound in this
,,;Ilage functioned in the latter capacity, some differences in subsistence
,emains might be apparent between the mound and the remainder of the village,

given the role played by these persons in the allocation of various resources.

Hstorically in the Southeast, highly ranked individuals appear to have
e rrcised s-ome power in the distribution of subsistence items, including
,-imal resources. In the seventeenth century, for example, Calderon (in

S.nto" -:U re,,.. , tcd that successful Timuc-an hunhers returned the',
. tpo ' Ir ; ip 'ac'que, n order thc he shall div"de it, he leeping

* s tr ,i~ ,a s .har_.- Le.ci .ju Prnt? observed that the Natchez,
e's 7 :, . . 17 k. jIun hunt, 'cut the deer open and bring it back. in,

.rv ert c; the bir c the greet sur, ;ho distribLtes it to the leaders of
* *iin, t " anr" i t; 2'D)

Ci-r. te - -. crnt£0 t would apper that a certain degree of choice
. afrorded tc r ''dua r ' the resources remaining at their disposal as
cpzised to those returned to the populace at large. If such a system was ". -

operative prehistorically, one archaeological expectation is that species or
,,its of meat cons;dereo highly desirable, or ''choice", should occur in higher

frequencies in the mound area. Therefore, the proportion of the various

- . . . .. . .. ,. . . .' : ..._-._. -_ _. . . . .. tt. . , . , - • ,. . - . ., . - , ,.- , .
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*In conlrast to the Chickasaw, the Choctaw are accused of exercisinc
" :e restraint in cul'nary na *ts. Snakes were a signifcicant resource

acccraing to these data and are explicitly mentior i : items among t ie
Choctaw. Swanton (19L.:289) reports that they

... were less dependent on animal foods than most of tieir neighbors and
such as they had differed little. They ;ncluaed acer, bear, and when
opportunity offered, the tison and elk. They made more use than other
peoples of small animals, part cularly squirrels. Fish pl3yed a smaller
part in their dietary. On occasion they are said to rave resorted to
snakes and in later times horse meat and pork.

When detailed analyses of faunal assemblages from other late M:ssissippian

sites in Alabama and surrounaing states are available for co'parison, these
statements can be fully evaluated. Preliminary analysis of faunal remains
from early Mississippian context at Moundville (Michals 1980) and the analysis
of faunal remains from two Mississippian sites in Tennessee (Bogan 1980)
suggest that snake utilization may have been a regional phenomenon.

Results of the three quantitative methods used to assess the relative
importance of taxa as subsistence items are compared in Table 22. Slightly
different results are obtained with each method, but the range of variability
in the percentage contribution to subsistence never exceeds 4 percent per
taxon. The minor inconsistencies in these results are of some value because
they allow the recognition of inaccuracies inherent to each quantitative
method. Bird biomass, for example, is undoubtedly underrepresented for this 0
sample when minimum numbers of individuals is used to assess biomass
contribution. This underrepresentation stems from the degree of difficulty
encountered in making positive taxonomic assignments based on the osteological
remains. Relatively undamaged articular ends of skeletal elements -- rare
occurrences archaeologically -- are required for most bird identifications.
Since minimum numbers relies on bone identified to the family, genus, or
species level, the percentage contribution obtained using this method should
be revised upwards for this class. The importance of fish is also probably
slightly exaggerated using minimum numbers since size was not a factor
considered in the calculation of minimum numbers for any other taxa. The
relative importance of snakes, however, is probably more accurately reflected
using minimum numbers than by either of the methods predicated on bone weight.
Most snake vertebrae are so small that they readily pass through quarter-inch
mes- The cumulative effects of this differential recovery on total bone
we;g;,t could be considerable -- a factor also true for fish remains.
Theefore. bo-th snakes and fish .. c probaely of somewhat orea!er importan,_
t'a e f lecited by P ther gros': bane weight or the biomass estimates der ived
u' r- e'e .a) mass , cmctry. f ; fia Incons'stanc' thaL require: mention
s r ur t cl v g:I o. urde csent t on _f tu, le b;ear.ass obta neo usiig

SLei t- a s a c e r T ( c r e .tin a h e lb twcen skeif-*al weight and
C,. weight fc' this s b(rder in empirical studies was 'very low (+.;5, refer

to Ta le 2) and slable. Regardless o) these
p :hiems. hCwcvcr, it s not e ,ia: Thy that the results of each method did nct
d ~r ad,:a' '. suggest g som( gnet-a degree or accuracy vias atIained by
each.

The results of this analysis are somewhat at oods with Bruce Smith's

(19 7 0:48 3 ) proposition that Mississipp;an populations concentrated their
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1O KEY

INDIVIDUAL TEETH MANOZWLES

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

AGE CLASS

Figure 6. Age structure of the exploited deer population.
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4 1

r -. , iT , t . g Loc1y' weirgn:s sugats' _

..- A iis d ee - og e ae o nge. Age r._j r: ture was
tr. :, , . eiaLive-y cos l(*e maniL 'e, t o known age spec imeis

f-c'. J e c .......e . -o \U'M , cumbi ncd w I .' L hr c r i teri a set for L, in
z'...,er i ,ur '9 To increase the s:,jiplc size , a 1 andib es, if lud!1:g
Th ,e r-, . ' '. 30:. .. poc.'solds. were incluI ed. Age -a! also estimated for

a '1; :n i-'c ttr-d mno;jrs and oeciduou- premc a-s nc.* in associal on
wi h o t- h e! een ,, n 1 separately in F gu ) but Because the se
determinotions were more tenuous than those obtained with relatively complete
toothrows, they were not used in estimating average live weight. They are
c-ho,,vn here because they corroborate the results obtained in aging toothrows.

0: - ,Q sex ratio was assumed based on sma;i samples of deer frontals (4
ma e:2 female) ai'd relatively complete innominates (1 male:2 female) .0-,

Data presented in Table 21 suggest that the species of greatest
iviportance in the diet of Mississippian populations on the Tombigbee River
.ere Jeer (-1624.5 kg) and bear (477.1 kg), which collectively contributed the
bulk of the estimated meat. yield. Minor resources appear to have included
fsh (134.7 kg), turkey (73.2 kg). turtles (60.6 kg), beaver (58.5 kg), and

snakes (143.S kg): in addition, substantial contributions to the diet were made
by a number- of small mammals --- particularly rabbits, raccoons, and squirrels.

1he results of this analysis are quite similar to ethnohistoric accounts
of subsistence practices in the Southeastern interior. The relative
importance of taxa suggested by MNl values corresponds closely to what is
known of Cteek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Cherokee Indian utilization of animal
resources. According to William Bartram, in the late eighteenth century, the

rW animais oF importance in the economy of Creek and Cherokee Indians were deer,
bear, turkeys, hares, wild fowl, and various domesticated animals (Swanton
1946:286).

If ethnoh'storic sources can be trusted, there is reason to suspect,
based on this sample of faunal remains as well as other aspects of this site
(See Pe,,bles, Chapter 1, Volume 1; Powell, Chapter 6, this volume), that the
peoples inhabiting this particular village were a subdivision of the Choctaw
tribe. Geographically, the two most probable ethnic affiliations are the
Choctaw and the Chickasaw. The latter are reported to have had a "distinct
aversion to the f lesh" of the opossum (Swanton 1946:280) and to have avoided
both h: - species and beaver in 'ancient times" (ibid:290). Other animals,
ir -ludinQ cro..s, o ls, foxe;, bobcats, and snakes (ibid), are reported to have
been ,voiJed by the Chickasaw in the late eighteenth cenlury." All of these
species >.re found in the faunal assemblages from this village in Late

ss i ss i p i ar deps ts.

fic det!,:mination of the sex of deer innominates was done by Richard
Redd ing.

these statements regarding food tabons may be calied into question
s' .,e the -ource (Ad-s I moy have been attempting to support his theory for an

a' e3.s' i Pr or4g, Indians" i bibid) . Howe,'er, some corroboration for

tVe a'oid,'me bea, 'r by the Chickasaw comes from a second source (Romans,
;n Swanton 194E,:330)•

- - - - , - S -. -- . - . --. -- -. - '. -. . . - * . _ _ _
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TABLE 26

Comparison by Weight of Anatomical Parts Identified as Deer
or Large Mammal in Mouna and Village Deposits.

Mound Village Expected

Skuil 13.8 17.5 1".9

Ax al Skeleton 13.7 15.6 25.5

Front Limb 31.8 20.2 17.2

Rear Limb 32.4 29.5 26.8

Lowe- Limbs/Feet 8.3 17.2 18.9

Propo-tions o' these anato-ical parts for a single
ouck, aged ca. 14 mos. Total weight of skeleton = 2573.4 g.

0

0 .



-i" d n th D' 'a arcrnaeclogIca .amples is
•. . ske c r, 's gro s i y u:iderrepresente r bot t1

-7, j .. :, t-. -. :,a: a tributea to a comb'-atic)i of c;Kid
i.- 0.C c -.s na (see ibo,.ve), toe oniy other markedc. III _- :' ca !e pe _i.: c L e t!, a t th ( f rnt lI rb I s more abundcant and t h e

n m o r ... , rid sample. It was suggested earlier that the

n r ' lo er limb Dones i the mound area indica1Led that
a f r fr qu e rtly o.-currea in the v i age. Skewing in the

-b"i I o r c* e ron Imb cannot, be as easily explained. Began (1980:44)
r,7.'r '" trlua dr tributon of the forelimb in deposits at Toaua as
, C Q 4 S part W a S a more prestigious cut." This may be true but

no aocrla s ,,by ih m hae been considered desirable. In fact, more
ame. r ue .rta re, a from the rear 1imb in ooth caribou and sheep (cf. Binford

e Bertrar. , 77) in 'reindecr" (a Cervid) , thre forequarter is 01 percent
1ean and q percent fat; the hindqiuarter 78 percent lean and 22 percent fat

t and Merr i1 19 ,3:52) . The observed pattern, therefore, again suggests
that select or. (if responsile) was for protein rather than fat content.
Another factor petertia: ,  -cated to the over-abundance of the front limb in
'he mound is that the Iorenbarter does not appear to have been processed for

* storage as frequently as the rear limbs (see above). Therefore, the forelimb
nave been mc-e "expendable" in terms of the long range subsistence needs

of the population and, as a result, more commonly consumed as fresh meat.
These are tentative explanations for a tentative pattern. Until this

nistribution has been replicated at other Mississippian sites in this area,

caution is recommended in Interpreting the forequarter as a "choice cut."

One unusual pattern in the distribution of deer parts on the site was the
abundance of sku!l fragments in the mound sample -- particularly in light of
!.he paucity of deer feet. The reader should recall that the village deposit
nrerpreted as the result of primary butchering activities yielded large

auantities of both deer feet and skull fragments. However, when the
contributior f the mandible to the weight of the "skul l" fragments was
-e'ermne, f ,.- each archaeolIogical sample, it became clear that the tongue may
.,lsn have been preferert~ali> consumed. Mandibles contributed 27.4 percent of
The w$Kght - the skull fragments from the viilage deposits and 61.6 percent
o47 those F,'um the mound.

o , pcterr ii the dlstribunion of non-food faunal remains across

it e i... s e rves mention, Near ly h_-lf (16/34) of the rat or mice bones
r .ec o the 'is iS S Pp, '. sample were recovcred from the mound: in

ane m i denosits as vie'1 as in nhe clay embankment (USN
Sur . :., s . ng Str r This di,:r ibutior, m ,,. only reflect the

4 T orr h mo nd ci 'oC)iSts, but l ight aIno Li- a subt .
r, I !.'' on of vi lage stures.

' :r ma r, S ample

T e pr -rI ci- u ii. rf the M;ssitsi ,pian faunal sample from the
.. it A .- ; act I,, JI c li ty has been, cf ecoessi ty, a rather static

' a- *'(: i nl anti, es from cach temporal subdivision of the
,,parre c :spanate size, the ov'e, 31s1 i larities in the

rr't r 3a ' ,e ,-red suggest remarkable abi I it ' in the human

.p, tl:rta{1: ir r,Dpulaon from 1000 A.D. to 1600 A.D. Of foremost
0 .o0M~ -npr t,-re we deer- ocar, and wild turkey. with minor contributions
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"b " _ i, a numuer or soecies, r- Iuc ing beaver, rab ttls,

st p co"It , s' ot r studic: 47 . ss ss ippart subsiste'ce (Smth

1-. 3 , atIC reSoui ce o.uch an , Sr a no i-ator" waterfowl' do not appear to
Sbeen :tf much iportance in central Alabama. Toe differences apparent

ssp >a>, subsisteice patterns neat the Mis ,'ssippi River and

L n 'hc To- igbee -v e r undoubtedly can b.s- be 3at' ibute to o f erences
a,, a i ,.a i 1i'i+y resulting from the configuration o f the natural environmet.

These ar:haeciogically observable differences in the exploitation of animal

:Lpu ; at ons suggest that with further study, it will be possible to
a stlnguish regional variability in the single Southeastern 'economic
prov i ne" eferred Lo by Swanton (1946)

The kinds ard proportions of species recovered in this particular faurial

sample most closely approximate the patterns of animal exploitation documented

Iy European colonists for the Choctaw tribe, although this possibility can be
evalua-,ed only with reference to the results of future fauna' analyses in
Alabama, eastern ',;ssissippi, and Tennessee. Potentially also of some value

: addressing such culture historical questions are the patterns observed in
thuLchering practices and refuse disposal. John Yellen (1977:327-328), for
example. ha:; argued that all cultural groups probably "leave a distinct
cultural imprint or the faunal materials which are the final and incidental

bp'cducts of meal consumption" and that these remains can therefore be
e xam i ned as "the visible end product of a series of cultural rules."
Mis~issippian butchering patterns were discussed in some detail in a preceding

section of this chapter. One of the most consistent patterns observed in this
M Mississippian assemblage of deer bones is the apparent custom of incinerating
DCnoes from the lower legs and feet, a custom probaoly related to disposal of

r e remains. Comparative studies of this kind of patterning in the treatment

f bone could prove useful in detecting cultural groups archaeologically.

The differential distribution of fauna in mound and village deposits may
4 tOoe of some significance for future studies in this area. The proportions

.au-:i ;n samples from these two areas of the site suggest that fish, in
tua-, were preferentially consumed by only a small segment of the
at ;o,. In addition, the skewed distribution of deer parts on the site,
tic fr,-ei imb and the mandible overrepresented in mound deposits, is in

a r: , ze ent v th the findings of a similar study (Bogan 1980). If these
c, re eplicated on a regional basis, it may be possible to address

L, Lc aste preferences -- assuming, of course, that such preferences
a' eat rartally responsible for the patterns observed

a C. - n. Tnese data, in turn, might be useful in detecting status
A urenres ir- c-1ju ction with architecture arid mortuary analyses.

'e 'ronaracteristic of this assemblage that requires mention is the

at a i I i 'ty that was observed in the faunal content of each deposi t.
T', p r - rt ors 7f taxa, the anatomical PaL, represented, and the species

i ) asSoc a 'o-, made each feature unique. Sone attempts have been made
t'*t tO t interpret the composition of these features in terms of

0 -hs: - act', . . ificai ty rjutcherinci and meat processing) and to

"'l- a ,a w g ,-ca ass.c iati on r~f species to i nfer seasonal patterns of
)r) a: .-E r t)n. l trinkigh these attempts met with only limited success,

t ,, !: r t of such an approach is cosiderable.
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Tnie Historic Occupation

* . Under certain :ircumstances, the identification of animal bones mcre
closely resemes an art than a science. This is particularly true when an
attempt .s made to distinguish betwicen taxa that are as closely relat-ed and
c:teologi Cal Iy Ino"s t ing u ish ablIe) as are Bison (Bison bison) and domestic
Catt'e (Bos taurus). Such an oppocrtunity presented itseif witl-. the sample
from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. In alignment with four human
n ur ais dating to the Summerville Iperiod was a nearly complete skelpion cf

*. an immature bovid (But-;al1 2, 500CN,-300E, USN 4772). Mi ss ing wei e nny te
sk~ Ian m lub:o erebae (rigure 7). Because thi s initirment 3opeared to

b e assciciatez; t th t ne h umra n b jr ;als and because !.he bone was r a! Ir ezA,- )ed
nc thereforie suggestive o f so0Mic antiquity, Bi's on b ison se cricdl a s tr ong

ct. RBit recause the specimen was immature, the avc-, able comparat IVe
-3 31a v,;aE matu, e, and the published manual for distinguishing the two

cpees was Ls ased on mature animals (Olsen 1960),itwsncsayt

cf- outside hsip n t:lc identi7fication. Therefore, the borec, wei e taker) to
th Zcoa~chnaec:ogical identification Centre's Iin Ottawa. Ontat ic, i7n order t~o
.3 -an~cts to a mire extenfsive comra tive collection (for these specis n

* j jpubl~scd manual f!"or distinguishing the two (Cumbaa and Balkwili 1978).

SAt, ;t tu-necl. out, the individual was a cow of unknown antiquity. Twenty-
)f tne 28 c 11ar L -te -- or esernt inr recogn izablIe f orm on the archaeological

:pf,,it'mr Mor e clasel resembled immature Bos taurus than Bison bison (Table
27,'. Aithough *he distinctions between the two species were invariably
suble, :*seems Jlear that the individual was undoubtedly not a bison.

More dOLOt exists with a single metacarpus recovered from Hectare
100N '300L dur ing Phase I testing (USN 653). Two of the characters deemed
rele.'ant_ to distinguishing between Bos and Bison by Cumbaa and Balkwill more
closely resembleci bison than Bos. However, as noted by Olson (1960), some
bricids of cattle introduced to the United States from India are intermediate
between the two species. Because the bone was exceptionally well preserved in

* the absence of mussel shell, the hectare exhibited little evidence of
* prehistoric occupation, and the area has been in pasture for 20 years or more,

I am inclined to suspect that the element is of recent origin.

*Faunal remains were recovered from one undisputed early historic
component in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. A 5 x 10 m unit (USN

* L51.q) near the mound yielded ceramics dated to the early eighteenth century,
4 ..orked glass, fragments of a pig (Sus scrofa) mandible, and a probable cow
(r- Ros tau 'I ha ,rus. Fauni from this assemblage was riot coded (and

or c i s no t Inr,, it-dd I n the data Lank) because it. was a p I ciwzone sample
* r- a ppf ,ir td tor bc in.,tens ivelIv mixed. Deer . rabbit. (Sy~lvajs spp.)

so I j 5t PD -o suky c hellI turtlc (TL2 -key, ,c, r vet ort er
rvcenlv -onc nia d bir,- i n. anrc'Pa -r ere alIso present i n t he samrple.

I'c a e r I der. ca tion) Cent re Is a par t -J thf Noi ionz 1
*~,, d I~ r-c ' l c di ted by Dr !ntn P r-.
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TABLE 27

Characters Used ir, the dentification of Burial 2 (USN 4772).

Element I Idenification Character # # Elements

Scapul Bos 2 1
Bos 3 1

Humerus cf. Bos 7
Radio-uI a cf. Bos 5

Bos 7
Bos !I

Caroal 2-3 Bos 3
Bos 6

Carpal 4 cf. Bos 1
Radial carpal Bos 5
Ulna carpal cf. Bos 4
Intermediate carpal Bos I I

Bos 3 2
Femur cf. Bos 10 1

cf. Bos 14 1
-tibia cf. 3os 4 1

Bos 8 1

Metatarsus Bos 3 1
Astragalus Boss 1

Bos 2 2

cf. Bison 5 1
Tarsal 2-3 Bos 1 1

Bison 2 1

Bos 3 1

Lateral Malleolus Bos 4 1
Bos 5
Bos 7 1

ibs Bos 16

. :jn baa and Ba kw[ I Iq7 .

"0 - . : ., " : " . . , , . : . " , .: : . : . : : " , : . . . : - : -: : .. ' ' . . . : , " ., .
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-atc Voji -nd arc, ss__s a A AssemL'L1L 1

Great care rc . , e e.c- scd in c c- pa-' n; the auna '-or 1are Woodland

an d Missistsippian cites ) he Gaines,i I lIE Lake because the archaeological

assemblages are not direct!' comparabie in several rcspects. The assemblages

-efiect the opinions of th-ce analysts ,'LP different resources at their

discosal, but more impcrtar;tlv, the assemblages from, some Late Woodland

periods are incomplete samples of the fauna procured on a year-round basis.
As a result, quantitatively assessing crange in the exploitation of animal

populations through time is not possible with the present state of our

knowledge. It is, however, possible to document the shift in subsistence from
- hunting and gath'e-ing to an agriculturally based economy with the available

faunal remains.

Dependence on agriculture is manifested archaeologically in

ethncbotarical remains and by site placement in relation to arable land; but
it may also be inferred from a change in the composition of fauna. The
distribution and abundance of animal species (other than carnivores) is
directly re!ated to the kind and quantity of vegetation available. Therefore,
if for scme reason the vegetation of a region is modified, the nature of this
mo f ication will be reflected by the fauna.

ThE intensification of agriculture entailed extensive modlf;catic, of the

vegetzt;or in the Tombigbee River Valley. Land was cleared, tilled, and

abandoned to lie fallow for months, years, or perhaps even permanently if
yic ids -.,cre lower than anticipated. The natural vegetation in the vicinity of

.u s, therefore, was transformed from a c imax bottomand (hardwood)
-:-e, a, -osaic cF grassland and second-growth mixed pine-hardwood forests.

"3Jrn wnhi ch arc Particularly sensitrive tor such ,i c r o en v" ro nm e nt a

7:, -;t , n ; ume -at--, rice, squirrels, and rabbi ts. Each of these taxa are

1-, thy Study area by two or more species with d fferent habitsat
p "- F U, the-1,'o,.r, these species probably either lived within the

-nf 'ies 'rhe a' aze rats, mice, and possibly some ratbits) or were
. . ',rt' arc therefore accurately reflect the vegetation ,-. the

r y of tie st.

Although iS: Las been suggested in this chapter that the initial
t-r-; f I-, ;-' -, ag,-i ulture occurred in Late Miller ,11, it is not pos~lb'e

.a a' t - ;nte"-:r tation with paleoenv;ronmental data at this time.

'J-: ,, W drck were abe to ident'fy to species the squirrels and
a sem -g c s vi t, n ne comparative material avai !able to

n-: r hcr,-c' the dicreparcics in saf.onre size per cultural pec od
-i'u .m S. Loa species abundaoce through time, particularly during

i i -p1 c , j id. Some ;ntc-esting and irfornative contrasts can be
- , ,. ', ' , .'w .,r corpo ;te Woodland ano M' ; csippi ar ;amples; and it

;s D t its b com"r- the Cr equercrcy .f these spries in Midule Miller III and
yt,-r-,, np s;jr 1 cr. ara I yzed ;r, th s "' )or t . Near I y a I I 3f these

dcat: t;at "eI .yI acce s:e and .learance during the

. , ssipniar, period,

7- rat n a' gray squirrel IS. ca'olinensis) to fox squirrel . nger)

. ar example, is a gcod ndicator of frest vompositior. Gray

- " "' '. " 0 ! '
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squirrels are denlzens of clima/. hardwood forests 'nd are gradually rer.cace,:

by fox squirrels under conditions of primary forest succession --

-ir umstance occurring when land is cleared and t.- . - ed for many years.

,ox squirrels are much 'more tolerant cf open conditions than are gray

sou'rrels" (Golley 1962:100), a situation likely to arise with the land

clearance patterns documented historically for- Southeastern Indians ;n which

very large trees were left standing in fields (cf. Hudson 1976). Fox squirrel

fragments were much more abundant- in Mississippian samples. The ratio of gray

squirrel to fox squirrel fragments in the Middle Miller II sample was 12:1;

in the composite Mississippian sample, 1.8:1. This marked ircrease in the

frequency of fox squirrels strongly suggests partial deforestaticn of the

surrounoing area.

This observation is paralleled by the ratio of cottontail (S. floridanus)

to swamp rabbit (S. aquaticus) fragments in Middle Miller III and

Mississippian assemblages. Cottontails are typically found in "fairly open

country, pastures, and grassy areas adjacent to croplands" (Lowery 1974:159).
The early successional stages of fields and forests afford ideal habitat for

this species (Smith 1975:92), although the Black Belt prairie west of the

village would also have supported high densities, as noted by Curren

(1974:231). The ratio of cottontail to swamp rabbit fragments in Middle

Miller Ill was 2:1; in the Mississippian assemblage, the ratio was 6.5:1.

The relative frequency of rabbits' also appears to increase

significantly in the Mississippian sample. Rabbits contributed 10 percent of

the identified mammalian fragments in the Mississippian sample from the Lubbub

Creek Archaeological Locality, whereas at various Late Woodland sites (IGrlxl,

1Gr2, lPi6l) located downriver, this percentage varied from 2 to 6 percent
(Woodrick 1979). The Late Miller III component (lPi33) in the Lubbub Creek

Archaeological Locality, analyzed by Woodrick (ibid), yielded far fewer rabbit

LJnes (4.3 percent of mammalian fauna) than the Mississippian sample,

suggesting that considerably riore land within the village catchment was

cleared during the later prehistoric period."

The apparent increase in rabbits during the Mississippian period must be

interpreted with caution, however, since the pattern could also be the result

of scheduli:,g conflicts in the procurement of certain animal resources. Based

on the seasonality information inferred from the Middle Miller Ill component,

the autumn harvest may have coincided with peak periods of exploitation for

some smal! mammals -- notably raccoons and opossums -- but not rabbits (Table

28). Raccoons and opossums may not have been exploited as frequently after

agri.:ultural products gained ascendency in the diet due to the labor demands

of harvesti-g and processing large quantities of cultigens for storage.

Racco)ons, .n particular, seem to have played a somewhat larger role in the

subsistence economy of peorles living on the Tombigbee River during the

o'1nrludes both species as well as Sylvilagus spp. to allow comparison

with previous analyses.

I'Although rabbits contribu'ted 20 percent of the identified mammalian -

fracgmerts ir the Middle Miller III sample fror- the Lubbub Creek Archaeological

Locality, the probability of ampling error is very high since only 30 mammal

bones were identified to family, genus, or species.

"" --: @ " ' - : . .-
'

" -' ' ' - . .m 
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Wood I and per od. H:-)wever-, g'\'en Tne aco ited pa iiooe .ironmental outa, arFd
the xopetat : on 'rat carrying capacity for- r accoons would riave dropped

considerably ;th the loss of numerous denning trees, ii seems reasonable to
conclude that the observed relative ncrease ;n ranbi ts is at leasl- partiall

a result of land c;earance.

Rats and mice are 'the final species that are of some ut;lity in

paieoen\,ironmental reconstruction. Again, these species suggest extens ve
land clea-ance during the Mississippian period.

The two rats identified from the Mississippian sample, Hisoid Cotton Rat
(Slqmodon hisDidus) and Marsn Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustrisl, suggest that some
garden plots were located very close to the village. Both of these species
have home ranges of well less than a hectare (Lowery 1974:253), and therefore
must have lived in or very near the village unless they were purposefuliy
carried in as food sources. Although the moisture requirements of the two
species are different, with cotton rats preferring drier habitats than rice

rats, both species are typically found in overgrown areas such as old fields
{ibid). In fact, these two species are frequently identified from many late
prehistoric assemblages, and rice rats appear to have extended their range

northward prehistorically as agriculture became a focal point of the economy
in the eastern United States (Guilday 1971:18). In contrast, the only rat
identified in Woodland components was a Wood Rat (Neotoma floridana)

identified by Curren in tue IGr2 assemblage. As its name implies, wood rats

frequent hardwood bottomland forests (ibid:256) .

Not all of the land surrounding the Mississippian village in the Lubbub

Creek Archaeological Locality was cleared, however. The three mice identified
from the Mississippian component, White-footed mouse (Peromyscus ;eucopus'/,
Cotton mouse (Peromscus qossypinus) and Pine Vole (Microtus Rinetorum), are
ail primarily woodland species. Both species of the genus Peromyscus are
rnund ir river bottom forests (Galley 1962), suggesting that at least some

portion of the floodplain surrounding the village on three sides was not under
cultivation prehistoricaliy. The pine vole, typically found in hardwood or
mixed pine-hardwood forests, may have been a recent inclusion. This species
lives in underground burrows and was recovered from the piowzone 10 X 10, USN
4719 in Hectare 5OON,/-300E).' The single element recovered, a nandible, was

not burned.

Because agriculture :s labor intensive, it was postulated earl'er that

this shift in subsistence was rnde because the hunting and gathering of w17o
resources in sufficient quantities to support the population was no longer
less costly in terms of labor requiremerts. Two lines oi ewidcnce suggest
ta larger quantities of animal resources were being harvested during Middlec

Ilter II than in previous Woodland periods: first, it appears to have

become necessary for the Middle Miller iil population to travel greater
f;staices ;n search of game during the fall -- distances so great, in fact,

that temporary hunt ing camps were established; second, a rel-itive lack of

se;ectlvlty 'n rcsource procurement is suggested by the very small size of
fishes consumed during the Middle Miller Ill period. Although the latter

"This speries is not included in species l sts because it was recovered

from a 10 x 10 m unit.
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_ :. L _.. : . , : V "r. '. ,le ,, t, c 4~b o> o ie a.,Vrage welg .25 of ri*e

1 -1,. 'y'. mc rC a *at 'or 5 preic J i3 and o.l lo.ing th e M-iclc'e fi CI r

' : .t a I I ;g -nc s' gfJ cant d 'turenca between the ze

s s s I e .. per ods and those '; Iized by tne
"r I ' " -->j.. ' . ue ppv-noIX i ,. The mean weight of 5s. e

n - C- 'e was (I" Kg 1 l lbs; n -'1) versus

.r : iss;ss pp an s amrp . n e m :d ian we. ight of

s rtc cc> iairple .,.as .25 kg .6 lbs,, ;n the Mississippian

a :;M:D 1 .7, k.9 {;.r, Ibs) . ThIs difference is no' a result of reco'ery

t :nr -c ; bo;q h sja, ' es ;n ude onlIy mater aIs recove -ed from one--quarter
i h mesr .

' was fjrher proposed that the ini iai intensification of agriculture

oc curred cajring -ate M I I er I I. This interprutation is oase on a relative

er;ec 3 ig. mammal remains ;n Late Ml I.er Ill samples -- a treno which

cent r ue' -ito ::d :nrnog h the M:ssiss:ppiar periods unti the large quantity
. la-ne matl'.! r's. notea in Early M ilIer I I deposits is nearly equalled.

A pat; , T gi - tbe expected to result if the Late Miller I and

P,-1 ppsicv OCi Ul, t-ns assumed :ow2r position on the food chain, i.e,

r ,, - nsY ,: re-ze quar, Lit es of plan* fo ds and less animal protein. T his

eCrea'>- - ae cr plant foCds c oulC not have been accomplished in the

c, t: 3rt - - a!!y hgh yields of cultivaLed piants.

h thee inIterpr''ations are valid, supporting evidence should be
n,5ile ,Ow several lasses of archaeobiological data. Somewhat greater

.ect ' '. In fish resources should be apparent in Late Miller I I faunal

sa! ',ies r.c c the need for large quantities of animal resources was alleviated.

-'a-tgr aant tes of culligens shoula cCCur in botanical samples dating to

th.s per.:d. !7 additicn, some evidence of chronic, or at least periodically
a Cate, nut,-tioial stress should be apparent tn human skeletal remains dating

t, L.,c P"ddle Mi1ler Ill period if, in fact, the potential of the resource

bas- nad been approacn!ed cr supassed. Finally, the quantity of strontium in
h-,mfl bre shuld reflect 'he reorgan;zation of trophic relationships between

.M:~il and Late liller I1l.

Many factors, incladirg technology and the organization of production,

which shojtd be couridsred have beer, ignored in this concluding discussion.

L-, ier F'sh -av h-ve beom o-ocured during the Mississippian period because
'E r-- rc efrec t :r means c.* c3pture was available. The relative increase in

a rc-rma '-au .b ....uent to MriJl Mi 1 er I l could be attributable, at least

i r .. reorgn'zat n at the laoor force responsible for procuring
-, T'] r-esoj t m : . -hese 3r. :v,,'ruer of ncuIr\ for future research,

.- l '. ai pro. ma ' e t hs for some' fish spec i r ir
, •' '. ; . ';. . - 's, f' a . e r,t a*,;,_ ' a : ''e t ,  . Pt cc iua c ''*.e

-* : ' . . '-', '' "" am } -(, oD(r
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APPENDIX D

BONE ARTIFACTS

Anne Woodrick

Although tens of thousands of bone fragments were recovered from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, only 26 of these had been modified and
can be considered artifacts. When possible, these artifacts were assigned a
functional label based on their similarity to previously described bone
artifacts from archaeological sites in the Eastern Woodlands and to bone tools
discussed in the Southeastern ethnographic literature. At times such
designations may be misleading, so an attempt has been made to portray as
thoroughly as possible each artifact and group of artifacts.

The bone artifacts were grouped in terms of their cultural and
chronological associations. However, no great importance should be attached
to the assemblages of bone tools that resulted from this grouping. Many of
the bone artifacts described here were found in Archaic, Woodland, and
Mississippian sites, and, given the few bone artifacts found in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality, the construction of "tool kits" would not be
warranted under any conditions.

Artifacts from Proveniences with Mixed Cultural Associations

One artifact, USN 9337, was not associated with debris from a specific
archaeological phase. This object was found in a midden whose contents
included both Wheeler Series fiber tempered and Mississippian shell tempered
sherds. The artifact (Figure 1) was 63.5 mm long, 21.0 mm across at its
widest point, and 1.9 mm thick. The implement appeared to have been carefully
c + f--m an animal bone that had a flat surface (e.g. a deer scapula or rib).
Itb ice was slightly polished. Consider.ing the general provenience in
which item was located and that no references to similar artifacts were
found i either the archaeological or ethnographic literature, this artifact
was not * 4igned to a functional category.

Late W )dland Artifacts

Orly two bone artifacts, a fishhook and a modified long bone diaphysis of
a small mammal, were associated with Late Woodland debris (Table I). These
artifacts were found in pit features located in the southwestern portion of
Hectare 30ON/-300E. Both items were burned and broken. Because of the color
changes that result when a bone has burned, it was not possible to determine
whether or not these artifacts had been broken prior to excavation.

The bone artifact from USN 1747 was a mid-shaft section of a long bone
that probably belonged to a species of small mammal. The long axis of one
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V : Ia.. i or 3 ri cOc to be co.S,, .ruic . C uc' c . a ') k 0 :A,-

I u. e Jsc n sl ect rig spec if c C;. -a,'-:. i o ur'. fo :

Tee selectior of units which contained l3r ,.g numn -. r :z C, I J ,:

based on (I the site surf ae map of count oi mc lusc 5ne! .r V in theC

p o,wzone samp es, and (2) t he irriia! laboratory oatula.os o c te counIs a .d
weights of bivalves remains. Th,. distribution of ehei, refuse In the plowz.nnc
(figure iU indicated two potential areas from which to select subsurface

exca,.ation units. However, the eastern area, located in hectares 40ON,/200E

and ;OON/200E, was situated outside of the area that was excavated in Phases
II and III. The second area lay in the northern part of hecLare 30CN,/-30CE

and !he adjacent southern portion of hectare 'OONi-00E. Four 10 by 10 meter
'est :equates were located in the nigh shell density area and a number of pit

eat.ures were excavated.

The surface distribution of shell count does riot necessarily indicate

that features delineated below the plowzone will contain dense concentrations
of shell refuse, but it does provide a rough guide to the distribution of such
remains. What is crucia! to locate are excavatio units which have a high

density of shell remains in proportion to the amount of excavated fill. Shell

st-ata .:thir pit features and shell concentraLions in the nidden tend to

-ontain this desired hgn density of bivalves in relation to exca',ated fi 1
In adIdition, the shel I vaves in these units are usually well-preserved. he
inir ial laboratory tabulations were used to select Unit Serial Numbers (USN)

which had high mollusc count and weight values, preferably Lhcse USN unitF

recorded as shell sLrata or concentrations.

Postmold and burial fill did not contain sufficient molluscan remains per

unit to justify being considered for analysis. Approximately nine percent of

.he pootmclds (362 out of 3984 ) and 44 percent of the burial units (19 out of
43) contained some mcilusc refuse remains. The amount of shell debris per

postmoid unit. (mean count = 0.76, s = 20.97; mean weight = 5.6 gm, s = 172.3
gm) and shell debris per burial unit (mean count = 6.28, s = 24.L9, mean

we ght = 27.65 gin, s = 114.82 gin) was minimal. Therefore, since assigning

postmold and buriai fill to specific archaeological phases is often difficult,

these two excavation unit types were not included in the selection of possibie
units for invertebrate analysis. Freshwater mussels found in post.mold fill,

however, ay have occasionally served as post supports. An argument for this

particular ut lization of naiad valves will be presented later in th's

chapter.

-onsider -g, then (1) excavation units from the region of the site where
:he shell count in the plowzone was the highest, (2) units referred to as

she; conceotratio"t in the midoden (four of these were e,.cdvated), (3) pit

features wi tri hell strata, (4) ecavation units which contained a weight cf

K'D.'D or more grams of shel , and (5) uni ts jssigrable to a spec I f ic

irrchaeolog ci pericd or phase (Middle Miiler I I, Summerville I, Summervi II
I 1, arO 2'ummervilIe IV), 45 pit features units, two structure units, onc.

shel concentratin unit, one p , tmo ld unit., and five m idden units were

sole:ted for Intensive analysis (Table 1). Pit features were the rreferreo

4mpe units becausp their f: I usual ly contained ceramics tat h v'-e

characteristi n- a paric lat archaeological phase. Si X pits,, "r, ict
in:t i 1 ly wer e ori idered to be ass gnabIe to a specif ic Sunnerv I I e pe o(,
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esource. However, -, addi tion to providing dietary information, the analysis
rf these bivalves is useful in the reconstruction of prehistoric environments.

* For example, once the Identification of these naiad r :s is known, then it
* is possible to ascertain the aquatic habitat from which the shells were
* gathered (Matterson 1958, 1960) . Any temporal changes either in the rel1at ive

amounts of shellfish gathered ir relation to other food resources or in theI proportions of the specific mollusc species gathered may be useful in
hypothesizing changes in either the exploitative strateges of prehistoric

* groups or the environment surrounding the site.

Some of the molluscan valves from the site have been altered for
utilitarian and ornamental purposes. A discussion at the end of this paper

ill focus on these shell artifacts. The species of mol lusc chosen for

Iartifacts, the types of artifacts made, and the probable manufacturing process
* will be described.

FRESHWATER MUSSELS: SAMPLING AND IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES

- Pelecypods comprise almost all of the molluscan remains which were
excavated at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. 2 0 A total of 53,438
freshwater mussel shells (Table 2) were found in the fill from pit features,
burials, and postmolds and from structure and midden excavation units. Of the
804 excavation units which contained some mollusc shell, 54 units (6.7
percent) were chosen for identification and analysis. These units contained a

* total of 12,569 valves which constituted a 23 percent sample of the total
count of bivalves. Excavation units were selected so that the greatest amount

* of information pertaining to mollusc exploitation during particular
archaeological periods could be analyzed. The major criteria in selecting
specific units for analysis were: (1) the preservation of the mollusc valve;
( 2) the number of valves within a particular unit; and (3) the temporal
significance of the ceramics associated with the excavation unit.

The preservation of the bivalves from the site varied from solid,
complete valves to powdery, flaky shells on which the interior and exterior
features had been totally destroyed. Mollusc shell generally will be
preserved best in those excavation units where large numbers of valves were
deposited together and subsequently buried. The longer the valves were
exposed to the natural elements, the greater the chance is that the features
of the shell have eroded. Once the exterior features, such as ridges and

* pustules, and the interior features, like the form of the pseudocardinal
teeth, depth of the beak cavity, adductor muscle scars, and lateral teeth,
have been smoothed down or destroyed completely, it is almost impossible to
identify the species from what remains of the shell.

Besides exposure to weathering forces, the pH value of the soil can
affect the preservation of the mollusc valve. The more alkaline the soil, the
better the preservation. The range of soil pH values on the site varied

* between 4.6 and 6.2. These values were obtained during Phase I testing and
* were one of the five measures used for the purpose of cross-checking the

adequacy of the Phase 11 and III excavation strategy. However, from the

" Some modified land and freshwater gastropods were contained in Li,e r.,jse
- debris, but these shells are not included in this analysis.



CHAPTER 5. MOLLUSCAN REMAINS AND SHELL ARTIFACTS

Anne Woodrick

The freshwater mollusc was one of the riverine resources utilized by
historic and prehistoric Native Americans for subsistence, economic,
technological, and decorative purposes. Ethnographic descriptions of
Southeastern Indian life mention that bivalves and univalves were used as food

I resources and as raw materials for the manufacture of knives, arrow points,
tweezers, beads, gorgets, and pendants (Swanton 1946; Adair 1775) . Crushed
shell was an aplastic added to clay in the process of making pottery, and the
sharp edges of a shell were sometimes used by potters to shape and decorate
their vessels (Swanton 1946:252). Swanton (ibid.:498) also recorded that a
mixture of shell ash and hot water was the customary way that body hair was
removed by the Acolapissa tribe of southeastern Louisiana. Archaeologists who
have analyzed molluscan remains from prehistoric sites have shown that besides
being a supplementary food resource, the molluscan valves were modified for
such items as spoons, scrapers, and rattles (Parmalee et al. 1972; Morse 1963;
Black 1967).

In addition to the locally available invertebrates, marine gastropods,

primarily the conch (Busycon spp.) and a variety of small snail (Marginella
apicina) , were traded extensively throughout the Eastern United States. These
univalves were valued as the raw materials for the manufacture of body
ornaments, ceremonial paraphernalia, and as a media of exchange. Decorative
items such as pendants, masks, ear spools, beads, and gorgets were fashioned
from the shells. Strings of shell beads are known to have circulated as a
medium of exchange (Adair 1775:169), and historically this shell money was
referred to as Peak, Wampum or Roanoke (Lawson 1860:315). In pre-colonial
times, a conch shel! cup was used to serve the "black drink" of the
Southeastern Indians. This drink was consumed during village ceremonies in
which only the male members of the society participated (Lewis and Kneberg
1954:68; Hudson 1979).

Potentially, then, molluscan invertebrates could have been used for a
wile variety of purposes by the prehistoric Native Americans. The
identilication and analysis of invertebrates from sites can be very
infor T,.tie about ce-tain aspects of prehistoric life. In the interior of the
Southeast marine shells can be used as a measure of external exchange. In the
same -!ea, freshwater moliuscan refuse car be analyzed as food remains, as
potent!ii raw materials for tools and ornaments, and as indicators of bygone
riverine habitats.

At the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality large numbers of freshwater
mussels comprised part of the refuse debris excavated during the 1978-1979
field season. These bivalves probably were collected primarily as a food
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tended to cluster in three areas of the site: the mound, the northeast corner
of hectare 50ON/-400E, and the northeast corner of hectare 40ON/-400E and the
adjacent northwest corner of hectare 40ON/-300E. They also tended to be

Sm associated with specific types of excavation units: burials and features
associated with structures. Six artifacts (26 percent) were associated with
human burials, seven artifacts (30 percent) were found in the area around the
mound, another seven items (30 percent) were located in features surrounding
structures, and three objects (13 percent) were isolated instances of an awl
associated with the debris from a pit feature.

The objects located in the area of the mound include the rarer types of
bone artifacts (the chisel and projectile point), artifacts made from animals
which were not typically found in the village refuse (Lynx rufus), and
ornamental artifacts (pin) usually associated with burials. Scott (this
chapter) identified several species of birds whose remains were located only
in the mound area. Individuals who lived near the mound, or those persons who
had access to the mound, may also have had privileges in the utilization of

certain animal bones and certain types of artifacts.

The bone artifacts found in features adjacent to structures were all bone
awls. A relationship between the location of bone awls with structures, awls

eitner directly from a house unit or from the immediate vicinity of the house,
has been proposed by several authors (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:123; McGregor
1958:137; Winters 1969:51). Awls were probably utilized in tasks which were
normally carried out by family members near their living quarters. Both the
sturdier large mammal awls and the turkey bone awls were located in theN "vicinity of the structures.

In conclusion, bone and antler artifacts were not common in the Lubbub
C'eek Archaeological Locality, nor for that matter were they abundant at other
prehistoric sites in the immediate region (Curren 1979). It may well be that
other raw materials (such as cane) were more accessible and more suitable for
the manufacture of certain items. Despite the small number of artifacts, the
artifacts that were found exhibited a variety of functions. These include

perforators, fishhooks, projectile points, chisels, pins, and pendants. Bone
pins were usually associated with burials, awls were most commonly distributed
near house floors, and the artifact made from either rare animal species or
those of unusual form occurred in the vicinity of the Mississippian mound.

,
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the nine known drilled black bear canines found on sites in the Gainsville
Lake area (Curren 1979; this report), seven were in burial contexts and two
were associated with pit feature refuse.

One beaver incisor from the site (Figure 1) had been modified, and the
resulting tool was probably hafted to function as a chisel. During the
manufacturing process the lingual surface of this tooth was cut awa, and, as
a consequence, heavy incisions can be seen on the peripheries of the inner
surface. These cutting marks paralleled the long axis of the tooth, and the
bone surface near these longitudinal striations was smoothed and polished.
The antcrior tip of the tooth was slightly concave (0.9 mm deep), which was

probably the result of heavy use. The anterior edge of the tooth, the "bit,"
had fine notches along its entire length. Several use wear striations began
at the tip of the lingual surface and extend posteriorly to the cavity created
by the removal of the lingual section of the tooth. No wear patterns could be
observed on the labial surface of the tooth.

The beaver incisor artifact was eyravated from near the ramp of the
mound. One other beaver incisor chisel found in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality was located with a Mississippian burial (Curren
1979:216). Modified beaver incisors, referred to as chisels, have been found
on many archaeological sites in the Eastern Woodlands. Winters (1969:57)
considers these artifacts to be woodworking or boneworking tools that male
members of the society used to make weapon and other wooden and bone items.
Swanton (1946:272) also documents the use of beaver incisors as tools used by
Native North Americans in the manufacture of their arrows.

I - One artifact was manufactured from the right anterior portion of a
completely fused box turtle carapace. This carapace fragment (Figure 1) had
been cut intentionally at a diagonal along a suture line from the middle of
the fifth right peripheral to the middle of the medial portion of the second
right pleural. The other edges of the bone had broken unevenly, both recently
and in the past, indicating that only part of the original artifact was
intact. A perforation was drilled from the interior surface through the
middle of the second right peripheral. This hole began as a square incision
and ended as a circular hole on the outer bone surface. The diameter of the

perforation, when measured on the exterior surface, was 2.0 mm. The carapace
artifact was associated with a female burial and may have served as either a
pendant or other ornamental item.

DISCUSSION

All of the bone artifacts found in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality were manufactured from the skeletal parts of animals that were
locally available to the inhabitants of the site. The majority of these

art facts were fashioned from the bones of animals whose remains were
abundant in the refuse debris: Odocoileus virginianus and Meleagris gallopavo.
Only a few were made from those animals whose remains were either rare or
absent in the village refuse, namely Ursus americanus, Lynx rufus, and Castor
canadensis. These artifacts may have been considered more significant since
they were generally found in either burials or near the mound.

- The Mississippian bone artifacts were not evenly distributed throughout
the excavated area of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. Instead, they

0
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lithic pressure flaking process.

The other antler tine fragment was a projectile point (Figure 1) . The
point was 30.4 mm long and 1.7 mm thick, the latter measurement indicating the
thickness of the barb. The inner core of the antler tine had been reamed out.
About one-third of the point had broken away leaving just one barb intact. It
was not possible to determine how many barbs the point originally had. The
tip of the point does not seem to have been sharpened, but it does show
evidence of battering. The projectile point was found in the area near the
mound.

A few of the arrows used by the historic Indians in the Southeast were
known to have been tipped with deer antler points (Swanton 1946:571).
Archaeological examples of deer antler points are known from sites dating as
early as the Archaic period (Webb and Dejarnette 1946:229). Some of the
Archaic antler projectile points may have been used as atlati darts. Although
McGregor (1958:141) argues that reamed-out antler tine points should be
considered atlati dart points, he goes on to note that the points would have
been very ineffective in slaying game animals. Regarding "antler tines with
conically socketed bases, tanged or untanged" as projectile points, Winters
(1969:45) concludes that such objects also may have been recreational
equipment.

Two modified mammalian canine teeth were part of the bone artifact
assemblage. One of these, USN 3586, was a canine root fragment from a medium-
sized carnivore. The tooth nad a jagged, broken edge (it does not appear as
though the tooth had been cut intentionally during the manufacturing process),
and the entire crown portion of the tooth was missing. The remaining surface
of the artifact was polished. Four or five thin sections of the outer surface
of the tooth were shaved from the posterior one-third of the root. A narrow
groove was located on one side of the root, at a point near that where the
thinning process began. This tooth was contained in the debris from level one
of an extension in the north central part of Hectare 500N/-400E. The artifact
was not assigned to a functional group, although it is most likely that such

an item had been modified for ornamental use.

The other dental artifact was a canine tooth from a black bear (Figure
1). This mandibular tooth was perforated biconically near its apex. The
inner diameter of the perforation measures 4.0 mm. An old break in the tooth

* . was located at the point of the perforation; as a result, the posterior tip of
the tooth was missing. In addition, a crack extended the length of one

* lateral side (from the perforation to the anterior tip) and continued up the

anterior one-third of the opposite side. More than half of the tooth's enamel
had chipped off. This artifact was associated with the refuse from a

0 Sumnmerville IV pit feature.

The black bear was commonly hunted by the historic Southeastern Indians
(Swanton 1946:249) . However, postcranial elements of t h is species are not
found often in refuse debris because this animal was given special attention
by Native North Americans (Hallowell 1926). Modified cranial elements were
often included in material excavated from prehistoric sites as Parmalee,
Paloumpis, and Wilson point out: "The recovery of worked canine teeth and cut
Jaw *3nd skull sect ons of the black bear- is a common occurrence and

- . ocisionally these artifact. are recovered as part of burial complements." Of

0r
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functions are equally likely. Webb and Dejarnette (1948:58-59) suggest that
pointed turkey long bone objects may have served either as awls or hairpins.
Webb (1946:28;-286) considers the bird bone "awls" from the Indian Knoll Site
in Kentucky to be too thin and fragile to have functioned as perforators. he
contends that they were better suited for use as clothing pins, hair pins, or
skewers. The cooking function is supported by the fact that many of the bird
bone awls from the Indian Knoll Site had been damaged by fire and were
associated with ash beds where cooking fires were located (;bid). Winters
(1969:50-51) dismisses the idea that bird bone awls were used as clotning or
hair pins, but agrees with Webb's supposition that some "awls" did indeed
function as skewers. Only one of the turkey tarsometatarsus bone tools from
*he Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was burned, which does not lend much
support to the meat skewer hypothesis. However, no other function can be as
easily attributed to these artifacts.

Another group of pointed bone artifacts was not assigriea a uti litarKar,
label, but was designated as ornaments or "pins" (Figure 1). A total of five
specimens was identified as pins, and these items were associated either with
burials or the mound area. Four of the pins were manufactured by the same
process: apparently a shaft fragment from a relatively straight long bone of a
large mammal was ground down (or cut and then ground) until1 the manufacturer
produced an object that had blunted ends, was circular in cross-section, and
tapered slightly toward one end, The only complete specimen, USN 4588, was
49.0 mm long, 4.1 mm in diameter at the thicker end, and 3.4 mm in diameter at
the other end. None of the four pins had any use wear striations.

Two bone pins (USN 2893) were associated directly with copper ear spools
which, in turn, were lying next to the temporal bones of the skull of an adult
male skeleton. This context suggests that the artifacts may be designated
"pins." Neither of the two pins was well preserved; they could not be
measured nor was it possible to determine if they were ever polished. The

4other two pins (USN 4588 and USN 4077) were polished. One of them was found
in the fill surrounding an infant burial; the other was found in Midden I near
the mound.

The fifth pin differed from the others in that it could be identified as
a mid-shaft bone fragment (probably a fibula) from a large bird. This pin had
not been ground into shape, nor was it polished. it was 44.4 mm long and 1.3
mmi in diameter. During excavation this artifact was found lying over the ribs
of the infant; the pin possibly could have functioned to fasten a wrap around
the child's body.

The remaining Mississippian artifacts could not be combined into groups
like the ones described above for bone awls and pins. Instead it was
necessary to describe each one as an example of a distinct artifact. Two
types of artifacts were made from the distal portion of an antler tine. One
of these, USN 4132, was found in the fill around a female burial. The tool
was quite small, only' 22.6 mm in length, and it was broken on the proximal
end. The break was an old fracture indicating that the breakage probably
occurred prehistorically. The only modification made to the Line was the
removal of a section of the distal end, which resulted in a wedge-shaped,
blunted tip. The antler fragment resembled a miniature shoe tree. Along the

* Pdistal edge of the antler were a series of microscopic notches. This obj ect.
has been tentatively referred to as an antler dift in implemenL sdi h

0it n sdi h
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TABLE 2

Measurements Taken from 6.0 mm from the Bit on Certain Bone Awls.

Thick-

USN Width ness Species

5082 2.5 mm 4.4 mm Meleagris gallopavo

8145-8174 2.6 mm 4.3 mm Meleagris aallopavo

8972 2.5 mm 4.4 mm mammal or bird

3594 2.2 mm 4.5 mm mammal or bird

3619 2.3 mm 4.4 mm mammal or bird

X = 2.42 mm 4.4 mm

.
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These features were located quite close together; only 1.2 m separated the
center points of the features.

The third turkey bone awl, USN 5082, was just a small fragment of a right
tarsometatarsus. Only the bit portion of the artifact remained; it was broken
24.7 mm from the tip. The surface of this awl was polished, but no use wear
striations were discernible.

Three other awl tip fragments, USN 3619, USN 3594, and LISN 8972, were
made from either mammal or bird bones. All of the broken bits were polished,
and no wear incisions could be observed on any of the awl fragments. The
smiallest fragment, USN 8972, was 6 mm long. 4.4 mm wide, and 2.5 mm thick.
Measurements (width and thickness) were taken at a point 6 mm from the tip on
all of the awls thought to have been made from the long bone of a turkey.
These measurements (Table 2) are all quite similar. Although not with
certainty, it is believed th~at these awl fragments were made from the long
bones (probably the tarsometatarsus) of a large bird (probably a turkey).

The final artifact in this group, although labelled an awl, should
possibly be considered non-utilitarian. This artifact, USN 4517 (Figure 1),
was a right ulna from a bobcat. The distal one-fourth of this bone was
missing and the shaft had been shaped into a blunt point. A small piece of
the diaphysis along the medial side near the bit was broken off, probably
prehistorically. The surface of the bone had a dull sheen, which extended
from the bit to the radial notch. Incisions, resulting from either wear or
manufacturing, were not present. The awl was associated with debris excavated
from a 10 by 10 m square located along the western edge of the mound near the
ramp. This ulna awl is the only known bobcat bone artifact from the Central
Tomb igbee Valley.

Swanton (1946:250) notes that the Southeastern Indians occasionally would
eat "wildcat" (bobcat) and that the skins of this animal were worn as clothes.
In addition to the utilitarian value of the animal, Parmalee, Paloumpis, and
Wilson (1972:43) recognize that some carefully modified skeletal parts of the
bobcat (most often skull and mandible) found in archaeological sites in the
Eastern Woodlands are indicative "of a cultural trait that goes beyond
strictly economic utilization of the animal." The location of this artifact
near the mound, its overall rarity in the region, and the lack of use wear
suggest that the bobcat ulna was made for a special purpose.

All of the above artifacts were described as awls because only one end of
the artifacts was pointed and utilized and because the use wear striations.

*when discernible, were parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bone. Lumping
these tools together and labelling them all awls suggests that they were used
to punch holes in wood, hides, and other material. This presumed functional
implicaticn of the name "awl" may be misleading, however. Large mammal long

* bone awls may also have been used for sewing and basket coiling (Kroeber
1925:822). Ulna awls with long and thin points were associated with both
these tasks. Blunter awls, such as the awls from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, were cited as implements used to dress fish (ibid).

The deer ulna awls and large mammal long bone splinter awls would have
made MU h sturd'er tool s than awls manufactured from the long bone of a
turkey. Although it is possible That bird bones were perforators, other
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longitudinal axis of the bone. These incisions were concentrated below the
radial condyle.

* The other ulna awl was broken below the radial condyle. The bit of the~
awl, like the ulna awl above, had been sharpened by grinding and cutting down
both the anterior and posterior surfaces of the bone. The fragment was well
polished. Although some longitudinal use wear striations could be observed
under the microscope, these incisions were neither as deep nor as numerous as
those on the first ulna awl described above.

Three splinter bone awls were identified. These bone fragments were most
likely the by-products of cracking long bones for the extraction of bone
marrow. They were chosen for further modification because of their desirable
size and shape. Two of the bones splinters, USN 2322 and USN 2510 (Figure 1),
had been sharpened intentionally on one end. The awls were of approximately

-- the same length, 44.0 mm and 38.3 mm respectively. The former splinter would
have made an oval perforation. Its surface was polished, and use wear
striations ran parallel to the long axis of the long bone. The latter
artifact had a triangular cross-section. The outer surface of most of this
artifact was not preserved; therefore, it was not possible to determine the
extent to which the awl was polished and used. The third long bone splinter
awl, USN 8158, had been utilized without undergoing modification by
intentional sharpening. The pointed end of the splinter had a triangular
cross-section. A series of small, evenly worn notches can be seen along the
edges of the pointed end. These microscopic notches probably are the result
of use. However, no use wear striations can be observed on the surface of the

* bone, and the bone is not polished.

Three other bone awls definitely could be identified as having been
* manufactured from the tarsometatarsus of a turkey. One of these bone awls,

USN 4541 (Figure 1), was the proximal portion of a left tarsometatarsus, the
distal end of which had been broken. On one of the lateral sides of the long
bone, beginning just below the distal opening of the hypotarsal canal, an
oblique cut was made which removed the entire lateral side of the bone. The
lateral edges were smoothed. A sharply pointed bit was fashioned on the
medial side of the bone. The surface of the artifact was polished, and use
wear striations extended the length of the longitudinal axis. A natural
perforation in the long bone, the hypotarsal canal, was located at the
proximal end.

Two pieces of the same right tarsometatarus awl came from two separate
pits. One part of the awl, USN 8145, came from pit feature 146. it was made
from the mid-shaft section of the bone, and the proximal end was gnawed by a
carnivore. The distal end of the shaft fragment articulated with a sharply
pointed bone piece, USN 8174, which came from pit feature 152 (Figure 1). The
manufacturing techniques used to make this artifact were the same as those
described ibove for USN 4541. In addition, the use wear patterns and[ polishing of the two artifacts were very similar.

The dirt-free, broken edges of the awl indicated that the artifact had
been fractured recently. This observation precludes the possibility that the
artifact broke prehistorically and was discarded into different pit features.
Instead, the awl was probably cast into one of the two pits and broken and
dragged by the plow or backhoe when the overburden was removed from the unit.

S4
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r. sd of the bone was relatively flat; the other three sides of the diaphysis
formed a continuous curve. Several heavy use-wear striations running parallel
to the long axis of the bone were located on three-fourths of the artifact's
surface. Only the portion of the shaft that was directly opposite the
flattened side did not show evidence of use. On one sioe of the bone,
beginning approximately 8 mm from a broken end, a V-shaped section of the
shaft was cut away. This cut might have been made to form a point further
down the shaft. The entire surface of the bone has a very high polish, which
could be the result of burning, use, or a combination of both. The
longitudinal wear pattern on this artifact suggested that the bone might have
been used in an activity such as sewing. In this case, the implement could
have functioned as either a needle or a perforator. However, because so
little of the tool was preserved, this artifact was not assigned toa
functionally defined category.

The other Middle Miller III bone artifact was a broken fishhook.
Although it is not certain if this object was made from bird or mammal bone,
the size, thickness, and curvature of the bone was most like a long bone from
a large bird, probably a turkey. The fishhook fragment was 14.7 mm long and 5
mm wide. This artifact had incisions along its sides which ran parallel to
the long axis of the bone. It also was apparent that a slot was cut out of
the shaft from the exterior surface of the bone. This manufacturing technique
is similar to the prehistoric fishhook manufacturing process described by
McGregor:

First a splinter of bone was ground down on the sides until they were
parallel, and the ends were incised and broken off or cut through. The
ends were then ground down to a somewhat rounded outline, and a section

*of bone was incised through and broken out of the middle, to produce a
*somewhat link-shaped object. This was then cut through one side, and

incised and broken on the other, to produce two regularly hook-shaped
objects. These were then ground to points, and the finished hook was
achieved. (1958:148-149)

Webb and Dejarnette (1948:60-61) discuss a slightly different fishhook
manufacturing process in which a fishook and bifurcated bone splinter are
produced instead of two hook-shaped objects. Scott (see above) discusses the
prehistoric fishing methods utilized by the inhabitants of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality.

Missi ssippian Artifacts

The most numerous Mississippian bone artifacts were awls. These items
came from a wide assortment of excavation units: pit features, postmolds, the
mound area, and midden zones. Two of the awls were made from the ulnae of

0 large mammals. One of these, USN 1509 (Figurr 1), was positively identified
as the left ulna from a white tailed deer. The other awl, a broken right
ulna, was not complete enough to identify the species from which it came.

The deer ulna awl was 119 mm long, 17.2 mm wide, and 4.6 mm thick; the
latter two measurements were taken just below the radial condyle. The shaft
of the bone was probably cut in half by the manufacturer. The distal end of
the proximal half was then sharpened from the anterior and posterior surfaces.
The bone was heavily polished, and use wear striations paralleled the

07
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Figutre I Pictured above are examples of the hone artifacts found at the Luhlxih
Creek Archaeological Locality. Tovo row (left to rif-ht)- 'Mdocoli eus

Svi LrIin fa ,nuis, ul iii awl; large' mammal , long bone snl inter awls: Lynx
ruifuS , U111.1 aw- Me leagriS IaL)Lpvo, t arsOmTC taItaI-'1' rsusw S . Mi ddl1e
row(Iceft to right): Ursus amer icanus , canine pendant ; 1 ar-e maImmal,

bone p ins- 1 arpe mammal , indeterminate b)one:, Terrnoene -I roIi na,
carapace pendant. Bot tomn row (l ef t to righIt)- (7a t or c; ina de o Ti

I Tc so r c lii ;e I Odocoi I Ius v i rg(,in ia(nus. ait 1cer p ro 1 ert i 1e po i nt
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conta<- cerari:.r that are not diagnostic of any particular Summerville period

3rid have b c-ton ta3bulated together under the heading, Mississ;pplan rit
feature -

sc s ct vrn of mridden units, which could be assigned tc the tMisslssiPoian
o V ',as also chosen for analysis. One reason for inc 1 ling

C;. ',u , a, tUc :.ompare the sr'e i re fuse f L;rnnd in th, m dde ' :h t he
- " . ' ec overod pa fcature!:. 3pp ., red thnL 1 '. sCA I

• i" , -'n: idden units werc noL preserved is .iel as the shel! I rw:' t he
f eures. is observation is based upo.n the fact .hat aItnough *he

cf the she'} remains by court were nearly equal for pit features
' 'Id en un _.s (4 percent and 48 percent of the total count respE-t ivel y),

P_ ertages of the shell remains by weight for the two groups were v' ey
e..t Table 2) Fifty-six percent of the total weight of shte; was found

"he pit features, but only 40 percent of the total weight was from the
m 'idder units. One logical explanation for this is that the she!L1 remains in
tire pit features represented relatively complete shell valves, and shells in
the midden areas were less well preserved and more fragmentary. If this is

the case, it would support the sampling strategy of analyzing shell remains
orimarily from the pit features. Of course, it could very well be that
different species of shell were represented in two types of units, and the

analysis of only one type would have biased the shell sample. Another reason
for analyzing midden units is so that a comparison can be made of the shell
refuse located in various parts of the site locality. Five midden units (one

of these designated as a shell midden) with high shell counts and weights were
selected as representatives of five different hectares.

Some of the selected excavation units contained enormous amounts of. shell. if a unit contained more than 10,000 gm, then a 10 percent subsample

was identified. if a unit contained between 5,000 and 10,000 gm, then a 25

percent subsample was taken. The large units were subsampled by dumping the
entire unit of shell onto a large, heavy blanket. Two people then would taken

an end of the blanket and alternately would lift and lower their end. This
seemed to m'x the shell quite well. When the blanket was set down, the

circular shell pile separated into three zones: the bottom of the heap
cortained most oi the broken, anident~fiable fragments, above this were small
valves, and the largest, heaviest valves were on the top. A wedge-shaped

section was removed and weighed. Shel s ,ere added or taken away until this

desired weight was reached.

1he weight and count values recordee in Table 4 for the several

a-chaeologicoi! periods represent the sum Vf: "1U the total weight and count
vales of all i.he pit feature units tcta v certified and (2) the weight and

-curat of the dei:ied subsampled u ts. -e tee total weigt-, and count of

the sre I ry ua ns were known for ai t' t(, j,- . .,e me. !usc shell samples,
wtdi'.r' lde e fied, couid have been ;sec " ,' r ate the total count and

.' u at ,' .,es o "  r', , d eP, f r ,cc i , c-. e' t : ed .i !h a particular

archar:.o;, cai p!']se c,-, , _ " ,'. ' made b-.-ause of the high
'b U n';dr~tf ed' njod ,a 3. r- . e. , , e7: sample. rh:er

a'v r c' cd fr ',' *ext a u n ,c f.fd be et f e t o
' or ,. r o .a .. ,- e . . mo -r, tas Dc-caule of the

"t a. c 'V, Ira .a . -a, t :,' con s 71 erod

7
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J. . al emma. were e ndent i,

•e cr feo pet ,m of the mc: is sample C s hd: '

z r.en ao - I- I f oe, 1 cd ., .es could be used to Orct-c t tne uri ! nt ,t eC-

Us J'- s'.t tchc ., de!), f ed spec ies composed of a; fferent species of

"13 ds o - +f Creu purce'ntages o " ,he already identifIed mussc5S Withc~t a

eaSTe derstaid n,; of tre peces that constituted the ur, dentifIable group.

c s jiat vo approaci- i, s Deen taken in this report. The discussons
'.*. concerning motlusc expi:v{ation Dy the various preh stor;: populations is

based on counts of those species that were identified in the shell samples

rom each of the several archaeological phases.

The relative abundance of each species during a particular phase is

expressed as a percentage of the estimated minimum number of individuals (MNI)

*h;cr Zepresent each species. The minimum number of individuals is calculated

for each mussel species by tabulating separately the numbers of left and right

valves. The greater number of valves for either the left or right side

aetermined the MNI for that species. In order to determine the MNI for the

unidentified valves it is assumed that these valves should first be used to

f:li up the discrepancies between left and right totals for each of the

identified speciez. This correction factor is taken into consideration in a

formuL!a devised b\ Michael Wilson which is used to estimate the MNI for

uridenLifiable vaiE-. The formula is: N$/2 - T = M!, where N1 is the total

. o valves. T s the sum of MNI for all identifiable species and MI: is

t e MNI for unidpifiable beaks. Species norspecific (nonspecific is defined

;i this case to irdicate that a generic level identification is r.oss;ble, but

a specific level is not, for example Lampsils spp.) are treated as

* aniLentifiable beaks w'thin a set representing the same genus and are

.alcuiated using the above formula. These set calculations are done prior to

.etermining MNI for the unidentified valves. A nonspecific spe-:es may nave

" r e ,3'ver.  th3n the other species in the genus set. In this case, the

"nonspec ic specIes 1,.i1 be given a MNI and wil be included in the

*'-'caicjiations for -he unider-< if'able tNI. This method of calculation explains

. .ny some of the nonspecific mussels listed in the tables (Tables 5, 6 and 7)
!,) not have a recorded MN; valve count and others do.

M,!DDLE MtK ER I I I FRFShWATER MUSSEL REFUSE

S;i out of the sever. Middle Miller III pit features wnich contained some

molluscan remairis were clustered in the southv.,estern portior of hectare

. '0ON'-30C.. T.'o of the'ce features,. Pits 2, and 25, contained only small

amc t of s i , and neither pit was analyzed. The other four features, all

.hic'. had ia, ge quantities of shel] debris, can be described as large.

sh, low pits with straight sides and flat bottoms. Refuse from these

*.,c rc . ]1so included significant amounts of unmodified lithic debris and

_,imoc:.'ei rock, r ~ich may be indicat;ve of cooking procedures. and wilt be

, e -..1... o later Samt!es of shell were identif;ed from levels within three

t .,e f;-itures: "c"t 2-2, Pit 2, ard Pit 3 . Preservation of sho! :n Pit

un deii f ;b le becau-se the comparat-ve .o le, c on, was no' 6dcquate for the
,i-ccifi cation. Nelaiivery complete bivalves nrt identif;aoie with the

e r n er i / O f A labaiia freshwater S £i&el 1 Comparative c, 1 ection were identif ie

h The -.s3 stane of Paul Vokley, florence. Alabama, Alex Tompa, A-n Abor,

michi qjn, and Art Bogar. Pn ladelphia, Pennsylvania.

O
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33 was fair; half of the vaives were unidentifiable. In the othe: two pits,
the preservation was better with just 22 percent of the total valve counts
considered to be unidentifiable.

- -. The seventh Middle Miller III pit feature, and the fourth from which a

sample of shell was taken, was a large, stratified, bell-shaped pit located in
hectare 40ON/-500E. Two of the seven levels within this feature were shell
strata zones, and the remaining zones were almost devoid of shell. The shell
was in excellent condition. Only 5.8 percent of the valves could not be
identified.

The naiad species present in these pits (Table 5) can provide some
knowledge about the types of riverine localities exploited by the Late
Woodland population in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. These data

.r indicate that two molluscan habitats were exploited by this population: one
was small streams, the other a large river. In any interpretation concerning
the habitat requirements of freshwater mussels it must be understood that

" these naiads can be very flexible and they can adapt to a wide range of
environmental situations. Although a species may have a preference for living
in a large river habitat, it also may be present in creeks, and vice versa.
In describing the two environmental localities below, the emphasis has been
put upon the preferred habitat of each species and on the location where the
greatest numbers of each species usually will be found.

The first of the two mollusc procurement locations is a stream habitat
similar to Lubbub Creek. This creek enters the Tombigbee River across from
the site locality. Two species, Elliptio dilatatus and Villosa lienosa,
prefer such a stream environment (van der Schalie 1938, 1939; Yokley 1975).
The former species is most often found where a moderate current occurs over a
sand or gravel bottom, and the latter species frequently can be collected in
shallow water from a sand or mud substrate (Parmalee 1967).

Five additional species can be found commonly in either a creek or a
river habitat. Obovaria unicolor, Tritogonia verrucosa, Lampsilis excav.-ta,
Lampsilis straminea, and Fusconaia rubida have been recorded as present in
creeks located in the vicinity of the site (van der Schalie 1939) and are
given as characteristic species for small to medium-sized rivers (van der
S,:halie 1938). This creek environment, however, was not a prime location for
collecting naiads. An infrequent exploitation of creek mussels is reflected
in the MNI tally for all seven species. These bivalves comprise only 9.3
percent of the total identified mussels gathered during the Middle Miller Ill
subphase.

A favorable habitat for the majority of the identified mussels collected
during the Late Woodland occupations would have been the Tombigbee River which
flanks the site locality on three sides. The two species most often procured,
Quadrula a!perata and Fusconaia ebena, represent 57.5 percent of the
identified mussels. These naiad species reach an optimum population size on
sand or gravel bars in large rivers where the water ij generally shallow and
clear and the current is moderate to swift Par alee 1967; Yokley 1975).
These sand and gravel bars would have been the preferred environment for most
of the identified molluscs, especially during the naiad's juvenile stage
(Yokley 1975).

. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .
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Some of the large river mussel species are represented b low percentage,.
in the sample. These mussels commonly lived in the harder-to-explo't niches
!n the river 3nd consequently were collected only occasionally. For example,

Piagiola lineolata, DQadrula metanevra ind Amb!ema plica a peLp-cata pref
deeper water, and Tritogonia verrucosj and P ectomerc: dombeyana cre usually
nur ec in a mud substrate (ibid.). The re aT'. .' erce- L)e c es of t. various,
mo: usc species and thc habitat preferences of Lhcse m, sels _Jgge:ts that the

peI ecypods eAploitea during the Late Wo,,dland were co! 1ected ;n relation to
their abundance and availability 'ithin the riverine cnv;ronmcrL. Moreover,

those species that lived on shai ow bars were taken in favor cf those in
deeper water, or other less accessible riverine areas.

MISSISSIPPIAN FRESHWATER MUSSEL REFUSE

The samples of freshwater bivalves from Mississippian deposits were
separated into those from pits on the one hand and those from test units

excavated in the midden on the other. When possible the samples from the pit
features were subdivided further into the four periods recognized for the
Mississippian occupations of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
However, six features could not be assigned to a particular Summerville period
and were tabulated separately. The molluscan remains from each of the
Summerville periods, the midden sample, and the Mississippian features will be
described separately with respect to the preservation of the shell, types of
excavation units containing shell refuse, and characteristics of the mollusc
debris peculiar to that period or sample. A summary of the Mississippian
freshwater mussel procurement strategy will conclude the discussion.

Very little mollusc debris is associated with Summerville I feature fill.
Ninety-eight percent by count of the total mussel shell refuse from pit
features of this period was identified, and this figure is represented by the
debris from just one pit (Table 3 and Table 4). This single feature, Pit 9,
located in the northern section of hectare 50ON/-400E, was associated with
Structure 1. The pit was a large, oblong, moderately deep feature. The unit
was not noted as being stratified, and the shell apparently was distributed
evenly throughout the fill. The preservation of the shell from this pit
feature was excellent.

In order to increase the sample of shell from the early part of the
Mississippian occupation, one additional unit was added to the pit feature
tabulations, and its shell count values were included in Table 6 for the
Summerville I tabulations. This units, USN 3612, was a cut from the daub zone
overlying Structure I in hectare 500N,/-400E. The bivalve preservation in the
structure was unfortunately extremely poor. Eighty-six percent of the valves
from USN 3612 could not be identified because of the flaky, eroued condition
of the shell. Including this unit only increased the count and weight of the
sample; it did not add any more species to the list of 17 axplU ted molluscs
that were identified from the Summerville I pit feature refuse.

The pit features from two of the Mississippiar, periods, $ummerville !i

and Summer\iille IMI, were combined fo the mr ' uc ana'yis, -s they We, C
c7:r-b ned 'or other analyse> Several naturs that hdJ nDllusc .,'eli cer, eb
cc .taired :e- r3 cs repesentati-, of bolh per -Id ; other !eatures hoad ceram',s
d!.,ri sti .s i f either tre late Summery le I cr the ea-lv Sumrnie,'v ilIe '

OD' aCd. Th 1 1 of V, of the SUmmer'i i I I I factures centarod conmr
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r- .car" 'e , . A c. r-cl f oit t ,se fcv turcs , -7 ,  c - "
sin> a.~t . : et : sc: cer, is. - o thte eight 0 th,.: f,-a.ur.., d!' .',r'

.2r nCd c rg : c-f c a .ves. seven were c d tc:t

cinz of the ee-ted fciL:;es, P ?5 , was a-sociated w>ith Structue
she n ortnwesterri ccner of hectare ,OOfl'-300E. Fi t 0, located in t hc 1tC

cent ai part of the same hectare, was a large, shal lov,, amorphous fcatur .
This unit lay beneath a plow zone which had a high density of ;nciucivC shell
(f igue 7) . Three of thc four sections in which this pit was ecavated were

sampled. The shell was only in fair condition; approximately 60 percent. of

the valves were identifiable.

Another feature, Pit 4, was excavated in the north central part of

hectare 500N,'-400E. This huge, oblong, shallow pit contained more shell than

any other of the Summerville Il-Il pit features, but it also was the one with

the poor-st preservation. Eighty-five percent of the valves from this feature

were unidentifiable. In the northeastern corner of the same hectare was

feature 31. This was a large, oval, moderately deep pit. Nnety-two percent

of the bivalves in this sample could not be identified.

All of the other features from which samples were identified were

excavated in hectare 40ON/-400E. Pit 28 was an oval-shaped, shallow feature

associated with the structure and midden complex in the northeastern portion
of the hectare. Pit features 1 and 7 were excavated in the center part of the
hectare. Over one-half of the shell valves in Pit I and one-third of the

valves in Pit 7 could not be identified. The other pit in this hectare

contained shell remains in better condition. As a whole, this period had the
greatest percentage of unidentifiable valves; just 36.5 percent of all the

valves were identifiable. Twenty species were identified in the sample total.

Ten features associated with the Summerville IV occupation contained

mollusc shell refuse, and a bivalve sample from only one of them s
identified. This one feature, however, accounted for 87 percent of the

mollusc debris found in pit features from the Protohistoric period. This pit

was located in hectare 50ON/-400E. Pit 14 was a huge, amorphous, shallow pit

located just north of Structure 1. This feature contained more than 45)0
valves, and the preservation of the shell was excellent. Nineteen naiad

spec;es were identified in the sample from this pit.

Two additional excavation units, a shell concentration and a structure

leve 1 , were included in the Sumniervi Ile IV tabulations (Table 6). The first

u-ct was lcco'ed in hectare $5OON,-400E. Half of the molluse shells could b
d cc n ,his samnle. The t-ucture unit was cut from the second le\,cl

o • . i.e s t,.'et ed in hec ite 400N/ 3r[. The preservation o! Ac

b .Iic r t tts "ampe ".Jr c ce Ilent 88 percent of Ih' shel l w ;s

,C. -. ', F' fl:.3turc.j 'rim ihe site ,hct curt I,- i ed some rn I s(a-

<,-e , ' des-,:r ocd I s;Ks; p '  n features. f tiese t tk'c o'-;l

1 e 7 pa' -'t ' a -ed . hc :oun7 , e. ' hat 1OC 'a l s ir l)e r

' 7, t e t eTer, -I .' q Vr . a' A , . ,ni', a 'up '<Te ts .

, , , o of ! l,. . . ijnd ii e *, i"s.I Ss pp , -, t if Ilur( .

Ni, eteer d ferent spec c: .ie ldet ified from the he 1 (: use ' eti;- i n
thec- Mss;ssippian feature-.

• . . ' . . ., . . . -. . , .
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,he: debts. For thc s'te as a whole, however, Ihere is no signif car!
)rreiaticr, L.etwee) e net mollusc debris and fire-cracked chert o- mollus.:

.iet)ri anc crackeu cobblc fragments. This certainly does not preclude tr:
y tha musc's could have been steamed open by the inhab;t.ant at.

E rc Luobu Creek S i le, tut t does suggest that such was not the case.

Fresr,,.!ater mjusels dou d not have been a major food component in mhc
prenist-rc diet. The srellfish were a supplementary food, which addea
ecessarynurients and v,ere probably also ar emergency food (Morse 196,).
.cs lts c: a q-antitative analysis on the soft parts of freshwater mussels
-ave been pub!i sht d by Psrnalee and KI ippel (1974:431-432). These findings
'j;,:ate tt at although shellfish provide higher amounts of iron, calcium, and
csphor ..s nar. do similar nuantities of other anima) meat, they contain far

'Pw-tf _,113: ;ai .f per 100.0 g c meat that, do such animals as aeer, rabbit,
(irley, and ,atfis:. The protein content of the mollusc's meat is between
eiqnt cerc(-I and nine percent. The authors state that it would have taken
-uorrnous ou,jrt t es of freshwater mussels (228,000 Lo 270,000 individuals) to

s:Js5 .: a band-sized population for one month (ibid.:433). Mussel collection
n ght have bcome more important and have increased during periods in which
n.ter foodstuffs fai led. This emergency use of naiads is implied in a letter
,'r tten by the Spanish explorer Marcos Delgado (translation: Boyd 1937:19).
The conquistador explains that he was informed by the Mobile chiefs that the
drought of that year (1661) had been so severe that the Indians had not been
:ble to harvest their corn, and had had to subsist on shellfish.

In conclusion, the pattern of freshwater mussel exploitation did not
change markedly during the Late Woodland and Mississippian occupations in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. From the Middle Miller Ill (800 A.D.)
throughout the protohistoric occupation (1500 A.D.), shellfish were probably
gathered during the summer to early fall months by wading out to gravel bars
in the Tombigbee River. Occasionally mussels might have been collected from
small creeks in the area. Apparently the smaller sized species and the
younger specimens of the larger species were preferred. The various species
were collected in relation to their abundance and availability in the river.
The shellfish meat was utilized as supplementary food which provided calcium,
phosphorus, and iron, essential elements lacking in other types of animal
meat.

SHELL ARTIFACTS

The primary reason for exploiting freshwater mussels was to utilize the
animal's soft parts for food. After the meat had been extracted, the valves
were usually discarded without any other modifications except for an

-casicr,a, scorching. Some species of moltusc, however, may have been
.c. -ted ,rtcritionally for specific purposes, and indications of either use
,-a' or ma-uffartu ring processes rrust not be discernible on the valves. For

... .in rlat ively tincommon 'pec;es (uncommon in the sense
i *hr. n te recu ce is rarr) 'n nostmo)ld fill suagest that

" '' d spc;al func ,Icn. The muj set she 1 1 contents
"'I -  .  h no tmoid, P 7(. locnted at
C , 1, ti any r ecoanizab e pattern (!.e

, , a , were contai ned witOin

. i i . _dens arnd three Amb Iema t -t

f ed . . .. f. ,CUnd i Ic , an e t ,
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r h t nLnot havc reen u0i ieZteo because, tc 3 certain extent, the nati,,

I A,,:ericans v.erc selective in *1c'i, choice cc f mollusc species; they took the
sm lier szec specimens and those species avci.;lable in easily accessible
ocations. in addition, it s likely that information on the procurement of
some species nas been lost due to the poor preservation of the valves. The
mollusc fauna available for exploitation most likely would have been diverse

and abundant.

The locations of contemporary mussel beds in the Tombigbee River are
shown in Figure 3. Jenkins, Curren and DeLeon located these mussel beds with
the assistance of local commercial fishermen and by personal observation
(Jenkins, et al. 1975:42). Mussel beds were not depicted in the bend of the

river that flanks the site locality because this particular riverine area has
several meander scars, and the exact location of the river channel during the
occupancy of the site by prehistoric populations is unknown (Cole: Chapter 2,

Volume i). The river channel shown in Figure 3 was the active river channel
in the mid-n;neteenth century (Caddell 1979). Mussel beds were probably
iocated near the site. A high correlation between large prehistoric sites and
recent mussel beds has been documented for the central Tombigbee River area

(jenkins, et al. 1975:42).

The most likely time of year for the collection of freshwater mussels was
diring the summer and early fall months. After the high water levels from the
spring floods had subsided, the lower summertime river level would have

maximized the exposure of the gravel bars, and the warmer summer temperatures
w,uld have facilitated gathering the shellfish (Styles 1978:142). Mussels
could have been procured either by wading or possibly by diving in deeper
water (ibid.). Many ethnographic accounts have pointed to the summer months
as the time for gathering and preserving shellfish. Swanton (1946:259)

• " indicates: "Summer was first and foremost the time for raising corn and other
- vegetables, and [it was] the great fishing season . . . surplus fish and

shellfish were dried over hurdles for later consumption."

The mussels probably were cooked in a variety of ways, but steaming and

boiling seem to have been the common methods. Lawson (1860:266) noted that
mussels were eaten by the Carolina Indians after the shellfish had been boiled
for five to six hours. Another nineteenth century account (in Swanton
!946:372) describes hcw the Virginian Indians boiled oysters and mussels
together to make a thickened meat broth. Archaeologists, however, have tended
to stress the steaming process. Morrison (1942:381) contended that the

* mussels found in midden refuse from sites located along the Tennessee River
were steamed open. He argued that the quantities of water-cracked rock

-' fragments found together with the shell ;n the deposits proved that the rocks
,;er'" gathered by the Indians and heated in a fire after which the mussels were
.t3ced upon the rocks and cooked. He further added that the rocks must have
been used over and over agair, as the pieces remaining are small, have been

• " s#'it apa, -an, times t- thc action of the water and juices coming from the
;t Woodland Period sites in central Illinois Baker (1941:54) noted:

reshwj'_'r shelis occorred al a depth of about four feet in several places

-and in dtsLf_:t deposits. Some shells had been opered but others were nested

t1rje',her and charcoal and ash were found with them."

In the Lubbub Creek Late Woodland samples a large amount of unmodified

Ithc debris was noted in those features which contained large quantities of

• . % . . ..° " " . -- . . .' . .. . . ..
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host fish (Yokley 1 7 :9 3)

Mussel beds within the same river area are not- reces ariy comp-sec of

the same species of mol luscs, and thc'y do no- have to contain equal numbers of

each species (Parmalee I967:13; Yokley. personal communication). Van der
Schalie (1939:3) mentioned that mussels studies conducted in sev eral rivers

demonstrated that species found in one locatio- of the drainage are often

absent in another. The presence and abundance of mussel specimens in a giver

river location is primarily the result of the movements and habits of the host

f ish. An individual mussel will rarely move more than a few feet during a

lifetime (Matteson 1960:118). The differences, then, in the exploitation of

mussels during the Late Woodland and Mississippian periods are most likely
reflections of the exploitation of different concentrations of molluscs in the

Tombigbee River. If earlier beds were depleted, as can happen, later

populations would have had to gather mussels from another location. It may

have been that the species of mussels exploited during the Woodland Period

were more attractive to the inhabitants of the site for reasons such as taste

or perhaps their beds were those closest to the site. If these more desirable

mussel beds were depleted, then with some minor readjustments in the

procurement strategy, the Mississippians exploited naiad beds that might have

been either further from the site or contained less preferred species.
However, what is important is that the mussels represented in the samples from

both periods are indicative of the same general exploitation pattern:
collecting the greatest numbers of shellfish, probably from gravel and sand

bars, with the least amount of effort.

Although the size of mussels collected through all the different phases
varied from very small juvenile forms to large adult valves, the preference

seems to have been for the smaller sized species and the young forms of the

larger mussels. A similar age and size distribution has been found to be true

of some Illinois archaeological refuse (Parmalee et al 1972; Parmalee 1969).

According to Yokley (1975:70), "As a mussel gets older, the foot enlarges and

becomes more fibrous and tougher." He also mentions that the adult forms of
Meqalonaias gigantea, Amblema plicata perplicata and Plectomerus dombeyana,

all of which are rare or absent in the Lubbub samples, become quite large as

they grow older. In addition to the possibility that they were ignored

because of the texture of their meat, these adult specimens also occupy harder

to exploit niches in the river: in deeper pools or deeply buried in the

substrate.

The prehistoric Native Americans seemed to have gathered a wide variety

of the aval able riverine mollusc species. Exactly how many different species

existed in the Tombigbee River and nearby creeks during the periods in which

the site was occupied is difficult to estimate. However, by using reports
which list mollusc species collected from the Tombigbee River in the 1930's

(van der Schalie 1939. and in 1974; Yokley 1975), an approximation of the

.ollusc diversity is possible. A total of 44 different species have been

collected in the lower central stretch of the Tombigbee River (Table 8). All

of the mussels (except Obovaria subrotunda) found in the Lubbub Creek Site

-efuse were also recorded as being present in the river during the twentieth

century. Obovaria subrotunda was recorded as present in the Cahaba River in

the 1930s by van der Schalie (1938). Species listed in Table 8 but which were

not among those shellfish species identified in the archaeological debris

could easily have been part of the prehistoric riverine fauna. Some species

,. .-. - . • . - ..-. *.: [ - , : . . .. : .- .. . - --
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Quadrula asperata

e.Fusconaja ebena-

Pleurobema decisum

Elliptio crassidens----------
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Ii I .  ,during the Woodland arnd Mississippian Periods.
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T :i r e.c usiors of any one cf Lhe four musse s does not alter tfi.

conc:,ont a.out the mol iusc col lecting localities, What does hange
f cat Iy whn the earlier and later periods are compared are the

percentages of MNI of certain species.

Tre two most frequent mussel species gathered during the Late Woodland
phase were Quadrula asperata and Fusconaia ebena. The abundance of these
species in archaeological features decreased dramatically at the beginning of
the Mississippian period (Figure 2), and two other species, Pleurobema decisum
and Ellipt-io crassidens. became the most numerous mussels in the samples.
This change in the most frequently collected species is not believed to be the
result of either sampling or preservation error.

An important phenomenon among the individual samples is that all the
excavation units of a given phase seem to resemble one another in their
mollusc refuse contents. The relative proportions of the various naiad
species are similar for the pit features, structure units, and midden samples
for each occupation. For example, in every one of the Late Woodland samples
the two most common species were Quadrula asperata and Fusconaia ebena; in the
Mississippian samples Pleurobema decisum and Elliptio crassidens are always
the most common specimens. The Late Woodland material was better preserved
overall than the Mississippian remains, but since both periods had several
well-preserved units, and accepting this idea that an excavation unit is
representative of the period as a whole, then poor preservation cannot be an
explanation for the decreases and increases in the most commonly collected
mussels. Because different shell species were not found either in different
areas of the site or in different types of excavation units, sampling error is
nok considered to be a factor.

Before an explanation is proposed for the obser\ed increases and
aecreases in the frequencies of the four mussel species depicted in Figure 2,
a brief disctission of mussel beds is necessary. Mussel beds can be described
sim'ly as areas in the river where large numbers of shellfish are located.
These molusc beds are stable, predictable sources of food until such a time
wher the bEd has been depleted (Styles 1978:!42). The numbers of the various
nmussel species present in a given bed depends in part on the river conditions
(bottom 'umposit ion, current, depth of water, etc.) and also, to an even
jreater extent, upon the species of fish which inhabit that part of the river
or stream.

Y"OIey (1975:71) states: 'A prerequisite to good mussel beds are good
feedin j and spawning sitts for the host fish species. . . shallow gravel and
:- s'. rif. )le areas attract fish, mussels and a variety of insect larvae."

f.- h to mussel relationship is necessary for the survival of the mollusc.
An ext- ;m'ly important period in the development of a young mussel is the
j Iloch IiUr, stage. After the fertilized mussel eggs have developed into
g'cch cta ,immature larvae which possess only the embryonic stages of a mouth,

.rte ines, ieart and foot), the female mollusc 'xpels the glochidia into the
" .or further development the iar,,ae must be taken up by host fish for

one i.: siA weeks, during which time the parasitic larvae develop adult organs
BC'0 feat ur C. When the mollusc has mat.ired, it drops to the bottom and begins
-i r ndepcndent existence (Parmalee 1967:8-9). Some mussels require a specific
fish species to serve as the host, but others can attach themselves to several
different species, and at least one mussel, Obliquaria reflexa, requires no

l i" "" : : _': _, . .. : .-. . . * -:._- ;, : . . . . . . . . ..-" -,, : . . . . . _:..
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available (ibid.) . These 15 species seem to have mean lengths and heights
the on;y two measurements that could be taken on some of the valves) that are

about one half the mean values recorded for the live-collected mussels
,bid•). if the mean weights from the latter groups are halved, then the mean

mussel we;ght per species represented by the Lubbub mollusc debris varies from

4 g up to 40 g per individual mollusc. The two most common species gathered
during the Late Woodland period provided roughly nine grams per individual
'Quadrula asperata) and 14 grams per individual (Fusconaia ebena). In the
Mississippian period the second most common species, Elliptio crassidens,
contributed 24 grams per individual; unfortunately there is no information on
the most common species, Pleurobema decisum.

It may be significant that the Mississippians frequently gathered
Elliptio crassidens, which has a much higher meat weight than either of the
two most commonly procured Late Woodland naiad specimens. However, the
comparison of mollusc meat weights is impossible because of the lack of
information on Pleurobema decisum, the most commor, species found in the
Mississippian mollusc sample. Today Pleurobema decisum is a rare species in
the Tombigbee River (Yokley 1975:95), and little published information is
available on its habitat requirements and morphological characteristics. The
archaeological specimens from Mississippian pit feature samples indicate that
those specimens of Pleurobema decisum, which the Lubbub inhabitants gathered,
represent a small-sized mollusc. The mean height of the specimens (N=119) is
23.95 mm; the height ranges from 16.0 mm to 31.8 mm. The mean length (N=10)
is 39.78 mm; the length ranges from 35.0 mm to 43.4 mm. Although Eiliptio
crassidens provided more meat per individual mollusc than either of the two
most common Late Woodland specimens, it is possible that Pleurobema decisum
contributed less meat per individual mollusc than either of the Late Woodland
species.

In addition to not having comparable information for all of the
identified species, another difficulty in estimating the weight of mussel meat
is the problem with the unidentified valves. As prejiously stated, the

species which constitute the unidentifiable group can not be determined with
any certainty. Clearly, when there is such a large difference in the average
weight of meat per mussel species, and there are many different mussel species
in the unidentifiable sample, then the calculations of the total freshwater

* mussel meat portion of the diet become almost meaningless. Except for perhaps
a very general comparison with other animal meat contributions, estimations of
the meat weights provided by mussel species cannot be used to compare mollusc
meat utilized either per person, per year, or per archaeological occupation.
Such calculations would be little better than guesses.

* About one-quarter (27.2 percent) of the shellfish valves from the Late
Woodland features could not be identified, and slightly more than one-half
(56.9 percent) of the mussels from Mississippian samples could not be
identified. Comparing the lists of identified specimens from both
archaeological periods, the number of different species collected is equal

(N=23). The lists have 21 species in common, and each list has two species
not included in the other. Fusconaia cerina and Plectomerus dombeyana are
each represented in the Late Woodland list by one valve but are absent in the
Mississippian mollusc fauna. Megalonaia gigantea and Elliptio cf. arctatus,

the former represented hy three valves, the latter by one, are on the
Mississippian species list uut are not found in the Late Woodland features.

0-
r2
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from the two types of excavation units would p-DbaoVl rot have di fered mucr

if the preservation of the mussels had been the same. However, i the mussel

shell from the midden units alorie had been analyzed, a bias would ha.e

resulted which favored the thicker-shelled species, which in turn would nave

influenced the interpretations concerning the riN.erine areas where the mussels

were collected.

The thicker-shelled species with large pseudocardinal tee'h, deep

adductor muscle scars, and well-developed lateral teeth form these features as

an adaptation to a gravel bar habrijt. The more massive features enable the

naiads to maintain their position in a swift current as ti moves over a liard

bottom. Small stream forms and backwater species, especiall those specie
which prefer a mud bottom and quiet waters, will generall have thinner shelis

and internal features which are not nearly as massive as the large river
naiads. These thin-shelled mussel species were not found in any of the midden

samples, and unless some of the pit features which contained well-preserved
shell had been analyzed, the small stream habitat might have been completely

overlooked.

It seems logical, then, to compare species of molluscs which were
represented in the features. It should be noted, however, that some of the

features from which shellfish were identified contained a high percentage of

unidentified bivalves. The most plausible explanation for the poor
preservation of shell in a feature, or in any excavation unit, is that the

density of shell per unit of excavated fill is low. This conclusion is

supported by the relationship between shell density and good shell

preservation apparent in the Lubbub Creek samples. All the pit features that

contained shell strata zones had good to excellent preservation of the

bivalves remains (less than one quarter of the valves were unidentifiable).

In feature 14 (500N,/-400E), which had a huge number of bivalves in its fill,

the preservation of shell was also excellent (less than one quarter of the

vales were unidentifiable). in the midden sam~les where the density of sh~ll

was low examples: USN 2321, 147 shells per m ; USN 4588, 15 shells per m

the preservation was very poor. Where the mussel refuse was found in a shell

concentration, the density of shell was significantly higher (USN 4316, 14,325
she~ls per m ) and the preservation much better. Choosing excavation units

that have a high density of shell remains for a molluscan refuse analysis

should provide the maximum amount of information for the analyst.

If the preservation of the mussels identified from the Lubbub Creek Site

had been better (complete valves, not just small identifiable beak portions),

then measurements of the valves (length, width, height, and weight) could have

been used to estimate the total weight of molluscan meat -epresented by the

naiad valve remains. However, the majority of the vaives we-e too fragmentary

'o provide accurate estimations of the original sheil ze. Parmalee and

K ip; e I 197 4 :43) , who devised the shell size-mc A weight correlation

formula, advised that when the archaeological shell samples were too

fragmentary for measurements, the mean weights derived from recent molluscs

could be used to estimate the prehistoric mollusc meat weights. They stressed

that the relativc size of the archaeologica suecimens should approximate the

mean size of tee species p;vsented Ir i,e;r taufe (Parmalee and Klippel

19 i.. '424S)

I rfcrm-it Cr for ornl ; of the 24 tP i('CIe, ri the 1ubbuL sample is

..... :1: : :: " .: . . :: -
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they did for the Late Woodland populations. Pleurobema deccum. anC flV: ;c
crassidens represented 53 percent of the identIf'ed mollusc frum trh
Mississippian components. Both of these naiads have ueer cI l ectea eceg!
on or near gravel bars in the Tombigbee River (YokJe) 1975); but beyono thusc
observations information regarding their specific environmental pr icrences
not available. Mussels which are more difficult to exploit. such as those

species located in deep water or bivalves buried deeply in the substrate, had
onlV minimal representation in the sample. Like the earlier Late W"odlana

molluscan remains, the Mississippian population appears to have gathered

mussels in relation to their abundance and accessiti;t 7y.

A COMPARISON OF LATE WOODLAND AND
MISSISSIPPIAN FRESHWATER MOLLUSC EXPLOITATION

Prior to statements about the similarities and differences in Late

Woodland and Mississippian mollusc exploitation, factors which influenced
these conclusions must be discussed. Attempts to quantify the molluscan
refuse for meaningful comparative purposes met with severe limitations. The
major factor which affected the comparison of the species and abundance of

their mussel shell debris from each archaeological phase was preservation.
Although biases in the sample data produced by preservation cannot always be
compensated for, the recognition of potential discrepancies in the data will
undoubtedly lead to more accurate accounts of subsistence activities.

The preservation of mussel shell over the site varied significantly. In

the sample of units chosen for analysis, the percentage of unidentified valves
per unit ranged from a low of 4.8 percent (Pit 10, USN 1683) to a high of 94.4
percent (midden unit, USN 6657). The preservation of shellfish from midden
units was consistently worse than shell from pit features. A high percentage
of unidentifiable valves can bias not only the relative numbers of mollusc
species reported from the site, but also the location from which the mussels
were gathered.

For example, comparing the Mississippian midden and pit feature samples

(Table 7) will demonstrate the biases resulting from poor preservation. The
mussel shell samples from the various midden areas did not differ. The shells
from all the samples were chalky, flaky, and extremely fragmentary. A high

percentage of the mussels could not be identified (over 78 percent), and the
.7 mussels which were identified were characteristically thicker-shelled

varieties. Each sample contained the same relative quantities of different
- - species; the common forms were Elliptio crassidens, Fusconaia ebena, Quadrula

asperata, Obliquaria reflexa and Pleurobema decisum.

When these midden samples are compared to the feature units, several

differences are apparent. The mussel valves from some of the features are
hard, complete shells which exhibit all the features of a recently collected
mussel specimen. With shell in such good condition it becomes possible to
identify more species. The number of species identified from this sample of

Mississippian features is 19 and the number of mussels identified from the
midden units is 13. About one-third of the variety of freshwater molluscs
would have been lost if the feature units had not been analyzed.

The midden samples do not contain any species not found also in the
-irsssippian feature samples. The information regarding moilt|sc exploitation

•0--. .- - --. . .- . .. .- , -.'. -- . .-- - .. -. " . -, -" .. -" . .-" - .. -''. -i. -i. -'-
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-"e c. -a , al , s al lo refu . p was ccted n the southe o
St'.- i I o T Ih, hec Tae . The p owzone above th; fcai urc- w&s wi th in the arj
aescr ibcu as tIc nigh sh I1 count region (F gure 1) . Feature ,40, an or'a!.

shal low p , was situated in the northwestern -rorner of t he hectare. Thu

preservaticn of shell in both pits was excellent.

The remait~ing four Mississippian pits were all excavated in hectare
400Ni-40E. Three of th-se features were shallow refuse pits located in the
strip of 10 by 10 meter squares excavated in the central portion of the
hectare. Feature 4 was an irregularly shaped pit in which two distinct zones
were discernible. The molluscs remains were identified from the second level
of the feature. Pit 10 was situated just outside of a structure complex.
This large, oval feature was stratified, and level B, the second of the two
levels, was described as a dense shell stratum. The third pit in this part of
the hectare, Feature 16, was a medium-sized, oval refuse pit that contained
dense quantities of ceramics, bone, and shell. The fourth pit from this
hectare, Feature 53, was located outside of the structure-midden complex in

the northeastern corner of the hectare. Except for Feature 16, the
preservation of shell in these features was excellent.

In selecting midden samples from each hectare the most important
criterion was that the unit have a molluscan weight of over 500.0 g. Six
hectares (3OON/-200E, 30ON/-300E, 40ON/-300E, 40ON/-500E, 50ON/-200E and
60ON/-400E) did not have a unit that satisfied this condition. Midden areas
in the four remaining hectares (4OON/-400E, 500N/-300E, 5OON/-400E and
60ON/-300E) and a shell midden area in hectare 40ON/-2OOE contained sufficient
amounts of shell debris so that samples could be identified. Over 70 percent
of the valves in these midden samples could not be identified. The
preservation of shell was extremely poor, and just about the only information
gained from these units was that the shells were from thick-shelled species.
Only 13 species of naiads were identified in the midden sample.

The same mussel species and equal percentages of these species were found
in all of the Mississippian samples whether that sample came from a pit

feature, structure, or midden area. The midden samples did not increase the
number of identified mussels exploited during the Mississippian Period. The
most common species that were identified from the Mississippian features were
also the most common species identified from the midden samples. A greater
variety of species was found in the pit feature samples, and this diversity
can be attributed to the better shell preservation in those units.

The Mississippians, like the Late Woodland populations, exploited two
riverine areas: the creek and the major river channel. The species identified
from the Mississippian units that preferred a creek habitat include Obovaria
unicolor, Tritogonia verrucosa, Lampsilis excavata, Lampsilis straminea,
Fusconaia rubida, E-1ijtio di latatus and EH 2iptio cf. arctatus. The latter
two species are primarily restricted to a creek environment, but the first
f*\.e species can also be found in a large river. All of these species
together account for . percent of the total identified musse;s from the
Mississippian sample.

Molluscs which lived on the sand and gravel bars in the river comprised
the majority of *he naiads collected by the Mississippian populations, just as

.---
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• - . , .- ' tt ,: .'~ z '. .'.t use '; T .r ec' ge the post a g:r! t

V-p. , )Jt ' lV. sDe.; ; V ,., > 'r unu on thc nile wh i :ar.
. ': u er .I C' < r u. tar an or a:amerlu 3.'t a fa:s.

jie' ar' a ts a-e those mol lusc shells that navr been modified by man
r'n th ugh uise or by an intent'onal manufacturing process. Si>ty-ci ght

ny s;er ens have becn identified as artifacts (Table 9) Functional
ybels, have een assigned to the artifacts based primaril1 upon the
rterp'-etatior:s ) archaeologists who have described s mi 1ar artiIacts. Msny

e!On p)'raphiC -c ounts describing the utilization of shells by Native North
i er-a are also supportive of some of these functional labels. However,

t Z i SahelVng o r artifacts can be misleading and even detrimental to attempts
,nt(crpret ar ifact usage. Functional names have been included mainly to

fa-i ia L comParison-: of the L,.bbub Creek artifacts with the available
.arhaec 1 0g ica l iiterature. Because of the inherent implications that
,r,, toioal labelIs carry, the Lubbub Creek artifacts were divided into four

arodao' d,.fined groups instead of being described as examples of paricular
f t C..ol :Ypes . ome ,nslances these groups corresponded to functional

go C preo siy established for shell ar tfacts by archaeologists
, i , ; Parmalee, et al . 1972).

roup I is composed of all those moliusc valves tnat had beer, modified by
f>.. Fiqh:. of the artf tS (2 percent) can be placed in this group, and all

e he-i weC fresh.water bivalves which showed chipping along either the
r<e r. v-r ,ra i c cr posterior edges. Two distinct subgroups were

Sc:r-n- Led hy the use-worn artifacts. One subgroup contained three
-.r e',-r e-s : , S a left .,aIve of Elliptio crassidens that had been chipped
u.c-.'enV7 a lr, the anterror edge, the edge smoothed do.'n, and had inter;or

r a <r s ( , a small right valve of Mcgalonaias gigantea that had been
v ' .orn c(-wr, alonq th,.2 anterior edge, and (3) an unidentified valve that
I:.cn hipped along one edge. These attribuLes have been noted on other

Pal 'p.'c mens (Morse 1963:47), and are indicative of the functional
' Ke "uri'r.' Shell scrapers were used fo- many different purpose by the

d<or a 1:s. A bivalve shell was observed as a tool to remove corn
n. ;crn a cb (Leechrnan 1949:56), and a shell sc,-aper was sometimes used

*I :-, ,, rotessirrg tool (Lawson 1860:56). Swanton (1946:23) mentions that

t' .e rn-7,rnrynd to hcoow out canoes and to scrape bows into shape. it
,, thal :be edoe-v rn valves from tne Lubbub SIte also functioned as

-- rc ,r ma act ities.

' tor nsihrro'p of a, tifacts modified by use included f ve carnpI --f
Sb: 'r s ' O v.i ves !:at had uneve,, wo ri-dc wr edge .eT ( ales .er-e

-!-,a , ity V wt c ti mar io t im m-s c .c. I whether or- not, the
, . one mcilp hid been pol ished Irorn ti . One spc imcn :" Ild be

q" ' ed ,2 a I err :ale of ._aawn a, .,antea. A large hole had ve(Lt

o r;.. I IL v er t oF tF a- tc zr . Beca,ise of he i r si 'e anc.
'he., the ,cur w'rdcrntifiat)le speuniens are also probabi, e.ampies of

C n srhcs. Tr,er 3 r nume roun, sri lar archeoloica examples of
"-,_t'd and ;nner fora3:d) valves c hcjooaa- %gfatea Z, other r rgo
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>'ck-shelcd species vorKed into tools (Morse 1963; Black 1967; Winters 19b9;
Parmalee, et al. 1972). A l of these artifacts have been labelled as ''shell
hoes ," and have been interpreted as being used either for agricultural
cultivation (Black 1967:462; Parmalee et al. 1972:5) or for digging pits
(Winters 1969:65). Those valves which have been perforated are thought to
have been hafted (Black 1967:462). Winters (1969:65) proposed that such
-valves could also have been used to rake shells from a hearth area. Certainly
any of these three activities, plus other digging or scraping tasks, are
logical explanations for use of these large, massive valves.

None of the artifact specimens in Groups II, Il and IV had been modified
by use, but all of the artifacts were examples of at least one intentional
manufacturing process (cutting, grinding, polishing or drilling). The
artifacts in Group II and Group Ill were considered as examples of either
finished artifacts or fragments thereof. Group II artifacts are not
perforated; Group Ill artifacts are perforated. Group IV artifacts are
fragments of cut shell that are considered to be the by-products of a
manufacturing process and are not in themselves the desired end product.

* Only three specimens, or four percent of all the shell artifacts, were
included in Group II. All of these artifacts were fashioned from freshwater
bivalves. On two of the specimens, USN 5147 and USN 6602, the pseudocardinal

S-, teeth and the lateral teeth had been ground down. Both of the artifacts had
• " been cut: the former into an oval shape, the latter into possibly a square

.. witn rounded corners. Although USN 6602 appeared to have been perforated in
the center, this notch had been made recently, probably during excavation.

---- Neither of these two artifacts was well preserved. Both valves represent
mussel species that have shallow beak cavities and compressed valves. The
third specimen was a cut valve fragment of Elliptio crassidens. The lateral
teeth had not been ground and the valve had been cut from a point just
anterior to the lateral teeth across the shell to the ventral edge. A series
of small triangular shapes had been cut into the exterior margins of the

. valve. The use of these three artifacts is uncertain, but they closely
resemble the functional type "spoon." Shell spoons are typically described as

• . bivalve specimens on which the pseudocardinal teeth and lateral teeth were
. < ground down or cut away and then the edges smoothed. In some instances the

shell margins were serrated (Parmalee et al. 1972:7). In Table 9, these
artifacts are listed simply as cut shell.

" The twelve artifacts, or 18 percent of all the shell artifacts, that
. constituted the third group, were divided into three categories: (1) ground

.,alves cf small freshwater gastropods, (2) cut, ground, polished, and drilled
-C oluriel la of large, marine gastropods, aqd (3) other perforated mol lusc shell
0 fragments. Eight freshwater univalves comprised the first category; sx of

these were identified as Goniobasis cf. pupaeformis and the other twc
- specimens have beer mlsplaccd and their identification has not beer

-Lermnc-:. On the vjKv- of each specimen a portion of the body whorl or, thE
apet ture side hl Dre r; grour d flat. 7he wear pattern *ndicated 'hat ttL
val'Ives had ieenr around ;r. one dIreci;on: parallIe to the longitud rai axis c
th- valve. , irA " pr,,css or med ar oval opening ir the valve and
ex-'sed the s-ri, I' co , I,. t string could easily have passed through the
ground ope, rig, and ! ,a %/,e bead could have been strung for pe, sofia
embellishment or sewn oi cio hing (Swarlon 1946:252)

0-7
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T he tw artfacts whi.:h constHiuted the second category were fashioned
r ir 1 '0 co urne l cf I - ,ge, ririne gastropods. TIhe columel la, which ;s the

th k c g iOn d na coiumr, f s,, II of .- ur;valve, was sectioned and
then C j r sect-, -as prcbahly rubbed into shape on a hard stone (Adair
1775 -, a wson I C:Sl( I . Both these specimens were highly polished and had
been b conically drilled through the longitudinal axis of the columella. One
of em (U N i24' s globular and has a beige nacre. The other (USN 2321) is
-- s I l 1 .s t : id - c a1  and has a purple nacre. Ma, 'e conch or w;helk beads were
used by the historic Indians as ornaments (Lawson i860:311-3)7; Swanton

94 6:2;2 , and strings of these beads constituted the shell money known as
-eak, Wampum c r ;.oanoke (Adair 1775:169). Wampum was used as an exchange
medium to purchase "skins, furs, slaves, or anything the Indians have" (Lawson
IC:31 )

.Thp third category of perforated artifacts contains two shell pieces.
One of these (JSN 7228) is probably a pendant or gorget fragment which has
been cut, perforated, and engraved. The kind of mollusc (univalve or bivalve)
from which this artifact was manufactured can not be determined. An oval-bar
design was engraved on one side of the shell. The other artifact (USN 4140)
is the right valve of an unidentifiable bivalve. The pseudocardinal and the
ateral teeth were smoothed down, and an oval perforation was drilled near the
posterior edge from the interior of the valve. The anterior-ventral corner of
the specimen appears to have been intentionally cut. Shell pendants and
gorgets, like the conch shell beads, were often mentioned by early travelers
as ornamental articles of the Indians (Lawson 1860:315; Adair 1775:171).

Group IV contained the largest number of shell artifacts: 45 pieces of
cut shell, which is 66 percent of all the shell artifacts. The only
modification on the freshwater bivalve fragments was one or more, usually
straight cuts across the shell valve. The specimens had from one to four
different cuts. Neither the pseudocardinal teeth nor the lateral teeth had
been oc"n down on any of the valves. Other reports concerning shell artifacts
mention residual categories of cut shell (Black 1967:463; Parmalee et
a. 1972:7; Curren 1979:208), but these references do not fully describe what
port ons of the shell valve were found in the residual category. Sometimes it
s impossitr e to identify precisely what portion of the valve is present

because the shell fragment lacks the interior features such as the
pseudocardinal teeth, lateral teeth, muscle scars, and the parallel line.
Eleer. of the forty-five pieces of cut shell from the Lubbub Site would fit
rc t', s category. The remaining pieces of cut shell could be divided into

rive subgroups that included residual products which were similar portions of
'he bvale.

The first subgroup contained 11 triangular fragments of cut shell. These
t,;.ngua- pieces had been produced by cutting one line diagonally from either
lust posterior to or just anterior to the pseudocardinal teeth to

*approximately the midpoint of the valve, and by cutting another line from just
poster lor to the lateral teeth to the midpoint of the valve. Nine of these
2-tfarts had a grayish tint resulting from burning.

Th, se ond res, - ,ory contained six specimens which had been
Tr), ed in a mail ', smi ar to the above group but were rectangular in shape.

*-e . ei , all -ut in to. fol lowing fashion: (1) a cut was made from just
arJI tet'.h to a midpoint of the valve directly below the

.. -. - , - . - '. .-- ----.. - ...-..- .-- - -- - " - " .;.i ' -- .. " ----
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anterior point of the lateral teeth; (2) a cut was made from just posterior
to the lateral teeth to a midpoint of valve directly belo the posterior end
of the lateral teeth; and (3) a cut was made from one of the midpoints to the
other. All of the specimens were slightly burned.

Six specimens constituted the third residual category, and these valves

basically followed the following pattern: a cut was made from below the

anterior adductor scar across the valve to a point below the posterior end of
the lateral teeth, and a cut was made from the dorsal edge of the valve near
the posterior end of the lateral teeth to where the first cut terminated. On
one specimen the lateral teeth had been cut off. Three of the valves had been
scorched.

The fourth category was composed of specimens represented by the anterior
one-third of their valves. Six artifacts were included in this category, and
all but two of them still retained their pseudocardinal teeth. From one to

. four cuts had been made on the valves, and four of the valves had been
*. slightly burned.

Five specimens were grouped in the fifth residual shell category. All of
them represented the posterior one-fourth of the bivalve shell, and each
specimen had one or two cut edges. This portion of the valve contained the
posterior adductor muscle scar and in three of the specimens, part of the

,. lateral teeth was also included. One of the valves had been burned.

The cut edges of the bivalves were made perpendicular to the valve and 0
the edges of the cuts were regular and smooth. Sometimes the interior edge of
the shell was jagged. This may have resulted during the cutting process when
the workman had deepened a groove and then just tapped the center with a
hammmerstone which would have splintered the underneath side (Woodward
1936:121). The bivalves which had been cut were predominantly those species
which had a thin shell. The burning of half of the cut shell by-products may
have occurred after the valve had been cut, but also may have been an
intentional act to make the valve easier to cut. These residual fragments of
bivalve shell probably resulted from the manufacture of items which would be
included in the shell artifacts in Groups II and Ill.

Only two shell artifacts, the conch or whelk shell beads, were
manufactured from non-local molluscs. Large, marine gastropods would have
been available from the gulf coast, approximately 200 miles south of the site.
The beads could have been traded into the area as either finished products,
possibly part of a shell money string, or as an unfinished product. Brame
(1921:26) references the Spanish explorer Cabeca de Veca [sic] who stated that

0 the unfinished columella of marine gastropods was traded from the coast to the
interior in exchange for skins, flint, and stone items. The local freshwater
bivalves and univalves could have been collected in the Tombigbee River and
its tributary streams

Even though more than 95 percent of the shell artifacts uncovered during
the 1978-1979 field season at Lubbub Creek were manufactured from local
invertebrates, the majority of the total shell artifacts known from the Lubbub
reek Archaeological Locality were not made out of local mollusc shell.

Combining previously analyzed information (Curren 1979) with data included in
Table 9, 499 shell artifacts (79 percent) were fashioned from marine
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" ' gastropods, and 131 artifacts (21 percent) were manufactured from ioca'
". , mol usc species. All of the marine shell specimens at Lubbub Creek were

associated with Mississippian features or burials. However, when the
information from other sites excavated in the Central Tombigbee River Area
(Curren 1979) is considered, marine invertebrate objects were found ir
association with Woodland as well as Mississipp'an debris, and wren the data
from all the periods are combined, 99 percent of all the marine shell
artifacts from these sites were found in burials. Within the burial context,
associations could not be demonstrated between either shell artifacts and the
age of the individual at death or shell artifacts and the estimated sex of the
individual (Curren 1979:194,.

It becomes apparent that the type of units excavateO on sites ;n the
Central Tombigbee River Area will determine to some extent the types of
mollusc shell artifacts that are recovered. The ma, ine shell artifacts were
associated primarily with the burials. The artifacts fashioned from the local
mollusc species were associated with burials only if the mollusc species was
one of the freshwater snails (Goniobasis cf. pupaeformis or Anculosa
cf. brevispira), or if the artifact was a pendant or a pearl. If the local
mollusc shell artifact was a "hoe," 'scraper. or cut shell by-product, then
it always was found within a context other than a burial (feature, structure,

-  or midden).

In summary, although neither the most numerous raw material for the
manufacture of artifacts nor the most important food resource, the molluscan

remains in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality have provided important
data about the lives and diet of the prehistoric inhabitants there: (1)
Freshwater mussels were collected during the summer and early fall months
primarily from mussel beds located on gravel and sand bars in the Tombigbee
River. (2) There does not appear to be any significant change in the
exploitative strategy used to gather mussels by the prehistoric populations
from 800 A.D. through 1500 A.D. The shellfish were gathered in direct
proportion to their abundance and availability in their riverine habitats.
The refuse remains indicated a preference by the inhabitants for the smaller
sized species and the younger specimens of the larger species. (3) Shellfish
do not provide as many calories per unit of meat as do the other animals
exploited by the prehistoric populations, but mussel meat did add to the diet
some necessary nutrients: iron, calcium, and phosphorus. (4) Freshwater
bivalves and freshwater and marine univalves provided the raw material for the
manufacture of utilitarian and ornamental artifacts. The marine gastropods
were fashioned into valued decorative items, which could have been used as a
medium of exchange. The local bivalves were made into utilitarian items such
as scrapers and digging implements, and both freshwater bivalves and univalves
were made into ornaments.

0

0

..................................... -.



CHAPTER 6. BIOCULTURAL ANALYSES OF HUMAN SKELETAL REMAINS
FROM THE LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Mary Lucas Powell

INTRODUCTION

During the course of the Phase II and Ill excavations, 40 human burialsU wh;ch comprised 100 individuals were recove-ed from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Two burials had been recovered during the Phase I
testing of the site, and one additional burial was recovered in June, 1980,
from the bank of the canal that had been cut through the site. A complete

analysis of these 103 prehistoric inhabitants has not been attempted in the
present report, due to limitations of analytical time and publication space.
Rather, three SDecific aspects of the sample have been intensively
investigated: its demographic profile; selected aspects of skeletal and
dental pathology; and an analysis of intra- and inter-component mortuary
patterning. The choice of these particular aspects was prompted by
considerations of the nature of the sample (including the poor degree of bone
preservation), their relevance to research questions of concern to the project
as a whole (e.g. subsistence practices and social organization), and the
research interests of the author.

Construction of a demographic profile is the most basic step in the
biocultural analysis of any human skeletal series. This profile provides not
only information about differential mortality with respect to age and sex, but
also serves as a bioanthropologically relevant framework against which other
research questions may be posed: for example, differential distribution of
disease patterns within and between populations of differing lifeways.

Within the broad topic of paleopathology, five specific features were
examined. Three of these were skeletal observations, and two were dental.
They were:

(1) traumatic injury

(2) non-specific bony reaction to infection
(periosteitis, osteitis and osteomyelitis)

(3) enamel hypoplasia

(4) porotic hyperostosis and cribra orbitalia

(5) dental and periodontal pathologies (caries
and calcified plaque).

430
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A third dentzil feature, occlusal dental wear, w3s a o ccr. de'-ed in thi
• . . category; aithough not pathological per se, t ;,y affer t D opulatio ".

experience with the other dental nathclogies Iisted above. ifie first thrae
features are frequently examined in skeletal ser'es as generaliz d indicators
of the success of biophysical adaptation to prevalent disease, plus
nutritional and physical stresses. The latter three featurer reveal more
specific information on dietary composition and methods of food preparation.

Analysis of the mortuary aspects of the sample include consideration of
the spatial location of the burials relative to other cultural features and to
specific areas of the site (e.g. mound and plaza area vs. residential areas),
the disposition of the bodies (including evidence of processing and
differential selection of skeletal elements for secondary deposition), and the
presence and nature of associated grave goods. Such features mirror changing
symbolic relationships between the dead and the living, as well as between
sectors of the living population.

Both of these sections will include brief syntheses of biophysical and
mortuary data from Phase II and Ill excavations in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality with those collected by the University of Alabama
Office of Archaeological Research in the Gainesville Lake in 1977. The
general picture of health and disease, based on the above features, will be
considered in relation to that of comparable prehistoric agricultural
populations from Illinois (Lallo 1973) and the Georgia coast (Larsen 1980).
The hypothesized decline in health from Mississippian to Protohistoric times
in western central Alabama (Hill 1979) will also be investigated in the
present series.

THE SAMPLE

Few, if any, skeletal series are ever considered perfect samples by their
analysts. The drawbacks of the present sample include its generally poor bone
preservation, the highly differential representation of skeletal elements due
to aboriginal mortuary practices, and the paucity of associated grave goods or
other archaeological criteria by which to assign each burial securely to a
period within the Summerville phase.

These deficiencies are offset by numerous positive attributes of the
sample, namely its size, temporal distribution, and demographic balance. The
general excellence of the archaeological context within which this sample has
been considered is another strong point of great importance. When the present
sample is combined with that recovered from the site during the 1977
excavations, the wide range of bioarchaeological variability displayed within
this larger sample suggests that a majority of the actual variation at least
has been sampled.

Of the 43 human burials recovered from the site area during the Phase 11-
III excavations, 4 could not be assigned to a particular cultural component.
They have been included in the tabulations in Appendices A and B to this
chapter, but not in the analyses of paleopathologies and mortuary patterning.

Appendix A p-esent' a tabulation of demographic arid mortuary data for the
L3 bur'als. Appendix B contains a tabulation of skeletal elements present for

the 103 individuals included therein.
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METHODS

Demography

Age estimations for subadult individuals were based upon observations of
dental calcification and eruption (Ubelaker 1978), degree of epiphyseal
closure and long bone length (Bass 1971; Krogman 1973). No attempt was made
to estimate the sex of individuals below the age of 17 years at death because
such estimates are generally considered unreliable due to incomplete pelvic
maturation.

Of the adult individuals, only a very few could be placed into the ten-
year age categories which were the original research goal. These categories
were based upon observations of degenerative changes on the sacro-iliac
aricular surface of the pelvis (C. Owen Lovejoy, personal communication). No
pubic symphyses were preserved adequately for observation of age-related
changes. The virtual absence of any other general macroscopic criteria useful
for the rough seriation by age of skeletal samples (e.g. vertebrae and long
bone joint surfaces, for the observation of age-progressive osteophytosis and

i osteoarthritis) forced reliance upon endocranial suture closure and occlusal
dental wear for seriation into "younger" and "older" adults. The intra- and
inter-population variability exhibited by these two criteria has been well

* documented (Brooks 1955; Krogman 1973; Acsadi and Nemeskeri 1970). However,
the condition of the sample dictated their reluctant utilization in this
analysis.

Estimates of sex for adults were based upon a combination of metrical and
morphological observations. Few skeletal individuals possessed pelves
adequate for 3nalysis of key morphological features: pubic shape, sciatic

* notch configuration, and general robusticity relative to size (Washburn 1948;
Pherice 1969: Bass 1971). Cranial features such as robusticity of mastoid

S processes occipital and brow regions, lateral diameter of the mandible head,
,, and morphology of the chin (Bass 1971; Krogman 1973) were considered when

possible.

The most frequently available postcranial measurements useful in sex
estimates were taken from the femur: vertical head diameter and midshaft
circumference. The utility of these two measurements has been demonstrated
repeatedly (Acsadi and Nemeskeri 1970; Bass 1971; Krogman 1973; Black 1977).
The latter displays more inter-population variability than the former, but

- when graphed for this sample, displayed a bimodal distribution which agreed
* well with the sex estimates based upon cranial features for many of the same

individuals. The majority of sex estimates for adult members of the
cummerville IV subsample were based upor, this latter measurement alone because
no other criteria were available due to epiphyseal fragmentation, widespread
absence of crania, and the uncertainty of 'reassembling' discrete individuals
within the large ossuary (USN 7480). These latter estimates must be therefore
considered only "probable," as must any estimate based upon a single

i* -riterion. even onc yielaing a tested accuracy of 85-90 percent (Black 1977).

........................,.
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j ase nj ing hcaed actures. Evidence of njurv 0 M
co"e - ,e._ r- e:L Ic points embedded in bone or K.catedr w: iri)

c C *' r- ated :Kt etons) was also sought.

Tc rm-ma, no 0 Epci r I nflammatory response displayed by bone to

1v a r Ly pathogenic microorganist's is traditionally classified according to
h [rinrn i- ozuc of ;nfection. Osteomgel , i refers to infection of the
3r "0 Z: a Ly. periusteitis to inf:ammation of the periosteal membrane, and
,-ste<is to infl3mmation of the bone tissue itself. inflammation is usually
not str cty !ocalized and frequently spreads from one component to another
(Steinbock 976).

Of these three varieties of generalized response, periosteitis is usually
the ricst frequently observed in skeletal series. It may occur in mild form in
response to fairly minor localized soft tissue injuries as well as in more
severe manifestations of general systemic infections (Cook 1980). The
forr3tive mechanism is the same in both situations. Periosteal elevation
results from the intracellular oedema intrinsic to inflammatory response; it
encourage: suoperiosteal deposition of new "woven" bone upon the underly ing
sl_-ace of the bone. As the infection recedes and healing progresses, this
rough-textured none is gradually remodeled into smooth or lameilar bone and
may appear i- old well-healed cases only as slight surface rregularities

:srt'Vong depcsits of melted wax.

ir;J resence or absence of inflammatory reaction was noted ror each long
bo and cranium observed in the sample. Periostet:s, when present. was
scored wi th the aid of a sEslem based on that developed by Cook (1 9 80) for her
i')ves tgat' n of endemic periosteal reaction in l l nois HupewelI skeletal
ser ies.

() .ocation of lesion on bone (localized or
gpnera! ized):

A = less than one-third of the area involved
B = one-third to two-thirds of the area involved
C - more than two-thirds of the area involved

(,) Oegre. of infectious involvement:
I - cortey striated or pitted but no subperiosteal Qeposition
2 = subperiosteal deposition less than 3 mm thick
3 subperiosteal deposition more than 3 mm thick, resulting in

notable expansion of shaft diameter.

, EtatL: of infectious involvement:
FB = fibe- bone, indicative of active infectious deposition

S: = sclerotic u':,e, indicative of quiescent or heal;rng lesion.

(4) Aspect of the bone involved:

M = medial

L = iateral

. • - - .. . ? -i ..
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A = anterior
P = posterior

Scoring of periosteal involvement in human skeletal series has displayed
little uniformity in past research. Some investigators, for example, Lallo
(1973), have recorded several stages of involvement prior to and involving
subperiosteal deposition; others have adopted a more elegant approach, for
example, Cook (1980). The inclusion of a pre- or non-depositional stage
permits general comparison with data reported by a wider range of researchers
than does a system restricted solely to consideration of location and degree
of deposition. As Cook (1980) has noted, striating and pitting of the cortex
does signal some disruption, however minimal and from whatever source, of the
normal vascularization of the periosteum, and thus should be considered in
pathological observations.

Porotic hyperostosis and cribra orbitalia are two pathological conditions
affecting, respectively, the bones of the cranial vault and the superior and
lateral walls of the orbits. Clinical and experimental evidence has indicated
that both conditions may result from a normal physiological response to
hemolytic anemia (whether genetic, parasitic, or dietary in origin): expansion
of the hemopoetic diploe of the cranial bones to facilitate increased red
blood cell production (Steinbock 1976). In severe cases the outer table of
the cranial bones is eroded by this expansion, producing the "honeycomb"
appearance which, with increased bony thickness, characterizes these
conditions.

Each cranium in the sample was examined for the presence of porotic
hyperostosis and cribra orbitalia. The former condition was scored as present
only if the following criteria were met:

(1) the affected portion of the vault exceeded 9 mm in thickness

(2) the outer table displayed marked osteoporosis, with foramina larger
in diameter than those of pinpoint size.

The latter condition was scored as present if foramina appeared in the orbit
walls. The location of such foramina was also noted.

Dental Pathologies

Dental wear is essentially a normal, non-pathological process, reculting
a .:ombination of abrasion (e~crion uJ tPe enamel from contact, "ih

e.!.-neojs mater a! and t (erosior, f-om cont. (t wlh .dj,3:er, ci
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J h alec luojs arid permanent toot'Ih ;r) tne s amplie was G , fl( f toi
presenceu of twc, categories of dental patniolIocy dent jl car es a I, :a I '_L, J
apos i tF (!re I a-tter cormncnly known as'trr': e'a efnca

a ''disease of tne caic ted tissues of tne tceh resulI rig or the acti ors o"
.7croorganisnn or1 carbonyd-at0s, characterized r)y dci-3c fi Cat Ion u f th e

inorganic por t ons of the tooth anid accompanied or f c I icL'd by cisintegrat o n

of the organ Ic port Ions'' (Dor- Iand 19b5). In popjlat' cns unable to halt this
tissue- destruct ion by med calI intervent ion , sev-re aienta I car ies contributes

to a high rati- of antemortem tooth loss. Tuie sc'/are abcesses whi ch accompany
such destruction may 1 ead to general systemic debilitation through
malnutrition and septicemia. These curd it incs iIn turn lower the energy
ava ilIabl1e to tte a' ftIi :ted i no iv idua ianid reduce the individual's resistance

to other d jscoses ard env ironme7ntalI s tresses .

Cl In Ical I esearch (B ibby 196 1) has I Inked high-carbohydratle focods.
especi all 1y th osec wi th sc ft' textures, to increased oralI counrs of the
cariogenOuls Lactobacillus acidlophilus. However, the presence of large numbers
of these microorganisms does not automaticallyX elevate the requency of caries
throughout the dental arcade in a uniform manner. The epidemiology of dental
caries in a poolulatin sample rests on the dynamic interaction of three
factors: (1) a spec ifi1c pathological ageait (cariogerious bacteria); (2)
C-rpiionmenta I cond it ionis whi1ch promote or d iscourage car ious actIv Ity; and (3
host susceptioilit', wh ich includes bo th physiological and morphological
features. The larger, more complex poster ior Leeth stand at higher risk from
carious attack because pits and fissures on their occlusal surfaces function

as efficient traps for food particles.

The methods developed by Moore and Corbett (1971) for the analysis c4"

dental caries have been employed here with tI ght mod; f :1cat ions . E-act) t oot h

wais examined on all surfaces. Only tnose cav itLies which would admit the tip
of a dental probe were scored a s carious (to e ! mn:na te false sCor ing of
discolored but i ntac t enamel). Each lesion was cldssifiod as ic surface
l ocat ion:

(I) pi t and fissure , l ocated oin the occlIusuaI sur faces
of nremolars and molars, as v.ol I as on molar buccal
andi lingual pits or grooves;

(2) inte-ro rmal, located at 'he point of c~cntac1

betweor acijacent teeth;

3a) cerv'ca-l , lorated at. tte c ren tumn-enam& juncti on.

(4) smooth surface, located on smooth buccai or i r'guai
surfaces;
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5 roo., Iocctc, on the root beiovw tho cement.um-enamel

j unc t ; on.

The occurre )cc of caries at each location was expressed as a ratio of carious

to total observed surfaces. Prev3lence rates were calculated separately for
each tooth type as a percentage of the total teeth present in each type.

Empty tooth sockets which displayed evidence of resorbtive remodeling
were scored by tooth type, and their proportion to observed sockets

calculated. Both of these features, caries and resorbed sockets, should be
,iewed as stages of expression of the same pathological situation, the
invasion of the tissues within or around the tooth by pathogenic

microorganisms. Infection of the pulp cavity may also be occasioned by heavy

occlusal wear or traumatic fracture.

Each erupted deciduous and permanent tooth was examined for the presence
of calcified dental plaque. Observed deposits were scored as 'mild" (stage 2,
isolated spots), "moderate" (stage 3, coalesced deposits), or severe (stage 4,
three-dimensional deposits).

The final set of dental observations measures generalized stress rather

than wear and dental disease. This feature, enamel hypoplasia, is produced by
acute interruptions in normal enamel development. Clustered patterns of
lesions formed on the teeth of many individuals in a sample at the same
developmental stages may suggest clustered stress episodes, such as seasonal

nutritional deficiencies or culturally-directed processes such as weaning.
These lesions appear macroscopically as smooth or pitted transverse grooves on
the buccal surfaces of the teeth. They are formed by alterations in the
formation of the enamel by the ameloblasts, the sensitivity of which to
metabolic stress from disease, nutritional deficiencies, and other factors,
has been verified by/ clinical experimentation (Clarke 1978). If normal enamel

formation is resumed at the cessation of the stress episode, the fini-l size
and morphology cf the tooth typically are not affected.

Following the technique outlined by Swardstedt (1966), the age of the

affected individual at the formation of each observed lesion was calculated.
This was accompl'shed by measuring the distance, in millimeters, from the

enter of each lesion tc the cementum-enamel junction and matching this figure
., r a standardized scale of enamel development. The incidence of lesions
formcd within the f;-st, twele pc 2tiatal six--month developmental periods was

-'n ted fr" t. -p. t , a ,jt;o betweer, the number of 'ndividual with
ens 'oco,.d , -" oj d tht to al number of indi,,duj s i, * '
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e nr,;. n : xpr :ti :,,d as the ,e, cntage of ind .a a .

- 1.:tec rahl -em as the number of lesior ftormeu i tr,n eacn period

e 3,jse o :,e o" t icu ar appearance of arrested enamel format ion in the

Lubbb sample. These developmental disturbances appeared most typically as

amorphously distributed p'ts rather than as discrete !ines on the buccal

surfaces c, the teeth. It seemed more reasonable therefore to record that a

spoci' c ort'or of a tooth (e.g. the enamel formed between 3.0 and 4.0 years)

bore sucr ;nd;cat cns of disrupted growth.

The great major ity of the lesions noted on these teeth were of a very

ma for', cqgestng that whatever systemic disturbances produced them were

neitrer sere 'no ")f nio duration.
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7 h geper P-tu - otr health and alsease for the prchistoric por-latrons

r- n Tne u;bbuL reek A rchaeological Local;' derived from the present

IF 5e c-a seres pTo-ides an interest ing contrast to The conclusions drawn om

recent res e chc-s (Lab Co !973; Larsen 1980) concerning biophysical

ia ntnt t oa , o!h, ,
- M ssssDpian populations. Definitive statements on S

c,,a t on it resp,t & , labama's prehistoric agriculturalists must awat

otn-,s :onn scn V:' ,1th ancestral and descede't samrles, and, for th;s

-,isof. f beyond The scope of the present report. Nonetreless, the

I state of h e:. cf the Lubbub Creek populatic, as indicated by the

qc r,- 1- y Cw IeVe'r 5! traurratic injury, surous infectious reactions, and

icv c. pm, r ta nd d'.'cnur~e r -it i v disorde-s of the dcntition, prompts the

,t I,.ve s g c- a trt p rhaps the Mississippian adaptation represented an

, y huc aceloical relationships in the Southeast.

PF.'c pe,* ;ve assessments of the health of , ehistoric populations sh,'d

* t, d unon observati ors- efr numerous features which measure various aspects

,f a A ica ahaptat in. Re ance upon r.ne feature alone may lead to
''erprett. ions die to the phenomenon of "paral lax" in

S1 "rl vestgaons. Obse-%vat ions which would reasonably tea(! to

:1 :cr f drawn frocr a lv n_ population must be calculated -. a

Sent manned whon dr w n from skelet ! ser ies. ror exampic, a

.pre-'a nre r, -'ectius ea'tion, a a skeletal sample m 1r t

J g t a ' ;- C -/el r f hef Iowever . local i zed r systemic

'' oT I- r - 7. c - , F J enldoaen-o:s staphylococci which

C,-- r r e en tf fu -ura' , osteomycl i s) inay not pr mvoke
S,, dc c,-'abe ors r -" rr a ',r many days ater intlamm tien Cf

edrt' (GrccnreniCnr' 1 . eoth r,:aght occur from septicaemia

cpf n:rCt dl ,,;;d bc etec:ab, f--om skeleta! evidence. The proportor
ec d c r.;-e :lr ',ctive reactions to thse act ie at time of death
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Tabt Ies 5, b, 7, ano present data on dent-,l car'- a-, :e-rncrtem tootr
oss in he Lubbub sampie. lomparative d,- ta from tne .umme-vi ic- scmp e

exca,.,aeo .n 1977 and from the M;1ler I 1 site at lF; l excavated at that tirie
arc also presented (Pearce and Mayfield 1978). Additional compa:-ative data
nave beer drawn from Caddo (west!ern Mississippi an) dentitions from southwest
ArKansas and Fzurche Ma ;ne (Archaic/Woodland transih con) dentit ons from

01 lahoma examined previously b this researcher (Powell ard Rogers 1980).

The frequency of caries in the 1979 Lubbub sample, which came from the

western one-half of the site, was considerably lower tnan that reported for

the individuals excavated in 1977 from the eastern area of the site. The
overall frequency of caries among the western sample more nearly resembles
that of the Late Woodland individuals at lPi61 than other Mississippian
samples. The same trend is evident for mean number of caries per individual

and per tooth.

Tne unusu3i ly Io number of individuals with ante-mortem tooth loss in

the Protohistnric, Summerville IV subsample reflects the strong sample bias

toward juverile rather than adult dentitions. This bias is probably also
responsible in part for the lower frequency of caries in that subsample. In
fact, that feature displayed a clear age-accumulative bias for all
cbservations made in this analysis. In the Summerville IV sub-sample, only L
deiduous teeth (out of 114 in a total sample of 716 teeth) were affected by

car ies.

Tables 6 and 7 reveal the influence of dental morphology upon the

incirence of caries within the human dental arcade. The fissures of the
larger posterior teeth provide loci for the majority of the carious lesions

observed. Only in the Fourche Mal ine sample had occlusal wear removed this
source of differential caries experience, as indicated by the more equitable
distribution of caries with respect to loci in that sample.

The predominance of resorbed sockets in the molar regions of the dental

arcade reflects the greater susceptibility of that tooth type to carious
* destruction. Even the Protohistoric subsample displays this trend, despitc

its small size (Table 8).

Calcified Dental Plaque

Calcified dental plaque did not pose a major problem for periodontal
health of the populations that lived in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological

Locality. The mean score for this condition was 1.88 for maxillary teeth and
2.14 for mandibular teeth in the earlier subsamples. The lower mear, scores
"alz.ulated for the Protohistoric subsample (1.57 maxillary and 1.70

randibular) reflect once again the younger mean age of this subsample. When
adult dentitions alone are considered, the mean scores rise to 2.10 and 2.53

* fcr the former and 1.39 to 1.95 for the latter subsamples. Even deposits

scored as stage 3 were rarely large enough, except in a very few cases, to
promote gingival recession. The consistently higher scores for the mandibula

'""; :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..il i ::: .. .~ ..... . . . ... . . " . ".-' ', -
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-, r nc es or pL 'ostei t . invol .,cment b stage cf

,m, r>, m on a fec~ed skeleta I I ements .n t ne sam e.

."* 'o ; CL: -eaction fa -,ore f eqjent y than cii of

C r C a .'e,- r 2C n othic ske f e-:;! set e:; L,C; Ir

C' tzbe ')a nn uc> cLserved, 3b (36.8 percent) displayez at least
a _ge ! in.o cm f-. ui f a t ieast one c-f * hcse b nes. However, on'y I (10.5

per -en'', u the c cases were apparently still active at death. Adults

'a -)Lun 'ed fDr* percent ct the observed cases of infectious react on. This

"l scc;,1ionof frequenc> and age is not surprising, since e\, i dence of

t tOiSo- react' in bone is in a sense age-accumulative in a reasonably

eaitny populatio., where the majorit of people recover from such pathological

.vas:ons. Total disappearance of all traces of infectious invol\ement

tnrough ,emoae ing of the bone may lag years behind recovery in the clinical

sense.

One of the two P. ler III individuals displayed periosteitic involvement.

In the Early and M, ature Mississippian subsamples, eleven of 31 individaals

(35.5 percent), all of whom were adults, displayed this condition. The

S ProtohIstoric .ubsdmrpe provided 65.8 percent of all affected individuals;

trs group incriuded L!-te subadults.

3 everity of invo'vemenL was generally moderate. None of the earlier

ss ssipp:an tories aisoia 'ed stage 3 (severe) reactions; those affected were

-Li l j ividnd bot.een stage I and stage 2 marifestations. The Protohistoric
l Lbsuopre rclo'Jed 3 bones (4.9 percent) Wth stage 3 involvement and Ir5 (24.6

perCent) wIth ,TagC involvement. Well over half of the subsample of
,fet~ed bone- (3 out of 61, or 70.5 percent), however, were scored at stage

ISr. L- 1 saIsapIes combined, 63.3 percent (57/90) of affected bones

asp aycd ild involveme rt, 33.3 percent (30/90) showed moderate involvement
and 3.3 cerce2t (3,90) manifested severe infection. Within the earlier

e-t.sanrpe: the se . rai o of affected individuals was roughly equal: 5
fcmae-i 3nd 7 r,_jle;. Indi.-iduals with:n the later subsample for which sex

could bt detcErnineu were rare, but the observed sex ratio was similar: 5

females and 8 nales.

DENTPL ANALvSFS

Uent:0 \ear

"e a- wear s, :res, calculated according to the method outlined by Scott

o) to, pa,rc of first and second permanent molars from the combined

1 f..me :, ubphase samples are presented in Table L. Comparative data are

* .c se r t m, ar Pa I rom an khai (Indian Knoll) sample and two

".as .P a zl' ircr Missouri (Campbell) .ind Michigan (Hardin) (Scott

;97 -) P .- :cta t , the Lubbut :cores r cusely match those from their

t.-')r t rtemp , 1 anecrJs samples. Mandibular teeth displayed sl ightly

L: E, er at- of car 1han did their maxi lary partners In Hardin and Lubbub
Lr ,i~fs, d .vcrsal of the respective rates dis-played by the Campbell

* A e nt t I ),' S n-rC'd !s more pronounced in the Mississippian than in the
'-,haic s-amples• Mear differernces In wear scores for MI and M2 In the Archaic

t r "'S arc approxmately double those for the Campbell dentitions and top

r I
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TABLE 2

* Porotic Hyperostosis and Cribra Orbitalia

Summervillie
USN Age Sex Condition Period

5564 35-45 Male Porotic hyperostosis 11-1ll

*8123 30-40 Male Porotic hyperostosis 1l-1l1

) 886 16-17 Unknown Porotic hyperostosis IV

-6310 20-30 Unknown Porotic hyperostosis IV

3649 35 Unknown Cribra orbitalia ()IV

0
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suggested that healing had commenced during her lifetime. A second cranial
injury was displayed by a young female aged 18 to 25 years from the ossuary
(Section II, Acult II who had apparently survived a depressed fracture at
bregma.

Three individuals displayed fractures of the lower limbs; all had been
healed for some time before their deaths. The right femur of a emale (USN
4132) aged 30 to 39 years at death bore an unreduced fracture at midshaft.
The inferior portion of the shaft was displaced anteriorly to the super;or
end, and the two had been united firm), by a large callus. An adult male from
the ossuary (Section III, Adult Ill) aged 30 to 39 years had fractured the
distal shaft of his left fibula, and this break was united by a large callus
to the adjacent tibia. An adult right first metatarsal recovered from a pit
(USN 4124) displayed extensive epiphyseal remodeling as the result of an old
well-healed transverse crushing fracture. This injury had evidently occurred
during adolescence, as the proximal epiphysis had been displaced causing
lapsed fusion. The distal epiphysis had been greatly enlarged through callus
formation, with slight reactive deposition evident on the shaft. No other
human bones were associated with this single pathological element.

Paleopathology: Porotic Hyperostosis and Cribra Orbitalia

Table 2 contains data on the occurrence of porotic hyperostosis and
cribra orbitalia in the sample. The very low prevalence noted (4/58 or 6.9
percent of crania observed for the former and 1/43 or 2.3 percent for the
latter) suggest that iron deficiency was not a problem in Mississippian diets
at Lubbub, and that parasitic infestation was not sufficient to cause
widespread anemia.

Paleopathology: Non-Specific Infectious Reaction

Two of the ninety-five individuals examined (2.1 percent) displayed
osteomyelitis. One was an adult female (USN 4132) whose osteomyelitis was a
consequence of a fractured right femur shaft (see previous section on

0 traumatic injuries). The other adult female displayed stage 2 periosteitis on
both tibiae as well as possible osteomyelitic involvement of the proximal
right femur shaft. Her expanded cranial vault also suggested mild porotic
hyperostosis. Both adults were members of the earlier Mississippian
communities. An adult right ulna from the ossuary displayed the fusiform
shaft associated with chronic nonsuppurative osteomyelitis, but no definite
diagnosis could be made in the absence of radiographic examination.

Five individuals bore traces of osteitis (5.3 peicent). Two of the cases
were the consequence of traumatic injuries. The distal metaphysis of an adult
left fibula from the ossuary displayed patches of newly-deposited woven bone
and a proliferation of bony spicules and deposits. The absence of cloacae and
expansion of the affected shaft argue against ostccmyelitic involvement. Two
other long bones from the ossuary were affected by osteitis, but due Lo the
nature o' that feature, it was impossible to identify other bones belonging to
tcese same individuals. An adult left ulna bore a ,maJ! o'.'a lesion on its
shaft that apharertly had healed oefore dOeaLi, Te most grossly pathologicai

t me n the nti re Samp'e v, a n r ada u le't -m,,ur -ose entre shaft
0 ldr I'" met.:.hVseal reoic:is, ha(u Deon cpa ded by exuberant bone

,d'uL tS origin JI size. The 'n' t.e ;-esemuled rouc n Lree bark

0, 2. , i L L:: .-
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d er ential erresentat on of skeletal elements frustrated efforts to place
mcst adu ts in*o 10-year estimated age categor:es. As a result, all bu: tht
skeletons of children and infants have been grouped s~mply as "adults' in trns

table.

On I two indivicials wete assigned to the Miller I I occupation. Both
were adult females.

Of the 97 individuals assigned to the Mi-sissippiar occupation
(Summerville I through IV), 32.0 percent died before tne age of ie yea-s.
When compared with Weiss' (1973) review of mortality in preindustrial skeletal

-nd I vino populations, th-s subadult mortal ty rate is tomewhat lower than
expected for a sample of this nature. His data indicate that ''overwhelming
evidence places the rate of juvenile mortality among anthropological
populations between 30 and 50 percent..." (Wtiss 1973:49). Differential
preservation of young subadult and adult skeletons (Angel 1967) and aboriginal
rntuary programs which may result in different spatial distributions for
various age groups (Cook 1974) may both contribute substantial bias to
archaeological samples.

The observed subadult mortality among the Mississippian population in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, however, does conform well to that

0 predicted by Weiss (1973:26): "...the general shape of human juvenile
mortality is known: infant mortality is very high; mortality is still high
but declining from ages one to five; then it decreases steadily until those
from IO to 15 years have the lowest mortality of all age classes." Of the 33
subadults in the sample, infants (0 to 2 years) account for 39.4 percent,
children (2 to 5 years) for 33.3 percent, juveniles (5 to 10 years) for 15.2
percent, and adolescents (10 to 18 years) for the lowest percentage in the
subsample, 12.1 percent. This age-progressive decline in mortality is also
evident within the sample as a whole.

Subadult mortality in the Summerville IV subsample was more equitably
distributed through the age classes than in the remainder of the Mississippian
sample. Given the small sample size, no conclusions can be drawn at present
concerning the possible significance of this deviation.

The adult sex ratio within the total sample is biased in favor of males
(29 males to 21 females). No estimation of sex beyond an experienced 'hunch'
was possible "or ]9 of the 69 adults, however, due to widespread absence of
those same sKeletai elements (pelves and crania) which would have facilitated
finer estimates of adult age at death. Numerous adults for which sex could
not be determined were represented only by very fragmented long bones;
however, the graciiity of many of these fragments suggests that the observed
sex bias of tIhe !ample is apparent rather than real.

PaIeopatho Io :_ 'raumatic In'ury

(f the 9 indiv'lduals with sufficent skeletal material for examination
r, r rIau atc rur only q (5.3 percer! displyed evidence of such

r twOz. An a e (USP 5-58) aged . to 29 years at death bore on
ight a Ial cvw groo e, L mm i enth, whch ran obliquely from

J)o' ' , )oat,r rC to thr coronal auture to a pc, -t jusi anterior to the
-t -; -onst if the Nlat t. 't r r u tU'rJes C. t e SP Q 't 'eof -C-
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f- cultural and ec, ogical stresses which exacerbated pathological involvements.

Various explanations have been aovanced for the increase in prevalence of
:7ifectious pathologies in Mississippian populations when they are compared
wKh their Pr gricultural or less intensively agricultural predecessors.
This pattern has been noted in populations experiencing the Neolithic
t-ansition in many parts of the world (Armelagos 1967). Numerous features of
the Mississippian lifeway would have tended to encourage increased levels of
,ost-pathogen contact (Powell n.d.) . Increased sedentism would have
juxtaposed residential areas with wastes which supported infestations of
-nsects and vermin. The rise in population density and in inter-community

-= - interactions through trade and ceremonial congregation would have facilitated
nathogen exchange between groups and individuals of unequal resistance to
localized strains of micro-organisms. Regularly scheduled exploitation of
plants and animals would have intensified contacts between zoonotic pathogens
and potential human hosts. All of these factors undoubtedly contributed in
some measure to Mississipp;an infectious disease experience, which probably
drew its heaviest contribution from those endogenous micro-organisms most
frequently implicated in modern soft tissue infections which involve adjacent
bones (Steinbock 1976).

With respect to hypoplastic defects of the permanent dentition, the
clustering of high-risk periods at ages 3 to 4.5 years in the sample from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality suggests increased population-wide levels

'" " of systemic stress during those years which affected successive generations at

approximately the same developmental stage. One such recurrent source of
nutritional stress which frequently affects young children of preindustrial
agriculturalists is weaning from a diet enriched by maternal milk onto a diet

* high ir nutrient-poor carbohydrates. The undernourished weanling may fall
" prey to macro- or micro-parasitic invasion, whose effects are synergistically

promoted by poor nutrition (Scrimshaw 1964). Rose (1973) and Clarke (1978)
0have careu!y -onidered 'he possible connections between such culturally
patterned sources of systemic stress and certain developmental defects of the
long bores ard dentition.

The age-associated prevalence of hyooplastic lesions observed in the
shL;h cample n-,ulgestl a somewhat later onset of systemic stress than in

e pc~ r 1,rP d b,', h t. researchers from prehistoric agricultural
-.-, ati :n ir,:2on and Il rncS. In the latter populations, the modal ace

_ .i r f I *!_ i as* ic Ie:;iors wa; between 2.5 and 3.5 years. If
7.1 s s 4 7 ci, actor at Lubbub, births may have been

..... d , to -y .1v i.terval commo., in moderr no r -

. -t i' 1 (rJL: [ ,t q77 ). W hi It csCer tie r source , ie

r. z j ac h pop li t I e o, we - a;Iu are ;ar ,,

r) a t o.n becase h.e onse 'ed d efou .at t
b onrl ti are rot at al , so2vere

E" a r of donta caries and nntemo* em cvth
.' t ,tJ, , -. 7, and ) sucgecls a diet re t i"

* vr n'ot eCes .nl C I So. The subs!.an i l I h i c'
; , repot Liid (Pearce ano MayfIeld 197 ) frnm O he

, , e oi\,, f ro c im eastern ceme I -y may C1f 1 cclt inl,,-
P , ', r d i Ietary d feren;-ces. ho',ever, inter-obsere-

j ,, sar:p: s ec' ior and lesinn observation may equal I y be
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responsible for the discrepancy. Cultigens, primarily maize, contributed

significant proportions of carbohydrates to the Lubbub diet. Ethnographic
data on methods of food preparation among Southeastern Indians (Swanton 1946)

indicate that most vegetable foods were consumed in soft forms which would
promote the formation of dental plaque. Oral bacteria within plaque deposits
manufacture highly acidic wastes from such a diet, hence its decisively
cariogenic nature (Hillson 1979). The diet of the majority of the
M;ssissippians in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality (with the possible
exception of the easternmost subsample) seems to have resembled more closely
in cariogenicity the diet of their indigenous Woodland predecessors (as
represented by the I P61 sample) than that of other Mississippian populations
(as represented by the Caddo). The patterning of caries with respect to loci
and tooth type follows this regional tendency. The Caddo dentitions, as did
the other two Mississippian samples presented for comparison in Table 4,
displayed slightly heavier occlusal wear than did the 1979 Lubbub subsamples.
Tne prophylactic effect of moderately heavy occlusal wear upon caries
prevalence is clearly demonstrated by the Fourche Maline sample, whose wear
scores doubled those for the Caddo (Powell and Rogers 1980).

A positive correlation between the very light dental wear and actual
caries experience at Lubbub is suggested by the high prevalence and patterning

4 of antemortem tooth loss in that sample. This loss was heavily concentrated
in the molar region (Table 8); this same region provided the low wear scores.
It seems probable that most if not all of these molars had been lost to
carious destruction and subsequent abcessing. Evidence for other contributing
causal agents, such as excessive occlusal wear which permitted pulp cavity
invasion by pathogenic micro-organisms, traumatic tooth loss, deliberate
evulsion for cultural purposes, and excessive calculus deposits which promoted
periodontal disease, was not observed in the sample.

In a survey of caries experience in populations of varying subsistence
strategies, Turner (1979) found that intensive agriculturalists displayed an
average or 8.6 percent carious teeth, whereas groups who relied upon a more
mixed economy (agriculture or horticultu;e combined with harvesting of wild
plants and animal resources) were less caries-prone, with an average of 4.4
percent carious teeth. The Early and Mature Mississippian subsample from the
PIhase 1 and I' I E cavation-- in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological LocalityF; e/ceed; tne former average (11.9 percent), and the Protohistoric subsample
m3L:hs it o:-eciscly . percent). The difference between the caries

Pere .- ;hese two subsamples is most readily explained by the younger
e .ructLrl of the latter.

L ar on'- 930) c3'.,cat aga inst iast.y conclusions based on such
dimrre n d sc!sr; of caries among preagricULI.ural and agr icultural

"Co"( ' I L: 0 P, P, at "ns Cdser',.es repetition here. He noted that although
o; j ,o teeth (13.7 perc nt) ;n his agricultural

.'','y ha.' re an -e pcn agricultural resources, abundant

1 r' , m: a' c' ider e n' :,cts for huntn g, fishing, and
['C- a, t , . 1 1 l .i turt, n these pcbuYations. The sani s

S C, r I c U t T ri rants '.,.hbbuD.

I -i;--ma P*-ve Ph.se !es n
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subsistence practices which produced "extreme nutritional stress." She based

.. this hypothesis upon the high prevalence of porotic hyperostosis (58.8

percent, in he- sample from site lTu4, a Protohistoric settlemert with

. evidence of European coniact. This exceptional frequency was rot duplicated

in her three other roughly contemporaneous but somewhat earlier series.

The prevalence of this condi t or (11.5 percent) in the Lubbub

* Protohistoric sample matched the lower three percentages reported b' Hill.

Only 2 of the 26 individuals with observable crania displayed eviderce of

" - porotic hyperostosis (Table 2). This frequency is no higher than that

observed in the Early and Mature Mississippian subsample. One Protohistoric

- child displayed possible slight cribra orbitalia; however, the single orbit

observed was quite fragmentary and the diagnosis is uncertain.

With respect to other skeletai and dental indicators of nutritional

:tress, the protohistoric, Summerville IV prehistoric inhabitants of the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality appeared only slightly less healthy than

did their immediate predecessors. The percentage of individuals affected by

periosteitic reaction (41.9 percent vs. 35.5 percent) and enamel units
* affected by hypoplasia (24.5 percent \s. 19.6 percent) are somewhat higher in

the later subsample. However, the degree of severity for both conditions is

esse,t~a'y mild in both subsamples. Hill's suggestion that the sample from

!Tu4 may be dicsyncrat'c in its high frequency of nutritionally related

patnologies seems to be a reasonable conclusion.

MORTUARY ANALYSIS

Recent analyses of mortuary patterns in archaeological samples
unatrimously have derived their justification from the basic assumption that
observed distinctions between individuals in death reflect to some degree
sozial distinctions experienced by those individuals in life (Binford 1971).
These distinctions may be strikingly objectiFied, as in the case of
Tutankhamen's golden treasure, or they may be more subtly delineated, as in
the spatial distribution of a corporate descent group within a small
Miss'ssippian cemetery (Goldstein 1980). The final section of this chapter
will be devoted to consideration of observed variation in demographic, formal,

a'd spatial features of the mortuary sample from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Comparisons will be drawn with the sample (somewhat
different in nature) recovered from another portion of the site in 1977 and
witn ethnographic data relevant to the most recent aboriginal occupatLon. The
puroose of such comparisons will be to investigate intra- and inter-component
"a0;a:ons which might suggest changes through time in the social expression
of perceived so:ial differences among individuals.

0
Methods

• - The following features were examined in the analysis of mortuary

patte- rg in the 35 buri als which were assigned to the Miller III and

Mi .,s ssippian occuations:

) number of individuals in the burial;

2 burial position (extended, semi-flexed or flexed);
. bu i a frrr, (att'cuiated or disarticulated' ;

o ! , f" mi l ty (pit, _J1 etc. ;

0
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(5) orientation of the cranium;
(6) associated grave goods;
(7) location of the burial with respect to other cultural features;
(8) age and sex of each individual;
(9) skeletal elements present;

(10) cultural component.

Two single adult female burials were tentatively assigned to the Miller
III component. This assignment was based primarily on body position, heavy
dental wear, and location within areas of the site which contained dense
evidence of that occupation. Neither diagnostic ceramics nor other artifacts
were associated with these burials. Only one burial pit could be identified,
a shallow oval conical pit containing Burial 3 (USN 1315) in Hectare
30ON/-300E. Burial 2, Hectare 50ON/-200E, was discovered eroding from the
west bank of the canal cut through the site; it too was in the general
vicinity of intensive Miller III occupation.

Three and possibly four of the thirty-five human burials recovered during
the 1977 excavations east of the mound were assigned to the Miller III
occupation. Their formal attributes closely resemble those in the present
sample and were probably contemporaneous with them. The general paucity of
Woodland burials (relative to Mississippian burials) lends support to the
arguments presented elsewhere in this report concerning the seasonal nature of
'Woodland utilization of the site.

Fourteen burials were assigned to the Summerville I occupation, the most
extensive in area on the bend (Chapter 8, Vo!jme I). All were single primary
interments (see Appendix A), the majority in shallow oval pits. All were
located either near structures or within areas of intense activity as
indicated by high densities of pits and postmolds. Six adult burials from
this group were located within the northwest corner of Hectare 50ON/-300E.
Examination of their spatial distribution relative to one another and to other
Summervi lle I features does not suggest the existence of any formal cemetery
area, such as the one discovered during the 1977 excavations.

Orientation of the cranium toward the east (7 cases) or the southeast (4
cases) predominated over selection of other directions. Only two cases were
oriented toward the north or northwest (see Appendix A). Body position was
not. so uniform: 6 individuals (3 adults and 3 infants) were extended supine,
3 adults were semiflexed supine, and 1 adult and 2 children were more tightly
flexed supine (although not so tightly flexed as the Miller III individuals).

Each of the six adult burials located in the northwest corner of Hectare

5OON-300E hao ceramic items as grave goods. One adult female (Burial 1) had
three vesse!s placed by her head, and the remaining five possessed one whole
r)r nagmented ",'esse part ap ece. Burial 6 had only a large sherd in
0 ss.:Cjt~o.. The three vessel, w'th the other bufials were incomplete. No
ote- Summervi' le ' burials were definitely associated with ceramic artifacts.

-ne nfar (urial 1) in Hec'are 5OON/-OE40 wa: dircoverec with a very thin

boe pir iy n d ag)onal y acros the left thor:,cic region.

r) t! in , Ur sils I ss rinei t the Stjme ,-,.,i! e 11 or iII periods, only
. s.. (jr :r anJ ri Hr i 3 O h'-' K w.e(e .:1., , a so ci3Led with ai

hc nr n It d i'<ru Is n errrld ,i arc .1Cr.'- 4 7117 were judged to

S .,-.
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have been contemporary, although not associated directly with Structure 1
(Burials 3 and 4), and Structures 3 and 4 (Burials 5 and 6) in that hectare.

. Seven of the nire were primary single interments. Two young chi ldrer, were

represented only by ve-> fragmented crania and teeth, deposited within small

pi ts.

Orientation of the cranium toward the east or southeast was noted in each

of the seven cases where this information could be determined. Ali but one of
" - the articulated individualr were extended in a supine position within their

burial pits; the exception was an adult female who lay semi-flexed (see

, Appendix A).

Only three of the nine individuals had associated artifacts. Burial 4 in
Hectare 5OON,/-.OOE contained the cranium and teeth of a young child. Placed

*. directly above these fragmentary remains were two vessels. The adult male in

Burial 5 in Hectare 40ON/-400E had been interred with a shallow bowl near his
cranium. Burial 6 in the same hectare, another adult male who lay parallel to
and quite near Burial 5, included the most distinctive artifact associations

discovered in the 1979 sample. A terraced ceremonial bowl (see Chapter 1,

-' this volume) was placed some 50 cm superior to the skull in the burial pit.
Copper earspoo!s had adorned his ears, were secured by bone pins. Four small

". triangular arrow points, possibly made by the same hand and unused, had been

Placed in the grave above his body. These items, particularly the bowl,
distinguished this individual from his fellows as a person of some

" " considerable importance of a supra-local as well as a local nature.

The seven burials designated as "Mississippian" in Appendix A resemble

more closely the Summerville I, I, or III mortuary subsamples than they do
the later Protohistoric, Summerville IV subsample. Five of these seven
represent primary articulated interments rather than deposits of
disarticulated remains. The two remaining burials consist of isolated

clusters of teeth from an infant and an adolescent. Two of the burials
. ;nclude two individuals interred within the same pit, an occurrence not noted

' in the other subsamples.

-. The prevalent burial mode employed by the most recent Mississippian
. inhabitants of the site stands in sharp contrast to the single, primary,

_ articulated Tnterments employed by their predecessors. The seven burials

6.3 percent r 11e tot al burial sample) assigned to the Protohistoric

"Summervi I le I \) occupa ion contained 64 individuals (62.1 percent of the

" total burial population) . Only one of these interments (Burial 2 in Hectare

-. 00N,/-300E) contained a single articulated individual, an adult female aged
between 20 and 39 years at death. All skeletal elements were represented

S enxcept the skull. However, the presence o' a dark stain in the cranial area
cf the burial pit suggests that this element had been originally included in

the burial and had been removed at some later time. One burial (Burial 2)

-- recovered in 1977 ;n the castern sector of the site area displayed evidence
*,uggestive of post-irterment retrieval of sel2:ted elements, as did at least 5
-f the Late Mississlpp'ar, burials at site lGr2 located only a few miles

* downriver from the _ubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

Thr,-L , L al jr , were rec ov-red fro the area of the site which
r s ( Iv d the area ,t (J(-- t: c of F o h;ro,-ic, Summervi le 'V occupato

, f the Ljrns herre io¢ 1d beneath ti. f I c SI ructuf C r, kecta c

0
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j - e b0O -.D-i . r t u b d ., I ' ii 1 r-: Jed in _he Tnree
-S S ' , nd ¢) Tier e were rno 2sr. ,a ed a-t acta othe than the

- c nq urns w th trese u-iais.

C C1 a r'Liculaticn of sre f.a u teJert. - e dcr ! for only cns' fjSN
9, a ch a 3-L years old cf the r)';: s ad , . .tnougr, one (Cut not

Coth , ef the younger incividuals ir L'v 2 WUIN Z..r jnc the single child in
Lit 3 (US" 7404) could ha,!e been acccmodatic c n E: f urris n that condition.
The observed spatial distribulicn cf te r sp.e Lta' clements, however, argued

qain>L that occurrence. Crania, pel " , anu appendicular elements
predominated (with the eAceptior of the hands and feet), but axial elements
iribs, vertebrie, clavicles, and scaplae) were less completely represented
'see Appendix B) . The two older ind'viduais (USN 1886 in Urn 1 and USN 3650
in Urn 2) were represented by more skeletal elements (37 and 39, respectively,
ncluding fragmentary ribs) than were the younger individuals. The two
infants in Urn 2 were the least complete (13 and 18 elements), and the more
fragmented representation of the younger of the infants mirrored the general
pattern of age-progressive anatomical completeness.

One possible ex.pianation for this observed patterning is the differential
preservation of the bones of infants and older individuals, the more fragile
cortex of the former rendering them more vulnerable to post-depositional
destrucrion (Angel 1967). The evidence, however, suggests that certain
skeletal elements (e.g. the cranium and mandible, the larger long bones)

-,O ,)rried stronger connotations of symbolically significant identification with
the deceased individual, and were therefore selectively included in
._lections of processed remains destined for final deposition.

T-is latter conclusion is supported by data from the three remaining
e.-ais assigned to the Summerville IV occupation, all of which consisted of
dcscrt;culatea bundles of selected skeletal elements. The smallest of these
.)2posits of processed remains was Bural 1 from Hectare 40ONi-300E, located
r-ear Burial 2 described above. Both burials were discovered immediately
ror thcast of Structure 5, and the latter interment was intersected by the

-no -thastern wat l of this structure. Included in this bundle were the skull
nIa long bones of a child age 7 to 9 years. The skull rested upon its base,

ar;uC the long bones were arranged in two parallel stacks extending
r,9rrttwe,-tward From t. Nei ther pelvic nor axial portions, nor extremities were
.re-cnt, nor were there any associateJ artifacts.

u- -t in t. - same hectare was a cache of carefully stacked adult
-'I I 0I covering the bunded disarticulated remains of a young adult female;

t.a -e turn o./erI a the (alvarium -
.  a young child. This burial was located

* at t :.,A.'er!a e*,te- centra: berder ot tue hectare, just beyond the southern
t-;-d '- of tr, e iounJ. Ni ne a.u' t. i rd;.' i duals were reprcsented by ca ivar a

i: he superi 0, rrtions of the fronta;, parietal and occipital bones. No
sci:tteo artiats wee recovered. Thl iong axis of the cache ran from

nortcas t to southwest.

P oor p, eservation of the Done has obscured any traces of deliberate
sc,v'e" ng of these DortIons from th1e inferior sectiors of the crania, but such

: strongly suggested by the clearly patterned representation of these cranial
elemcnts. The atbence of the cor re,_pond i ng temporal bones of these
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ird '.duals might be explained in part 10y their late fusion to the cranial

va, t; such fusion would not have been very far advanced in these younger

adult individuals, aged 20 to 40 years at death. r--: 7  ate facial regions
might have been lost to post-deposition decomposition. However, the complete

absence of any trace of the frontal and occipital bones inferior to the level
of the temporal i ines cannot be so easily accounted for by these explanations
because those regions in which separation has occurred consist of relatively

thick bone. Deliberate removal of the absent cranial portions seems evident,
perhaps to facilitate the stacking of concave vault sections in the manner

noted during excavation.

The disarticulated postcranial remains were discovered only during final

excavation of this feature in the osteology laboratory. Included were pelvic,
axial, and, extremity elements, as well as long bones of the appendicular
skeleton, all neatly stacked in a compact bundle. As noted for the urn
burials and Burial 1 discussed above, selection was clearly biased in favor of
the larger bones. Th,se parts which included numerous "redundant" bones (e.g.
the hands, feet, ribs, and vertebral column) were typically represented by a

few of their larger elements (e.g. the feet by the talus and calcaneus).

A number of these postcranial bones displayed traces of burning which

ranged from slight scorching of the cortex to pervasive blackening. The
absence of calcification, warping, and cracking of the bones (with the
exception of the right femur posterior shaft) suggests exposure to low heat
shortly after the flesh had been removed (Buikstra and Swegle 1980).
Deliberate cremation was not a common feature of Mississippian mortuary ritual
in this region. Accidental contact with fire in the course of processing or
storage before deposition seems the probable explanation.

None of the cranial vault fragments bore any trace of contact with fire.
It could not be determined if any of them belonged to the young female,

although such was certainly possible. The only fragment of cranial bone
inferior to the vault region recovered from the entire mass was the gracile
masto-id process of a right temporal of an adult discovered within the bundle
of postcranial remiains. The process displayed e thoroughly blackened lateral

aspeci , but no cracking or checking of the cortex. The evidence suggests that

this fragment belonged to the young adult female.

Located some 20 meters to the north of Burial 5 and separated from it by
tre mound "as Burial 9 r' Hectare 500N/-300[. This large ossuary contained

the remain: of at east 4-' individuals (Table 10). Th. use of t h- t.rm

,jzr:" he3r , ! ' o be a , s sJ:age (1974:8): ". .. those secnndar y d(,o .
th'a p Co hl y Sre:re I tire per odic redisposal of individuals wh;ch touo

pa .e after cu tural y pr escribed number of years." This feature was
i* Vatod : me r mete; ; th of Strtcture 3, which conta ned one bd'vial urn

bJ-a cr r,> an~ axo:i of the rectaingular pit which contaiied the

d I.7y , r , no'h-ncr ht ast , south-southwesl , arid lay rough l y *it a
rcr a , f tC h c ' t:, ta on of !he 'r or I ty rf the rntacks cf lcng bone:
-' n th: depc . No aFunc ate :rt Ifacts ere recover ed fi -,m th is osuary,

CTh pa t rned a' " ic-rjnunt If these bones wi thir, the> r  bundles and the
bur , s rlr * .- th C I t i s learly evident rr Figure 1. The e ect i or of
s~J'ira lemernt f )r ir(: lus ion was simi lar y non- r-ndr and d orr e ponded

c c~oi v wth the preterert al select ion of the larger, less " ed-inaiut" bonesS
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pr;marily from the appendicular skeleton noted in the urn burials and Burials

I 1 and 5, discussed above (see Table 11). In one aspect of this selection,
however, Burial 9 differed radically from those features: only 16.3 percent
of the ossuary population was represented by cranial elements. In that sense,
Burials 5 and 9 may have existed as complementary elements within the
Summervilie IV mortuary program. This suggestion is not meant, however, to
ifply any immediate link between these two features with respect to the
specific individuals contained within, and no particular evidence for such a
connection has been detected. A second marked difference between these
burials in the deposition of cranial elements is their retention as complete
(rather than deliberately fragmented) anatomical elements in the ossuary
(Burial 9) but not in the calvaria cluster (Burial 5).

The non-random patterning of skeletal elements in the ossuary was also
evident at a third level of organization. Within each of the discrete stacks
of bones evident in Figure 1, the uppermost levels contained almost
exclusively post-cranial elements, whereas the lowest levels frequently
consisted of the disart~culated, but anatomically more complete, remains of
one or two individuals represented by pelvic, axial, and extremity elements as
well as by the usual components of the appendicular skeleton. Not every stack
"rcluded such an individual at its base, but every individual so represented

occurred in such a location.

With respect to demographic composition, the ossuary was heavily biased in
fa.n)r of adults (37 of 43 individuals, or 86.0 percent). The distribution of
the 6 remc;iIring individuals throughout the subadult age ranges displayed the
.:gi-progresslve decline noted by Weiss (1973) for juvenile mortality in
preindustrial nopulaLiCns: three infants, two children, and one adolescent.
The total proportion of subadults to adults within this ossuary seems too low,

. however, o reflect the actual mortality experienced by this population.

The va, ahi it In mortuary treatment observed in these se'.erl
P tolhi :;t..,;c f Cat. ur F7 genE--aily mirrors that discussed by Sheldon (1974) in

The Mississiopian-wistc-ic Transition in Central Alabama. Prior to Sheldon's

thoughtful stud,, a d'soropo-tionate amount of investigative attention had
been aevoted to b-I ai urn interments in this region, to the exclusion of
contempordnc'!is alterna i-n2 modes of mortua.,, disposal. He noted that primary
S*...nded bLri.ats ma a u! ha'.e been the preferred mode in some areas, and
ti:. mult pl- b' .iIe 3I 1 frequently rredominated in Protohistoric sites
1,-ated bt; .bgoce an ,  lower Alabama Rivers. Of the 64 individuals
asso.;ated h ' '- . pa' .n in the LuLbub Creek Archaeological Locality,

Sha' ,". ... p; edle bundles (2 urn s, the ossuary, ard ttt

... -i r .. , .: ; y d's,: culation sa,,e for one young child
.r -

W th d t " c " " select:on (-f skeletal elements 'or incl.:sion
-ample aI cI 'forms w I I to the pattern noted

r r .hcldc ri j s of fermura, tibiae, fibulae, humeri, radii,
-ndi u a, ,' '.e i r , Tae ,' :endi% order of frequency) , with ribs,
!avic es. - oU!,e, '- ebrar. nnfils and feet occasionally included.

*- iai f 'C' -IK t ere d, . arc-oded stparate disposal at Lubbub, as
e..dened t. rec r . )n, --eo-esentat ion wi thin the ossuary and very high
"epresentat o- in a , ro 'se f orr) in the .-alvaria cache. This
distribut on difers red,' fr o Sheldon's observation that skulls were
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preset for roughly 75 percent of the individuals placed in multiple bunier.

The arrangerent of bones Wthiv both ossuary and calotte cacnes sugyicst:_
!"ithey wuret atW idn We p to enclosed with in containers -na~ufac ur e:'i f-

Dt' 'Aacie mater cis, at heldur has suggcs~ea for the similar feat're 'u L
C si:ssed. Sheldon ;net nt me-lion tht differential spata lisliai.

noe more ccm;:letely represenned individuails (as was noted in 10ra 9)
ri iuitple bundle burials, but such information may not ha\- _eur

a\ al tc h r i secundlary sources.

Su 'era: Y!Knc ri r Luic Mississippian mortuary features at the neovb:y
1-: '1(-C Ki00Ye peousi in connection with the Vrnii pcrmr'y

- 0 wv- wi ririu,- -. covered from Lubbub) resemble the mu t nie aelrosi ts
ri' -wieszd rcmwnf nP uolzub Creek Archaeologic:al Lcality and~ ncumrous

7 ie cicss by Snelciaon. Burial 7 at 10r2 duplicated in mininature MY&
! -ierwil nemograpni. anatcmical, and spatial features of the Lubb
::ee Arcaeological Locality ossuary. Burial i contained cranial elementiz
11-"mnmum of A~a - d~cucs, alcng withn a sparse incids~n cf po~tcra;ia.

son c spuding e. 0 nc of Luning SKI1 and Ginitp 19,5), Tne
2-su' Of fa'! oetau an- basicranial elements dis' incicisnes this

Q.;' reTea! rom ne covri ache a t Lubbub, hovaever, desp te the ir
-u~rfiiairesemblan '- ac primarlyK cranial deposits. Burial 2 contained the

reunr of Vn~ e aoull individual. A number of burials (14, 17,
'12, r 251 d pnje cviae~r suggestive of proCeSSing of deceased

7j lols pr imrt,, -inrmeri with subsequent collect'on of desirer
!KC ~L e OTn c 'tS i I 'a) Twoi unusual deposits of innomplete poctoraria
rcmn 0 (BLIKY !oi MCIn LnS'st of those elements not commonly included 4
lUP 01'Undlin buirial: !ucfl as Bural 7 and the Lubbub ossuary.

Anotne, smai * ossua-y con~aining crania and long bones of six adu'tS Was
cii u'.ered at s te 'Pei the course of salvage excavations near Heiberger on
the jahaba River some 30 wlles east of Moundvi lie (Hutch inson 1976). The iong
hon-: were stacked neatly and the crania were placed adjacent tc them.
Ue-aimic materials recovered from the site suggested a Late Mississippian
occupa tion.

In his discussion: of mortuary aspects of the Mississippian-Historic
tr arcition in central Alabama, Sheldon (1974) noted that certain modes of

nrs1of the dead were evidently continued essentially unchanged throughout
Spwriod Qf time under consideration: primary interments, usually extended

b . mre rarely fle~ucd, bundled remains, and single skulls interred in small
P !s. Howev':r, now modes ot interment also appeared, most notably the
iepniton of sclectond skceletal elements of adults and, more commonly.
n -iloI within la-gv glbular urns. bheidon suggestcd that ihs muc

,ous 0' epreserted a Firther dcleopment of an ea 1 icr mrode Which fealur-e6
--taid -ogsels or lirge sie-ds placed over the cranal region. Three bur ijl
j-1 - Iio rodev, wore a scra ted w tr thel ummervi e !V cOLOU0110 or r

* revL V rj'''oico1 Lonalit).

I I f r urmn t f ;V u the deg.- ;n ci v c .. c

r d ' ci u',Ifi -

r nni ~
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at Lubbub include the ossuary and the calvaria cluster.

European incursions into western central Alabama in the Late
Protohistoric and Early Historic times encountered the Choctaw tribe occupying
the territories containing the pre- and protohistoric sites disc,,.sed above.
Cho.taw mortuary customs made a striking impression on tne early etonograph.ic
chroniclers, so much so chat Swanton commented ;n his Invaluable compilation,
Source Materials for the SocIal and Ceremonia! Life of the Choctaw Indians
1931:70), "This feature of anc>Lnt Choc taw culture was developea so

strikingly that more attention is devoted to it by' writers on the tribe ihar
to any other native cjstom." Different writers noted slight regional or
idiosyncratic variants, but agreed on the main features of this complex
behavior set, outlined below.

The newly deceased person was placed or, a high scaffold of poles erected
near nis hcuse. The height of the scaffold and the skin or cloth wrappings of
the body discouraged disturbance by predators during the period considered
necessary for decomposition of soft tissues. When sufficient time had lapsed
.u!.LJa ly three to four months) a mortuary priest was summoned by the family to
complete processing of the remains. Romans (in Swarton 1931:173) described
these priests as "A certain set of venerable old Gentlemen who wear very long
nai Is as a distinguishing badge on the thumb, fore and middle finger of each
hand .. .*" In the presence of the family and other mourners, the priest

ascended by a ladder to the scaffold, unwrapped the body and removec the
flesh, which he burned. The bones he scraped clean with his long nails and
presented in a bundle to the family. After a funeral feast, at which the
scaffold was burned, the bones were transported inside a wooden or cane chest
to the community mortuary temple or "Bone-house" set some distance away from
the residential area. When the Bone-house became fil ed with chests, these
were gi;ven final communal interment by the surviving fam ily members i n a large
pit.

Dftai led ethnographic data such as that reportec v} Swanton may prove
useful in the elucidatior or  archaec>:gica' eviden-c. if analogies drawn a-e
fvased upon carefu 1'y con,. dered -omparisons of the data. Following Binfora's

1Q72) directive, a model of e.pected archaeological evidence was constructed
and tested ,jih data from ,he Protohistoric multiple ard inoividual mor;uar
Cc:atu-es i r the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Local ity.

C.ince inital processing (decomposition of soft .issues) was accompl sh'ec
'. rjffoids rather than by primary interment, graves irntended fcr singie
-t lated i .4o:;ld nrr be expected to be numerous at Choctaw (or

rctcC -Chcc aa) s tes Pcmans i r: Swanto 1n 19 3 1 174' rien t i cned that su i c e-
_ja encre e of th: C-oc taw we "burieu urIO er th ,, I -.1. one ro b f; r e I/

,rcr t ur) ,-o unwo,-th hi nor ] c e remon a oib, L;i e,. . . Th mo u
,j I;p, sj wo Jd probab iy h:ie serv ao u re Cl at i vel sa I I p roor t ion of tol.
:hab tant. of a typical Choctaw commun ty.

0,3 te' n Sw n tjt, 0 18K iuotCs 1. f" s t tha: thi
f .;' i rcc '-0,t iorzoi..t , .aE ; i d, C)r iLrr . t " s purr. Lie tt .1
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The scaffotlds corstracted for initial dincorpsl O0C!O* wo Q eVQ few,

disti~nct traces in the archaeological rec~o, perhnaps. smal a~reas of burneo

na-th fromr the bark ':c which ,wer kept bu' 'r; teet 15 c!fi fa.

four da s ri a fez. pas tmo 1 o :c~t a ini nq c ' c r c2 j -o st T!,.,. Bore-r(,jc(.
Mnmsevo ij'b r Kngshablc from dnrme: 4 c U&K- gs by trc*- 1J;O

"c 1r Ins a-! domeo s. T .cc ; ccc1nK n aZ cis ! n nome ocsyv) 'ho ansuncL :

or a n ra Pon is nin w% or sc ne a'-Ou-t.

F cr i vc' iqrtri'P I &' i 4 ar chaiew 1 og, r - d A 1 hu rr the wood E

ord cane w-Etn woulId i e nrv n- -d, the~~- in"ui-aan of the i d i -. d L,1(
norc - i ti C, MM S , tr ;n n' -P1, i" ua 1 "n -, 1 ;r - : q3 J : r 1 ement

, v n i-e y , of u : C0 - Pr mu - tcn s temst- iy~ wo<. 0 not

U;way a7,mrnsq~ C,. Vaninc if4fort r& Swnltror

1 1:7!a car' 'hat r'' vQi erc nerm ilid the ise of ncc

:oils eoe -'o-r lon frig - Z-1 3 .

Thp lmoga p r n r 'v ih sc o jA c r i, o f 2 t to Tome degree

n" tN-- E Z' m ha~ LPt r-nc :: , as L as in many

Wh- ti. Va f01 e p-lo noA 0 a PP aq n Ir" 'Lbunc Creek

j 00a da11 f, noer 1 n-.v 1 good

0 res id r-o: Ine nmed aai\ ,V 0 NM Or", f'-o Hiectare
ZP~1(r P r-~ - -In V I m--3dntr!1Atxn!i Was i r a" WrSFU3Q

nrMT-ated P Thnngachi hourcor . Acw! Mae r females are p-esert in
3purox~mt , qa numes and' saoaaulM athoigh undrrresen~eted, are

a;. 7 P-0o0P 071-1- Kisr of bones a e ev~oert. and ther spatial

7-!tcrv ;4qg0'S" :-iginn ir~rment A,!Oin ome sort of rectangular
-a;aine, . Tn ca*o of~ it? o~coar. o c' im no-1h Of Structure ',in 1hat

ne-tar may in fnc* rat &.c ~qrWcrc *.ct irony concerning ttce locations

-1 commurj remeterieT a 3 r Vstan-c from thc living community, The

orcr~ricu of 3 bur~a urn tre n at" the floor of that struc ire (evidently th

usnal plare of depos~tia fur i-h essselbo at thi s Vie) suggests that it may

P'-date by some decree th, crTMc 1 wih icrated 1. ne msuary .

''r f - j tic C n r- of -K ruar,.-rejated ntructuroo is conco-ved.

-u -ru p- lci ~a -C the Tite hinth o: dnnco P-Dc 0:0 ork

v: , .r - nr : o' pa t' P ll -n .
1
.nav ifZ~ z c ,ruc ur:- caro

PTr Ma rT. C'O D4~. c-f 'C I d'

-, -. ,' -.. He. 'a-, 7 ' 30 7 W~oo nu' .<ris~i

a h r h- a~ c -1 Pr'qW 3F as Cc'r bed by

1C ,-rc. r r.-

vi; ~ -. +
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DISCUSSION

Generally speaking, throughout the Woodland and Mississippian occupations
in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, distinction of individuals via
mortuary treatment apparently did not hold a prominent place in the social
ceremonies of those populations. Not all individuals were accorded absolutely
equal treatment, but within general age categories (adult vs. subadult) the
differences do not suggest a highly visible system of social ranking such as
that delineated at Moundville (Peebles 1974). Given the nature of the Lubbub
settlement vis-a-vis Moundville, such an absence is not unexpected.

One Mature Mississippian individual (Burial 6, Hectare 40ON/-400E) was
accorded distinctive treatment in death, presumably reflecting his elevated
status both within and beyond his resident community. The unusual terraced
rectangular bowl interred above his head suggests some association with the
ranked society at Moundville, as do his copper earspools. The triangular
arrowpoints included in the grave sound a local technomic counterpoint to
these extra-local socio-technic artifacts.

In the mortuary sample recovered in 1977 from the eastern sector of
,Pi33, one Early Mississippian adult male (Burial 20) had been accorded
equally well defined distinction. Again, a combination of technomic (an
ordinary ceramic vessel) and socio-technic (a copper plate engraved with a
Southeastern Ceremonial Cult eagle dancer, plus twelve sheet copper hair
plumes) items appeared. This person was attended in death by a second adult
male and by pairs of articulated arms, legs, and feet placed over his body,
surely socio-technic associations despite their original technomic functions.

As for the remainder of the 1979 mortuary sample from the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, fewer than half of the burials included associated
artifacts, all of a technomic nature. More adults than subadults possessed
associations; the same was noted for the 1977 sample (Ensor and Hill 1979).
Other features of mortuary treatment (burial facility, body position, and
orientation) were generally non-distinctive, with the exception noted
previously of the gradual abandonment from Woodland to Mature Mississippian
times of the flexed in favor of the extended position for the body within the
grave.

A survey of the sample as a whole reveals that the single most striking
variation evident is the shift at the end of the Late Mississippian period
from the individualized disposal of the dead, with little apparent processing
of the body beyond its placement in a burial pit, to the collective deposition
of selected skeletal elements representing groups of individuals whose remains
had been more extensively manipulated. An apparent correlate of this
collectivization was the abandonment of the practice of placing artifacts with

* the deceased.

with Certain features of this collective treatment (the ossuary) accord well
with ethnographic accounts of mortuary ceremonies of the Choctaw, the presumed
descendants of the Summerville IV inhabitants at Lubbub. Other features (the

-.burial urns, the calvaria cache) do not match the ethnographic accounts,
* although the former have been widely discovered in central Alabama

p -Protohistoric contexts. Their co-occurrence with the ossuary (in a gross
chronological sense) in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality may be due to
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actual micro-chronological variation within the Summerville IV component. The
calvaria cache, which appears to complement the ossuary with respect to thedisposal of cranial elements, may simply represent a local or regional variant
of the mortuary customs described by Swanton's (1931) sources.
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APPENDIX A

Tabulation of Age, Sex, Number of Individuals, Burial Form.
Body Position, Orientation, and Cultural Period for Human

Burials from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality

KEY

Column I indicates the burial number assigned within the hectare
designated at the head of each section. Individuals buried singly are
numbered "1", "2", etc. Discrete individuals in multiple burials are
designated "A', "IB", etc. Conmingled individuals in multiple burials are
not designated separately in this manner.

Column 2 indicates the USN (Unit Serial Number) assigned to the
individual represented in Column 1.

Column 3 indicates the estimated age of the individual at death. Age
ranges are given for all subadult individuals as well as for those adults
where such estimations were possible.

Column 4 indicates the estimated sex of the individual(s) in the burial,

by the following key:

UN - unknown
FE - female
MA - male
AL - both sexes

Column 5 indicates the total minimum number of individuals included in
this burial.

Column 6 indicates the burial form, by the following key:

UN - unknown
AR - articulated
DI - disarticulated
IC - isolaLed cranium
BU - bundle

-p.

Column 7 indicates the position of the body, by the following key:

UN - unknown or inapplicable, in case of non-
articulated remains

ES - extended supine
EP - extended prone
FL - flexed
SF - semiflexed (knee joints only)

467
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Column 8 indicates the orientation of the cranium, with respect to grid
north. Where this could not be determined, UN - unknown.

Column 9 indicates the cultural period to which the burial has been
assigned, by the following key:

UN - unknown
Mi - Miller III
Su I - Summerville I
Su I/111 - Summerville 1l/1ll
Su IV = Summerville IV (Protohistoric)
Ms = Mississippian (not assignable to a particular Summerville

subphase)

.o
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APPENDIX B

Tabulation of Skeletal Elements from Human Burials from 1Pi33

KEY

P = Bone is present but in very poor condition.

0 - Bone is absent.

1,2... - One (etc.) bone or tooth of this type is present in reasonably
good condition.

14.

Ile

- Row I includes the superior portion of the cranium.

Row 2 includes the base of the cranium.

Row 5 includes the total number of teeth present from both jaws.

Row 9 will in most cases bear the notation "P," unless the ribs are
complete enough to count.

Row 10 will indicate the minimum number of vertebrae recognizable in each
of the three categories.

Row 12 is labeled "innominate" rather than pelvis, as the pubic and
' I7 ischial portions of the pelvis were almost never preserved.

Rows 16 and 21 (hands and feet) will indicate the minimum number of bones
identifiable from the three types which comprise these elements, considered in
this tabulation as a single unit.
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